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PREFACE

The material for this book was developed from presentations that
were given at short courses on principles of radar, from internal notes
and memoranda generated within the Experiment Station at Georgia
Tech, and from the notes of a short course on the subject presented
during- July 1979. This earlier material has been substantially extended
and augmented in order to provide a reasonably detailed and compre
hcusive coverage of high-power microwave radar transmitters.

The motivation for collecting this material was the observation over
a number of years that knowledge of radar transmitter design techniques
ha,s not been widely disseminated, and that the lack of such knowledge
coni inur-s to impact a number of radar research, development, and pro
dUel jon pl'OgTams. It has been my observation that design information
101 radar transmitters and components is not readily available from one
source. but is widely scattered in a number of isolated locations, some
of' which arc difficult to access even with the services of a large technical
library. Therefore, the objective of this work is not to present a vast
body of new knowledg-e or new and innovative techniques, but to collect
[rom a numlx-r or diverse sources the basic design information for a
radar unusmiu r-r and its components and to present such information
ill II n'lIIHlllably IIl1il(lI'IlI manner.

The t'lllplwNis is on the integrated design of the radar transmitter,
Itt'KillllillK with the ,syst em requirements, which in turn generate the
Illmmlltlel' ll'qllin'lll('nlS, and on the continual interaction between these
11'Cllilll'lllt'nls 011111 all aspects or transmitter design. The material begins,
ill (:II"pll'I I. with a presentation of radar system requirements to indicate
how Iht, varioux transmitter requirements arise and to show how trans
Illillt'l pnli)l'nl:lIl('(" influences overall radar system operation. Chapter
~ di,snlss{'s av.uluhlc- microwave power tubes and some of their character
istics, and Chapter :S is an introduction to radar modulators of various
I ypes and some of their principal characteristics. Chapter 4 begins the
dclaikd analysis and design procedures for modulator components with
t lu- I rr-auncnr 01" the pulse transformer. Chapter 5 presents pulse-forming
nel work design, while the following two chapters discuss charging" chokes
and switching" devices. Chapter H sets (nth sornr: observations on the
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specification of transmitters, while Chapter 9 discusses some sample
dr-signs to indicate the application of the procedures discussed earlier.
Appendix A contains a discussion of measurement techniques unique
10 high-power microwave transmitters, while Appendix B provides con
ve-rsions between a number of systems of units commonly in use.

In the event that additional detail is required in any of these areas,
I he references listed at the end of each chapter should be consulted.
III particular, excellent references for microwave tubes include the arti
des by Skowron, Staprans, McCune, and Ruets, and the article by Men
del. The classical reference on modulators is, of course, Volume 5 of
i hr: Rad. Lab. series, and a copy should reside on every transmitter
I"IIg-ineer's bookshelf. The most exhaustive reference on pulse-trans
lormer design is undoubtedly the two-volume set by Fenoglio et al.,
.md it certainly contains much additional useful information.

Because of the large number of different symbols which are required
I I) express various concepts throughout the text, unique symbols could
1101 reasonably be assigned to each variable; however, every attempt
lias been made to define all symbols used close to the point where
1hey are employed and to be consistent in both symbols and units with
common usage. Material directly extracted from references preserves
I he notation of the original source in most cases . A list of symbols and
ahbreviations used in this book may be found at the end of the front
I II atter.

I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the support of
:1 number of people who made this book possible. Mr. Ed Flynt and
IJr. H. A. Ecker provided internal support to educate me in the mysteries
or modulator design, and Mr. J. C. Butterworth provided invaluable
support and practical knowledge during this continuing education. Mr.
I)avid Ladd prepared the original section on measurements, which
lormed the basis for the current Appendix A and designed the EIO
modulator of Section IX. Dr. E. K. Reedy provided support for typing
or the notes and encouragement to proceed with this endeavor, and
Susan Fuller and Nancy Brown typed all of the text material. Finally, I
would like to acknowledge the support and patience of my wife and
children during the nights and weekends required for preparation of
I his volume.

I would also like to acknowledge my debt to the authors and publishers
who have generously permitted me to reproduce figures and/or tables
limn their published work. The credit for each such piece of borrowed
material is found in the form of a bracketed number, which refers the
rl"ader to a list of sources at the end of the chapter.

GEORGE W. EWELL



SYMBOLS AND
ABBREVIATIONS
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BOOK

a radius of PFN coi l C band the radar band covering
(p . 182); len gth of air gap the 5-GHz re gion of the

in a magnetic circuit frequency spectrum

(p. 198) Cc value of coupling capaci-
A ampe res tOI' in a hard-tube modu-
A pulse amplitude (p . 15); lato r

gross co re cross-sec- c; distributed capaci tance
tional area (pp . 154 , 198) of the high-voltage wind-

; 1(' a ll' "I"naling «urrcnt ing of a pu lse tra ns-
Awe Auu -rir. u ) win' ga ng" former; d istributed

"
III00H n" 1ie fle'leI sl...·nglII; capacitance of the pulse

" '1" iv;II"nl nlli"~ , ' ha nel- transformer and load

wi. 1I h (I' . :1); lI' j""iVl'r (p. 149)

hanelwiell II (p . 15); a 1101'- CE co ntro l electrode
lIIalizeel variable used in
I'FN case size estimation CFA crossed-field amplifier

(p . 190) c, load capacitance
Bdc dc flux in core centimeterscm
8m maximum allowable flux

density emil cir cul ar mil (wire cross-

Bs saturation flux d ensity
section)

BWO backward-wave oscillator Cn to tal pulse-farming-net-

°C temperature in degrees
work capacitanc e

Celsius COHO cohe re nt oscillator
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(,'.,ut total capacitance con- Eg electric field stress in an
neeted to the anode of a insulation void
switch tube (p. 215) eg grid voltage

Cs stray capacitance of hard- EIA extended interaction am-
tube modulator load plifier

CSV corona start voltage EIO extended interaction os-
C tot total capacitance (Cn and cillator

stray) with which the EM
charging choke resonates (tuned) a voice-coil-actuated,

CW continuous-wave reciprocation-tuned

d PFN coil diameter magnetron, also called a

D strip width of a wound C
HI-FI tuned magnetron

core Eo pulse transformer output

dB decibels
voltage; peak output
voltage in an SCR-mag-

dBm decibels referred to one netic modulator (p. 267)
milliwatt

ep switch tube plate voltage
dc direct current during the output pulse

DF capacitor dissipation fac- epy peak thyratron anode
tor voltage

di/dt rate of change of current Esg screen-grid voltage
with respect to time j frequency; PFN recharge

du duty cycle, the ratio of frequency (p. 201); oscil-
pulse width to interpulse loscope bandwidth
period (p. 296)

dv/dt rate of change of voltage F C core window width (p.
with respect to time 156); ratio of number of

E electric field stress in PFN sections to pulse

solid insulator width (p. 194)

E build of a wound C core fc filter bandwidth (p. 5);

Eb plate-to-cathode voltage
center frequency of pulse
spectrum (p. 320)

Ebb dc plate-supply voltage jD Doppler frequency
cc peak positive grid volt- FET field-effect transistor

age
fh upper edge of CFA oper-s: grid-to-cathode voltage ating frequency band

I~'" 1 control-grid voltage F(H) PFN life factor (p. 190)
I~'" 2 screen-grid voltage f1 lower edge ofCFA oper-
I\~I magnetron equivalent ating frequency band

diode voltage bias fm middle of CFA operating
«: de supply voltage frequency band

I',r Iil.mu-nt volt ag"(' I'M frequency modulation
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FW forward-wave (CFA) resonant charging

G C core window length Ide direct current passing

GaAs gallium arsenide through a charging

G(j) power response of MTI
choke

processor IF intermediate frequency

GHz gigahertz h cathode current

G(w) Doppler frequency re- 1m magnetizing current

sponse of an MTI pro- m inches
cessor 10 load current

H henrys
lop operating current

H magnetic field strength plate currenttp

He heat flux density (p. 162);
Ip thyratron rms plate cur-

critical magnetic-field in- rent
tensity (p. 227)

Is diode saturation current
H(f) receiver frequency re-

sponse J joules

HI-FI k tube cathode perveance

(rnagne- (pp. 60, 92); damping

tron) an E-M tuned magnetron coefficient (pp. 145,

11m pulse magnetization
149); relative dielectric
constant of insulation

IimT (p. 152); a core-loss con-
ltV hij.\h-vollag-c winding ofa stant (p. 201)

puls,' nansforuu-r
K Nagaoka's constant

IIVIlC hil-\h ·vollaj.\c direct-cur- OK temperature in degrees
n'lll kelvin

III. hl'1'11. «('ydcS/.~I'(,Ol1(I)
kA kiloamperes

M'I'I iruprovr-ux-nt bl'lol'
kG kilogauss

It. thyrat rou pcak anode
Ku band the radar band covering

nUTI'll1
the 16-GHz region of the

t, thyratron average anode frequency spectrum
current

kV kilovolts
l{, magnetic bias current of

kW kilowatts
a saturating magnetic
switch referred to the L inductance per section of

main winding a PFN coil (p. 110);

ice control electrode current
charging-choke indue-

Ie (av) average charging current
tance (p. 198)

for resonant charging
length of coil of one PFN
section (p. 110); length

Ie (max) peak charging current for of magnetic circuit in a
resonant charging core (pp. I !>R, 19R); coil

Ie (rms) rms charging CIIITCI1I for Iellglh (p. IR~)
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L band the radar band covering ms milliseconds
the I-GHz portion of the MTI moving-targe t indication
freque ncy spect ru m

MW megawatts (106 W)
L c induc tan ce of section of

PFN on closed end n transformer turns ratio ;

(p . 110); charging indue- number of PFN sec tions

tan ce (p . 112) (p . 110); designator for
Darlington line sections

t, ave rage mean length of (p. 183)
pulse transformer coil

N number of turnsturn

LI leaka ge inductance of NAND a logic gate which per-

pulse transformer forms the co mplemen t of

(p . 145); referred to the the logical AND function

high-voltage winding ns nanoseconds
(p . 151) Ns total number of high-

L m magnetizing inductance voltage winding turns se-
of a pulse transformer ries -connected

L n total PFN in ductance OBWO O-type backward-wave

L~ sum of leakage induc- oscillator

tan ce an d PFN indue- Oe oersteds
tance (p. 149) OFHC oxygen-free. high-con-

L r viewing-resistor indue- ductivity
tance oz ounces

L s sa turated inductance of a P output power
saturatin g magnetic

Pb th yratron plate-break-switch; recharging indue-
tance of a hard-tube down factor

modulator (p . 107) pd CFA drive power (p . 50 )

4.(S) sa turated inductance of Pd switch-tube plate dis sipa-
delay reactor L2 (p. 126) tion

LV low- voltage pulse-trans- pF picofarads
former winding PFN pulse-forming network

mA mill iamperes PM phase modulation
MBWO M-type backward -wave Po peak CFA power output

oscillator (p. 55) ; thyratron power
mHz megahertz output (p . 2 11); pe ak

mil one-thousandth of an SCR dissipation (p. 222)

inch PPM period ic permanent mag-
111111 millimeters net

11I1 1I1 1g' ab so lute pressure in mil- PRF pulse-repetition Ire-
limetcrs of mercury quency

M()J'A muster-oscil lator pow cr [Jrr pulse-repetition rate
:III1Jllilin (p . 50)
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Q the quality factor of a rt insulation thermal res is-
coil, the ratio of energy tivity
stored to energy dissi- Ro thermal impedance
pated per cycle

S insulation pad thickness
r' equivalent leakage resis-

tance of a magnetron SBV self-breakdown voltage

RBDT reverse-blocking diode SCR silicon-controlled recti-

thyristor fier

n; recharging resistance of S(j) frequency spectrum of

a hard-tube modulator transmitted signal

(pp. 104, 106); equiva- SFD a tube manufacturer,
lent charging-choke re- now a part of Varian, Inc.
sistance (p. 112)

STALO stable local oscillator
rd magnetron dynamic im-

T teslaspedance (p. 24)

Re load resistance T temperature; interpulse

[lnrr elkcl ivc wire resistance
period; a normalized

flu' high frequencies and
time variable (p. 146)

plllse's wire traverse (p. 152);

H,,,, t,'t"ivalt'lll J'('sislallcc of a
pulse length (p. 154);
length of surface creep

ehalJ.\illJ.\ choke' (p. 20 I) path (p. 164); insulation
I( Ii IoIdlO IIe''tIll'llcy thickness (p. 186)

/(1/ 1'"IMt' MOille .. illllll'dall(,(' 'II(/) leakage inductance of
(I'- I·lrl) transformer T 1 (p, 126)

Ii, 10'1l1 I('MI~I;1I1l e' dllllllJ.\ 'J2M saturated inductance of
llllll' ~hoilly ;lfll'l lilt' transformer T 2 (p. 126)
1I.1I1~IOllllt'l Olllplli pulsr-

'[~ case temperature(p. I ., ~ I)

Nt load "('SiSI .uuc Ie core lamination thickness

Hm equivalent magnetron re- TE transverse electric

sistance (p. 148); match- 19 insulation void thickness
ing resistance (p. 312)

'0 junction temperature
rms root mean square tp pulse width (p. 122)

rp equivalent plate res is-
tpc pulse width (p. 43)

tance of a switch tube
(p.104) tpd pulse width of CFA drive

Rp magnetron static resis-
pulse (p. 50)

tance tpc CFA-output pulse width

RRV rate of rise of voltage
(p, 50)

Rs source resistance (p. 312) Iq RBDT turnoff time

RSR reverse-switching recti- TT time to charge PFN

fier IT pulse- risr- tinu-
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lnpulse) pulse rise time ZT impedance of the r t h net-

TWT traveling-wave tube work of a Darlington line

V voltage aT pulse desensitization fac-

Vg pulse-generator source tor

voltage (p. 145); voltage /3 phase shift per unit

developed across insula- length

tion gap (p. 186) D. ratio of inductor current
VHF very high frequency to load current

Vn PFN voltage during reso- D.A pulse-to-pulse voltage-
nant charging amplitude change

Vo Twystron operating volt- D.B induction change in mag-
age (p. 72); initial trans- netic core
mission-line voltage D.BAC peak ac flux excursion in
(p. 109) a magnetic core

VoP magnetron operating D.Eb change in anode-to-
voltage cathode voltage

VSWR voltage standing-wave
D.f pulse-to-pulse frequency

ratio change
VI total voltage across an in- M change in current

sulation pad containing
voids st; decrease in load current

Vx voltage across solid por- D.P change in power

tion of an insulation pad D.pd change in drive power
containing voids D.V change in voltage

W watts
charging efficiency of a7Jc

Wb webers line-type modulator
Wg air-gap loss in a gapped () temperature drop

magnetic core
()o klystron electrical length

WI total charging-choke
A operating wavelength;losses

X band the radar band covering
length of heat-flow path
(p. 161); volt-time inte-

the 9-GHz portion of the gral product for a mag-
frequency spectrum netic core

xfmr transformer amplification factor of a/L
Zl transmission-line terrni- tube-control electrode

nating impedance (p. 59); triode amplifica-

Zn equivalent PFN imped- tion factor (p. 92)
ance (p. 116) /Lc cutoff amplification fac-

£0 transmission-line charac- tor ofa tube-control elec-
teristic impedance trode (p. 59)

/.t,(iJ transient thermal imped- /Lrt permeability during trail-
all('(~ ing edge of pulse (p. 148)
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JLIl. incremental permeability screen amplification fac-
of core material under tor (p. 93)
conditions of magnetiza- JLsg screen-grid voltage-am-
tion present in core plification factor

JL. core permeability at end ~d total radial build of wind-
of pulse (p. 148); pulse ing layers carrying pulse
permeability (pp. 155, current in a pulse trans-
259) former

JLH microhenrys T pulse width; interpulse

permeability of free
period (p. 222)

JLo
</> magnetic fluxspace

plate voltage-amplifica-
w radian frequency, i.e.

JLp w = 27Tf; network charg-
tion factor ing rate (p. 201)

JLS microseconds n ohms

JL. relative permeability of Wo undamped resonant fre-
saturated core material; quency (p. 112)



1
RADAR
TRANSMITTER
REQUIREMENTS

One of th e essential features of a representative radar system is
some source of radiated energy . This energy may be continuous-wave
(CW) or pulsed, and its amplitude and frequency structure may be de
signed to fulfill the specific requirem ents of the radar syste m. While
radar transmitters cover a wide range of power levels and pulse lengths,
this discu ssion will be largely confined to high-power pulsed tran smitters
of th e type which would be commo nly encoun tered in radar systems.

The cha racteristics of availabl e tran smitters may be an important fac
tor in selectin g operating frequen cy, tr an smitted waveform, duty cycle ,
or other important radar parameters. In addition, the transmitter is often
a large, heavy, and expensive component of the radar system, and one
which consumes considerable power and requires periodic maintenance
and replacement. Thus, the proper cho ice of transmitter can strongly
influence the size, operating cost , maintainabilit y, reliability, and perfor
mance of the radar system. Therefore, a thorough knowledge of transmit
ter types and characteristics is essen tial to the practicing radar system
engineer, and a thorough, professional transmitter design effort is neces
sary for a successful radar system.

Some of the factors to consider in radar transmitter selection and
desi gn include:

• Peak power

• 1\vera~e "OWCI "

• Spurious outputs

• COSl
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• Pu lse len gth

• Pu lse -repetition freq ue nc y
(PRF)

• Bandwidth

• Sta bility (am plitude and
pha se)

• Distortion

• Efficie ncy

• Size and weight

• Life

• Leakag-e (RF and X-ra y)

• T unabi lity

• Arc ing

• Gain

• Required dynamic ra nge

• Reliability and main tain abil 
ity

A simplified radar system block d iagram is shown in Figure 1-1. The
pulsed transmitter derives its power fro m the power so urce ; it s timing
is es tablishe d by a PRF gen erat or; and its output is sent to a circu lato r
o r d uplexer for transmission to th e an tenna. On reception, th e received
sig-llal is ro u ted through th e receiver to the mixer, where it is mixed
wit h (h e local oscillator output and am plified a t intermediat e frequenc ies
he-f ill'(' de-I cclion . The outpu t of the detector ma y be directly di splayed
101 IIIl" (1)('1';1101". or additional sig na l p rocessin g may be applied in order
I .. ( ·lIlp";I.~ i z ( · pari irular cha rac te ristics of th e re ceived signal.

( (A""""
. . I II I

( ~' l/ lI J1 Ii'il :J
. I

( :i I Cll la l ( lI"

01

d un lexer

IF amp .
and

detector V ideo
out to
di splays
or signal
processing

Prime power

Local
osci lla to r

PRF
generator

FIGU RE I-I Simplified radar block di agram. PRF = pulse repetition fr e
quen cy.
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The range resolution of such a pulsed system is given by the equation

CT

2

where C is the velocity of light and T is the transmitted pulse width.
The unambiguous range is given by the equation

cT

2

where T is the interpulse period.
The power received by the radar system IS given by the so-called

radar equation,

where P; = received power
P, = transmitted power
Gt = transmitting antenna gain
Gr = receiving antenna gain
A= operating wavelength
o: = target radar cross section
R = range to the target

in any consistent system of units (such as m, m", and w).
This received signal is received in the presence of receiver norse,

which has an equivalent noise power given by

No = kTB

where No = noise power (W)
k= Boltzmann's constant (1.38 X 10-23 JfOK)
T= absolute temperature (OK)
B = equivalent noise bandwidth (Hz)

Thus, the desired signal is never received alone; in all cases, it will be
corrupted by the presence of thermal noise.

Decisions concerning the presence or absence of a target or the char
acteristics of that target require a probabilistic decision process. Histori
cally, the concepts of false-alarm probability and detection probability
have been developed to deal with this particular situation. It is not the
intention of this book to deal at any length with the concepts of statistical
detection theory, but it is important to note, and intuitively satisfying,
t hat increased signal-to-noise ratios at the receiver output result in re
duced false-alarm probability for a constant detection probability, or
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increased detection probability for a given false-alarm probability. Thus,
maximization of the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver output is a valid
objective of a radar system design.

As shown by Equation I-I, the signal-to-noise ratio at the output
of the receiver may be increased by increasing transmitted power. How
ever, dramatic increases in peak transmitted power are often made im
possible by the characteristics of the available transmitting devices.
Fortunately, there are a number of other ways to increase the signal
to-noise ratio at the receiver output; however, all of these require addi
tional radar transmitter capabilities.

1-1 MATCHED FILTERING

The requirement for optimum detection of a signal of known
characteristics in white gaussian noise gave rise to the concept of the
ilia/riled filter [4]. The matched filter maximizes the peak signal-to-noise
ratio «>1' a known signal in additive white noise, and it is also optimum
lor a number of other detection strategies. The matched filter is a form
(,I'correlation receiver, and it requires that a particular relationship exist
II('( ween the spectrum of the transmitted signal and the frequency re
sponse of the receiver system.

In particular, the matched filter requires that

1I(j) = S*(j)

where IIcn is the receiver frequency response, S(f) is the frequency
sped rUIII of the transmitted signal, and * indicates the complex conju
14a le.

II is inleresting' to note that the signal-to-noise ratio for a matched
Idln is proportional to the total energy in the transmitted pulse; that
is, to the prodlld of the peak power and the pulse width for a rectangular
pulsr-. Thus. Ihe c.ucful control of the spectrum of the transmitted signal
and Illallhing of (he: spectrum to the receiver bandpass is a requirement
lor Illaldlt'd Iihering' conditions to exist. For the case of a single-fre
qll('IHy. essenlially rectangular or trapezoidal pulse, small deviations
li oru lilt' ideal matched condition produce little loss in signal-to-noise
Lit io .u Ihe receiver output. Schwartz has shown that for a rectangular
plllseoo-wilh a (sin x)/x spectrum-and a gaussian receiver bandpass,
Ihe loss in peak signal-to-noise incurred in the nonideal matched filtering
(oudil ion is as small as I dB, depending upon the receiver bandpass
1·1, p. :!liJ. A comparison of signal-to-noise ratio for various filters is
given in Figllre 1-2.

If 1II;ltched Iihning is to be successful. deviations from expected be
havior must 1)(' carelillly coni rolled, and Ihis rcquirenu-ut usually gives
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FIGURE 1-2 Signal-to-noise ratio as a function of bandwidth for various
filters. The response is given relative to the output of a matched filter as a
function of the product of the filter bandwidth and the pulse length. [41

rise to specifications describing the width of the main transmitted fre
quency lobe and the peak amplitudes of the frequency side lobes. Figure
1-3 is a picture of the spectrum of a rectangular-envelope RF pulse.
Important features that must be controlled include the width of the
main frequency lobe, the peak amplitudes of the first and subsequent
frequency lobes, and the symmetry of the output-signal spectra. Addi
tional requirements may also be imposed to reduce mutual interference
between radar systems [4].

/ Center frequency

\ Spectrum envelope

I

/

Frequency side lobe

"
---1 f--Spacing P~F

FIGURE 1-3 Spectrum of a train of rectangular RF pulses showing line
spectra associated with a pulsed RF signal. [41
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1-2 PULSE COMPRESSION
The concept of matched filtering raises the possibility of using

matched filtering in combination with more complex transmitted wave
forms to achieve some significant advantage in overall system perfor
mance. There are a number of systems that utilize this concept, the
simplest being the so-called pulse-compression systems. Pulse-compression
systems were originally developed as an attempt to improve the signal
to-noise ratio for conditions where the peak power was limited by availa
ble transmitters but where the total energy per pulse could be increased
by increasing pulse width. Since for a matched system the peak signal
to-noise ratio is related to the total energy in the pulse, increasing the
pulse length was one approach to improving detectability. However,
straightforward increases in pulse length result in a reduction of range
resolution. In order to circumvent this difficulty, pulse compression
(chirp) systems, also called linear FM pulse-compression systems, were
developed.

In a linear FM pulse-compression system, the transmitted pulse is
linearly swept over a band of frequencies and the chirped pulse is radi
atcd. Received pulses are passed through a filter that is matched to
t he transmitted pulse characteristics, i.e., a filter that has an inverse
delay with frequency. In such a system the resolution of the radar is
related to the total frequency bandwidth of the transmitted pulse, and
the detectability of targets in thermal noise is related to the total energy
in the pulse (the product of the peak power and the pulse duration).
'1'hus range resolution and pulse width have been decoupled.

There are a number of difficulties with linear FM pulse compression,
not the least or these being the problem with so-called range side lobes.
The output or a typical linear FM pulse-compression system is shown
in Figure 1--4, which illustrates not only the presence of the main target
out put, but also spurious target responses, which are distributed in
range. It may be the case for small targets in clutter, or small targets
adjacent to large targets, that these range side lobes from unwanted
targets may limit the detectability of the desired targets. In order to
circumvent this difficulty a number of approaches have been developed.

In addition to linear FM, such techniques as nonlinear FM, the use
of weighted waveforms, and phase or amplitude coding of the transmit
ted signal have been used in an attempt to maintain acceptable system
resolution while reducing the amplitude of the range side lobes. One
relatively effective means of reducing range side lobes involves the use
ofamplitude weighting of the various frequencies involved in generating
the transmitted pulse. This may be achieved either before transmission
or upon reception of the signal, and the reduction in range side lobes
is achieved only al the expense or hro;llkning the ("('nl r.rl l'I'spons(',
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Expanded pu Ise
20lls/cm

Compressed pulse
O.5Ils/cm

FIGURE 1-4 Expanded and compressed pulses in a pulse
compression system, illustrating pulse compression from a
pulse width of approximately 100 fLs to a pulse width of less
than 0.5 fLs, and the range side lobes associated with the com
pressed pulse. (Anderson Laboratories)

with a consequent reduction in range resolution. The careful tradeoff
between range resolution and range side-lobe levels is often the heart
of a successful pulse-compression system. Weighting approaches that
have been utilized include Tchebysheff, Butterworth, and Taylor weight
illg-s 10 achieve various levels and uniformity of side-lobe responses.
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Whatever approach is taken, when range side-lobe levels below the 20
to 25-dB level are desired, careful control of the transmitted spectrum
is vital. In general, the desired characteristics of the transmitted pulse
may be achieved only by the generation of the complex signal at a low
power level and the subsequent amplification of this signal to a usable
level by a power amplifier. For example, the power-level variation ap
during the pulse is related to the range side-lobe level SL (dB) by

ap
SL= 20 log - [2]

2

Achieving the required characteristics of the power amplifier for stability
of phase, frequency, and amplitude required for small range side lobes
may constitute a relatively difficult design problem.

1-3 TRACKING RADAR SYSTEMS

There are a number of different angle-tracking radar system con
cepts that involve the extraction of target angular information from the
observation of the variations in received signal amplitude over a number
of received pulses. These concepts include conical-scan radar systems
and track-while-scan radar techniques. In each of these cases it is desira
hlc that the source of transmitted energy be sufficiently stable that fluctu
ations in transmitted power do not limit the desired system accuracy.
Random pulse-to-pulse fluctuations in the transmitted power output are,
fill' many purposes, indistinguishable from fluctuations due to receiver
noise, and requirements for amplitude stability of a few percent for
I inn- int crvals of milliseconds are not an unusual requirement for such
lrackill~ systems.

1-4 FREQUENCY-SCANNING RADAR

'I'[u-rc are a number of applications where it is desirable to rapidly
re-position an antenna beam in space. One way of achieving such rapid
hc.uu scalllling involves the utilization of frequency-scanning antennas,
.uiu-uuas whose beam direction in space is a function of the frequency
of til(' radiated signal. Perhaps the most common utilization offrequency
scallnill~antennas involves a combination of frequency scan in elevation
and mechanical scan in azimuth. The frequency scanning in elevation
may be achieved by the transmission of sequential pulses on different
frequencies, or by subdividing the transmitted pulse into a number of
subpulscs, each of which is radiated at a separate frequency correspond
ing 10 a separate antenna beam position. Since the desired frequencies
an- of! en quite closely spaced, the frcqucnry-scanuiug radar systems
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often require a high degree of frequency accuracy and a capability for
changing such a radiated frequency rapidly on a pulse-to-pulse basis,
or even within a few microseconds. Such requirements often involve
the use of lower-powered frequency synthesizers followed by higher
powered power-amplifier stages. Again the design of these power-ampli
fier stages must be such that they possess a high degree of frequency
stability and fidelity in order to generate output pulses having the desired
characteris tics.

1-5 FREQUENCY AGILITY

It has been observed, and theoretically predicted, that a degree
of improvement in a number of radar system performance measures,
such as angle-tracking accuracy and target detectability in clutter, is
provided by frequency-agile operation [I]. Frequency agility is the rapid
shifting of transmitted frequency, often on a pulse-to-pulse basis. It
has been observed that for randomly distributed clutter, the received
signals decorrelate with a frequency change approximately equal to the
bandwidth of the transmitted signal. Rapid frequency changes by at
least this minimum amount tend to decorrelate, or smooth out, the
clutter returns, or obtain a larger number of independent estimates of
target position in a given observation time. Thus, a minimum pulse
to-pulse frequency separation of the reciprocal of the pulse width, and
a frequency rate that results in the pattern of frequencies being repeated
in an interval longer than the clutter or target decorrelation time, would
often be required. This usually requires frequency steps of several
megahertz and tuning rates of several hertz.

Frequency-agile systems often require that an appreciable bandwidth
(as much as several percent) be scanned on a pulse-by-pulse basis, with
adequate frequency-spectrum control and a sufficient knowledge of the
transmitted frequency to permit local-oscillator tuning. The assessment
of the increase in cost with frequency agility versus the anticipated perfor
mance improvement may represent an important radar system design
tradeoff, and the size, cost, and complexity of the frequency-agile trans
mitter may be an important factor in such a decision.

1-6 MTI RADAR SYSTEMS

One of the problems that continually plague radar system design
ers is the detection of desired targets among a number of undesired
targets. These undesired targets are often radar reflections from the
surface of the earth or the sea or, in some cases, from cultural features.
If the desired target is moving, it is possible to utilize the Doppler shift
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associated with such a moving target in order to differentiate between
desired (moving) and undesired (stationary) returns.

One simple form of the system is the so-called moving-target indica
tion (MTI) radar, shown in simplified form in Figure 1-5. A pulse with
a known frequency is transmitted and reflected, and upon reception
any Doppler shift is determined and this information used to differentiate
between fixed and moving targets. A representative set of received signal

Phase-sensitive
detector Delay

y

t_ ..~Ulsed amplifier RF oscillator

MTI
processor or canceler

FIGURE 1-5 Simplified block diagram of a moving-target indication (MIT) system.

waveforms is shown in Figure 1-6 for such an MTI system, pulse-to
pulse subtraction being utilized to extract the desired moving targets.
By the use of this concept, sequential received signals are subtracted,
and returns from stationary targets, which do not change from pulse
10 pulse, are canceled, while those from moving targets, which fluctuate,
produce a characteristic butterfly return. Such an MTI radar may use
digital techniques, analog delay lines, or charge-storage tubes in order
10 achieve pulse-to-pulse subtraction. A number of pulses may be pro
C'C'ssed, and they may be weighted in order to provide the desired charac
leristics or the radar. The Doppler frequency response, G(w), of such
a ,~YSI('1I1 is givell by the expression

n r- 1

(;((u) = C;, + 2 L c; cos qwT
q = 1

where
n - q

(,~I = L Xj Xj+q
j = 1

0:::;; q:::;;n-l

alld the x's are the weights of the various samples, n is the number of
pulses processed, and T = l/PRF.

;\ plot of the frequency response of a four-pulse canceler is given
in Fig'ure 1-7(11.), where the plot is normalized as the rat io olthc- Doppler
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Moving
/ target

Pulse 1

Pulse 2

Pulse 3

MTI video

FIGURE 1-6 Waveforms in an MTI system, showing a set of
received waveforms before MTI processing and the MTI video
that results from successive subtraction of a number of such
returns.

frequency 2 Vr/A to the system PRF. Note that there are radial velocities
that result in zero response; these are called blindspeeds Vb and are defined
as follows:

or

2Vb = kX PRF
A

(k= 1,2, ... )

( k
A X PRF kO.15 X PRF (Hz)

Vi m/s) - -
b - 2 - f(GHz)

Such MTI systems typically operate as search radar systems, utilizing
a PRF that permits unambiguous range determination but ambiguous
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velocity determination. The effects of these blind speeds can be reduced
by using nonuniform interpulse intervals, i.e., by staggering the PRF.
The frequency response of a staggered PRF system is given in Figure
1-7(b).

Staggering the PRF of the system may constitute a severe design
limitation when coupled with the other relatively stringent requirements
for MTI-radar transmitter design.

A measure of the performance of an MTI system is the improvement
factor, I, defined by the equation

SICo1=--
SICi

where SICo is the target-to-clutter power ratio at the MTI system output,
averaged over all target velocities, and SICi is the target-to-clutter ratio
at the input to the receiver. This term replaces some earlier terms,
such as subclutter visibility (SCV), which have been used in the past. Typical
values of I are from 20 to 40 dB.

The required coherence between the transmitted signal and the refer
ence signal for detection may be achieved in a number of different sys
tems, including a master-oscillator power-amplifier system, a coherent
on-receive system, a clutter-referenced system, an incoherent Doppler
system, or an externally coherent system.

The block diagram of a master-oscillator power-amplifier (MOPA)
system is shown in Figure 1-8. The system provides for an accurate
knowledge of the transmitted frequency and an accurate determination
of the received Doppler shift. Unfortunately, such MOPA systems have

Output

Received
signal

Power
amplifier

COHO

FIGURE 1-8 A master-oscillator power-amplifier (MOPA), MTI system block dia
gram. COHO = coherent local oscillator; STALO = stable local oscillator.
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become available only in recent years and are often relatively large and
expensive. For those applications where a reduced level of performance
is satisfactory, so-called coherent-on-receive systems have been devel
oped; a simplified block diagram of such a system is given in Figure
1-9.

Received
signal

Transmitted
signal

r.. Transmitter

STALO

I F amplifier

COHO

HGURE 1-9 A coherent-on-receive MTI system block diagram.

The coherent-on-receive system mixes a sample of the transmitted
pulse with the output of a stable local oscillator (STALO) and utilizes
this signal to phase-lock a coherent local oscillator (COHO). This locking
action provides a phase reference for the system, permitting the extrac
tion of Doppler information from targets. It should be noted that it is
not necessary to frequency-lock the COHO, but only to ensure an initial
phase lock and a change in frequency with time that is repeatable from
pulse to pulse. In order to achieve a reasonable phase lock, the magne
tron pulse must be free from incidental frequency modulation or ampli
tude modulation.

For a situation where the radar platform is moving, the peak of the
clutter spectral return may be extracted as a reference and utilized to
provide the desired offset frequency for the system; the result is a clutter
referenced system.
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PREFACE

The material for this book was developed from presentations that
were given at short courses on principles of radar, from internal notes
and memoranda generated within the Experiment Station at Georgia
Tech, and from the notes of a short course on the subject presented
during- July 1979. This earlier material has been substantially extended
and augmented in order to provide a reasonably detailed and compre
hcusive coverage of high-power microwave radar transmitters.

The motivation for collecting this material was the observation over
a number of years that knowledge of radar transmitter design techniques
ha,s not been widely disseminated, and that the lack of such knowledge
coni inur-s to impact a number of radar research, development, and pro
dUel jon pl'OgTams. It has been my observation that design information
101 radar transmitters and components is not readily available from one
source. but is widely scattered in a number of isolated locations, some
of' which arc difficult to access even with the services of a large technical
library. Therefore, the objective of this work is not to present a vast
body of new knowledg-e or new and innovative techniques, but to collect
[rom a numlx-r or diverse sources the basic design information for a
radar unusmiu r-r and its components and to present such information
ill II n'lIIHlllably IIl1il(lI'IlI manner.

The t'lllplwNis is on the integrated design of the radar transmitter,
Itt'KillllillK with the ,syst em requirements, which in turn generate the
Illmmlltlel' ll'qllin'lll('nlS, and on the continual interaction between these
11'Cllilll'lllt'nls 011111 all aspects or transmitter design. The material begins,
ill (:II"pll'I I. with a presentation of radar system requirements to indicate
how Iht, varioux transmitter requirements arise and to show how trans
Illillt'l pnli)l'nl:lIl('(" influences overall radar system operation. Chapter
~ di,snlss{'s av.uluhlc- microwave power tubes and some of their character
istics, and Chapter :S is an introduction to radar modulators of various
I ypes and some of their principal characteristics. Chapter 4 begins the
dclaikd analysis and design procedures for modulator components with
t lu- I rr-auncnr 01" the pulse transformer. Chapter 5 presents pulse-forming
nel work design, while the following two chapters discuss charging" chokes
and switching" devices. Chapter H sets (nth sornr: observations on the
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specification of transmitters, while Chapter 9 discusses some sample
dr-signs to indicate the application of the procedures discussed earlier.
Appendix A contains a discussion of measurement techniques unique
10 high-power microwave transmitters, while Appendix B provides con
ve-rsions between a number of systems of units commonly in use.

In the event that additional detail is required in any of these areas,
I he references listed at the end of each chapter should be consulted.
III particular, excellent references for microwave tubes include the arti
des by Skowron, Staprans, McCune, and Ruets, and the article by Men
del. The classical reference on modulators is, of course, Volume 5 of
i hr: Rad. Lab. series, and a copy should reside on every transmitter
I"IIg-ineer's bookshelf. The most exhaustive reference on pulse-trans
lormer design is undoubtedly the two-volume set by Fenoglio et al.,
.md it certainly contains much additional useful information.

Because of the large number of different symbols which are required
I I) express various concepts throughout the text, unique symbols could
1101 reasonably be assigned to each variable; however, every attempt
lias been made to define all symbols used close to the point where
1hey are employed and to be consistent in both symbols and units with
common usage. Material directly extracted from references preserves
I he notation of the original source in most cases . A list of symbols and
ahbreviations used in this book may be found at the end of the front
I II atter.

I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the support of
:1 number of people who made this book possible. Mr. Ed Flynt and
IJr. H. A. Ecker provided internal support to educate me in the mysteries
or modulator design, and Mr. J. C. Butterworth provided invaluable
support and practical knowledge during this continuing education. Mr.
I)avid Ladd prepared the original section on measurements, which
lormed the basis for the current Appendix A and designed the EIO
modulator of Section IX. Dr. E. K. Reedy provided support for typing
or the notes and encouragement to proceed with this endeavor, and
Susan Fuller and Nancy Brown typed all of the text material. Finally, I
would like to acknowledge the support and patience of my wife and
children during the nights and weekends required for preparation of
I his volume.

I would also like to acknowledge my debt to the authors and publishers
who have generously permitted me to reproduce figures and/or tables
limn their published work. The credit for each such piece of borrowed
material is found in the form of a bracketed number, which refers the
rl"ader to a list of sources at the end of the chapter.

GEORGE W. EWELL
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a radius of PFN coi l C band the radar band covering
(p . 182); len gth of air gap the 5-GHz re gion of the

in a magnetic circuit frequency spectrum

(p. 198) Cc value of coupling capaci-
A ampe res tOI' in a hard-tube modu-
A pulse amplitude (p . 15); lato r

gross co re cross-sec- c; distributed capaci tance
tional area (pp . 154 , 198) of the high-voltage wind-

; 1(' a ll' "I"naling «urrcnt ing of a pu lse tra ns-
Awe Auu -rir. u ) win' ga ng" former; d istributed

"
III00H n" 1ie fle'leI sl...·nglII; capacitance of the pulse

" '1" iv;II"nl nlli"~ , ' ha nel- transformer and load

wi. 1I h (I' . :1); lI' j""iVl'r (p. 149)

hanelwiell II (p . 15); a 1101'- CE co ntro l electrode
lIIalizeel variable used in
I'FN case size estimation CFA crossed-field amplifier

(p . 190) c, load capacitance
Bdc dc flux in core centimeterscm
8m maximum allowable flux

density emil cir cul ar mil (wire cross-

Bs saturation flux d ensity
section)

BWO backward-wave oscillator Cn to tal pulse-farming-net-

°C temperature in degrees
work capacitanc e

Celsius COHO cohe re nt oscillator
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G'out total capacitance con- Eg electric field stress in an
neeted to the anode of a insulation void
switch tube (p. 215) eg grid voltage

Cs stray capacitance of hard- EIA extended interaction am-
tube modulator load plifier

CSV corona start voltage EIO extended interaction os-
Ctot total capacitance (Cn and cillator

stray) with which the EM
charging choke resonates (tuned) a voice-coil-actuated,

CW continuous-wave reciprocation-tuned

d PFN coil diameter magnetron, also called a

D strip width of a wound C
HI-FI tuned magnetron

core Eo pulse transformer output

dB decibels
voltage; peak output
voltage in an SCR-mag-

dBm decibels referred to one netic modulator (p. 267)
milliwatt

ep switch tube plate voltage
dc direct current during the output pulse

DF capacitor dissipation fac- epy peak thyratron anode
tor voltage

di/dt rate of change of current Esg screen-grid voltage
with respect to time f frequency; PFN recharge

du duty cycle, the ratio of frequency (p. 201); oscil-
pulse width to interpulse loscope bandwidth
period (p. 296)

dv/dt rate of change of voltage F C core window width (p.
with respect to time 156); ratio of number of

E electric field stress in PFN sections to pulse

solid insulator width (p. 194)

E build of a wound C core fc filter bandwidth (p. 5);

Eb plate-to-cathode voltage
center frequency of pulse
spectrum (p. 320)

Ebb dc plate-supply voltage fD Doppler frequency
cc peak positive grid volt- FET field-effect transistor

age
fh upper edge of CFA oper-s: grid-to-cathode voltage ating frequency band

I~'" 1 control-grid voltage F(H) PFN life factor (p. 190)
I~'" 2 screen-grid voltage f1 lower edge ofCFA oper-
I\~I magnetron equivalent ating frequency band

diode voltage bias fro middle of CFA operating
«: de supply voltage frequency band

I',r Iil.mu-nt volt ag"(' I'M frequency modulation
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FW forward-wave (CFA) resonant charging

G C core window length Ide direct current passing

GaAs gallium arsenide through a charging

G(j) power response of MTI
choke

processor IF intermediate frequency

GHz gigahertz h cathode current

G(w) Doppler frequency re- 1m magnetizing current

sponse of an MTI pro- m inches
cessor 10 load current

H henrys
lop operating current

H magnetic field strength plate currenttp

He heat flux density (p. 162);
Ip thyratron rms plate cur-

critical magnetic-field in- rent
tensity (p. 227)

Is diode saturation current
H(f) receiver frequency re-

sponse J joules

HI-FI k tube cathode perveance

(rnagne- (pp. 60, 92); damping

tron) an E-M tuned magnetron coefficient (pp. 145,

11m pulse magnetization
149); relative dielectric
constant of insulation

IimT (p. 152); a core-loss con-
ltV hij.\h-vollag-c winding ofa stant (p. 201)

puls,' nansforuu-r
K Nagaoka's constant

IIVIlC hil-\h ·vollaj.\c direct-cur- OK temperature in degrees
n'lll kelvin

III. hl'1'11. «('ydcS/.~I'(,Ol1(I)
kA kiloamperes

M'I'I iruprovr-ux-nt bl'lol'
kG kilogauss

It. thyrat rou pcak anode
Ku band the radar band covering

nUTI'll1
the 16-GHz region of the

t, thyratron average anode frequency spectrum
current

kV kilovolts
l{, magnetic bias current of

kW kilowatts
a saturating magnetic
switch referred to the L inductance per section of

main winding a PFN coil (p. 110);

ice control electrode current
charging-choke indue-

Ie (av) average charging current
tance (p. 198)

for resonant charging
length of coil of one PFN
section (p. 110); length

Ie (max) peak charging current for of magnetic circuit in a
resonant charging core (pp. I !>R, 19R); coil

Ie (rms) rms charging CIIITCI1I for Iellglh (p. IR~)
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L band the radar band covering ms milliseconds
the I-GHz portion of the MTI moving-targe t indication
freque ncy spect ru m

MW megawatts (106 W)
L c induc tan ce of section of

PFN on closed end n transformer turns ratio ;

(p . 110); charging indue- number of PFN sec tions

tan ce (p . 112) (p . 110); designator for
Darlington line sections

t, ave rage mean length of (p. 183)
pulse transformer coil

N number of turnsturn

LI leaka ge inductance of NAND a logic gate which per-

pulse transformer forms the co mplemen t of

(p . 145); referred to the the logical AND function

high-voltage winding ns nanoseconds
(p . 151) Ns total number of high-

L m magnetizing inductance voltage winding turns se-
of a pulse transformer ries -connected

L n total PFN in ductance OBWO O-type backward-wave

L~ sum of leakage induc- oscillator

tan ce an d PFN indue- Oe oersteds
tance (p. 149) OFHC oxygen-free. high-con-

L r viewing-resistor indue- ductivity
tance oz ounces

L s sa turated inductance of a P output power
saturatin g magnetic

Pb th yratron plate-break-switch; recharging indue-
tance of a hard-tube down factor

modulator (p . 107) pd CFA drive power (p . 50 )

4.(S) sa turated inductance of Pd switch-tube plate dis sipa-
delay reactor L2 (p. 126) tion

LV low- voltage pulse-trans- pF picofarads
former winding PFN pulse-forming network

mA mill iamperes PM phase modulation
MBWO M-type backward -wave Po peak CFA power output

oscillator (p. 55) ; thyratron power
mHz megahertz output (p . 2 11); pe ak

mil one-thousandth of an SCR dissipation (p. 222)

inch PPM period ic permanent mag-
111111 millimeters net

11I1 1I1 1g' ab so lute pressure in mil- PRF pulse-repetition Ire-
limetcrs of mercury quency

M()J'A muster-oscil lator pow cr [Jrr pulse-repetition rate
:III1Jllilin (p . 50)
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Q the quality factor of a rt insulation thermal res is-
coil, the ratio of energy tivity
stored to energy dissi- Ro thermal impedance
pated per cycle

S insulation pad thickness
r' equivalent leakage resis-

tance of a magnetron SBV self-breakdown voltage

RBDT reverse-blocking diode SCR silicon-controlled recti-

thyristor fier

n; recharging resistance of S(j) frequency spectrum of

a hard-tube modulator transmitted signal

(pp. 104, 106); equiva- SFD a tube manufacturer,
lent charging-choke re- now a part of Varian, Inc.
sistance (p. 112)

STALO stable local oscillator
rd magnetron dynamic im-

T teslaspedance (p. 24)

Re load resistance T temperature; interpulse

[lnrr elkcl ivc wire resistance
period; a normalized

flu' high frequencies and
time variable (p. 146)

plllse's wire traverse (p. 152);

H,,,, t,'t"ivalt'lll J'('sislallcc of a
pulse length (p. 154);
length of surface creep

ehalJ.\illJ.\ choke' (p. 20 I) path (p. 164); insulation
I( Ii IoIdlO IIe''tIll'llcy thickness (p. 186)

/(1/ 1'"IMt' MOille .. illllll'dall(,(' 'II(/) leakage inductance of
(I'- I·lrl) transformer T 1 (p, 126)

Ii, 10illl I('MI~I;1I1l e' dllllllJ.\ 'J2M saturated inductance of
llllll' ~hoilly ;lfll'l lilt' transformer T 2 (p. 126)
1I.1I1~IOllllt'l Olllplli pulsr-

'[~ case temperature(p. I ., ~ I)

Nt load "('SiSI .uuc Ie core lamination thickness

Hm equivalent magnetron re- TE transverse electric

sistance (p. 148); match- 19 insulation void thickness
ing resistance (p. 312)

'0 junction temperature
rms root mean square tp pulse width (p. 122)

rp equivalent plate res is-
tpc pulse width (p. 43)

tance of a switch tube
(p.104) tpd pulse width of CFA drive

Rp magnetron static resis-
pulse (p. 50)

tance tpc CFA-output pulse width

RRV rate of rise of voltage
(p, 50)

Rs source resistance (p. 312) Iq RBDT turnoff time

RSR reverse-switching recti- TT time to charge PFN

fier IT pulse- risr- tinu-
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lnpulse) pulse rise time ZT impedance of the r t h net-

TWT traveling-wave tube work of a Darlington line

V voltage aT pulse desensitization fac-

Vg pulse-generator source tor

voltage (p. 145); voltage /3 phase shift per unit

developed across insula- length

tion gap (p. 186) D. ratio of inductor current
VHF very high frequency to load current

Vn PFN voltage during reso- D.A pulse-to-pulse voltage-
nant charging amplitude change

Vo Twystron operating volt- D.B induction change in mag-
age (p. 72); initial trans- netic core
mission-line voltage D.BAC peak ac flux excursion in
(p. 109) a magnetic core

VoP magnetron operating D.Eb change in anode-to-
voltage cathode voltage

VSWR voltage standing-wave
D.f pulse-to-pulse frequency

ratio change
VI total voltage across an in- M change in current

sulation pad containing
voids st; decrease in load current

Vx voltage across solid por- D.P change in power

tion of an insulation pad D.pd change in drive power
containing voids D.V change in voltage

W watts
charging efficiency of a7Jc

Wb webers line-type modulator
Wg air-gap loss in a gapped () temperature drop

magnetic core
()o klystron electrical length

WI total charging-choke
A operating wavelength;losses

X band the radar band covering
length of heat-flow path
(p. 161); volt-time inte-

the 9-GHz portion of the gral product for a mag-
frequency spectrum netic core

xfmr transformer amplification factor of a/L
Zl transmission-line terrni- tube-control electrode

nating impedance (p. 59); triode amplifica-

Zn equivalent PFN imped- tion factor (p. 92)
ance (p. 116) /Lc cutoff amplification fac-

£0 transmission-line charac- tor ofa tube-control elec-
teristic impedance trode (p. 59)

/.t,(iJ transient thermal imped- /Lrt permeability during trail-
all('(~ ing edge of pulse (p. 148)
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JLIl. incremental permeability screen amplification fac-
of core material under tor (p. 93)
conditions of magnetiza- JLsg screen-grid voltage-am-
tion present in core plification factor

JL. core permeability at end ~d total radial build of wind-
of pulse (p. 148); pulse ing layers carrying pulse
permeability (pp. 155, current in a pulse trans-
259) former

JLH microhenrys T pulse width; interpulse

permeability of free
period (p. 222)

JLo
</> magnetic fluxspace

plate voltage-amplifica-
W radian frequency, i.e.

JLp
W = 27Tf; network charg-

tion factor ing rate (p. 201)

JLS microseconds n ohms

JL. relative permeability of W o undamped resonant fre-
saturated core material; quency (p. 112)
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RADAR
TRANSMITTER
REQUIREMENTS

One of th e essential features of a representative radar system is
some source of radiated energy . This energy may be continuous-wave
(CW) or pulsed, and its amplitude and frequency structure may be de
signed to fulfill the specific requirem ents of the radar syste m. While
radar transmitters cover a wide range of power levels and pulse lengths,
this discu ssion will be largely confined to high-power pulsed tran smitters
of th e type which would be commo nly encoun tered in radar systems.

The cha racteristics of availabl e tran smitters may be an important fac
tor in selectin g operating frequen cy, tr an smitted waveform, duty cycle ,
or other important radar parameters. In addition, the transmitter is often
a large, heavy, and expensive component of the radar system, and one
which consumes considerable power and requires periodic maintenance
and replacement. Thus, the proper cho ice of transmitter can strongly
influence the size, operating cost , maintainabilit y, reliability, and perfor
mance of the radar system. Therefore, a thorough knowledge of transmit
ter types and characteristics is essen tial to the practicing radar system
engineer, and a thorough, professional transmitter design effort is neces
sary for a successful radar system.

Some of the factors to consider in radar transmitter selection and
desi gn include:

• Peak power

• 1\vera~e "OWCI "

• Spurious outputs

• COSl
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• Pu lse len gth

• Pu lse -repetition freq ue nc y
(PRF)

• Bandwidth

• Sta bility (am plitude and
pha se)

• Distortion

• Efficie ncy

• Size and weight

• Life

• Leakag-e (RF and X-ra y)

• T unabi lity

• Arc ing

• Gain

• Required dynamic ra nge

• Reliability and main tain abil 
ity

A simplified radar system block d iagram is shown in Figure 1-1. The
pulsed transmitter derives its power fro m the power so urce ; it s timing
is es tablishe d by a PRF gen erat or; and its output is sent to a circu lato r
o r d uplexer for transmission to th e an tenna. On reception, th e received
sig-llal is ro u ted through th e receiver to the mixer, where it is mixed
wit h (h e local oscillator output and am plified a t intermediat e frequenc ies
he-f ill'(' de-I cclion . The outpu t of the detector ma y be directly di splayed
101 IIIl" (1)('1';1101". or additional sig na l p rocessin g may be applied in order
I .. ( ·IIIP";I.~ j Z ( · pari irular cha rac te ristics of th e re ceived signal.

( (A""""
. . I II I

( ~' l/ lI J1 Ii'il :J
. I

( :i I Cll la l ( lI"

01

d un lexer

IF amp .
and

detector V ideo
out to
di splays
or signal
processing

Prime power

Local
osci lla to r

PRF
generator

FIGU RE I-I Simplified radar block di agram. PRF = pulse repetition fr e
quen cy.
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The range resolution of such a pulsed system is given by the equation

CT

2

where C is the velocity of light and T is the transmitted pulse width.
The unambiguous range is given by the equation

cT

2

where T is the interpulse period.
The power received by the radar system IS given by the so-called

radar equation,

where P; = received power
P, = transmitted power
Gt = transmitting antenna gain
Gr = receiving antenna gain
A= operating wavelength
o: = target radar cross section
R = range to the target

in any consistent system of units (such as m, m", and w).
This received signal is received in the presence of receiver norse,

which has an equivalent noise power given by

No = kTB

where No = noise power (W)
k= Boltzmann's constant (1.38 X 10-23 JfOK)
T= absolute temperature (OK)
B = equivalent noise bandwidth (Hz)

Thus, the desired signal is never received alone; in all cases, it will be
corrupted by the presence of thermal noise.

Decisions concerning the presence or absence of a target or the char
acteristics of that target require a probabilistic decision process. Histori
cally, the concepts of false-alarm probability and detection probability
have been developed to deal with this particular situation. It is not the
intention of this book to deal at any length with the concepts of statistical
detection theory, but it is important to note, and intuitively satisfying,
t hat increased signal-to-noise ratios at the receiver output result in re
duced false-alarm probability for a constant detection probability, or
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increased detection probability for a given false-alarm probability. Thus,
maximization of the signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver output is a valid
objective of a radar system design.

As shown by Equation I-I, the signal-to-noise ratio at the output
of the receiver may be increased by increasing transmitted power. How
ever, dramatic increases in peak transmitted power are often made im
possible by the characteristics of the available transmitting devices.
Fortunately, there are a number of other ways to increase the signal
to-noise ratio at the receiver output; however, all of these require addi
tional radar transmitter capabilities.

1-1 MATCHED FILTERING

The requirement for optimum detection of a signal of known
characteristics in white gaussian noise gave rise to the concept of the
ilia/riled filter [4]. The matched filter maximizes the peak signal-to-noise
ratio «>1' a known signal in additive white noise, and it is also optimum
lor a number of other detection strategies. The matched filter is a form
(,I'correlation receiver, and it requires that a particular relationship exist
II('( ween the spectrum of the transmitted signal and the frequency re
sponse of the receiver system.

In particular, the matched filter requires that

1I(j) = S*(j)

where IIcn is the receiver frequency response, S(f) is the frequency
sped rUIII of the transmitted signal, and * indicates the complex conju
14a le.

II is inleresting' to note that the signal-to-noise ratio for a matched
Idln is proportional to the total energy in the transmitted pulse; that
is, to the prodlld of the peak power and the pulse width for a rectangular
pulsr-. Thus. Ihe c.ucful control of the spectrum of the transmitted signal
and Illallhing of (he: spectrum to the receiver bandpass is a requirement
lor Illaldlt'd Iihering' conditions to exist. For the case of a single-fre
qll('IHy. essenlially rectangular or trapezoidal pulse, small deviations
li oru lilt' ideal matched condition produce little loss in signal-to-noise
Lit io .u Ihe receiver output. Schwartz has shown that for a rectangular
plllseoo-wilh a (sin x)/x spectrum-and a gaussian receiver bandpass,
Ihe loss in peak signal-to-noise incurred in the nonideal matched filtering
(oudil ion is as small as I dB, depending upon the receiver bandpass
1·1, p. :!liJ. A comparison of signal-to-noise ratio for various filters is
given in Figllre 1-2.

If 1II;ltched Iihning is to be successful. deviations from expected be
havior must 1)(' carelillly coni rolled, and Ihis rcquirenu-ut usually gives
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FIGURE 1-2 Signal-to-noise ratio as a function of bandwidth for various
filters. The response is given relative to the output of a matched filter as a
function of the product of the filter bandwidth and the pulse length. [41

rise to specifications describing the width of the main transmitted fre
quency lobe and the peak amplitudes of the frequency side lobes. Figure
1-3 is a picture of the spectrum of a rectangular-envelope RF pulse.
Important features that must be controlled include the width of the
main frequency lobe, the peak amplitudes of the first and subsequent
frequency lobes, and the symmetry of the output-signal spectra. Addi
tional requirements may also be imposed to reduce mutual interference
between radar systems [4].

/ Center frequency

\ Spectrum envelope

I

/

Frequency side lobe

"
---1 f--Spacing P~F

FIGURE 1-3 Spectrum of a train of rectangular RF pulses showing line
spectra associated with a pulsed RF signal. [41
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1-2 PULSE COMPRESSION
The concept of matched filtering raises the possibility of using

matched filtering in combination with more complex transmitted wave
forms to achieve some significant advantage in overall system perfor
mance. There are a number of systems that utilize this concept, the
simplest being the so-called pulse-compression systems. Pulse-compression
systems were originally developed as an attempt to improve the signal
to-noise ratio for conditions where the peak power was limited by availa
ble transmitters but where the total energy per pulse could be increased
by increasing pulse width. Since for a matched system the peak signal
to-noise ratio is related to the total energy in the pulse, increasing the
pulse length was one approach to improving detectability. However,
straightforward increases in pulse length result in a reduction of range
resolution. In order to circumvent this difficulty, pulse compression
(chirp) systems, also called linear FM pulse-compression systems, were
developed.

In a linear FM pulse-compression system, the transmitted pulse is
linearly swept over a band of frequencies and the chirped pulse is radi
atcd. Received pulses are passed through a filter that is matched to
t he transmitted pulse characteristics, i.e., a filter that has an inverse
delay with frequency. In such a system the resolution of the radar is
related to the total frequency bandwidth of the transmitted pulse, and
the detectability of targets in thermal noise is related to the total energy
in the pulse (the product of the peak power and the pulse duration).
'1'hus range resolution and pulse width have been decoupled.

There are a number of difficulties with linear FM pulse compression,
not the least or these being the problem with so-called range side lobes.
The output or a typical linear FM pulse-compression system is shown
in Figure 1--4, which illustrates not only the presence of the main target
out put, but also spurious target responses, which are distributed in
range. It may be the case for small targets in clutter, or small targets
adjacent to large targets, that these range side lobes from unwanted
targets may limit the detectability of the desired targets. In order to
circumvent this difficulty a number of approaches have been developed.

In addition to linear FM, such techniques as nonlinear FM, the use
of weighted waveforms, and phase or amplitude coding of the transmit
ted signal have been used in an attempt to maintain acceptable system
resolution while reducing the amplitude of the range side lobes. One
relatively effective means of reducing range side lobes involves the use
ofamplitude weighting of the various frequencies involved in generating
the transmitted pulse. This may be achieved either before transmission
or upon reception of the signal, and the reduction in range side lobes
is achieved only al the expense or hro;llkning the ("('nl r.rl l'I'spons(',
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Expanded pu Ise
20lls/cm

Compressed pulse
O.5Ils/cm

FIGURE 1-4 Expanded and compressed pulses in a pulse
compression system, illustrating pulse compression from a
pulse width of approximately 100 fLs to a pulse width of less
than 0.5 fLs, and the range side lobes associated with the com
pressed pulse. (Anderson Laboratories)

with a consequent reduction in range resolution. The careful tradeoff
between range resolution and range side-lobe levels is often the heart
of a successful pulse-compression system. Weighting approaches that
have been utilized include Tchebysheff, Butterworth, and Taylor weight
illg-s 10 achieve various levels and uniformity of side-lobe responses.
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Whatever approach is taken, when range side-lobe levels below the 20
to 25-dB level are desired, careful control of the transmitted spectrum
is vital. In general, the desired characteristics of the transmitted pulse
may be achieved only by the generation of the complex signal at a low
power level and the subsequent amplification of this signal to a usable
level by a power amplifier. For example, the power-level variation ap
during the pulse is related to the range side-lobe level SL (dB) by

ap
SL= 20 log - [2]

2

Achieving the required characteristics of the power amplifier for stability
of phase, frequency, and amplitude required for small range side lobes
may constitute a relatively difficult design problem.

1-3 TRACKING RADAR SYSTEMS

There are a number of different angle-tracking radar system con
cepts that involve the extraction of target angular information from the
observation of the variations in received signal amplitude over a number
of received pulses. These concepts include conical-scan radar systems
and track-while-scan radar techniques. In each of these cases it is desira
hlc that the source of transmitted energy be sufficiently stable that fluctu
ations in transmitted power do not limit the desired system accuracy.
Random pulse-to-pulse fluctuations in the transmitted power output are,
fill' many purposes, indistinguishable from fluctuations due to receiver
noise, and requirements for amplitude stability of a few percent for
I inn- int crvals of milliseconds are not an unusual requirement for such
lrackill~ systems.

1-4 FREQUENCY-SCANNING RADAR

'I'[u-rc are a number of applications where it is desirable to rapidly
re-position an antenna beam in space. One way of achieving such rapid
hc.uu scalllling involves the utilization of frequency-scanning antennas,
.uiu-uuas whose beam direction in space is a function of the frequency
of til(' radiated signal. Perhaps the most common utilization offrequency
scallnill~antennas involves a combination of frequency scan in elevation
and mechanical scan in azimuth. The frequency scanning in elevation
may be achieved by the transmission of sequential pulses on different
frequencies, or by subdividing the transmitted pulse into a number of
subpulscs, each of which is radiated at a separate frequency correspond
ing 10 a separate antenna beam position. Since the desired frequencies
an- of! en quite closely spaced, the frcqucnry-scanuiug radar systems
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often require a high degree of frequency accuracy and a capability for
changing such a radiated frequency rapidly on a pulse-to-pulse basis,
or even within a few microseconds. Such requirements often involve
the use of lower-powered frequency synthesizers followed by higher
powered power-amplifier stages. Again the design of these power-ampli
fier stages must be such that they possess a high degree of frequency
stability and fidelity in order to generate output pulses having the desired
characteris tics.

1-5 FREQUENCY AGILITY

It has been observed, and theoretically predicted, that a degree
of improvement in a number of radar system performance measures,
such as angle-tracking accuracy and target detectability in clutter, is
provided by frequency-agile operation [I]. Frequency agility is the rapid
shifting of transmitted frequency, often on a pulse-to-pulse basis. It
has been observed that for randomly distributed clutter, the received
signals decorrelate with a frequency change approximately equal to the
bandwidth of the transmitted signal. Rapid frequency changes by at
least this minimum amount tend to decorrelate, or smooth out, the
clutter returns, or obtain a larger number of independent estimates of
target position in a given observation time. Thus, a minimum pulse
to-pulse frequency separation of the reciprocal of the pulse width, and
a frequency rate that results in the pattern of frequencies being repeated
in an interval longer than the clutter or target decorrelation time, would
often be required. This usually requires frequency steps of several
megahertz and tuning rates of several hertz.

Frequency-agile systems often require that an appreciable bandwidth
(as much as several percent) be scanned on a pulse-by-pulse basis, with
adequate frequency-spectrum control and a sufficient knowledge of the
transmitted frequency to permit local-oscillator tuning. The assessment
of the increase in cost with frequency agility versus the anticipated perfor
mance improvement may represent an important radar system design
tradeoff, and the size, cost, and complexity of the frequency-agile trans
mitter may be an important factor in such a decision.

1-6 MTI RADAR SYSTEMS

One of the problems that continually plague radar system design
ers is the detection of desired targets among a number of undesired
targets. These undesired targets are often radar reflections from the
surface of the earth or the sea or, in some cases, from cultural features.
If the desired target is moving, it is possible to utilize the Doppler shift
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associated with such a moving target in order to differentiate between
desired (moving) and undesired (stationary) returns.

One simple form of the system is the so-called moving-target indica
tion (MTI) radar, shown in simplified form in Figure 1-5. A pulse with
a known frequency is transmitted and reflected, and upon reception
any Doppler shift is determined and this information used to differentiate
between fixed and moving targets. A representative set of received signal

Phase-sensitive
detector Delay

y

t_ ..~Ulsed amplifier RF oscillator

MTI
processor or canceler

FIGURE 1-5 Simplified block diagram of a moving-target indication (MIT) system.

waveforms is shown in Figure 1-6 for such an MTI system, pulse-to
pulse subtraction being utilized to extract the desired moving targets.
By the use of this concept, sequential received signals are subtracted,
and returns from stationary targets, which do not change from pulse
10 pulse, are canceled, while those from moving targets, which fluctuate,
produce a characteristic butterfly return. Such an MTI radar may use
digital techniques, analog delay lines, or charge-storage tubes in order
10 achieve pulse-to-pulse subtraction. A number of pulses may be pro
C'C'ssed, and they may be weighted in order to provide the desired charac
leristics or the radar. The Doppler frequency response, G(w), of such
a ,~YSI('1I1 is givell by the expression

n r- 1

(;((u) = C;, + 2 L c; cos qwT
q = 1

where
n - q

(,~I = L Xj Xj+q
j = 1

0:::;; q:::;;n-l

alld the x's are the weights of the various samples, n is the number of
pulses processed, and T = l/PRF.

;\ plot of the frequency response of a four-pulse canceler is given
in Fig'ure 1-7(11.), where the plot is normalized as the rat io olthc- Doppler
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Moving
/ target

Pulse 1

Pulse 2

Pulse 3

MTI video

FIGURE 1-6 Waveforms in an MTI system, showing a set of
received waveforms before MTI processing and the MTI video
that results from successive subtraction of a number of such
returns.

frequency 2 Vr/A to the system PRF. Note that there are radial velocities
that result in zero response; these are called blindspeeds Vb and are defined
as follows:

or

2Vb = kX PRF
A

(k= 1,2, ... )

( k
A X PRF kO.15 X PRF (Hz)

Vi m/s) - -
b - 2 - j(GHz)

Such MTI systems typically operate as search radar systems, utilizing
a PRF that permits unambiguous range determination but ambiguous
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velocity determination. The effects of these blind speeds can be reduced
by using nonuniform interpulse intervals, i.e., by staggering the PRF.
The frequency response of a staggered PRF system is given in Figure
1-7(b).

Staggering the PRF of the system may constitute a severe design
limitation when coupled with the other relatively stringent requirements
for MTI-radar transmitter design.

A measure of the performance of an MTI system is the improvement
factor, I, defined by the equation

SICo1=--
SICi

where SICo is the target-to-clutter power ratio at the MTI system output,
averaged over all target velocities, and SICi is the target-to-clutter ratio
at the input to the receiver. This term replaces some earlier terms,
such as subclutter visibility (SCV), which have been used in the past. Typical
values of I are from 20 to 40 dB.

The required coherence between the transmitted signal and the refer
ence signal for detection may be achieved in a number of different sys
tems, including a master-oscillator power-amplifier system, a coherent
on-receive system, a clutter-referenced system, an incoherent Doppler
system, or an externally coherent system.

The block diagram of a master-oscillator power-amplifier (MOPA)
system is shown in Figure 1-8. The system provides for an accurate
knowledge of the transmitted frequency and an accurate determination
of the received Doppler shift. Unfortunately, such MOPA systems have

Output

Received
signal

Power
amplifier

COHO

FIGURE 1-8 A master-oscillator power-amplifier (MOPA), MTI system block dia
gram. COHO = coherent local oscillator; STALO = stable local oscillator.
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become available only in recent years and are often relatively large and
expensive. For those applications where a reduced level of performance
is satisfactory, so-called coherent-on-receive systems have been devel
oped; a simplified block diagram of such a system is given in Figure
1-9.

Received
signal

Transmitted
signal

r.. Transmitter

STALO

I F amplifier

COHO

HGURE 1-9 A coherent-on-receive MTI system block diagram.

The coherent-on-receive system mixes a sample of the transmitted
pulse with the output of a stable local oscillator (STALO) and utilizes
this signal to phase-lock a coherent local oscillator (COHO). This locking
action provides a phase reference for the system, permitting the extrac
tion of Doppler information from targets. It should be noted that it is
not necessary to frequency-lock the COHO, but only to ensure an initial
phase lock and a change in frequency with time that is repeatable from
pulse to pulse. In order to achieve a reasonable phase lock, the magne
tron pulse must be free from incidental frequency modulation or ampli
tude modulation.

For a situation where the radar platform is moving, the peak of the
clutter spectral return may be extracted as a reference and utilized to
provide the desired offset frequency for the system; the result is a clutter
referenced system.
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An incoherent Doppler system relies on extracting the Doppler signal
provided by the interference between the desired moving target and
the approximately stationary clutter returns located in the same resolu
tion cell. The operation of such a system requires that the clutter returns
and the target returns be of comparable magnitude. The application
of this concept has been largely confined to relatively small, lightweight,
and inexpensive ground-based surveillance systems.

Finally, there are so-called externally coherent systems, which are
similar to the coherent-on-receive systems, except that they utilize signals
from strong external targets (such as clutter or chaff) to lock the COHO
rather than utilizing the transmitter pulse. Externally coherent systems
are particularly useful for viewing chaff clouds or large areas of nonsta
tionary targets.

Since MTI radars are typically designed to achieve a value of I from
20 to 40 dB, relatively small amplitude, phase, or delay variations of
the transmitted signal can significantly affect overall system performance.
The specific impact of these factors depends upon the specific type of
canceler involved. Table 1-1 summarizes a number of instability limita
tions on MTI performance for a two-pulse canceler. If the instabilities
are independent of each other, they may be combined in an rms fashion
to determine the total limitation on MTI performance.

TABLE 1-1 LIMITATIONS ON MTI PERFORMANCE [5]

Pulse-to-pulse instability

Transmitter frequency

STALO or COHO frequency

Transmitter phase shift

COHO locking

Pulse timing

Pulse width

Pulse amplitude

Limit on improvement factor

20 log [1I(1T llJT)]

20 log [1I(21T llJ T)]

20 log (1111</»

20 log (II ll</»

20 log [TI(V2 III VET)]

20 log [TI(IlPW VET)]

20 log (AIllA)

NOTATION: af = frequency change
T = transmitted-pulse length
T = time to and from target
aq, = interpulse phase change
at = time jitter
BT = time-bandwidth product of transmitted pulse
aPW = pulse-width jitter
A = pulse amplitude (V)
t.A = pulse-to-pulse amplitude change (V)
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It is worthwhile to note that for a given level of improvement, the
frequency requirements are much less stringent for the transmitter than
for the STALO or the COHO. For this reason, in coherent-on-receive
systems the transmitter frequency is often governed by automatic fre 
quency control (AFC) from the STALO.

In general, however, the various sources of limitation on I are not
independent, or cannot be measured separately. For this reason, they
are often lumped together and included in the description of the spectral
spread of the transmitted signal. In this case, the power output from
the MTI processor due to transmitter instabilities is given by

J~BSif)Gif) df

where S(f) = transmitter-power spectral density
G(f) = power response of MTI processor

B = receiver bandwidth (assumed rectangular)

a laborious calculation to say the least.
Figure 1-10 shows the measured power spectrum of a coherent-on-
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FIGURE 1-10 Frequency spreading of the transmitted central lin" associated with
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receive magnetron system. If it is assumed that a two-pulse canceler is
used and if 5(w) is approximated by an analytical function, then the
output power due to transmitter-spectrum broadening may be easily
calculated.

If one assumes a PRF of 1800 Hz and a two-pulse canceler with
response

sin 27Tf/1800

and approximates the frequency spectrum as

0.1If2
for

osfs 1800 Hz

and -1l3 dB carrier for f > 1800 Hz, then one can write

fl SOO 0 1 27Tf
Total power = 2 -'- sin -- dfo P 1800

+ 2f:soo 0.5 X 10-11 sin 1~~ df (1-2)

Numerical integration of Equation 1-2 results in an improvement limit
of approximately 31 dB, which is due to the first term, the contribution
of the second term being negligibly small in this case.

Thus, for many MTI systems, the characteristics of the transmitter
may represent a limit on achievable system performance, and careful
transmitter design is essential for good MTI system performance.

1-7 PULSE-DOPPLER SYSTEMS

There are a number of situations where an exact knowledge of
target velocity is required, and for such applications the normal MTI
with its ambiguous velocity measurement is not suitable. For that reason,
so-called pulse-Doppler systems have been developed; these systems
typically operate with an unambiguous velocity, and the resulting high
PRF results in an ambiguous range measurement. A simplified block
diagram of such a pulse-Doppler radar system is shown in Figure I
ll. The block diagram shows a master-oscillator power-amplifier system
and a number of range-gated Doppler filters, which are utilized to esti
mate the Doppler frequency. Since the bandwidths of the individual
Doppler filters are considerably narrower than the bandwidth of an MTI
system, the clutter-improvement or clutter-rejection capability of a typi
cal pulse-Doppler system is greater than that of a representative MTI
system; values of 50 to 60 dB are often achieved with pulse-Doppler
systems, values up to 40 dB greater than those typically achieved with
M'I'I systems.
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Range
channels

Comb
frequency

filter

FIGURE I-II Simplified block diagram of a pulse-Doppler radar system.

Th« ~)'eale)' accuracy of velocity measurement and the higher value
01 dutle)' iruprovomc-nt place additional requirements on the spectral
"mil y 01 IIIl' pulse-Doppler transmitter output. In addition, the high
PIU's Ihal all' ut ilizec! oli ('II result in a relatively high transmitter duty
cyck. applOachillg IO'jrJ ill some instances, which represents a severe
n-quirc-mcru lor hoI h I he high-power tube and the modulator in the
transmitter; ill addition, the high duty cycle requires considerable flexi
bility in choice of interpulse period in order to prevent the masking
of desired returns by the transmitted pulse.

Modulations of the carrier frequency, the amplitude of the output
pulse, pulse position, pulse width, and pulse droop all affect overall
system operation. The allowable levels of spurious modulation, or spec
tral spreading of the central transmitter line, are a function of the specific
radar configuration, the widths of the filters utilized, and the amount
of degradation in clutter rejection that is acceptable. A commonly used
figure of merit is the ratio of the residual transmitter-produced signal
to system noise at the output of the individual narrow-band Doppler
filters, and it is usually desired that this ratio by considerably less than
1. In the most general case, this figure must be obtained by integration
of the transmitter-power spectral density over the receiver Doppler-filter
bandwidth. However, it should be noted that an extremely narrow trans
mitted line spectrum is generally required for satisfactory operation of
a pulse-Doppler system, and that achieving' adequate transmitter stability
is often a most difficult part of the overall pulse-Doppler system design.
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In this chapter we have attempted to show how. such factors as

• Peak power

• Average power

• Pulse length

• PRF

• Bandwidth

• Stability

• Gain

arc all important requirements which are placed on transmitters and
which can have an important impact on overall radar system perfor
mance. In Chapter 2, the major types of microwave devices that are
available for use in transmitters are introduced, and some of the principal
characteristics of each major type are discussed.
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MICROWAVE
SOURCES

Microwave radar transmitters are usually of one of two types,
either oscillators or amplifiers . The self-excited oscillator, as typified
by the magnetron and the vari ous semiconductor bulk-effect devices
Gunn-effect devices, impact avalanche and transit-time devices
(IMPATTs) , and limited space-charge accumulation (LSA) devices-are
suitable for many radar applications. The amplifiers , which include
crossed-field amplifiers (CFAs) , klystrons, traveling-wave tubes (TWTs),
and tran sistor amplifiers , are useful where the amplification of a low
power signal is required , as in a coherent MTI system, a pulse-compres
sion radar, or a pulse-Doppler system . Man y radar systems operate
pulsed and require devices capable of considerable peak and average
power. While there are exceptions , applications requiring high output
powers usually use thermionic vacuum tubes for the transmitting device.
The primary emphasis in this chapter will be on thermionic tubes , al
though for completeness, Section 2-3 briefly discusses solid-state sources
as well.

High-power microwave tubes may be divided into two general catego
ries: the crossed-field devices , characterized by orthogonal electric
and magnetic fields, and the linear-beam devices, which have a continu
ous electron beam traversing an interaction region. The crossed-field
devices are typified by the magnetron and the CFA, while the linear
heam devices include the cavity klystron, the TWT, the Twystron, and
the extended-interaction oscillator. Each of these devices has its own
peculiarities concerning- arcing, voltage-current relationships at the ter
minnls, RF performance. .uul thc effects of terminal voltages on tunability
alld dr-vir« stahility.
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There is an intimate relationship between the proper operation of
the microwave tube and the device used to provide the appropriate
voltages and currents for tube operation. The required pulse rise, fall,
and flatness, the ability to withstand arcs, and changes in terminal charac
teristics with changes in frequency are all important characteristics of
the tube that impact the design of the modulator or pulser. This chapter
provides an introduction to the characteristics of each of the principal
types of microwave power generators, and it will attempt to bring out
some of the characteristics of these devices that are important both in
system design and in modulator selection and specification.

2-1 CROSSED-FIELD DEVICES

Magnetrons [6,30,31]

The magnetron is an oscillator that is characterized by small size,
lig-hl weig-ht, reasonable operating voltages, good efficiency, rugged con
str\l('l ion, and long life. The magnetron was the first practical high-power
pulsi-d radar source used at microwave frequencies, and it is still rather
wn hly utilizr«] loday. Its main disadvantage is that the magnetron, being
all oxrill.u or, is 1101 suitable for use in many coherent systems. It is
also 1101 we-ll suite-d 1(11' g-enerating short (less than 50-ns), high-power
pulse's.

Th« llIaguI'lroll «onvcrts energy extracted from a constant electric
Iu-kl to all RF [ic-ld. A rutaway view of one possible magnetron configura
I ion is shown ill Fig-m(' ~-l. The principal parts of the magnetron are

Output

/couPling

/cavitY

Interaction
space

Magnetic field @
Cathode

FIGURE 2-1 A cross-sectional schematic representation of the
anode-cathode region of a microwavc cavity magnetron.
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identified: the cathode, the interaction region, cavities, and the output
coupling. A magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the plane of the
paper, and a constant potential is established between the anode block
and the cathode; therefore, the electric and magnetic fields are crossed
in the interaction region. If the proper electric and magnetic fields are
applied, electrons travel from the cathode, coupling energy to the RF
field, which is in turn coupled to the output.

The establishment of conditions that result in the coupling of energy
from the constant (dc) anode-to-cathode field to the RF field requires
a specific combination of applied magnetic field and applied potential
difference for a given cavity configuration. One consequence of this is
that appreciable current is not drawn by a conventional magnetron until
a critical voltage, normally approximately 90% of the operating voltage,
is reached. This voltage is called the Hartree voltage; it is illustrated to
gether with the voltage/current relationships for a magnetron in Figure
2-2.

Because of the highly nonlinear relationship between the applied volt
age and the current drawn by the magnetron, a magnetron is often
represented by an equivalent circuit consisting of a biased diode, with
the magnetron's associated stray capacitance represented by a capacitor
connected in parallel. Thus, a reasonable cathode-equivalent circuit for
a magnetron is as shown in Figure 2-3. While details of the voltage/
current characteristics differ with tube type and power level, most magne-

V"" = Static Impedance
IOD

..> V = Dynamic impedance
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FIGURE 2-2 Voltage/current relationships for a microwave magnetron, including
ddiniliou of magnetron stlltk and dynamic impedance,
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Cathode o---..--~---i.---....r.v\f'v----,

r'

Anode 0---_-_--------'

+

FIGURE 2-3 Biased-diode
equivalent circuit for a magne
tron oscillator, including effects
of stray-capacity current and
leakage current (r').

trons can be represented by an equivalent circuit of the general type
shown in Figure 2-3, with a Hartree voltage given by approximately
80 to 90% of the normal operating cathode potential. It should be
noted that low levels of RF output power may be generated by the
tube even below the Hartree voltage. Therefore, care should be taken
to ensure that voltage is promptly removed after the desired pulse and
not reapplied, even at low levels.

As one might expect, magnetron operation is strongly influenced by
the load characteristics and by the applied magnetic and electric fields.
The change in frequency for a change in anode current with a fixed
load is called the pushingfigure (mHz/A). Another important parameter
of magnetrons is the pulling figure, defined as the difference between
the maximum and minimum frequencies of the magnetron oscillator
when the phase angle of a load having a voltage/standing-wave ratio
(VSWR) of 1.5 is varied through 360 0 of phase. These characteristics
may be derived from graphical representations of magnetron perfor
mance, the most useful of which is the Rieke diagram. Figure 2-4 is a
Ricke diagram for the 2]51 magnetron; it presents load VSWR and
phase angle in polar coordinates, with lines of constant frequency and
powcr out pUI superimposed. This figure shows the pulling figure to
Ill' approximatcly l!l MHz.

A probk-m with magnetron oscillators is that the interaction space
ill a magnctron will support more than one possible mode of oscillation.
III well-designed magnetrons, the various modes are well separated in
both voltage and frequency and the magnetrons will operate stably in
the desired mode. However, certain parameters, notably the characteris
tics of the modulator, such as the rate of rise of voltage (RRV), can
strongly influence the mode selection in magnetrons. Operation in other
than the normal mode (called moding) is usually undesirable, because
oscillations are separated from the normal operating frequency and the
power does not couple out of the tube in the proper fashion. Excessive
applied voltages can also be an undesired result of moding; continued
operation in the wrong mode can permanently damage the tube.

Another property of magnetrons, which is probably closely related
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Load jiagram
QK-2J51

Reference point

I
o

260

200 0

180'< 170 0
160 0

80 0

100 0

Reference point: surface on output flange

Frequency = 9.0 GHz

PRF = 1000 pu Ises/second

Pulse length = 1.0 IlS

Duty cycle = 0.001

FIGURE 2-4 Rieke diagram for a 2J51 magnetron. (Raytheon)

to moding, is the tendency of such tubes to produce an occasional RF
output pulse of reduced amplitude, or to fail to produce any RF output
pulse. In a well-designed tube, such missing pulses would typically occur
less often than 1 in 104 . As with any high-power tube, the possibility
of internal tube arcing always exists, and in magnetrons arcing is one
lactor that must be considered in the design of the modulator or pulser
to drive the tube.

In normal operation, as the electrons leave the cathode and energy
is transferred to the RF field, an appreciable portion of these electrons
do 1101 couple to the RF field and fall back to the cathode, producing
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additional heating. If heater power is not reduced or other measures
taken, this so-called back heatingcan result in excessive cathode tempera
ture and damage to the tube. In practice, the tube-heater power is re
duced as the average output power is increased, and for a number of
high-power tubes operated at high duty cycles, the magnetron can be
operated with no heater input power once operation has been started,
all of the required cathode heating being produced by back bombard
ment of the cathode. The reduction of heater power in accordance with
increases in tube output power, the so-called heater schedule, is normally
part of the tube data provided by the magnetron tube manufacturer.

In order to achieve improved frequency stability, the coaxial magne
tron has been developed. This tube, utilizing a resonant cavity as the
frequency-determining element, can demonstrate improved frequency
stability with load, current, and temperature changes when compared
with a conventional magnetron. However, coaxial tubes are often less
tolerant of high RRV and may mode quite easily, particularly for short
pulse operation. Cutaway views of two types of coaxial magnetrons are
given in Figure 2-5.

The conventional magnetron can operate through X or Ku bands.
Above this frequency, rising-sun or inverted coaxial magnetrons are
often utilized. The voltage-current relationships of all of these magne
trons are quite similar, except that the rising-sun magnetron may some
times exhibit a low-voltage mode, making a rapidly rising voltage pulse
quite desirable for such tubes. Table 2-1 is a representative tabulation
of some commercially available magnetrons.

As was pointed out in Chapter I, there are a number of applications
where frequency agility is desirable; in order to fill that need, a number
of frequency-agile magnetrons have been developed. All of these fre
qucncy-agile m.urnctron» change output frequency by changing the reso
lIallt rl'('qlll'lIcy or i lu- magnetron cavity, and there are a number of
II 11''1 liS hy which I his may he accomplished. The first of these may be
(oosc'(y called eleclrollic tuning. While it is possible to build a true volt
age-lUlled magnetron, satisfactory operation has been achieved only at
power levels of a few hundred watts. Electronic tuning using an electron
beam to produce a variable reactance, tuning by the use of auxiliary
magnetron diodes in each of the magnetron cavities, and tuning of a
coaxial magnetron by loading the cavity with PIN diodes have all been
attempted, but these have the drawback of a quite limited tuning range
[32].

On the other hand, multipactor-tuned magnetrons have indicated
some promise in producing a useful frequency-agile magnetron. The
multipactor discharge is used as a variable capacitance to vary the fre
quency of an auxiliary coupled resonator. When the multipartor dis-
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TABLE 2-1 SOME COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE HIGH·POWER PULSED
MAGNETRONS

Peak
Center

Tube frequency Maximum duty Voltage Current
type (GHz) Peak Po cycle (kV) (A)

M 545 1.290 25.0 MW 0.0025 52 260

3M901 2.765 4.7 MW 0.001 75 135

SFD344 5.60 1.0 MW 0.001 37.5 65

YF II 9.250 1.0 MW 0.0015 30 70

7208 B 16.5 100 kW 0.001 22 20

VI' 20 16.5 400 kW 0.0015 26 40

Sli l>,\2(; 24 120 kW 0.0005 14 30

SFI J:\~7 34.86 150 kW 0.0005 23 22

I\I.~:\:) !)2.!) 10 kW 0.0012 14.5 9.5

I)X2~1 (i9.7!) 10 kW 0.00055

M ';(il:\ !).I).!) 2 kW 0.0002 10 9

I>X2!)2 120 2.5 kW 0.0002 10 11

charg-e is initiated by the application of an appropriate bias voltage,
I he discharge varies the resonant frequency of the auxiliary cavity, which
in 111m chang-es the magnetron operating frequency. A number of cavities
c;ln he coupled to a g-iven anode and each one turned on or off indepen
denlly, so th.u if thcr« are n cavities, there are 2 n combinations or fre
qll('IlC"ies of oxcill.u.ion that Illay be selected. While showing some
proruisc-. xurh 1111 II t.i partor-runcd magnetrons remain laboratory devices
.u this tiuu- I:\~I,

The second technique involves placing piezoelectric material within
the cavity and applying a voltage across these crystals, thus resulting
in a change in cavity dimensions and a change in cavity tuning. The
third group of techniques may be classed as reciprocating techniques,
and are usually implemented by incorporating a ring which moves along
the axis of the cavity near the end of the resonant structure. Finally,
insertion of dielectric structures within the cavity and rotation of these
structures can result in tuning of the device. Most of the readily available
devices that have found widespread system usage are either of the re
ciprocating or of the rotary type.

A simplified sketch of a reciprocating "voice-coil" tuned fre-quency
agile magnetron is g-iven in Fig-lire ~-(;, which shows ;111 ('I('('lronic .urua-
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tor (which functions similarly to a speaker coil), the bellows used to
drive through the high vacuum interface, and a position- and velocity
sensing transducer that is used to sense the tuning ring and thus give
a measure of magnetron frequency.

Figure 2-7 shows a cross-sectional view of a motor-driven reciproca
tion-tuned magnetron. Rapid tuning is achieved by the use of a cam
mounted on the motor shaft to actuate the tuning plunger. Rotation

Cam

Welded
bellows

- ./' Waveguide
./' output

TE Oll mode cavity

FIGURE 2-7 Motor-driven reciprocation-tuned magne
tron cross-sectional view [231.

of' Ihe 11I0101' shaf'l is thereby converted to a linear motion of the tuning
ror]. Also clJllllcc(ed 10 (he motor shaft is a resolver to give a frequency
re.ulour. The motor may be either free-running or servo-controlled,
dep('lIdillg' "POII system requirements.

III reciprocation-tuned magnetrons, frequency agility is accomplished
by the movement of a particular mass. The rate at which a mass may
be moved and the amount of the mass moved are not independent, if
a constant source of driving energy is available. Figure 2-8 shows the
relationship between frequency-tuning speed and tuning range for a
particular Ku-band magnetron. If the amount ofdrive power is increased,
increased tuning ranges or rates can be achieved.

The reciprocating type of magnetron has difficulties, including limited
tuning rates, tuning nonlinearities, and susceptibility to vibration and
fatigue. In order to circumvent some of these difficulties. a rotating
type of structure has been developed. On« early u-chniquc was based
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FIGURE 2-8 Tuning range as a function of agility rate
for a reciprocation-tuned tube. (LiUon Industries)

on the rotation of a notched tuning element in the back wall of the
magnetron cavity. The passage of slots across the cavity openings re
sulted in changes in magnetron frequency. This rotary tuning method
has a wide frequency excursion and a rapid tuning rate, but it is not
readily adaptable to coaxial structures and does not readily yield an
accurate measure of magnetron frequency.

The coaxial magnetron operates with a TEoll mode in the coaxial
cavity, which results in an electric field as illustrated in Figure 2-9. It
is possible to change the oscillating frequency of such a device by insert
ing a small dielectric vane at a region of appreciable electric field within
the cavity. Rotating a symmetric vane causes a change in frequency as
a function of vane position, as shown in Figure 2-10. In practice, several
vanes are normally employed and distributed around the cavity so as
to provide symmetrical field distortion and minimize the reduction in
q. of the cavity, and an example of such a device is shown in Figure
~-ll (p. 36). Since such a device is continuously rotating, it is relatively
easy to provide high agility rates, along with an accurate measure of
magnetron frequency for controlling the local-oscillator function.

There are a number of design tradeoffs associated with frequency-
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agile magnetrons, and a comparison of a number of different approaches
for medium power Ku-band magnetrons is given in Table 2-2.

When tunable magnetrons that supply large amounts of peak and
average power are considered, the transfer of heal from tlu: cavity he
comes important. Much of the heat conduct cd from I he c;lvil Y p;lsses
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FIGURE 2-10 Rotating a dielectric vane in a coaxial cavity may be used to shift
the frequency of oscillation of the cavity [211. () is angle of vane relative to electric
field of TEoll mode in coaxial cavity.

through the tuning mechanism, and usually this heat path includes the
actuator support bearing. For this reason, linear actuators, which use
sleeve bearings having good heat-transfer properties, are often preferred
for high-power tubes.

In any of the frequency-agile systems, the provision of a reasonably
accurate local oscillator is a significant design problem. One means of
providing such a signal is by a tracking local oscillator, which utilizes
the transducer voltage output in order to set an approximate local oscilla
tor frequency, which is then refined by a sample of the transmitted
frequency. This process is repeated on a pulse-to-pulse basis.

The pulsed magnetron is undoubtedly the most widely used magne
tron in radar systems, but it is also feasible to produce CW magnetrons.
CW magnetrons have applications in Doppler and electronic counter
measure systems, and tubes producing from 100 to 500 W at frequencies
as high as the X band have been produced for these purposes. Lately,
however, CW magnetrons have been produced for heating purposes.
These tubes normally operate in the 2450-MHz industrial heating band
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and produce outputs of 1 to 10 kW at this frequency. The design of
these tubes differs somewhat from that of other CW magnetrons [31],
primarily because of the need for economical production, simple power
supplies, and an ability to operate into mismatched loads. The market
for such devices is increasing, and heating magnetrons constitute a con
siderable portion of the output of many microwave-tube facilities.

Crossed-Field Amplifiers [30,31,36,37]

The crossed-field amplifier (CFA) is a microwave amplifier that
is usually characterized by reasonable operating voltages, good efficiency,
wide bandwidth, and long life, but low gain. The CFA is often utilized
in Doppler systems, phased arrays, frequency-agile radars, and pulse
compression systems. The CFA derives its name from the fact that, as
in magnetrons, the RF -dc interaction region is a region ofcrossed electric
and magnetic fields.

There are two general types of CFAs: the injected-beam CFA and
the distributed-emission CFA. The electrons are injected into the interac
tion region by an electron gun in the injected-beam CF A and are emitted
by the cathode or sole in the distributed-emission CFA. The injected
beam CFA is generally not suited for high powers, and we will confine
our discussion to distributed-emission CFAs. CFAs may be operated
either CW or pulsed, depending upon the particular design. Unless
otherwise specified, the following discussion will be directed toward
tubes for pulsed operation, although much of the discussion is also
applicable to continuous-wave CF As.

The distributed-emission CFA may be constructed in either the linear
or the circular format, both of which are illustrated schematically in
Figure 2-12 and in detail in Figure 2-13. In the circular format, electrons
from the output may be isolated from the input, forming the norireen
trant configuration. In the reentrant configuration, the feedback elec
trons may be bunched, forming RF feedback, or the electrons may be
debunched, eliminating the RF feedback. The linear-format tubes are,
of course, of a nonreentrant type. The interaction in the tube may be
with either the forward or the backward wave. Each of these configura
tions has its own specific properties. CFAs of various types are manufac
tured under various trade names by different manufacturers: the
Amplitron, a reentrant CFA utilizing the circular format, RF feedback,
and backward wave interaction is manufactured by Raytheon; and the
Dematron, most usually a linear-format, forward-wave-interaction tube,
is manufactured by Litton Industries. Varian (SFD) also manufactures
circular-format CFAs, which are reentrant and without RF feedback,
employing- either forward or backward wave interaction; Varian does
not lise any specific Ir;uk n.unr- fill· its CFAs.
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I'IGURE 2-12 Simplified schematic representations of princi
pal portions of (a) linear-format and (b) circular-format CFAs.

The backward-wave CFA derives its name from the characteristics
of the slow-wave structures utilized in such tubes. The relationship of
the phase velocity to the group velocity on the microwave circuit can
be conveniently shown by a so-called omega-beta diagram, such as the
one in Figure 2-14, which shows the phase shift per unit of length of
a slow-wave structure plotted as a function of the operating frequency.
When presented in such a manner, the slope of the curve is proportional
to the group velocity on the circuit, and the slope of a line from the
origin to an operating point is a measure of the phase velocity of the
electrons in the interaction region. The terminal characteristics with
changing frequency are substantially different for the backward-wave
and forward-wave crossed-field amplifiers.

The backward-wave struct.ure was the first CFA su-ucturc 10 be <level-
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"Iwd: il r-xluhit» some desirable characteristics. Unfortunately, tubes
1I,~in!!. hack ward-wave structures are voltage-tunable amplifiers; i.e., the
0p('rating voltage for constant power output depends upon the frequen
( it',~ 11I'in!!. amplified. The development of suitable forward-wave circuits
Illadt, possible- a constant-voltage amplifier, which is desirable when oper
alillg from a dc supply.

Reentrant operation is employed in CFAs to increase the efficiency,
often with considerable effect. However, RF feedback, like any feedback,
opells lip the possibility of oscillation. Electron bunching occurs, as
shown in Figure 2-15, and debunching of the electron stream is some-
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FIGURE 2-15 Details of field structure in the interaction
reKion of a CFA. 131,1
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times employed to eliminate the possibility of oscillation while retaining
the enhanced efficiency of the reentrant configuration. A schematic rep
resentation of a reentrant CFA, illustrating the debunching of the elec
tron stream, is given in Figure 2-16.

Recent developments in CFA design have involved the injection of
the input signal into the cathode region, an approach which provides

Modulator

=

RF
input

Delay line

"/'<
.,.' ~

: : -, /Electron

"/0, cloud

:::.:::\

out

FIGURE 2-16 Debunching of electrons in a circular CFA. [20]

substantially increased gain. Gains on the order of 30 to 40 dB have
been demonstrated by using this approach, but devices of this design
are still in the development stage at this time [25].

The crossed-field amplifier is not a linear amplifier, but acts more
as a phase- or input-locked oscillator. Its power is determined principally
by the amount of power supplied to the tube from the external power
supply, and therefore the bandwidth of the tube as such has no meaning.
However, there is a range of frequency over which the tube will operate
stably for a specific set of terminal conditions and a specific value of
RF drive power. For a given level of input drive power, there is a range
of power output over which the tube can operate. The upper limit is
normally fixe-d hy one of' I hre« factors: either a limit on available cathode
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curren t, the onse t of a competing oscillation, or a limitation in the gain
of the main amplifying mode. In most cases, the onset of the upper
mode boundary is the practical limit on the operation of the tube , as
shown in Figures 2-17 and 2-18. The performance of a continuous
wave crossed-field amplifier, showing the upper- and lower-mode regions
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FIGURE 2-17 Range of normal CFA operation may be limited by
upper-mode boundary. (37)

for the tube, is illustrated in Figure 2-17; operation of the tube mus t
normally fall within these regions.

Figure 2-19 shows a plot of the terminal character istics of a backward
wave crossed-field amplifier, indicating the sensitivity or operating volt 
age with frequency: it is des irable to op erate su ch devi ces Iror n a xo u rr:«
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that more closely approximates a constant-current source. Figure
2-20 shows the characteristics for a forward-wave CFA; operation from
a constant-voltage source is desirable for such a device. Details ofinterac
tion for a backward-wave tube are given in Figure 2-21, which illustrates
desirability of operating with a modulator approximating a constant
current source if it is desired to minimize changes in output power as
the frequency is changed.

There is considerable similarity between the terminal properties of
a crossed-field amplifier and those of a magnetron; in particular, there
is a very definite biased-diode characteristic associated with a CFA. It
should be noted that such operation is normally achieved only when
adequate levels of RF drive are applied at the input to the crossed
lield amplifier, and that the application of voltage with inadequate drive
may result in tube operation in undesirable modes, with a resulting
substantial variation ill the terminal V-I characteristics.
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of lower-power CFAs is generally not feasible because of the possibility
of poisoning the cathode in case of an accidental overvoltage application
to the cathode.

Another important property of the CFA is its ability to be operated
from a dc power supply. In this mode ofoperation, forward-wave amplifi
ers having large constant-voltage bandwidths and completely cold sec
ondary emitting cathodes are utilized. A constant dc voltage is applied
to the tube, which remains essentially an open circuit until RF energy
entering the tube causes the secondary emission process to begin. The
amplification process continues until the RF drive pulse is removed.
At the termination of the RF drive pulse, the accumulated space charge
can support noiselike oscillation in reentrant tubes. An additional control
electrode is included to remove this space charge and terminate the
RF output, as shown in Figure 2-22. The accumulated space charge
gives no trouble in nonreentrant CFAs; these tubes can be made entirely
self-pulsing.

An example ofa system incorporating such a self-pulsing cold-cathode
tube is the AN/MPS-:Hl radar, which utilizes a Varian SFD-257 cold
cal hode tubc wit h all elct"ll'ode incorporated to sweep out excess elec-
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trons [38]. The entire amplifier consists of a cathode-pulsed TWT, a
cathode-pulsed CFA, and the final self-pulsing crossed-field amplifier.
A plot of power output as a function of frequency and a plot of efficiency
are shown in Figure 2-23. It should be noted that the resulting configura
tion is quite rugged and relatively straightforward, but that operation
of self-pulsing cold-cathode tubes is normally limited to high-power,
relatively long-pulse-length applications (the MPS-36 operates with 0.25
to 5-p,s pulses). The normal time relationships for such operation are
shown in Figure 2-22.
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As discussed in the Chapter 1, the phase characteristics of the crossed
field amplifier are quite important in its application to radar systems.
The fact that the CFA is an electrically short device, and does in fact
phase-lock its oscillation to the input, gives rise to the supposition that
its phase stability might be of a high order, and that the CFA might
be particularly suitable for multitube applications in which phase coher
ence among the tubes is an important parameter. The phase characteris
tics that are of the most importance are phase sensitivity to changes
in the input voltage or current, phase sensitivity to changes in RF drive
power, phase linearity with frequency, and behavior under multiple
signal-input drive conditions. Figure 2-24 shows the phase sensitivity
10 input-power changes and to cathode-voltage changes. Figure 2-25
shows the sensitivities of phase to change in current and to frequency.
Fitted data for a forward-wave crossed-field amplifier showing the phase
change in degrees as a function of changes in RF drive and as a function
of changes in anode voltage are shown in Figure 2-26. Phase sensitivity
10 changes in de conditions for forward-wave and backward-wave devices
an' qui I I' similar.

The lincarif.y of phase with frequency is determined almost entirely
hy thl' ('xll'mal circuit reflections and by the gain of the tube. The electri
lalll'n~lh of lorward-wave types is typically larger than that of backward
wave Iypes, hUI sufficient care in manufacturing can usually result in
dc'vialions of II'ss than 5° from linearity for either type of tube.

Sinn' Ihe CFA is not a linear amplifier, it cannot accept multiple
si~nals simultaneously and reproduce these without distortion or sup
pression. Figmc 2-27 shows the effects of driving a forward CFA with
Iwo signals. The second signal reduces the available power for the first
signal, but the overall total power output and the tube efficiency remain
approximately the same.

It has been supposed that tubes that operate with a constant DC
potential applied may act as noise generators. However, such has not
appeared to be the case, and the tube appears to be a largely passive
object with noise levels approaching that of thermally generated noise.
Values of noise power spectral density as low as -115 dBm/MHz have
been measured, with typical values approximately -106 dBm/MHz.
There have been a number of intrapulse noise measurements on CFAs
made in recent years, some of which are summarizedin Table 2-3 on
page 53. Representative values obtained for both AM and phase modula
tion (PM) noise are from -60 to -30 dBm/MHz, where values have
been referenced to an equivalent CW value to remove the effects of
the duty cycle on measured data.

It has been observed that certain classes of CFAs generale less broad
hand noise than others. In particular, it has hccn not cd that cerlain
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forward-wave devices generate approximately 20 dB less noise power
spectral density than similar backward-wave devices. It is not know n
whether this is a general characteristic of CFAs or whether it is merely
an isolated instance.

CFAs evidence a few anomalous effects that are perhaps worthy of'
11011' . The first of' these is the tendency of' CFAs, like allY Itig-It -pow('r,
Itig-It-vollag-e device, to occasiollall y develop arcs hl'l W('('1l I he ('al Itod"
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TA BLE 2-3 CFA INTRASPECTRUM PM NOISE MEASUREMENTS [37]

Peak Pulse Duty
Radar power Sb/ Nb* BWt So/ Not width PRF cycle S/ N §
band (kW) (dB) (Hz) (dB/MHz) (us) (kHz) (dB) (dB/MHz)

L band 100 71.8 10 21.8 II 1.3 18.38 40 .2
L band 100 67 .0 50 24.0 II 1.3 18.38 42.2
L band 100 74.4 150 37.2 30 1.0 15.22 52.4
L band 100 73.0 50 29.0 10 1.0 20.0 49.0

C band 500 69.0 200 32 .0 I 5.0 23.0 55.0
C band 660 78.0 3 21.7 20 0.160 25 .0 46.7
C band 600 78.9 3 22.6 20 0.150 25.2 47 .8

S band 750 83 .0 50 39.0 10 4.0 14.0 53.0
S band 750 88.0 50 44.0 10 4.0 14.0 58.0
S band 60 71.0 10 21.0 5.5 1.25 21.6 42 .6
S band 60 76.0 10 26.0 5.5 1.25 21.0 47 .6
S band 60 70.0 10 19.0 5.5 1.5 20.8 40.0
S band 60 77.0 10 26.9 5.5 1.5 20.8 47.0
S band 666 79.0 3 22.0 29 .5 0.189 22.5 44 .5
S band 60 76.7 10 25.7 10 0.585 23.3 49.0
S band 60 60 .9 50 16.0 33.4 0.585 16.6 32.6

• Measur ed noise po wer relat ive to spec tra l line power.

t Filter band width for measurement.

t Measur ements normalized for I-MHz bandwidth.

§ Equ ivalent CW sig na l-to -noise powe r-de nsity rati o .

en
tI.)
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FIGURE 2-27 Effects on out
put power of a CF A caused by
driving a forward-wave (FW)
CF A with two signals, holding
one fixed and varying the other.
[37]

III ill IV" powm "f S.) Ikllli

;111( I IIII' hod Y of till' IIIhe. Provisions must be made to limit the energy
dissip;III'd ill the device unde-r such conditions, and to promptly restore
proper sysl1'111 opera I ion once the arc has been quenched.

Another anomaly of the CFA is that considerable RF energy may
be propagated out through the stem of the tube. This RF energy can
adversely affect the operation of other parts of the system, and care
should be taken to confine any such RF leakage. There is the possibility
that this cathode leakage will introduce resonances into the system that
may in turn produce sideband modulations on the primary RF energy;
under the worst possible conditions, this energy may introduce arcing
or waveguide breakdown into the system. Sufficient care with cathode
connections will usually alleviate such problems [37].

Another potential difficulty results from the possibility that high-Q
resonant modes in the waveguide output system will occur at frequencies
where the waveguide is propagating but where the tube's slow-wave
structure is cut off. Such a mode would be attenuated through the slow
wave structure but would display an RF field pattern to the electron
stream that could couple appreciable energy into these Ircqucuc.ic-s. The
prcscncc of the hig-h Q in the waveguide circuit lIlighl provide sullicicnt
(ield stl'l'ngth 10 bre-ak down the waveguide and rr-suh in ;II'l'ing. Thus.
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TABLE 2-4 SOM E COMM ER CI ALL Y AVAILABLE HIGH-POWER PULSED CFAs

Peak
Center Frequency Maximum

Tube fr equency Peak Po range duty Voltage Current Gain
type (GHz) (MW) (GHz) cycle (kV) (A) (d B)

l AMlO 1.288 1.8 1.225-1.350 0.02 46 50 9.2

QKS1452 2.998 3.0 2.994-3 .002 0.00 15 47 100

SFD222 5.65 1.0 5.4-5.9 0.001 35 60 18

SFD237 5.65 1.0 5.4-5.96 0.01 35 60 13

QKS506 9.05 1.0 8.7-9.4 ... . . . 40 45 7

SFD2 36 16.5 0.1 16-1 7 0.001 14 23 17

'"'"
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the output waveguide system should be carefully examined for ai

high-Q resonances before a crossed-field amplifier is operated in sur
a system [37].

It should be noted that some of these anomalous behaviors are
function of the specific tube configuration, or of the tube operatir
point. Thus, testing a different tube, or the same tube operated at
different power level or frequency, may not uncover these difficultie
A carefully designed test program should be carried out in order
determine if such difficulties exist.

Several types of commercially available CF As are listed in Tab
~--4. Several trends are evident from the data and from previous discu
xionx: the reentrant types are more efficient than the nonreentrant typt'
11)(" gain of the linear tubes can be increased by increasing device lengt
aud (:FAs with no RF feedback are less prone to spurious oscillatic
th;1I1 rubes with RF feedback. Several other parameters, such as pha
alld amplitude stability, are important in comparing these tube typ'
with IlIhl's lor similar applications; the particular choice of tube form
;dso afkd s the modulator design, constant-voltage pulsers being desin
lor forward-way!' amplifiers and constant-current pulsers for backwan
wnv« ckvicc's.

III xunun.uy. Ihe rrossc-d-field amplifier is a coherent amplifier chara
Inil'l'd hy n,lal ivcIy hro.u] bandwidth and high efficiency but low gai
II possesses a high degree of phase stability and, in some application
may 1)(' Iargdy self-pulsing. Advantages which are particularly importai
ill mobile systems arc its relatively small size and weight and its 10
operating voltages. The tube evidences excellent reproducibility, aT
lives in excess of 5000 hours (h) have been experienced in numeroi
operating systems. To date, thousands of CFAs have been delivere
and operated in the field, most of these being high-power, cathod
pulsed tubes installed in radar systems operating between 100 kWaT
5 MW of peak power output with average powers in excess of I k1

[37].

2-2 LINEAR-BEAM TUBES

In contrast to the crossed-field devices, there exists an addition
class of tubes, called the linear-beam tubes. Some members of the cla
of linear-beam tubes are the klystron, the traveling-wave tube (TWT
the Twystron®, and the extended-interaction klystron.

Klystrons [40]

The high-power pulsed klystron is :·111 amplifier Ih;'1 is ('hara('le
lIl'd hy IlIgh g;lin, high peak power, .md good dli('il'llly, luu il h:
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relatively narrow bandwidths and requires relatively high voltages. The
large physical size of most klystrons and their associated modulators
and X-ray shielding has limited the application of klystrons in many
radar systems. High-power klystrons also find applications in high-energy
linear accelerators; the klystrons originally developed for the Stanford
Linear Accelerator were the first truly high-power microwave amplifiers
and formed the basis for a number of large, ground-based coherent
radar systems.

A cutaway schematic representation of a high-power cavity klystron
is shown in Figure 2-28, which illustrates the separation of the various
principal parts of the device. This separation permits each area to be
opt imized individually and contributes to the relatively high levels of
per!(»'Juance that have been achieved with klystron amplifiers.

Electrons

Catcher
gap

RF
output

Bunch of
electrons

( rurltrr]

qlll!

RF
input

HWll 111" I
qdp +

/

: ij.·.f·i:)?1vY~;m~Wi·::---... Collector

I I I
Heater Cathode Anode First cavity Drift

(buncher) tube
Intermediate

cavity
Last cavity
(catcher)

1

1

.1.

I
I

-Electron gun - ...I~.-----RF section--------<~--Collector -

FIGURE 2-28 Schematic cutaway view of a klystron amplifier.

A characteristic of the klystron amplifier is that there is no interaction
between the various portions of the RF circuitry, except that which is
provided by the electron beam, which propagates from the cathode to
the collector. The design of the cavities for the klystron is well established
and usually assumes the form ohm annular cavity. I Iowcvc-r, the injection
or electrons into this intcrartiou strucuuc. and the 1()('lIsin~ of'llw e!cc-
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tron beam as it passes through the cavities, are of central importance
in klystron operation.

The electron beam is generated by an electron gun, and for a tube
that is cathode-pulsed, the electron gun assumes a particularly simple
form; an outline view of such a gun is shown in Figure 2-29. However,

FIGURE 2-29 Cathode and
electron gun of a cathode
pulsed klystron. [4)

/

Body

o

~ g~
:::::::::::::

Heaters

for many applications, the inclusion of an appropriate control electrode
in the electron gun permits a considerable simplification of the modula
tor requirements for the system. Three principal types of electron-gun
control electrodes are illustrated in Figure 2-30: the modulating anode,
the control-focus electrode, and the shadow grid. A primary figure of
merit for these various control electrodes is the cutoff amplification factor
I-tc, defined as the negative ratio of control-electrode voltage to anode
voltage at the point where the emission is safely cut off. Another figure
of merit is the total amplification factor I-t of the gun, which is the ratio
of the control-electrode voltage swing to the beam voltage. It is desirable
that each of these amplification factors be high, yet it is desirable to
maintain a well-focused beam when the tube is turned on, in order to
reduce heating" from electrons impinging on the tube body.
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FIGUR E 2- 30 Three principal
types of gridded electron gu ns.
(a) Modulating anode. (b) Con
trol-focu s e lec trode. (c) Shadow
grid. [40)

Table 2-5 com pares the characte ristics of severa l types of these CO II

trol el ements, a nd it ca n be seen th at the intercepting' or shadow-griddcd
types have the largest values o f fJ- . T he rhara rt c risr ics o f a sh ad ow- < .

grid d ed e kc tro ll gUll are summa rized ill Figlll "l' ~-;\ I . For (·xl ...-uu-ly
high-p o we r ;Ip p lica liOlls , till' shadow ·g l idd( 'd lId u-x a l'!' 11I 1.~ al i sE lC1 ol'y
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TABLE 2-5 CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTROL ELECTRODES

Capacity Low-voltage
Type /L /Lc (pF) Interception focusing

Modulating anode 1-3 50 0 Good

Control-focus
electrode 2-10 2-10 100 0 Poor

Intercepting
grid 50 100 50 15% Fair

Shadow
grid 30 300 50 0.1% Fair

because of the spreading of the electron beam and the resultant heating
of the tube body. For such applications, modulating-anode structures
are normally selected, in spite of the extremely large voltage swings
required for their operation.

Focusing of the electron beam is particularly critical once the electrons
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FIGURE 2-31 Transfer characteristic of a shadow-grid
.1",1 K"II. 1'101
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TABLE 2-6 SOME COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE HIGH·POWER KLYSTRONS

Peak
Maximum

Tube Center Peak Po Frequency duty Voltage Current Gain
type frequency (MW) range cycle (kV) (A) (d B)

VA-15 13 0.4-0.45 GHz 20 15 MHz BW Approx . 230 280 40
0.01 5

TV2023 1.3 GHz 40 1.2-1.4 GHz 0.001 300 230 53

F2049 2.856 GHz 30 2.856 GHz 0.008 290 295 50
VKS-8262 2.9 MHz 5.5 5 MHz BW 0.001 125 88 50

SAC42 5.65 GHz 3.3 5.4-5.9 GHz 0.002 135 112 23.5

SAXI91 901 5 1.25 8.83-9.2 GH z 0.0048 85 50 50

I:)
~
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leave the gun area, and with a length-to-diameter ratio of the beai
on the order of 100 to I, small variations in electron spreading ca
produce appreciable electron interception and tube heating. In higl
power, CW applications, near perfect beam transmission is often re
quircd, sometimes on the order of99%. However, for lower-duty-cycl.
pili sed applications, less critical values may be utilized, figures of 6
10 70% being more representative. Focusing of the electron beam
most normally accomplished by a magnetic field generated uniform
;1101114 the axis by a solenoid wound coil surrounding the klystron. Whi
III(' coil produces an extremely uniform field, its size and the bulk (
Ihe associated power supplies may be objectionable. To reduce siz
.urd weight, periodic-permanent-magnet (PPM) focusing and e1ectre
st.u ic lorusing have been applied to klystrons, but have not yet foun
wide acceptance.

Th« klystron appears to follow the familiar space-charge-limited dioc
law; lhal is, l v-: ItV:l/ 2 (where k is the perveance, a constant for a particul:
111111'), alld the pow('J' is g-iven by kV 5 / 3 . For cathode-pulsed tubes, th
load may OltCII III' approximated as a linear resistance, paralleled t
IIIl' Callmde c;lpacily 01' the tube. More detailed consideration must ir
vulvr- IIIC' 111111' uonliue.uitu-s. hilt the differences thus produced are no
IIlally ml;I11.

TIll' kly,stl 011 is lypic;I11y a narrow-band amplifier, but by stagger tunin
01 lhe various c;lvilies involve-d, the bandwidth may be increased at th
c'XIH'IIS(' ol' tul«: Rain. All example or the bandpass that can result, an
Ihe IlIlIillg (1I' the various cavities, is shown in Figure 2-32. The chara.
u-ristics or several high-power klystrons are summarized in Table 2-l

Klystrons are typically rather low-noise amplifiers. A representatix

Operating

bandwidth

f4 (penultimate)

FIGURE 2-32 Stagger tuning of five klystron cavities
In achieve increased bandwidth.
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background-noise level for phas e modulat ion noise is 125 dB/kHz below
the carrier, and the AM noi se is typically 10 dB lower tha n th ese values,
as shown in Figure 2- 33(a). Figure 2-33(b) shows the typi cal klyst ron
outp ut-noise power as a fun ction of gai n measured in a I-kHz ban dwidth,
50 kHz from th e carrier frequency.
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FIGURE 2-33 Noise characteristics of a klystron: (a) ampli
tude modulation and phase modulation noise as a function
of separation from carrier frequency, and (6) variations in
phu,,(~ noi"" wilh tube Kain. [40j
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There are other potential sources of noise, including the possibility
of ion oscillation, which can produce spurious sidebands as great as
50 dB below the carrier. The only cure for this is care in the fabrication
and evacuation of the tube by the manufacturer. Other spurious re
sponses can result from power-supply ripple voltages or ringing on the
various electrodes of the klystron. The amplitude modulation sensitivity
due to a change in beam voltage may be readily derived by differentiating
the expression for power output of the klystron,

dP 5 P

dV 2 V

and for phase modulation

d() ()o

dV 2Vo

(2-1)

(2-2)

In Equations 2-1 and 2-2, ()o is the phase length of the klystron and
is typically on the order of 6 to 10 radians (rad) for each of the drift
spaces between the klystron cavities. It should be noted that if ac voltage
is used on the heaters of the klystron, there typically results an AM
sideband approximately 50 dB below the carrier; operation with dc heat
ers alleviates this particular difficulty.

As with any high-power tube, considerable care in the application
and operation of the klystron is necessary if good performance and
long life are to be achieved. In particular, protection against defocusing
the beam or excessive beam voltage must be provided, normally by
monitoring beam current and body current in the tube. In addition,
the focusing magnetic field should be monitored and high-voltage-inter
locked with the presence of this magnetic field. Similarly, coolant flow
is normally interlocked with the beam voltage to prevent tube melting.

A frequent mode of failure for a high-power klystron is a fractured
output window, normally caused by arcing in the waveguide structure.
In order to prevent such occurrences, reflected RF power at the tube
output is normally monitored and the interior of the waveguide continu
ously checked for the presence of light. Excessive reflected power or
light inside the waveguide should initiate an immediate shutdown of
the klystron.

There is always a possibility that internal arcs will develop within
the tube, and in that event, the beam voltage must be removed rapidly.
In order to accomplish this, a so-called crowbar circuit may be incorpo
rated, which is a fast-acting switch connected across the power supply
in order to discharg-e stored power-supply energy without damaging
the klystron. Provision should normally he made lor rcinitiating the
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operation of the klystron once the arc has had sufficient time to extin
guish.

Traveling-Wave Tubes [26,40]

The high-power traveling-wave tube (TWT) is a microwave ampli
lier characterized by high gain, large bandwidth, relatively low efficiency,
and high operating voltages. In addition to the RF input and output
connections, most TWTs have a body electrode, a collector, a cathode
or electron gun, an interaction region, and some means of focusing
the electrons into a linear beam.

A cutaway schematic representation of a TWT is given in Figure
~-:~4. The heart of the TWT is the so-called delay-line structure, which

(Magnetic field)

Attenuator

Collector

RF output

Helix
delay-line
structure

I
LSS\S\S\\\\S\S\'l

RSSS\S\S\\SS\\\l

F lnctron beam

III "'1"11

c~if-·,~~~~-----'
~i~J

I II'Llllltl qUII

III(;\IIU: 2-:11 Longitudinal-section view of a TWT.

I~ xlrowu schema Iically as a helix, and in fact, helices are extensively
Uldi~eel at low power levels. However, at higher power levels, simple
IIl'I " C'S ;11(' uot often used; instead either the ring-and-bar-type configura
uou, IIIl' two-tape contrawound helix, or the coupled-cavity TWT, all
SlaoWII ill Figure 2-35, is utilized. Approximately 90% of all high-power
'I 'W' I 's employ the coupled-cavity approach, because of its excellent elec
uiral characteristics (its impedance, bandwidth and mode structure),
its mechanical simplicity, its shape, which is well-suited for PPM focusing,
ils ruggedness, and the versatility of its scaling with frequency, power,
.uul bandwidth.

The (H'USillg of' lIw c-lr-ct ron beam ;s critical to proper TWT pcrlor
m.u«:«, as was I he case willa I he klYSI ron, and se-ve-ral common 11\('1hods
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(a)

Ib)

Cavity
Drift
tube

Electron
beam

Coupling hole

(c)

e

FIGURE 2-35 TWT interaction circuits: (a) ring-bar, (b) contra
wound-helix, and (c) coupled-cavity approaches. [26]

of focusing are illustrated in Figure 2-36. The two that are most com
monly used in high-power tubes are the PPM methods and solenoidal
focusing. In solenoidal focusing, the coils are typically foil-wound as
an integral part of the tube, to hold mechanically induced variations
in the magnetic field to considerably less than 1%. The PPM approach
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does not provide the degree of focusing that a solenoid-focused TWT
achieves, but its smaller size and weight and the absence of additional
power supplies and power consumption make it quite attractive for a
number of applications.

One of the principal drawbacks of the TWT is its relatively low effi
ciency. There are two primary ways that this problem has been attacked,

M;llpwtic
11I,ld lines

~;t)lt~ll()icl maqnetic structure

~

--~----

Permanent magnet

Alnico radial segments

t'nriodic permanent magnet (PPM j structure,
axial focusing

I'lGURE 2-36 Methods of magnetic focusing.

Radial magnet PPM structure,
radial focusing

the first of which involves depressing the collector, i.e., operating with
the collector at a potential below that of the body. The second approach
is so-called velocity resynchronization, which is achieved by taking the last
portion of the periodic structure and jumping or increasing its potential
by a relatively small amount. A cross section of such a TWT arrangement
is shown in Figure 2-37; it illustrates one of the significant problems
with velocity resynchronization: insulating that portion of the structure
without introducing additional RF reflections and mismatches. Increases
in efficiency to levels of 50 to 60%J have been achieved hy de-pressing
the collector and hy IIsing- rcsynchrouiz.uion.
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A list of some commercially available high-power TWTs is given in
Table 2-7. Most of these tubes are representative of the maximum power
output readily available in each frequency band, except for the
QKWII32A, which is included as a tube typical of one that might be
utilized to drive a higher-power amplifier. A plot of the variation in

Gun
end

5 cavities

Input
match cavity

4 cavities 3 cavities

Output
match cavity

Collector
end

FIGURE 2-37 Schematic of jumped-collector TWT for velocity
resynchronization. [261

output power for a high-power TWT tube, the Hughes 750H, is shown
in Figure 2-38, along with the depressed-collector efficiency. Depressing
the collector increases the efficiency at the expense of equipment com
plexity. The same tube operated with the collector at ground potential
would exhibit an efficiency of 10 to 20% over the same band of frequen
cies. A plot of the ranges of peak and average powers for TWTs in
field use is shown in Figure 2-39, but all of these designs are subject
to improvement with additional developmental effort.

TWTs may be cathode-modulated or may utilize the same types of
control grid as are incorporated in the klystrons. There is a tendency,
particularly in the gridded tubes, for arcs to develop in the TWT struc
ture. Once an arc is established it draws sufficient energy from the power
supply to damage the internal structure of the TWT, and perhaps the
associated grid modulator. The mechanism of such an arc is believed
to be as follows: an arc forms between the anode and the grid-support
structure, carrying the grid positive with respect to the cathode, eventu
ally forming an arc between the grid wires and the cathode surface,
and damaging the grid wires. Spark gaps may sometimes be utilized
to limit the grid-to-cathode voltage to values that will not initiate the
grid-to-cathode arcs.
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FIGURE 2-38 Peak power output and depressed-collector efficiency as a function
of frequency for a Hughes 750H TWT. (Hughes)

As with the klystron, defocusing of the beam, loss of coolant, excessive
beam current, and excessive voltage call for removal of the high potential
from the tube, necessitating the use ofcrowbar circuits in many instances.
As with the case of the klystron, provisions should be made for reapplica
tion of appropriate voltages once the arc has been extinguished, since
occasional arcing in most high-power tubes is not necessarily indicative
of tube problems, but is a feature which is normally encountered.

The TWT is a space-charge-limited diode, as is the klystron, and
shows variations in power output and in phase with variations in beam
voltage similar to those shown by klystron. Sensitivities of a representa
tive TWT to changes in various electrode voltages are summarized in
Table 2-8. It should be noted that the insertion phase of a TWT is
somewhat more sensitive to variations in supply voltage than is the inser
tion phase of a klystron, because of the longer effective electrical length
of the TWT. The noise figure and noise power spectral density near
the carrier frequency of the TWT are not dissimilar to those of the
klystron.

Twystron Amplifiers

The need to design a hybrid device that consists of a klystron
driving- section and a TWT output section in order to achieve increased
bandwidth with a high level of efficiency has resulted in the Twystron
amplilin. This cOlnhin;lt ion .u-liir-vcs large bandwidth, as schematically
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TA BLE 2-7 SOME COMMERCIALL Y AVAIL<\BLE HIGH·POWER T\l,TS

Peak
Center Maximum

Tube frequency Fr equency duty Voltage Current Gain
type (GHz) Peak Po range cycle (kV) (A) (db )

l
QKW1490 1.3 700 kW 1250-1 350.\1Hz t.

J
;r

VTS -5754Al 3.0 125 kW 2.9- 3.1 GHz 0.006 42 14 47 &;; :'

T POM4 131 2.85 750 kW 2.7- 3 GHz 0.007 45 35 20

560 H 3.2 250 kW 3.1-3 .3 GHz 0.02 53 2 1 50

VA146 5.65 4.5 MW 5.4-5.9 GHz 0.002 130 94 35

752H 8.9 150 kW 8.4-9.4 GHz 0.01 50 15 16

87 16H 9.1 120 kW 9.0-9.2 GHz 0.0025 43 13.5 50

QKW-1132A 9.25 1.5 kW 8.5-10 GHz 0.01 11 1.5 34-40

750 H 9.5 25 kW 9.0- 10.0 GHz 0.01 24 5.5 47

893H 16.25 100 kW 16.0-1 6.5 GHz 0.005 62 7.8 50

- ':'.::,1,':..'
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l!J(aJlu: 2-39 Ranges of peak and average powers for
plll,,,'d 'I'WTs in field use. [26]

shown in Figure 2-40. A set of representative characteristics for some
'I'wyst ron amplifiers is given in Table 2-9. Operation and sensitivities
arc nol dissimilar to those lor high-power TWTs and klystrons, but in
g-<'ll<'ral, the gain and phase arc not as uniform as can be achieved lor
SWill' coupled-cavil y TW'I's. Phase excursions of ±2!>0 from lincarit y
ove-r a 10',% handwidth arc roprx-scnrauvc. but smaller value-s havr- lx-cn
.uh ic-vcrl.
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TABLE 2-8 TYPICAL SENSITIVITIES FOR A IO.kW,
5% BANDWIDTH, 60·dB-GAIN TWT [40]

Voltage parameter AM FM

Cathode to body (0.5 db)/1 % 30°/1 %

Cathode to anode or grid* (0.1 db)/1 % 5°11%
(0.15 dB)/1% 7°11%

Cathode to collector (0.02 dB)/1 % 0.5°/1 %

Heater (dynamic) (0.00005 dB)/1 % 0.001 °Il %

Solenoid (0.00001 dB)/1 % 0.0005°/1%

Drive power 2.2°/0 dB)

* This assumes either anode or grid is used to control beam current.

Extended-Interaction Klystrons

Extended-interaction klystrons, which couple between the reso
nant cavities, as shown in Figure 2-41, have been developed in order
to improve the power-handling capability of the klystron. The advantages
are perhaps illustrated by an extended-interaction klystron that achieved
over 1 MW average power at X-band frequencies.

However, an increasing application of the extended-interaction kly
stron oscillator (EIO) is being found at millimeter wavelengths, where
the extended-interaction oscillator has proven to be one of the more
reliable sources of RF energy in the several-kilowatt range at frequencies
up to several hundred gigahertz. A cross-sectional schematic view of
an EIO is shown in Figure 2-42. The separation of the cathode region
from the interaction region permits low cathode-current densities, even
at millimeter wavelengths, thus providing a highly reliable tube. A repre
sentative set of pulsed-EIO characteristics is summarized in Table
2-10.

Recent development efforts have resulted in an extended-interaction
amplifier (EIA) operating in the 95-GHz region. This EIA is mechanically
tunable over a I-GHz range and has an instantaneous 3-dB bandwidth
of 200 MHz. The tube has achieved 2.3 kW peak RF power with 33 dB
gain. The device uses a samarium-cobalt magnet and occupies a vol
ume of les s than 90 cubic inches (in"), The tube is cathode-pulsed and,
like many cathode-pulsed linear amplifiers, exhibits a period of self-os
cillation during turn-on and turnoff; close attention to modulator rise
and fall times may minimize the effects of these undesired oscillations.

In order to simplify modulator requirements, development ofcontrol
gridded millimeter-wave EIOs and EIAs is under way, but no operating
tubes have hcon dcmonst rated.
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TABLE 2-9 SOME TWYSTRON CH AR ACTERISTICS [42]

Center Peak Average 1.5-dB Pulse
frequency power power G ain bandwidth Efficiency Duty width Ream vo ltage Ream current

(GHz ) (MW) (kW) (d B) (MHz) (% ) cycle (us) (kV) (A)

2.7-2.9 2.5 5.0 37 200 35 0.002 6 11 7 80

2.715-2 .915 3.0 8.5 42 200 40 0.0025 10 126 82

2.75-2 .95 5.0 12 40 200 40 0.0025 10 125 92

2.9-3 .1 2.5 5 37 200 35 0.002 7 11 7 80

3.0 15- 3.215 3.0 8.5 42 200 40 0.0025 10 126 82

5.4-5.9 2.5 20 36 500 33 0.004 20 135 93

5.4-5 .9 3.2 10 36 500 33 0.002 12.5 135 95
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TABLE 2-10 REPRESENTATIVE CHARACTERISTICS
OF AN EIO OPERATING NEAR 95 GHz

Ce nter frequency 95 GHz

Tuning range 94-95 GHz

Peak power lkW

Beam volt age 21 kV

Peak beam curren t 650 rnA

Anode voltage 8 kV

Peak ano de curre nt 10 rnA

Duty cycle 0.005

Ele ctronic tuning range (anode) 150 MHz

Cathode modulation sensitivity 0 .15 MHzlV

Anode capacitance 30 pF

Cathode capacitance 15 pF

2-3 SOLID-STATE TRANSMITTERS
Re cently, in order to obtain increased reliability and reduced cost,

a number ofsolid-state transmitting sources have been developed; unfor
tunately, such devices are capable only of relatively low peak powers,
and so their usefulness is limited to applications where they may be
combined, or where only small amounts of transmitted power are re
quired. Typical of the capabilities of transistor amplifiers are single
package units capable of generating 600 W at a frequency of approxi
mately I GHz [33]. The output of a number of such devices can be
combined, as for example in the case of the PAVE PAWS radar system,
which uses 3584 individual transmitter modules in a phased-array con
figuration, each one capable of generating 440 W peak over a frequency
range of420 to 450 MHz [12]. Another example of combining is a system
that provides 25 kW peak in a single-output waveguide, using 40 mod
ules, each one with a peak-power capability of 650 W, and operating
over the frequency range 1250 to 1350 MHz [19]. At higher frequencies,
gallium arsenide (GaAs) FET amplifiers are often used, typical capabili
ties being 5 W peak over a 4- to 8-GHz band [29], or 15 W at a frequency
of 6 GHz [41], decreasing to 10 W at a frequency of 8 GHz [13] . As
is the case with other transistor amplifiers , power combining may be
used in order to increase the total effective power; successful power
combining techniques have been utilized through the Ku band [5 ,28,35] .

For higher-frequency operation, IMPAIT diodes ma y be used as am-
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.lilicrs or oscillators; again, the outputs of several amplifiers may be
omhined to increase the total output power [34]. Care must be em
lloyed in using IMPATT diodes, since they do appear rather noisy and
lave a high degree of sensitivity to both current and voltage changes
'2,7, 17,:!4]. At the present time, 5 to 10 Watts is available at 95 GHz
:\1. and laboratory development models have evidenced 3 Watts at 140.;1" 1'271, with devices at 225 GHz under development [16]. Because
II III(' relatively low peak powers associated with most solid-state trans
lIilI ill~ devices, conventional circuit-design techniques may be used for
II(' modulators, and the special techniques that are required for higher
lown devices will not be necessary. Because of the distinctly different,
11\11 somewhat simpler, requirements for modulators in solid-state trans
uirtr-rx. these will not be discussed further in this text, which will be
Ollflll('d rather to high-power thermionic tubes and the modulator tech
liqllcs required in order to provide the tens to hundreds of kilowatts
II peilk power needed to operate such devices.

2-4 OTHER DEVICES

()lll('r I ypes of RF power sources are sometimes encountered
II r.ul.u syslell\s. At lower frequencies, vacuum-tube transmitters are
WIIII'IIIlIl'S ell\ployed, hilt at frequencies above 3 GHz these are rarely
'II( 011111 ('I'ed, Scmiconductor devices are continually making inroads at
OW('l' frequellcies and lower power levels, but at the extremely high
IOW('l' k-vr-lx. 1hcrmionic tubes are still unchallenged. There are a num
wr 01 dl'Vices that show promise but have never been fully developed;
hesl' iurlndr- 1he Ubitron, beam plasma amplifiers, and relativistic beam
Ievic('S, III ('('('cnl years, a new class of microwave and millimeter-wave
1,~('jILtlors .uid amplifiers has been developed. These devices, called gyro

1/01/1. or c'!l'c'll'Oll-cyc!otron masers [1,8,10,11,14,15,45], show promise
II plOvidillg pcak powers at millimeter-wave frequencies that are consid
'!ahly highn than those obtainable from using previous techniques.

(;yroll'oll devices 1ypically utilize a relativistic electron beam and con
VNI 1 OIlSl;1I11 eleclron energies to microwave energies in an intense elec
II OIlIaKllc'1 ic licld. Initial results typically involved operation at megavolt
k-vr-ls, ;1I1d the- IISC of superconducting magnets was necessary to obtain
III(' l'xln'lIl('ly hi~h magnetic fields required; however, it is possible to
huild dl'Vices havin~ milch more modest voltage and magnetic-field re
IllIin'lIlc'nls, although they operate at somewhat lower power levels.

I'iglln' '2-,':1 is a presentation of the achievable and predicted gyrotron
I'OWN levels over a ran~c of frequencies, while Tables :!-I I and 2-1:!
l'Il'sc'1I1 addilion;11 <lei ails on a number of Soviet de-vices. II should 1)('
1III'II1101ll'd rh.u rc-l.u ivist ic: dc-vicx-s arc capahle of suhstanli;l1ly higlu-r
IH'ak powns, hilt becallsc of' th« Ltrge accderalillJ./, voltagc's, till' Ltrgc'
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o Varian millisecond pulsed

6 Soviet millisecond pulsed
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FIGURE 2-43 Gyrotron state-of-the-art power capabilities.

currents, the extremely high magnetic fields, and the large size and
weight associated with such devices, it appears unlikely that they are
suitable for many applications. Thus, the data presented in Figure
2-43 and Table 2-12 appear to be representative of present and pro
jected gyrotron capability.

Up to this point, discussions have centered about the utilization of
gyrotrons as oscillators; however, it is possible to configure gyrotrons

TABLE 2-11 PEAK POWER LEVELS FROM CYCLOTRON MASERS
DRIVEN BY INTENSE RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON BEAMS [II]

Peak Accelerating Diode
Wavelength microwave voltage current

(em) power (MW) (MV) (kA)

4 900 3.3 80

2 350 2.6 40

0.8 8 0.6 15

0.,1 2 0.6 15
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amplifiers as well, by providing appropriate input and output cou
I1gs in order to initially bunch the electron beams and to extract
~rgy from the resulting beam. Simplified schematic drawings of a
mber of such arrangements are presented in Figure 2-44. To date,
.st activities have concentrated about the implementation of a gyro
stron as an amplifier in the lower portion of the millimeter-wave spec
m.

Parent + H ~ %ssm '2 COl)=
device

Monotron Klystron TWT BWO Twystron

~... ~~ r----/'"~ <::::::---- r-r-r- ~

Type of '0 H a aiD a ' rrrnTlTTT' 'TOTflTlIT' 'OITTTYTr' 'oOOlnDOU'
'-------..."" "'1""" ~" '" "'" -- '->1, ------::::,.

gyrotron
Gyro- Gyro- Gyro-
monotron klystron GyroTWT Gyro BWO twystron

RF field
a ___ l~I~ -~structure ~- '"

Orbital
efficiency 0.42 0.34 0.7 0.2 0.6

FIGURE 2-44 Types of gyrotron amplifier configurations. [8]

The desire for long-range, high-resolution radar systems has stimu
ed interest in the direct generation of extremely short, very high
wer pulses. The dielectric strength of air increases with decreasing
lse lengths to the point where gigawatt and terawatt peak-power pulses
:ome possible for pulse lengths less than approximately 10 nanosec
18 (ns). Techniques for generating such pulses vary from hertzian
ierators (spark gaps) to relativistic beams, and a number ofresearchers
actively engaged in this field [43].

2-5 COMPARISON OF DEVICES

As is now evident, one has a considerable variety of microwave
-transmitter devices to choose from when selecting a radar transmit
. For a pulsed, noncoherent source, the magnetron is almost always

suitable choice. Again if a pulsed, noncoherent, frequency-agile
tree, with capabilities within the tuning rates and frequency ranges
nagnetrons, is desired, either a reciprocation- or a rotary-tuned mag
ron can be chosen. For a narrow-bandwidth coherent system, the
stron might well be the preferred approach, but if a wider-band coher-

system is desired, the traveling-wave tube, the Twystron, and the
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TABLE 2-12 REPORTED GYROTRON OPERATING CONDITIONS AND OUTPUT PARAMETERS [ II]

Beam Output Measured Theoretical
Model Mode of Wavelength CW or Harmonic IJ-field volts Beam po wer efficiency efficiency

no. oscillation (mm) pulsed number (kG) (kV) amps (kW) (%) (70)

TEo2 1 2.78 CW I 40.5 27 1.4 12 31 36

2 T Eo31 1.91 CW 2 28.9 18 1.4 2.4 9.5 15

2 TE231 1.95 pul sed 2 28.5 26 1.8 7 15 20

3 TE231 0.92 CW 2 60.6 27 0.9 1.5 6.2 5

/ /

- - - - _.__ .
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TABLE 2-13 RADAR TRANSMITTER TUBE COMPARISONS

Tube type Po Efficiency Instantaneous BW Frequency range Gain

Magnetron High High N/A VHF->lOO GHz

CFA High High Large VHF-K". band Low

TWT Mod erate Low Large VHF and up High

Klystron
(magne tic focus) High High Sma ll VHF-K". band High

Klystron
(electrostatic foc us) Mod erate . .. . . . Large L-X band High

Twystron High Mod er ate Intermediate L-C band

EIO Mod er ate Low .... . . mm wave

Vacuum tubes Mod erate . . . . . . . . . . . . VHF
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crossed-field amplifier are all suitable candidates. At higher frequencies
an 1':1 ( ) or a gyrotron might also be a possibility.

A comparison of the efficiencies available from a number of different
~ollin's is presented in Figure 2-45. Bandwidth capabilities ofmicrowave
lllh('s in thc S- to X-band ranges as a function of power level are con
I aillcd in Figure 2-46, and it is particularly interesting to note the in
(I'(';\S(' in bandwidth at the higher peak powers for klystrons and
'J'wyxrrons. Table 2-13 contrasts characteristics ofa number of available
lubes.

lOOO
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....<aJlu: 2-46 Bandwidth vs, power output for various tubes, Note
IUlrtie'ularly Ih., increasr in bandwidth for Twystrons and klystron» at
th.· hiKlll'r !'ow.·.· 1.'vdN. (:l!l)
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TABLE 2-14 PROJECTED MICROWAVE TUBE SALES THROUGH 1985 [9]

Unit sales 1976-1985, Sales 1976-1985,
thousands of units millions of 1977 dollars

Projected
Actual Projected Actual (1977 $)

1976 1977 1981 1985 1976 1977 1981 1985

Reflex klystron 68.2 67.5 37 7 12.5 13.2 7.4 1.3

Klystron oscillator 1.7 1.2 0.8 0.4 1.9 2.2 1.5 0.8

Klystron amplifier 6.4 7.5 7.3 7 26.7 32.1 31 30

Magnetron 54.3 54.3 58 49 27.7 35.5 37.8 36.1

TWT, CW 24.2 24.7 22.8 20.8 55.1 55 57.5 57.4

TWT, pulse 4 3.9 3.7 4.4 28 32.7 38.9 38.9

BWO (M and 0 types) 6.9 6.8 6.5 5.9 8.8 7.1 6.8 6.1

CFA 1.6 1.7 1.8 2.0 8 7.7 8.3 9.3
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Total 167.3 167.7 138 96.5 168.7 185.5 189.2 179.9
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The decision to incorporate a specific microwave device into a radar
system, as opposed to other tubes or solid-state devices, may be influ
enced by projected sales and availability of the devices considered. Over
the past few years, sales of microwave tubes have declined substantially,
although their total dollar volume has increased, as shown in Figure
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lo'J(;UIU: 2-47 Sales of microwave tubes since the
hilt, I!Hills by units and by dollars. [9]

~--'17. II is interesting to compare the sales among the various types
of microwave tubes, shown in Table 2-14 together with expectations
of sales Ior the 1976 to 1985 time frame [9].

The replacement oflow-power tubes by solid-state devices is expected
10 accderate as time progresses, and those tubes that are highly vulnera
hie to solid-state, to inroads to new technology, and to being replaced
hy other tube types are identified in Table 2-15. In spite of the fact
rh.u a portion of the microwave tube market is steadily being eroded,
I here arc a substantial number of applications for microwave tubes for
which no immediate replacements are visible on the horizon, and for
such high-power, high-gain, higher-frequency devices there will be avail
able sockets in quantity in radar systems for the immediate future.

In this section, we have attempted to provide a broad background
describing the general properties of available high-power microwave
tubes. However, selection of a tube is only a part of the transmitter
specification process, since suitable voltages and currents must be ap
plied to the tube terminals in order to permit it to operate in a salisbClory
fashion. The device that provides these required terminal cha,·actcrisl iI'S,
called the [ntlser, cnmodulator, is discussed ill Chapter ;).
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TABLE 2-15 MICROWAVE TUBES WHOSE STATUS IS UNCERTAIN [91

Tube type

HIGHLY VULNERABLE TO SOUD STATE

1977 units (168K) 1977 $(186M)

Reflex klystron
Low-noise TWT
CWTWT<I W
Pulsed TWT <I kW
Low-power OBWO

INROADS BY NEW TECHNOLOGY

TWT 1-10 W CW
Fixed-pulsed magnetron <40 kW

IU:!'I.ACED BY OTHER TUBE TYPES

Fixed-pulsed magnetron <500 kW
Fixr-d-pulscd magnetron 1-40 kW
Klyxnon oscillator
( >1\ W(), high-power
MIIWO
"I1I~('d klysuon <100 kW (military)
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3
MODULATORS

The purpose of the modulator, or pulser, is to provide a voltage
or current waveform that will permit the selected microwave source to
operate in a proper manner [8,21]. There are a number of important
considerations in the selection and design of a modulator for a particular
transmitter tube, including:

• Pulse length

• PRF

• Operating voltage and current

• Tube protection (from arcs)

• Spurious modes

• Pulse flatness (amplitude and phase)

• Cost

• Size and weight

• Efficiency

• Reliability and maintainability

There are several basic types of modulators, and numerous offshoots
of each type. All of the modulators have one characteristic in common:
they contain some means for storing energy and a switch to control
the discharge of energy into the load, as is shown in Figure 3-1 (a).
The energy-storage element may store energy in a magnetic field or
in an electric field. The energy in the energy-storage element must be
replenished from II\(" pOW<T supply, and an isolating element to prevent
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interaction is often included. A block diagram of such a complete system
is shown in Figure 3-I(b).

There are two principal types of modulators: line-type and hard-tube.
In the line-type modulator all the energy stored in the energy-storage
device is dissipated in the load during each pulse, while the hard-tube

Switch

Energy Load
storage
element

(a)

l:iOlillitllj
(dPI1H~llt

(b)

I"IGURE 3-1 Basic modulator configurations, illustrat
inK discharge of stored energy into the load.

modulator dissipates only some fraction of the stored energy during
each pulse. These modulator types will now be discussed in greater
detail.

3-1 HARD-TUBE MODULATORS

The hard-tube modulator is essentially a class C pulsed amplifier.
A simplified diagram of a hard-lube modulator is shown ill Figure
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3-2. A positive pulse on the grid turns on the tube, and the capacitor
couples the resulting step in plate voltage to the load. The hard-tube
modulator is usually larger and more complex than other types of modu
lators, but it is also more versatile, not being as strongly influenced
by load characteristics, and its output pulse length may be easily changed.

DC power
supply

Coupling capacitor

---rt-
Input-control

pulse

Switch
\ .--_--, I tu be

FIGURE 3-2 Simplified hard-tube modulator schematic
diagram.

Hard-Tube Modulator Configurations

There are a number of variations on the basic hard-tube modula
tor, several ofwhich are shown in Figure 3-3. Figure 3-3(a) is the conven
tional capacitor-coupled hard-tube modulator already outlined earlier;
Figure 3-3(b) is the transformer-coupled hard-tube modulator; while
Figure 3-3 (c) is the capacitor- and transformer-coupled hard-tube modu
lator; and Figure 3-3(d) is the series-discharge, parallel-charge hard
tube modulator with capacitive coupling. The conventional capacitively
coupled hard-tube modulator is by far the most common configuration
encountered, and one which we will consider in some detail [5]. A num
ber of different loads may be attached to such a modulator, including
a resistive load (which is usually a good approximation of a klystron
or TWT); a biased-diode load, such as a magnetron, with resistive charg
ing; or a biased-diode load with an inductive recharging path.

A special form of hard-tube modulator is sometimes used with tubes
containing a modulating anode, such as TWTs and klystrons. This is
the floating-deck modulator; it is illustrated schematically in Figure 3-4.
When the microwave tube is off, tube 1 is turned on and tube 2 is
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IiI(; U R E :l-:~ Some commonly encountered types of hard-tube modulator configura
ti"'I,~; (a) capacitor-coupled; (b) transformer-coupled; (c) capacitor- and transformer
coupled; (d) parallel charge, series discharge.
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Microwave
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FIGURE 3-4 Simplified representation of a lloatinK-d(~(;k mod
"I"tor.
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nonconducting. In order to turn on the microwave tube, tube I is turned
off and tube 2 turned on. At the end of the pulse, tube 2 turns off
and tube I turns on. The gating pulses to each tube may be capacitively
coupled, transformer-coupled, optically coupled, or coupled by means
of RF energy. Floating-deck modulators are typically utilized with large
klystrons, and swings of 200 kV are not uncommon for this application.
There are a number of different means of implementing such floating
deck modulators; several of the more common implementations are sum
marized in Figure 3-5. Also, floating-deck modulators are sometimes

+400 V

.n.

Amplifier

High
gain
solid
state

(c)

(a)

-80 kV

+ 200 V • •

nJ11

-80 kV

+200 VJl 100
[l

~II

(d)

(b)

- 80 kV

-80 kV

FIGURE 3-5 Various floating-deck modulator configurations [6]: (a) dual-tube,
hiKh-I. coupting transfornU'rs; (b) single-tube, high-L coupling transformers; (c) Iight
pipe inh-I'fun-; «I) "hlo.·kinl(·nsdlllltnr" regenerative modulator.
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used to ca thode-p ulse tubes di rectl y when a very wide range of pulse
wid ths with rapid rise and fall tim es must be accommodated.

Types of Hard-Tube Modulator Switches [5,19]

The switches that are typically utili zed for hard-tube modulat ors
Illay be tri odes, tetrodes , or pen todes; however, mainly tri ode and tet
rode tube co nfigura tions ha ve been util ized for such ap plica tions .

Triodes

A triode vacuum tube co ns ists of a ca thode , whi ch emits electrons,
a ~rid, which co n tro ls the flo w of electro ns, and a pl at e , or anode, which
receives th e electrons. The total current flow in a triode tube is deter
milled by the electrostatic field in the re gion of the cathode, which is
ill l' 11 '11 controlled by both th e grid potential and the anode potential.
The lolal cathod e current of an ideal triode may be approximated as

wlu -n: t,.. ca l lH>de current
h," IH"I' Vl 'all Ce

I',~. " grid-call rod e voltage
I';" = p lat e-to-cathode voltage

J.L = am p lification factor

()I\(' or th e more important parameters associated with a triod e is
its vo llag-e amplification factor J.L. T he J.L of a triode can be ap proximated
as fo llows :

with plat e current held constant

where t:.Hb = change in plate voltage
t:. He= change in grid voltage

Tetrodes

A tetrode is a tube containing four elements: the cathode, the
c01l11'01g-rid, the screen grid, and the plate or anode. Tetrodes are often
III ilizcd in hig-h-power modulators as switch tubes because relatively small
cOlli1'0( vo llag"c swings are required in order to control large amou nts
01' POWl ~1' in th e tube, This is due to the presence or the addit ional or
SlTl T II ~rid he-twee -n t ln : conu'ol grid and the anod e; the SI"'ITII gTid
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serves as an accelerating element and also screens the control grid from
the effects of the anode. As in any vacuum tube, the field near the
cathode controls the current through the tube; the current is given by

lk = k (ECl + EC2+ Eb)3/2
fLs fLp

where J<."'cl = control-grid voltage
EC2= screen-grid voltage

fLs = screen amplification factor
fLp = plate amplification factor

The effect of the additional grid is to largely decouple the effect of
changes in plate voltage from the cathode current; thus, a tetrode tends
to operate as a constant-current device for a given value of control
grid voltage, regardless of the particular plate voltage applied. It should
also be noticed that variations in screen-grid voltage can affect the cur
rent through the tube; therefore, the screen grid must either be driven
from a well-regulated source, or bypassed sufficiently with a low-induc
tance capacitor so as to minimize screen-grid voltage variations during
the time the tube is turned on.

Under certain conditions not uncommon in high-power tubes, the
screen grid can actually become an emitter, and current will appear to
flow out of the screen. It is essential that the tube designer provide a
sufficiently low-impedance path for any such reverse electron flow in
order to prevent a resultant increase in screen-grid voltage and possible
damage to the tube. Thus, the screen-grid voltage supply must be well
regulated, must be thoroughly bypassed, and must represent a low im
pedance to any reverse current that might flow out of the screen grid.

It is also possible for electrons to be emitted from the grid, particularly
for tubes operated under conditions of high average power. For that
reason, one should be prepared to accommodate reverse currents from
the control grid when designing the control-grid driving circuit. Often
tube elements are gold-plated in order to reduce secondary emission,
and it should be kept in mind that the amount of secondary emission
from both the control grid and the screen grid may increase during
the life of the tube, particularly when the tube operates with oxide
cathodes.

Operation of Vacuum Tubes in Hard-Tube Modulators [5]

Important in determining the suitability of a given tube for a
particular application are the maximum values of plate voltage, grid
voltage, grid dissipation, and plate dissipation. However, since it is diffi-
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cult to give an analytical representation that connects grid voltage and
current and plate voltage and current over a wide range of operating
parameters, graphical representations are often utilized. In order to de
termine the interaction of the tube with the load, static-characteristic curves
are normally utilized representing (1) plate current as a function of
plate voltage with constant grid-drive curves as parameters, or (2) grid
voltage as a function of plate voltage with constant plate and grid current
curves as parameters.

In addition to designing for the interaction of the tube with the load,
it is necessary to control the plate current during the interpulse period
in order to control the overall anode dissipation of the tube. For this
reason, a curve of plate voltage as a function of negative grid bias for
cutoff conditions is normally given, as shown in Figure 3-6. This curve
is particularly important, since even a relatively small current flow during
the interpulse period may contribute substantially to overall anode dissi
pation, and because the negative bias voltage must be added to the
positive grid-drive voltage in order to determine the total required grid
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voltage swing. The required cutoff-bias voltage will vary with the plate
voltage of a triode and with both the plate and the screen voltages of
a tetrode. All high-voltage tubes may exhibit some field emission from
the grid, and it should be noted that this field emission is independent
of grid bias. Plate current flowing during the interpulse period may
give rise to appreciable X-radiation, necessitating adequate shielding
for personnel protection.

The constant-grid-drive voltage curves for a typical triode, the ML
7560 tube, are shown in Figure 3-7, which gives plate current and grid
current as functions of plate voltage. Operation in the region at the
left of the constant-grid-drive characteristic curves, on the so-called diode
line, represents saturated operation of the tube.

The use of so-called shielded grid tubes can result in an appreciable
reduction in grid current, as shown in the characteristic curves of Figure
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FIGURE 3-7 Constant-grid-voltage characteristic curves of the
ML-7560 triode. [5]
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3-8 for a shielded-grid triode. There are a number of advantages that
favor the use of shielded-grid tubes at higher power levels, including
the following: (I) grid-control current is reduced; (2) the shield-grid
current is zero; (3) an arc to the shield grid will not transfer to the
cathode; (4) grid dissipation is relatively low; (5) the structure is rugged;

E, = 6.0 v "I~I e~
I VPlate current - -:grid current --- 1300
I /' -I V l--"'

..-
ec = positive peak

/forward grid ->f- voltage with
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Jo'lf:lJRE 3-8 Constant-grid-voltage curves for the ML-6544
shielded-grid triode. [5]

(Ii) 110 screen-grid power supply is required; (7) the amplification factor
is high; and (R) negative-grid-bias requirements are relatively low.

Ar low and moderate power levels, tetrode-type vacuum tubes are
11101"(' often utilized as switches. Figure 3-9 shows a set of tube character
i~,;( ics lor the 4 PH. 1000A tetrode; a screen voltage of 1500 V was used
lor rh« constant-gTid-vo"age and constant-current characteristics. Noll'
thaI II\(' n-quirr-d gTid hias lor cutoff is a Iunrrion of" hoi h the- scrccl\
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and plate voltages. The screen grid shields the cathode from the plate
potential, with the result that cutoff bias is determined primarily by
the screen-grid voltage. The total grid voltage required to obtain rated
cathode emission is less in a tetrode than in a triode, and relatively
little control-grid current is drawn. The grid current in a tetrode is
not appreciably affected by plate voltage variations, but if the plate volt
age is reduced sufficiently, this may no longer be the case. Of course,
in a tetrode, appreciable screen-grid current is usually drawn when the
control grid is driven positive, and both a low-impedance power supply
and sufficient capacitive decoupling are required in order to achieve
stable operation over a wide range of conditions.

Occasionally, pentodes or specially designed tetrodes are utilized in
high-power modulators, usually for those applications where their ap
proximately constant-current capabilities are a particular advantage [1].
In such applications, the relatively high tube drop required in order
to achieve constant-current operation often necessitates an undesirable
amount of switch-tube power dissipation and considerably increased
dc supply voltages.

Whether a triode, tetrode; or pentode is selected for the switch tube
during the design process, it is first necessary to specify the required
pulse voltage and pulse current for the load. If a pulse transformer is
utilized, then the peak pulse power can be used to select the tube and
the turns ratio adjusted to match the tube ratings. If it is desired to
capacitively couple the pulse-modulator tube directly to the load, then
a modulator tube must be selected such that the maximum dc plate
voltage is approximately 10% greater than the required pulse voltage
delivered to the load, and the tube must be capable of switching the
full output pulse current. .

Once a tube has been selected, the next step is to determine the
cutoff bias required during the interpulse period in order to limit plate
dissipation to a reasonable value. This value then determines the cutoff
condition for the tube. One next picks a positive grid drive from the
grid voltage versus plate voltage characteristic curves so that the tube
can deliver the required plate current to the load; this is the switch
ON condition, and it involves a compromise between low plate voltage
and grid-drive power requirements. One should check carefully at this
point to ensure that neither the control- nor screen-grid dissipation
has been exceeded. For triodes, the operating point will normally be
where the grid current is from 10 to 30% of the peak plate current.
In tetrodes, the operating points should be picked so that the screen
grid current is not excessive and so that screen-grid dissipation remains
within safe limits.

The choice of operating point is particularly critical in considering
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the effects of changes in high voltage and grid drive on the pulse deliv
ered to the load. These dependences may be treated by using con
ventional load-line analysis, using a simplified set of static tube
characteristics. Such a set of simplified static characteristics and load
lines is shown in Figure 3-10 for saturated operation below the knee
of the plate-current curve, and for an unsaturated operation above the
knee of the plate-current curve. The two sets of load lines shown in
each of the diagrams of Figure 3-10 are the straight load line, which
connects Ebb and OP 1, valid for resistive loads, and the bent load line,
connecting Ebb, Ed, and OP 1, which is valid for a biased-diode load
such as a magnetron.

If adequate positive grid-drive voltage is available to keep the operat
ing point for the tube OP 1 saturated [below the knee of the characteristic
curve, as is shown in Figure 3-1O(a)], irregularities in the top of the
grid-driving pulse will not be observed in the output pulse. However,
since such operation results in high grid currents in a triode and high
screen-grid currents in a tetrode, care must be taken to keep the grid
dissipation within appropriate limits. The disadvantage of operating the
tube saturated is that any changes in Ebb are transmitted directly to
the load, thus necessitating a well-regulated high-voltage supply.

If the tube is operated in an unsaturated region, as shown in Figure
:~-I()(b), and the g-rid-drive voltage changes over the range from C to
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FIGURE 3-10 Idealized tube characteristics and load lines for
hard-tube modulator operation with resistive and biased-diode
loads showin~ (a) saturated (below knee of curve) and (b) unsatu
rated (above knee of curve) operation. [5]
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D, then the operating point changes by an amount that depends upon
the nature of the load (whether biased-diode or resistive). Changes in
load current are greater for the low-dynamic-resistance biased-diode
load (ail> ai:z), while the change in the output voltage is less than
would be the case for a purely resistive load (aVi < aV2) . Thus, when
the switch tube is operated in an unsaturated condition, irregularities
in the grid-voltage drive pulse are transferred to the load.

Expressions for plate current as a function of various tube parameters
may be differentiated in order to obtain the sensitivities of plate current
to changes in other circuit parameters. An important utilization of these
relationships is to determine the changes in load current associated with
changes in plate voltage. For the triode operating above the knee of
the circuit and a magnetron load, the appropriate relationship is

dip I dEoo
1p 1+ (p,peg - Ed)!Eoo Eoo

and for a tetrode,

dip dEbb

1p p,p(eg + Esg!p,sg - Ed!p,p)+ 1 Ebb

Ebb

where ip= instantaneous value of plate current
eg = instantaneous value of grid voltage

p,p = plate voltage-amplification factor
P,Sg= screen-grid voltage-amplification factor
Ed = magnetron diode voltage

Esg = screen-grid voltage
Ebb = plate supply voltage

For the triode or tetrode operating below the knee of the curve, the
appropriate equation becomes

dip dEbb
1p 1 - Ed! Eob Ebb

To compare hard-tube modulator regulation for saturated and unsatu
rated switch tube operation, consider a magnetron load that requires
at 11 kV and 10 A. Assume Ed will be 9.7 kV. For a 4PR60 switch
tube operating below the knee of the curve, the plate voltage Ebb will
be approximately 11.7 kV, the screen-grid voltage 1250 V, and the grid
voltage 0; then

dip "'" 5.85 dEbb
il' 1~'1>I'
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For operation above the knee of the curve, Ebb will be approximately
13 kV, J-tSg approximately equal to 4, and J-tp approximately equal to
70. Eg will equal -35 V, and

dip = 0.57 dEbb

ip Ebb

Thus, regulation in plate current due to variations in supply voltage
is improved by a factor considerably greater than 1 when operating in
an unsaturated condition. Of course, for operation in an unsaturated
mode it is necessary to carefully regulate both the control-grid and
screen-grid voltages. A similar comparison with a pure-resistance load
(J~d = 0) would result in a ratio of approximately 2.5, rather than the
ratio of slightly greater than 10 achieved above with a biased-diode load.

The use of grid-drive saturation to give flat-top pulses is normally
confined to low- to medium-power applications, since it often produces
excessive screen-grid dissipation in tetrodes and excessive control-grid
dissipation in triodes. However, if a shielded-grid triode is utilized, grid
drive saturation is usually satisfactory even in higher-power tubes, be
cause the grid is capable of handling the required dissipation. In a
II,trode, the flow of pulse current to the screen grid and the plate
screen-grid capacitances necessitate the use of a large bypass capacitor
between the screen grid and the cathode. Iffast-rising pulses are utilized,
tlu: sell-inductance of the capacitor must be small enough to present
a low impedance at the maximum useful frequency component of the
pulse. The sensitivity ofoutput voltage to screen-grid voltage in a tetrode
usually necessitates the regulation of this power-supply voltage; it is
sometimes possible to compensate for changes in plate voltage by adjust
ing the screen-grid voltage, which may be simpler than regulation of
the plate power-supply voltage.

In the event of arcing, it is necessary to limit arc dissipation within
the tube to a few joules or less, and at low to medium power levels
sufficient series resistance may suffice for this purpose; however, at power
levels above 10 kW, it is essential to use fast-acting crowbar circuits
10 divert stored energy from the tube to a safe discharge path. This
crowbar circuit must act in less than approximately 10 J-ts, to divert
cnergy from an arcing tube to a shunt circuit and to prevent damage
to the switch tube. This energy diverter must, in general, be some form
of gaseous-discharge device such as a thyratron or a spark gap, so that
it will have a low internal impedance. It is also necessary to utilize fast
aCling circuit breakers, since once the crowbar fires, energy will be fed
in from the lines until the primary power is removed. It should be empha-
sized thai I he design of the crowbar circuitry must he such that the \,
discharge through the crowbar is <Tit ically damped. II' a resonant, under-
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damped condition exists, damage to the tube may be encountered even
if a crowbar circuit is utilized, because the oscillatory discharge may
cause the crowbar to deionize before the stored energy is dissipated.

In order to protect the switch tube from transients produced when
the load arcs, the control grid may be clamped back to the bias whenever
an arcing condition is sensed. Of course, the plate current should not
be cut off too abruptly; otherwise large transient plate voltages associated
with the interruption of current through an inductor may be generated.
A thyratron in the switch-tube grid circuit, as shown in Figure 3-11,

..1
0----

20llF

C

ST

o = Cathode follower drive tube
T = Hydrogen Thyratron
B = Bias supply
ST = Switch tube
RFT = Series pulsed RF tube
C = Crowbar energy diverter
C, = Tube and circuit capacitance

FIGURE 3-11 Circuit with thyratron in switch-tube grid circuit to ensure tube cutoff
in the event of an arc in the load. [5]

with a proper time constant can be of considerable value in protecting
high-power switch tubes. In fact, with this circuit it is sometimes possible
to shut off the switch tube without using the crowbar to short the plate
power supply when the load device arcs.

Output Waveforms

The loads analyzed up to this point were either purely resistive
or of a biased-diode nature; of course, any realistic application involves
the consideration of the effects of various reactive elements associated
with or connected to the load. Various stray capacitances and inductances
and additional reactive elements affect peak currents and voltages in
(he switch tube and (he load and also strongly influence the achievable
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rise times, fall times, and flatness of pulse. The analysis of the output
pulse shape is simplified by subdividing the pulse into regions, as shown
in Figure 3-12.

A particularly simple case is that of a resistive load with some associ
ated stray capacitance, giving rise to the equivalent circuit shown in

I
Vo,taqe / ,-_.,...._

Fro nt of
pu lse

--.,..Time

FIGURE 3-12 Hard-tube modulator output pulse, showing princi
pal parts of the pulse.

Figure 3-13. In Figure 3-13, the vacuum switch tube is represented
as an equivalent plate resistance Rp and an ideal switch, while the load
is represented by a load resistance R, in parallel with some stray capaci
tance Cs. For calculation of the rise time, assume that the value of Ce,

the coupling capacitor, is much larger than Cs, and that Rp is much

--,
I
I

rpi

: Sw itch
I tube
I
I
I

---'

c,

FIGURE 3-13 Simplified equiv
alent circuit for a hard-tube
modulator.

less than the value of the recharging resistor Re. For this configuration,
the equivalent charging time constant is

c. rpR,
rp + R,

which gives a rise time (from 10% to 90% of full amplitude) of
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The top of the pulse can be analyzed by assuming that the voltage
droop is relatively small, enough that Cs can be essentially disregarded,
and the appropriate time constant is then given by

Ce(RI + rp )

and the corresponding current droop is given by

T
Droop =-----=-

Ce(RI + r p )

where T is the pulse duration.
Once the switch opens, the fall time may be calculated by noting

again that the value of Ce is much greater than Cs, so that the time
constant for discharge is dominated by the time constant determined
by R l and R, in parallel and C; Thus the fall time (from 90% to 10%
of full charge) is given by

RIRe
t.r=2.2Cs R +

I Re

Note that in general the fall time is substantially longer than the rise
time for such a resistive load.

Next, consider a biased diode with a resistor Rs in parallel with the
load in order to permit the recharge of the coupling capacitor. An equiva
lent circuit for the modulator is given in Figure 3-14(a). If one assumes
that during the rise time R, has a value much greater than Rp and that
the biased-diode switch does not close until almost the full output voltage
is reached, then an equivalent circuit for the rise time is as given by
Figure 3-l4(b). The time constant for the rise time is dominated by
the stray capacitance and an equivalent resistance given by the parallel
combination of Rs, R', and rp. In general, rp is by far the smallest of
these resistances, so that the 10% to 90% rise time is given by

t,.= 2.2Csrp

The analysis of the top of the pulse is critically dependent upon particular
circuit parameters. However, if the change in output load current is
small, then this change in current is

III T
Current droop = - =--

10 Ca«

For the fall of the pulse, the stray capacity and the parallel combination
of Rs , Re , and r' dominate, since the switch is open. Thus, the fall
time is
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FIGURE 3-14 Equivalent circuit for (a) hard-tube mod
1I111lur with biased-diode load and resistive recharging and
(I» ri ,~(' lime calculation.

The third co mmonly encoun tered configuration utilizes a biased
diode load with an inductive recharge path. An equivalent circuit for
surh a co nfiguration is given by Figure 3.... 15(a). The equivalent circuit
lor the rise time is given by Figure 3-15(b) ; since it is usually good
desig-n practice to choose L, so that its initial current is sm all, its contribu
I io n during the rise time ma y be ignored. Thus the rise time is

r r'
I = 2.2C -p--
r s +'rp r

During the top of the pulse, again assume that the droop is small
cllollg'h that the equivalent circuit is that given by Figure 3-15(c) . Then
the current drawn from the capacitor may be approximated by a constant
L, and the change in output current may be approximated by

J = T 10 + Im/2

" rdCc

The performance of the equivalent circuit valid for the tail of the
pul se g-iven hy Fig'lIre 3- J(i is a relatively complex function of a number
ofparallH'll·rs . ILlII air- core inductor is liSCO so thatlinear cinui: anal ysis
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r"

(b)

(a)

r"

(e)

FIGURE 3-15 (a) Equivalent circuit for hard-tube modulator with biased-diode load
and inductive recharging path. Simplified circuits are given in (b) valid for the rise
time and in (c) valid for the top of pulse.

may be employed, then the tail-of-pulse performance is primarily a func
tion of circuit damping and the ratio of current in the inductor to the
load current at the end of the pulse. Figure 3-17 shows underdamped
(oscillating), critically damped, and overdamped responses for increasing
values of I:i., which is the ratio 1m/1o, illustrating the decreased fall time
but increased value of backswing associated with increased values of
I:i.. In general, the underdamped condition should be avoided to prevent
any spurious outputs if the cathode voltage should go negative, and
large values of backswing voltage should be avoided to reduce any chance
of tube arcing. It is desirable to have the voltage fall to zero quickly

FIGURE 3-16 Equivalent circuit
for the hard-tube modulator of Fig
ure 3-15 which is useful for calcula
tion of the fall of the pulse.

+
c,

I,~ 1 L,

r,

r'
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but to have little backswing and not to become negative again (to prevent
spurious oscillations). One approach to achieve this is to provide enough
damping that the voltage never recrosses the baseline; this corresponds
to the critically damped condition

u, 2
i, vCsLs

In practice, achieving this desirable condition often requires an exces
sively long fall time. Thus, some small amount of negative overshoot
is typically allowed. The amount of negative overshoot is dependent
on the specific circuit parameters and the initial current flowing in the
inductor. Smaller values of Ls, and higher values of inductor current
at the end of the pulse, result in faster fall times but larger values of
overshoot, as shown in Figure 3-17.

It may be that requirements for fast fall time and minimum negative
overshoot with no recrossing of the axis cannot be met simultaneously.
In this case, it is often necessary to incorporate a clipping diode in
order to limit the backswing on the output voltage. In some cases, it
may be desirable to incorporate additional coupling elements to improve
output pulse shape [16,17]. In cases where extremely rapid fall time is
required, a "tail biter," which is an active switch connected directly
across the load, may be used to rapidly discharge the stray capacity.

3-2 LINE-TYPE MODULATORS

The Pulse-Forming Network (PFN)

The line-type modulator derives its name from the similarity of
the behavior of its energy storage element to that of an open-circuited
transmission line [8,11]. If a length of transmission line having one
way propagation 7/2 is connected as in Figure 3-18, charged to voltage
V, and then discharged through its characteristic impendance lo, a pulse
length of 7 and amplitude V/2 is generated across the load. For practical

Initially charged to voltage
Va

Propagation time 7/2
Characteristic impedence Zo

•

FIGURE 3-18 Generation of a rectangular pulse by discharge
of a charged open-circuited transmission line into its characteris
tic impedance.
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pulse lengths and voltages, the required bulk of cable often becomes
excessive, and in practice a network of lumped inductors and capacitors
is often used. Such a network is shown in Figure 3-19 and is called a
pulsejorming network (PFN). The PFN resembles the lumped-circuit ap
proximation of the actual transmission line, but there are some significant

Important relationships are:

Z = rr;,
o 'Ie;,
T=v'LnCn

where Cn = total network capacitance
Ln = total network inductance

T = pulse width at 50% points
Zo= characteristic impedance
n = number of sections

Ln= TZo

2

[=4
d 3

~=L 1.1 to 1.2

L = inductance per section Ln/n
L:: = inductance of section on closed end
C= capacitance per section Cs/n
l> length of coil in one section
d= coil diameter

FIGURE 3-19 Guillemin E-type pulse-forming network circuit arrangement and key
design parameters.

dillcrcnces. The PFN shown in Figure 3-19 is sometimes called the
(;lIillcmin E-type network. It consists of equal-valued capacitors and a
continuously wound, tapped coil whose physical dimensions are chosen
so as to provide the proper mutual coupling at each mesh. The total
capacitance and inductance are given by

c =~
n 2Zo

rZo

/"'=2
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where en = total network capacitance
Ln = total network inductance

T = pulse width at 50% points
20 = characteristic impedance

The number of sections is chosen to provide the desired rise time.

Operation of a Line-Type Modulator

The load for a line-type modulator often requires extremely high
voltages. In order to reduce the voltages on the PFN, a step-up trans
former is often inserted between the PFN and the load. Bifilar secondary
windings on the step-up transformer often provide a convenient means
to provide heater current for the transmitting device.

A device must be used to isolate the switch from the power source.
A resistor could be utilized, but it would limit the maximum efficiency
to 50%. An inductor is often utilized because of the increased efficiency
obtained, and because it is then possible to charge the PFN to approxi
mately twice the dc supply voltage. A charging diode is often utilized
to prevent discharge of the PFN once it is charged. A more typical
schematic diagram of a line-type pulser is shown in Figure 3-20; it in-

Charging
diode

DC power
supply

Shunt
diode

Pulse
transformer

FIGURE 3-20 Simplified schematic representation of a
typical line-type modulator. PFN = pulse-forming network.

eludes a shunt diode and resistor to damp out any reflected voltage
due to load mismatch.

Analysis of the operation of a line-type modulator can be perhaps
best understood by breaking the operation into subintervals: a recharge
interval, during which time the energy stored in the PFN is replenished,
and the discharge interval, during which time the energy stored in the
PFN is discharged into the load, normally through the pulse transformer.
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Recharge Interval

Since the energy-storage element is completely discharged on
each pulse, some means of efficiently replenishing this energy must be
provided. It is conceptually possible to incorporate charging through
a resistor from a dc power supply, but efficiency with such an arrange
ment is limited to no more than 50%. A more customary means of
replenishing the PFN charge is by so-called inductive charging.

Analysis of the charging circuit ofa line-type modulator may be accom
plished by assuming that the equivalent series inductance of the energy
storage element is relatively small so that the equivalent circuit shown
in Figure 3-21 suffices for analysis. If one assumes that en is initially

FIGURE 3-21 Equivalent circuit for
inductive charging of PFN.

discharged and the current in Lc has not yet begun to appreciably in
crease at the beginning of the recharge interval, then an expression
[<)I' the voltage is given by

He
where a=-

2Lc
1

wo = vLnCn

w = Vw~ - a
2

= .JLn1Cn - 4~
The natural oscillations are thus damped sinusoids; however, note

that the first peak is only slightly less than twice the supply voltage
and that the resonant frequency is given by
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FIGURE 3-22 PFN voltage charging waveform
for resonant charging condition, when the switch
closes at the peak of the charging waveform.

If one picks the pulse-repetition frequency equal to twice the resonant
frequency, then

1
PRF=--===

7T vLcCn

and the peak voltage on the network is approximately twice the dc supply
voltage. In order to achieve maximum voltage output for minimum dc
power-supply voltages, it would be desirable to close the switch at the
peak of the charging voltage, as shown in Figure 3-22; this is called
resonant charging. However, this would then require complete control
of the interpulse period. More flexibility may be achieved if a series,
or charging diode is incorporated in series with the charging inductor,
giving rise to a subresonant charging voltage waveform of the form shown
in Figure 3-23. For this condition, the peak voltage is normally between
1.9 and 2.0 Ebb, for an inductor Qgreater than 10.

FIGURE 3-23 PFN voltage charging waveform
for subresonant charging, with a charging diode
used to prevent discharge of the PFN until the
switch is closed.
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T he average cur re nt is give n by

[clavI = PRFenVn lpeak)

and th e ratio of rms to average current for resona nt charging by

Ic (rm s) = 1.11
[ c (av)

and th e rati o of peak to average current by

[ C<max) = 1.57
Ic lav)

If subresonant charging is used, then th ese values must be adj us ted
appropriately.

T he charging efficiency of such a line-type modulator is given by

7T

7/c = I - 4Q

energy stored per cycle
where Q= ------''''-'-----'---~-

energy lo st per cycle

Th is charging efficiency is th e ra tio of th e energies extrac ted from the
po wer supply to the energy tran sferred to th e pulse-form ing network.

In the eve n t the load arcs, a negat ive initial vo ltage may be reflected
to en. In this cas e, th e peak cha rgi ng voltage may exceed twice the dc
supply voltage, and may be limited by th e Q of the charging cho ke.
Such high voltages are undesirable and may result in damage to th e
modulator, th e load, or bo th . Fo r this reason, a shun t, or clipping, diode,
is often con necte d across the switch to remove any resid ua l voltage
present on en.

Discharge Interval

In ana lysis o f th e d ischarge interval , we ass ume th at th e capacitors
in the pulse-forming network have been charged to th ei r peak voltage ,
and th at th e switch is clo sed. If the PFN then has th e basic characte ristics
of a tr an smission line, if th e pulse transformer is ideal , and if th e load
is purely resistive and mat ched to th e transmission lin e, then a rectangu
lar outpu t pulse will be obtain ed.

In th e even t that the load does not match the characteri sti c impedance
of the transmission lin e, th e pulse ge nerated will no longer be rectangu
lar, but will have steps , as show n in Figure 3- 24. The middle wave fo rm
in Figu re 3-24 for th e co nditio n where the terminat ion is lar ger than
th e rharncrc ris: ic impeda nce ofthe line, show ing a se ries ors.unc- po larity
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steps, while the bottom waveform shows the condition where the load
impedance is less than the characteristic impedance of the line. It is
customary to mismatch the load slightly in order to promote formation
of a slight negative voltage on the switching device in order to enhance
recovery of the switch.

Time

FIGURE 3-24 Discharge waveforms produced by
charged transmission lines for various terminating im
pedances.

Unfortunately, (1) the load is rarely a pure resistance, biased-diode
loads such as magnetrons of CF As being more common; (2) the pulse
transformer is not ideal, but has some magnetizing inductance, leakage
inductance, and stray capacitance; and (3) the pulse-forming network
is not an ideal transmission line, but is a lumped constant network having
certain specific properties.

As indicated earlier, the choice of pulse width and impedance level
determines the properties of the pulse-forming network. The pulse width
is usually set by system requirements, but the impedance level of the
PFN can be varied over a fairly wide range by the choice of the output
transformer turns ratio. A choice of too high an impedance level results
in high voltages on the pulse-forming network, while utilization of ex
tremely low impedance levels results in high currents, high switch-tube
drops, and losses in the pulse transformer primary, which make it difficult
to achieve efficient op(-rat ion. When hydrogen thyratron switches are
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used, pulse-forming-network impedance levels of 25 and 50 0. have
proved to be a reasonable compromise between high currents and high
voltages, and a variety of hydrogen thyratrons have been designed so
that their power-handling capability is maximized at the 50- or 25-0.
impedance level. However, if silicon controlled rectifiers (SCRs) are be
ing utilized as the switch for the line-type modulator, a lower-impedance
PFN may be indicated, because of the limited peak forward voltage
handling capability of most SCRs. It is normal practice to slightly mis
match the PFN to the load in order to reflect a small negative voltage
onto the switch to promote rapid turnoff.

An important characteristic of the modulator is its regulation for
changes in line voltage and with the load. Transmission-line theory indi
cates that a relatively simple equivalent circuit will permit a meaningful
calculation ofregulation during the principal output pulse; such an equiv
alent circuit for the line-type modulator is given in Figure 3-25. In

Zn
(the PFN impedancel

V (the network
n charging voltaqe)

r (equivalent
P switch resistance I

R"

FIGURE 3-25 Equivalent circuit of line-type modula
tor used to analyze regulation.

this equivalent, the switch ON voltage drop is represented by resistance
'rp and the transformer loss by an equivalent parallel resistance Rs: Analy
sis of this circuit is given in Glascoe and Lebacqz [8], where the expres
sion for the load voltage is given by

Vnrd + EdZnf3V = ........:..:...-=----==-...:.:::...
Znf3 + rda

Zn+ rpwhere a = 1 + --.:.:'-----.!:
Re
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and voltage regulation for changes in network voltage is obtained by
taking the derivative

dVI rd

dVn Znl3 + rda

which can be rearranged to give the change in load voltage for a change
in PFN charging voltage as

sv, 1 t.Vn

VI 1 + (Ed Znl Vnrd)13 Vn

If the modulator is operated under conditions which result in maximum
power transfer to the load, i.e., if

Vs 1 - rdalZnl3

Vn 2a

the equation for voltage regulation becomes

t.VI 2 t.Vn

VI 1 + Znl3lrda Vn

In a similar manner, an expression for current regulation for changes
in network voltage is given by

t./z 1 t. Vn

II 1 - (EdiVn)a Vn

In the event that no dc regulation or charging regulation is used,
this change in network voltage will be equal to the change in line voltage;
however, if suitable circuits are incorporated to improve the regulation
of the network voltage, this regulation must be included in the calcula
tions to obtain the overall change in voltage and current with changes
in line voltage.

It is interesting to evaluate some changes for representative choices
of parameters. If

Znlrd= 10

a=l3=l

then

Thus, for a biased-diode load such as a magnetron, the changes in load
current lI\ay he subsrantially worse than the changes in input voltage.
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T he outp ut pulse produced at the load of a line- type modulat or devi
a tes from the ideal rectan gul ar pulse becau se of a numbe r of factors .
A pho tograph of the output pulse associated with a line-t ype modulato r
driving a magnetron load is given in Figure 3- 26 , which illu st rates the
princi pa l regions to be considered in ana lyzing the outp ut pulse: the

!
Rise l ime

Fall

To p of Pulse

FIGURE 3-26 Line-type modulator output
pulse showin g principal portions of th e pulse.

rise tim e, th e top of the pulse , the fall time, and pulse backswing. It is
usually desired that the rise time be sufficien tly sho rt for reasonable
pulse shape, but not so sho rt as to int roduce moding or starting problems
in the load . The top of the pulse sho uld be reasonably flat and free
fro m osci lla tions that would in tro duce frequency modulat ion th rough
pu sh ing, and the fall of the pulse should re mo ve the voltage fro m the
magn etron fai rly rapidly and should not have excessive backswing, which
co uld break down the tube . T he tube voltage sho uld no t significan tly
recr oss th e zero line, sin ce even small negative voltages applied to the
cathode may produce low-l evel RF noise outputs.

Detailed calculations of the pulse shape of a line-type modulator can
be quite involved, but for man y cases of interest, the particular choice
of circuit constraints in a well -design ed modulator may permit a cons id
erable simplification . The analysis of the circuit is simplified , as was
th e case for the hard tube modulat or. by breaking the circu it do wn
into three time intervals: the rise of the pulse , the Ilat lop. and the
fall of the pulse .
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While , in general, the analysis of the rise-time behavio r involves the
so lution of a modera tely complex network , for a number of situations
one may consider that the pulse-fo rm ing network and th e pulse tra ns 
former are two independent components such that th e rise tim e of th e
overall combination is given by th e square root of th e sum of the squares
of their rise times .

(3- 1)

Behavio r of the top of the pulse is simplified by the fact that mos t
well-de signed modulators produce approximately flat- top pulses, and
the dominan t circuit element that influe nces any droop on th e to p of
the pulse is the magn etizing curren t of the tr an sformer; it can be shown
that for a biased-diode lo ad , the change in load curren t is app ro xima tely
equa l to the magn etizing cur re n t. It is ge ne rally considered good design
practice to design for approximately 10% of the load current to cons ti
tute magn et izing curren t at the end of the pulse; it is usually th e case
th at thi s amo un t of current droop can be compen sated for by adj ustmen t
of th e pulse- forming network in order to obtain a reasonably flat top
on th e pulse.

Analysis of th e tailin g edge of the pulse is com plicated by th e nonlinear
behavior of the pulse transformer and by the opening of th e switch in
th e pr imary circ uit durin g the recovery interva l; sinc e the det ails of thi s
ana lysis are in tima tely bound with the design of the pulse tra nsformer,
detailed consideration of th is behavior will be deferred until Cha p te r
4, on pulse tran sformers.

The Variable Pulse-Width Line-Type Modulator

T he line-type modulator has been widely used becau se of its rela
tively sma ll size and weight and good efficiency . However, so me se rio us
disadvantages of a line-type modulator are, first , that the interpulse pe
riod may not eas ily be varied ove r a wide range and, se cond , that the
pulse wid th may not easily be vari ed . Whil e the variation in interpulse
period is largel y fixed by the values of the recharging compone nts, it
is p ossible to arrive at a number of schemes for varying th e pulse width
in a line-type modulator.

Figure 3- 27 illustrates a number of circuit configurations that can
result in th e ability to vary the output-pulse width of a line-type modula
tor [14 ,21] . Each of these schemes ess en tially involves first a dis char ge
initia tion of the line in a manner ana logous to normal lin e-t ype rnodula
10" operation, foll o wed hy a second switching ac tio n that tends to te rrni
nal e III<' ourpur pulse 1)('« 11 '(' (he line no rmally com ple tely discha rges
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FilterI capacitor

(a)

(b)

(e)

FIGURE 3-27 Three circuit configurations for obtaining variable output
pulse width from a line-type modulator by varying the relative closing times
of switches 8, and 82 • Arrangements (b) and (c) provide for return of a portion
of the unused stored energy to the power supply.
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itself into the load ; the leftover charge ma y be either diss ipated in an
auxi liary resistor, as in Figure 3-27(a) , or returned to th e power supply,
as shown in Figure 3- 27( b).

Fig ure 3-27(c) is a sche matic d iagram of another successful vari ab le
pulse-width line-modulator concept. Charging of the pulse-forming net
work and initiation of network di scharge by closin g 51 is conven tional
with this arrangemen t. However, when it is desired to te rminate the
puls e , switch 52 is closed, with the result that the outpu t pulse terminates
an d the voltage reverses across th e PFN; this vo ltage reversal is coupled
to the power supply through tran sform er T 1 and the diodes, so that a
p orti on of the unused store d ene rgy is re turned to the power supply.
One of the keys to a successful circuit of th is type is the careful design
of transformer T 1 in o rder to minimize losses due to fringing at the
air gaps of the core; in some cases, the use of several distributed air
ga ps has been re sorted to in an attemp t to increase efficiency .

f++++ ftlH- HI+tttttt+ttttlttttt+t+ftttt-ttttttttlffi

Time base 0.5 Ils/cm
tp 3 .0 IlS @ 0 .5 kHz

II \
~
'Y

I "
T ime base 0.1 Ils/cm
tp 0 .2 115 @ 5 kHz

A

\'
\

Time base 0 .2 uslcsr:
tp LO lls @ 1.5 kHz

I i\
\

II

1\
Time base 0.1 Ils/cm
t p 0. 5 IlS @ 3 kHz

Dete cted RF pul se waveforms

FIGURE 3-28 Detected RF pulse waveforms generated by a magnetron pulsed
with a va ri able-wid th line-type modulator with energy return. (Raytheon)

Figu re 3-28 shows the types of waveforms that can be obtained by
using' th is approach, showing det ected RF for a range of pulse widths
from tenths or a micros econd to se vera l microseconds.
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Magnetron-Moding Control in Line-Type Modulators

One of the problems involved with the operation of a microwave
magnetron is the tendency for the tube to oscillate in other than the
desired mode. This type of operation is highly undesirable for a number
of reasons. It has been observed that the rate of rise of voltage applied
to the tube at the time when the tube initially begins to conduct is a
primary factor in determining the tendency of a particular tube-modula
tor combination to operate stably and in the desired mode [7]. As will
be shown in Chapter 4, the rate of rise of voltage may be controlled
to a certain extent by the use of proper design techniques and by achiev
ing specific values of distributed capacitance and leakage inductance
in the transformer itself. However, attempts to reduce the rate of rise
of voltage by increasing capacity often have the result that undesirably
large amounts of energy are stored in the transformer, with a resultant
loss in efficiency and an undesirable heating of the modulator compo
ru-nts. Another approach that can be used to control the rate of rise
of voltag-e is the connection of an RC network, at either the primary
or I he secondary side of the pulse transformer. If it is used at the primary
side. the RC network is often called a despiking network. Such despiking
net works are often used to eliminate a large spike of current occurring
al the beginning of the pulse, often associated with improper transformer
design. An RC network on the output side of the transformer can conven
iently be used to control the rate of rise of voltage on the tube, and
in fact the resistors are often made selectable to tailor the modulator
to a particular tube. Unfortunately, each of these approaches results
in a withdrawal of energy from the modulator, which reduces overall
modulator efficiency, and such approaches may also make it difficult
to achieve a reasonably rectangular pulse shape.

One approach to achieving stable magnetron operation is to use a
so-called pedestal technique [18]. A pedestal technique involves initially
applying a waveform of slowly rising voltage to the tube, bringing the
cathode potential to approximately 90% of its normal operating voltage,
followed by rapidly increasing the voltage to its full value, as shown
in Figure 3-29. Using such techniques, conventional magnetrons have
been made to oscillate stably with pulse widths as short as 10 ns.

Another approach, which may be considerably simpler, is the so-called
corner-cutter circuit, or pulse-bender arrangement, shown in Figure 3
30 [2,12]. This approach places a large load on the output of the line
type modulator at approximately 75% of the normal operating voltage,
slowing the rate of rise ofvoltage to the tube substantially, and permitting
stable operation with reasonably fast rise times, a highly rectangular
RF pulse, and rapid fall time.
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FIGURE 3-29 Detected RF pulse, and volt age and current waveforms of a pedestal
pulsed Csband magnetron. ( Raylheon)

O peration of the corner-cutter circuit involves the charg ing of capa ci
tors C 1, C z, an d C3 to a voltage det erm ined by the zener voltage stack,
typi cally appro ximately 75% of normal operatin g voltage. Thus, for volt
ag es less than this voltage, the diod es disconnect the output, and the
voltage rises normally. However, once the voltage becomes more nega
tive than the zener voltage , a load cons isting of capacitors C 1, Cz, and

From ~

pulse - - - - ----<r-- - - - - - - -----1I--- - - - - - - - ..... Magnetron
tran sformer (33 kV)

100 kn

70 kV fast
recovery diod e
stack

3 X 0.002 I
uFI

: 130 X 190 V

W

Spark
gap

800 n

To
overload

FIGURE 3-30 Schematic diagram of a zener diode "corner-cutter" or " pulse
b ender" drnlil.
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Ca, R l , and the forward impedance of the diodes is connected across
the modulator, substantially reducing the rate of rise of voltage applied
to the tube. Once the tube has reached its full operating voltage, the
capacitors are charged to this voltage and little current flows through
the diodes, so that efficient tube operation results. Between pulses, the
capacitor voltage is stabilized at the zener voltage in anticipation of
the next pulse. A set of waveforms illustrating operation of the corner
cutter circuit is given in Figure 3-31. In the event that variation of
the interpulse period is not required, it may be possible to eliminate
the zener diode stack and operate with the resistors, the diodes, and
the capacitors alone.

\

f+ 4tH- +tH r
--- I--

1"- ._..~"'"1----

1/\. -1----

---
Voltage pulse
amplifier 5 kV/cm

(

RF pulse
Time base 0.5 ps/div

A -
1
'f

Current pulse
amplifier 10 A/div

FIGURE 3-31 Voltage, current, and RF waveforms associated with a magnetron pulsed
by a line-type modulator with the corner-cutter circuit shown in Figure 3-30. (Raytheon)

3-3 SCR-MAGNETIC MODULATORS

In recent years, there have been developed a particular class of
line-type modulators called SCR-magnetic modulators [3,4,13,15]. These
systems utilize saturating magnetic cores as switches in order to provide
improved reliability over the hydrogen thyratron switch or in order to
accommodate higher peak currents or more rapid rate of rise of current
than can be accommodated by solid-state controlled rectifiers.

A simplified schematic diagram of one type of magnetic modulator
is shown in Figure 3-32. Operation of the system is critically dependent
upon the saturable reactors that are involved. These saturable reactors
are typically coils wound on gapless toroids, and are designed to have
a high unsaturated inductance and a very low saturated inductance, and
to make a rapid transition from the unsaturated condition to the satu-
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DC
power
supply

FIGURE 3-32 Magnetic-SCR line-type modulator using SCR switch and saturating
magnetic devices. Bias windings have been omitted for clarity, but 1.0, T" and T.
are all magnetically biased. T. need not be biased, but if it is not, a resistor-diode
combination must be connected across the primary to provide a low-impedance path
for charging of the PFN.

rated condition. Such a device can act as a switch. There are two purposes
for which such devices may be useful: to decrease the rate of rise through
the SCR (see Section 7-3), and to reduce the peak-current requirements
of the switch.

The operation of a magnetic-SCR modulator may be broken down
into a number of separate subintervals: the charging interval for Ch

the transfer of charge from C I to the PFN, and the discharge of the
PFN into the load.

The operating cycle begins with C I and the PFN initially discharged,
and both the charging and switch SCRs in the OFF condition. Operation
is initiated by triggering the charging SCR, which resonantly charges
C I through L I to twice the dc power-supply voltage, as was the case
for the line-type modulator. The charging period is given by 7T ...jLI GI •

Once the voltage on C I has reached its maximum value, the current
through the charging SCR attempts to reverse, turning off the SCR
and holding the voltage at C I at.its maximum value.

The next step in the operation of the modulator is initiated by turning
on the switching SCR. Once the switching SCR has been triggered,
the full voltage across CI is developed across L2• During this interval,
only a small amount of current flows through L2 , permitting the switch
SCR to turn on completely; after an interval of time sufficient for the
SCR to completely turn on, inductor L2 saturates, becoming a relatively
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low impedance , placin g much of the voltage across C. across the prima ry
T 1 and resonantly tran sfer ring charge fro m C. to the PFN through T .
and th rough the sa tu ra ted prim ary winding ofTj, In order for this tran s
fer to be efficien t, T 2 mus t re present a low impedan ce fo r charging of
the PF N, and for tha t reason it is often biased to sa turatio n . If thi s is
not don e , a diode may be connec ted across the T 2 primar y.

Figure 3-33 is an equivalen t circuit valid for thi s cha rge-tra nsfer pe-

T i n. r- leakage inductance
er r ,

I::"(sat urat ed)

L~ (PFN induc tance)

r
:~,

(sat urated
inductance
of T 2 referred
to primary of T 1 )

JilG URE 3-33 Equivalent circuit of magnetic modulator dur
inK charge tr an sfer from C, to Cn•

rio d , a resona nt tran sfer of ene rgy fro m C. to the network capaci ty Cn

lakin g' place through an inductan ce co nsis ting of the satura ted ind uc
tan ce of L2 , the leakage inductance of T ., the saturat ed inductance of
T 2 , and the network inductan ce Ln. In Figure 3-33 L;., C~ , and T2(s )

are all values which are referred to the 'primary windi ng of T. ; that is,
if L; is the PFN induc tance, en the ne twork capacitance, T2(sl the sa turated
inductance of 1"2, and n. the turns ratio of Ti.

L;.= ~
n1

C~ = n~Cn

and

To
1" =~2(0 ) 2

n
1

The tran sfer of charge from C1 to the PFN takes place in a time given
by

CC'
(T + T + To' + T ') • nHll '-'2(0) 2 (0) Ln (' + ("

-I 4"
(3-2)
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Any attempt to discharge the pulse-forming network back through T 1

is defeated by back-biasing action of both the switch SCR and the satu
rated inductor L2 •

At this point in time, the pulse-forming network is fully charged,
and the full voltage appears across the secondary of transformer T 1.

Once the required volt-time integral has been applied to T 1 , T 1 saturates,
discharging the PFN into the load through transformer T 2. An equivalent
circuit for the discharge of the pulse-forming network is given in Figure
3-34. However, if more detailed calculations of output-pulse shape are
required, the methods of Kadochnikov [9,lD] may be used.

FIGURE 3-34 Equivalent circuit of
magnetic modulator during discharge
of PFN into load.

There are a number of design considerations that impact the choice
of component values in such a modulator. The values of C1 and the
charging inductors are chosen so that resonant charging' is accomplished
within a relatively short interval, yet the charging current through the
charging SCR and transformer T 1 should remain relatively low. L2 in
the unsaturated condition should represent a high impedance, and in
the saturated condition an inductance that dominates the resonant trans
fer ofcharge from C1 to the pulse-forming network. This saturated induc
tance should be small, in order to rapidly charge the pulse-forming
network, but too rapid a charge of the pulse-forming network results
in excessive peak currents flowing through the switching SCR. Trans
former T 1 should be designed to have a low value of saturated reactance,
and a volt-time integral product sufficient to permit complete charging
of the pulse-forming network with some "guard" interval to accommo
date variations in the temperature and voltages. Design equations for
L2 and T 1 are presented in Section 7-5. The design of transformer T 2

is more conventional in nature and follows the guidelines in Chapter
4, but magnetic biasing of the transformer core may permit larger flux
excursions. A set of waveforms is given in Figure 3-35, which shows
magnetic modulator operation. Figure 3-35(a) shows the PFN voltage,
illustrating the resonant charge transfer to en, the guard interval (the
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FIGURE 3-35 Magnetic modulator wave
forms showing (a) PFN voltage, (b) current in
It TWT load, and (c) output voltage.

constant-voltage interval), and the switching period where the voltage
rapidly reduces to zero when the saturable inductor saturates. This dis
charge then produces the output-voltage.pulse shown in 3-35(c). Note
that in this modulator a diode-resistor pair was used across the trans
former primary and so a portion of the PFN charging process was re
flected in the output voltage,

Figure 3-32 is a much simplified diagram, and additional circuits are
necessary in order to provide for proper functioning of the circuit. In
order to ensure correct saturation, both L2 and T 1 require an auxiliary
bias supply for resetting; T 2 may require a bias winding also. In order
to realize a truly constant peak charging voltage on C 1 (to reduce time
jitter), some form of charging regulator, such as those discussed in Chap
ter 6, must be incorporated in place of the simple charging choke. The
biased-diode nature of the load usually results in the reflection of some
small voltage at the anode of the switch SCR. This voltage must be
monitored, since arcing in the load, transformer, or pulse-forming net
work can result in excessive voltages reflected back at this point. Of
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course, dc power-supply overload circuits and appropriate protective
circuits for the load (such as magnetron or TWT) must be provided if
reliable operation is to be achieved.

The transfer of energy from C1 to Cn and the discharge of energy
stored in C« into the load is accompanied by an increase in voltage
level and a decrease in discharge or transfer time at each stage of the
process. Typically, in a single stage, ratios of charging times to discharg
ing times on the order of 10: 1 can be achieved. Additional sections
may be added in order to provide the additional compression required
for shorter pulse lengths, but care must be used to ensure complete
transfer of charge between stages in such circuits [3].

3-4 DC POWER SUPPLIES

A common feature of these modulators is a dc power supply.
Conventional design practice may be utilized for such systems, but a
few special precautions are necessary. For the lower-voltage supplies
such as are used with line-type and magnetic modulators, three-phase
rectifiers and choke input filters are typically utilized. A simplified sche
matic diagram of such a system is shown in Figure 3-36, showing provi
sions for measuring overload current drawn from the supply directly,
as well as conventional protection in the primary power lines. It must
be emphasized that the power supply should be capable of sustaining

Power
--o---~ transformer

;:~~~~tr ! ]II'-----+-------+
..---.. 1.- Voltage

-0 O---O--j C adjust

L
Main contactor

Filter
choke

Filter
capacitor IDisch

bar

: Triggered
• gap

Modulator
or

regulator

To overload sensor

FIGURE 3-36 Representative modulator de power supply, showing some overload
circuits and sensing points.
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occasional virtual short-circuit operation and of rapidly restoring normal
operation once the short circuit has been removed. In order to provide
adequate protection, the overload circuits must be rapid-acting.

Higher-voltage dc supplies such as are encountered with hard-tube
systems will often involve the use of conventional voltage doublers in
order to reduce output-voltage requirements on the power-supply trans
formers. With hard-tube modulators, particularly at higher power levels,
crowbar circuits are often incorporated across the power-supply output
in order to protect the relatively expensive tube, and the power supply
must be specially designed in order to withstand the severe stresses
imposed by such operation.

Finally, there are cases where the use of a high-frequency inverter
is desirable in order to provide a high ripple frequency and to achieve
small size and weight, or for operation from available low-voltage dc
supplies.

For cases where the filtering provided by choke input filters is not
adequate, series vacuum-tube regulators may be incorporated, as shown
in Figure 3-37, in order to provide adequate power-supply regulation
and ripple reduction. Where filtering is adequate for ripple reduction
hilt additional regulation against line or load variations is desired, it
llIay he adequate to sense a parameter such as tube current or peak

'-,'- ...... To
modulator

DC
power
supply

Diff.
amp

Reference
voltage

Voltage
adjust

FIGURE 3-37 Series regulator that may be used for a high-stability, low-ripple modu
lator power supply.
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charging voltage and to use a motor-driven autotransformer to vary
the input voltage so as to keep this parameter constant.

In any of these high-voltage circuits, adequate provisions for operator
safety must be incorporated, including interlocks, shorting switches, and
bleeder resistors on all high-voltage capacitors.

3-5 OVERLOADS AND PROTECTIVE CIRCUITS

Throughout the book, the subject of safeties and overloads for
various faults is discussed. In this section, a number of these will be
brought together, both to have them readily available in one location,
and also to indicate the extreme importance of a properly designed
overload-protection and performance-monitoring system if a successful
and reliable transmitter design is to be achieved. Because of the high
voltages and substantial amounts of power associated with a high-power
microwave transmitter, a certain number of malfunctions (such as occa
sional arcs) will normally be encountered, and the modulator and tube
must be designed to accommodate these without damage to either the
tube or the modulator. In addition, in the event of catastrophic failure
either of a modulator component or of the RF tube itself, the overloads
and monitoring circuits should be such that damage is confined to that
particular unit and other portions of the system are not permanently
affected. Finally, transmitter performance should be monitored to give
an early indication of problems that might be encountered. In a high
power microwave radar transmitter, the protection requirements can
be associated either with the microwave tube itself, or with the modulator
utilized to drive the tube; in addition, there are often requirements for
overall performance monitoring in order to verify proper operation of
the entire transmitter.

Microwave Tube Protection

The requirements for protection of the microwave tube are partic
ularly important, since the microwave tube is often a relatively expensive
part of the system-one that requires considerable time to replace
and many of the high-power tubes occasionally evidence occasional arcs
or abnormal operation which if not properly monitored and accommo
dated could permanently damage the device.
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The particular type of protection required is dependent upon the
type of microwave tube being utilized. For magnetrons, the peak and
average current through the tube are particularly sensitive indications
of tube operation and should be monitored; operation outside normally
acceptable bounds should immediately terminate operation of the modu
lator. In the event that the magnetron fails to oscillate, if a line-type
modulator is utilized, the cathode voltage will rise to unacceptably high
levels; in order to avoid this, a spark gap that breaks down at a voltage
slightly in excess of the normal operating voltage is often connected
to the magnetron cathode. Cooling of high-power magnetrons is quite
important; temperature should be monitored at the point specified by
the manufacturer, and the presence of appropriate cooling media, either
air, liquid, or both, should be monitored and lack of adequate cooling
or overtemperature should result in the removal of voltage from the
tube. Since the output load has a significant effect on the operation of
a magnetron, its status should be monitored by means of a voltage
standing-wave ratio (VSWR) monitor or reflected-power monitor, and
excessive reflected power should terminate operation. Waveguide arcs
Gill he extremely damaging if they propagate through the waveguide
systcm to the output window of the tube; optical arc detectors that
xcnsc the presence oflight within the waveguide system have been devel
oped and are often recommended for monitoring the output waveguide
system.

A crossed-field amplifier has protection requirements essentially iden
tical to those of a magnetron, with some additions necessitated by the
fact that the CFA is an amplifier rather than an oscillator. In particular,
provisions must normally be made to ensure that high voltages are not
applied to the CFA if adequate RF drive is not present at the tube
input, and the frequency of the RF signal at the input must be such
that the CFA is in a region of normal operation. The alignment of RF
drive pulses is perhaps one of the more difficult requirements for CFA
operation to achieve reliably, particularly for short-pulse operation.
While magnetron coolant and temperature monitoring requirements also
apply to CFAs, because of their higher average power such monitoring
may be much more critical to reliable CFA operation than is the case
for many magnetrons.

In the linear-beam tubes, such as the TWT and the klystron, the
requirements for tube monitoring are perhaps more severe than is the
case for the crossed-field devices. In particular, the monitoring of various
features that indicate the defocusing of the electron beam and the corre
sponding intercept of current by the physical tube structure are particu
larly important. In many tubes, collector current, beam current, focus-
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coil or solenoid current, and temperature and coolant flow must be
monitored, and modulator operation must be disabled if abnormal values
are sensed. The rapid protection of the tube in the event of catastrophic
beam defocusing is particularly important, since tube meltdown can oc
cur in a relatively short period of time. Particularly for gridded tubes,
the presence of arcs within the tube body must be accommodated. In
order to protect the grid-driver circuitry, it is often desirable to include
a spark gap from the grid to the cathode in order to prevent excessive
grid voltages in the event of a tube arc; in addition, if the tube arcs,
the high voltage must be removed from the tube for a sufficient time
for the arc to dissipate; this often necessitates the incorporation of a
crowbar circuit directly across the tube, and the power supply must
be such that it will withstand repeated firings of this crowbar circuit
without damage. Also, as was the case in the crossed-field devices, re
flected power should often be monitored, to indicate any abnormal
VSWR of the load and to prevent the possible self-oscillation of the
linear-beam tube.

Modulator Monitoring and Safeties

Monitoring of various test points in the modulator itself is impor
tant to ensure proper transmitter operation, since in many cases abnor
mal operation of the microwave tube is reflected in unusual modulator
operation, and also to protect against failures in the modulator compo
nents. All modulator designs should have adequate interlocking and
safeties to prevent inadvertent operator contact with the potentially lethal
high voltages that are often present within the modulator. Complete
enclosure of all high-voltage areas, shorting bars with which to discharge
all high-voltage capacitors if the enclosure is open, bleeder resistors
to discharge capacitors, and interlocks to disable the modulator if access
can be achieved by the operator are all important features that are nor
mally an integral part of the modulator design. The specific additional
safeties that may be required in a modulator are to a certain extent
dependent upon the type that is being protected. Differing requirements
exist for line-type, SCR-magnetic, and hard-tube modulators.

In a line-type modulator, if the magnetron fails to oscillate for any
reason, the output voltage on the magnetron can double its normal
value. Since this might lead to a breakdown of the output transformer
or damage to the microwave tube, often a spark gap with a breakdown
voltage slightly in excess of the normal operating voltage is connected
across the magnetron.

In the event of a mismatch of the load, a portion of the stored energy
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will be reflected back into the modulator, producing a negative voltage
at the switch. In order to remove this voltage, and to prevent the resultant
abnormal operation of the modulator, it is customary to connect an
inverse diode (also called a shunt or a clipping diode) and a resistor in
series with it across the switch so as to clip off any negative voltage
that appears; current through this resistor is often monitored and exces
sive inverse voltage thus sensed and used to disable the operation of
the modulator. This is particularly critical, since a negative voltage at
this point at the beginning of the charging cycle results in a correspond
ing increase in the peak charging voltage, which can in turn further
increase the negative voltage at the beginning of the next charging cycle,
producing ever-increasing peak charging voltages on the PFN that can
permanently damage the modulator.

Power-supply current should be continuously monitored, and exces
sive power-supply current should disable modulator operation; this is
partirularly important, since occasionally the switch may go into a condi
I ion of continuous conduction, which could rapidly damage either the
switch, the power supply, or the charging choke. In addition, breakdown
(l(,(,uITing within the modulator will often cause excessive power-supply
,'UI"I'('n( to be drawn; normally, the energy stored in the power supply
will have to be carefully considered to determine whether disconnection
1'1'0111 the power-supply line is sufficient, or whether a more rapidly acting
ove-rload device such as a crowbar is necessary. Finally, the temperature
of various oil-filled, high-voltage components and the pressure of the
oil within these units can be monitored and often provides an early
indication of device failure.

For an SCR-magnetic modulator, in addition to providing a spark
gap on the magnetron and monitoring temperature at certain critical
points, it is normal to monitor inverse voltage on the SCR, peak power
supply current, and magnetron average current. Excessive values of peak
power-supply current or magnetron average current will typically be
used to interrupt the charging of the modulator by disabling triggers
to the charge SCR and turning off the main power-supply contactor.
A small amount of inverse voltage on the SCRs at the termination of
the pulse is often desirable to aid in SCR recovery; however, excessive
voltage at this point indicates abnormal operation ofeither the modulator
or the load and should promptly initiate interruption of the modulator
operation.

In a hard-tube modulator, protection is usually centered about the
high-voltage switch tube and the load, since arcs can occur in either
the switch tube or the output load, particularly for voltages above the
30- to 40-kV region. For these voltages, incorporation of a crowbar
circuit across the high-voltage power supply is a virtual nc-rc-ssity fill'
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reliable operation. When utilizing such a crowbar, one needs to carefully
ensure that an oscillatory discharge will not be encountered if the crow
bar is fired, since such a condition could result in crowbar deionization
and potential damage to the circuit. Initiation of the crowbar firing can
often be accomplished by the sensing of peak currents through either
the switch tube or the load, and excessive current should promptly initi
ate crowbar firing. In some cases, adequate protection can be achieved
for the switch tube by connecting the grid voltage to a large negative
voltage in the event of a malfunction, as was discussed in Section 3-2.
Again, as with any high-power tube, coolant interlocks and temperature
monitoring should be an integral part of the protection for the modulator
tube.

Transmitter-Performance Monitoring

Perhaps the most important overall performance monitor associ
ated with a radar transmitter is the power output of the device, either
peak or average, which can be monitored at the device output. In addi
tion, reflected power or VSWR is normally monitored both as an indica
tion of normal system operation and as protection for the high-power
RF tubes. It may be desirable also to monitor a number of additional
circuits or functions, but most of these are satisfied by the requirements
for tube or modulator protection already outlined. The advent in recent
years of microprocessor technology provides a means not only for moni
toring a number of these various tube, output, and modulator parame
ters, but also for providing a permanent record of overall transmitter
performance and for monitoring trends or combinations of monitored
variables that are indicative of incipient failure, permitting their rectifica
tion during normally scheduled maintenance operations, with a resultant
increase in system availability.

3-6 LOAD EFFECTS ON MODULATOR DESIGN

The modulator must provide proper operating voltages to the
load, but in many instances the characteristics of the particular load
will influence the design of the modulator. Tubes requiring extremely
high voltages may require special techniques, such as Blumlein or Marx
generators, and if short HV pulses are utilized, rise-time enhancement
networks may be required. Oscillation and excessive backswing must
be avoided after the pulse to prevent the generation of spurious signals.
If the tube arcs or shorts regularly, protection must be provided to
allow the arcs to extinguish. Also, in line-type modulators, arcing loads
may cause excessive voltages to appear on the modulator if the shunt-
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STABIliTY FACTORS [20]C!' TABLE 3-1

Current or volta ge
change to 1rochange

in HVPS voltage

FM or PM Ratio of dynamic to Line-type Hard-tube

Type sensitivity static impedance modulator modulator

6.F M 0.05-0.1 M= 2% 6./= 10-20%
Magnetron F =0.001 +0.003 [

Ma gne tro n 6.: = 0.0002 + 0.0005 6./ 0 .05-0.1 M= 2% 6./= 10-20%
(stab ilized)

Backward-wave 6.<f> = 0.4-1 0 fo r 0.05-0.1 6./= 2% M= 5-1 0%

CFA 1% 6.I//

Forward-wa ve 6.<f> = 1_30 for . 0.1 - 0.2 M= 2% 6./ = 5-1 0%

CFA 1% M I/

Klyst ron 6.<f> = 1/2 6.E <f> "'"'5A 0.67 6.E=0.8% 6.E=l %
<f> E

TWT ~ "'"' 113 6.E <f> "'"' 151. 0.67 6.E=0.8% 6.E= l %
<f> E

6.E
6.<f> = 20 0 for 1% Ii

T r iode or 6.<f> = 0-0.50 1.0 M=l % 6./= 1%

te trod e for 1% 6.I//

TABLE 3-2 MODULATOR COMPARISON

Flexibility Pulse length
Size

Pulse Workin g and
Type Switch Duty width Long Short Flatness voltages Application cost

Line - T hyratron Limited by Large High Small size
No Good Ripples Most commontype SCR charg ing circuit PFN Medium Smallest size

higher cost

Hard- Capacitor- Limited Yes Large Good Good High Fairly common Large
tube coupled capacito r

T ransformer- Limited Yes Capaci tor and Goo d Fair High Not often used Large
coupled xfmr gets

large

Modulatio n-an ode No limit Yes Good OK Excellent High Usually high- Quite
(floating-deck) power large

Grid No limit Yes Goo d Good Excellent Low Widely used at Small and
low power inexpensive

SCR- SCR and mag- Limited by Normally Large Losses Rippl es Low in Becoming Small; init ial
magnetic netic cores charging circuit fixed PFN may initial more design costs

and magne tic be stages common high
core s high

~
~
'I
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diode circuitry is poorly designed. Crowbar circuits may be necessary
in order to fully protect the microwave source and modulator.

Of particular importance are the stability factors achievable by using
the various tube-modulator combinations. Some of these data are sum
marized in Table 3-1 [20].

From this brief discussion, we can appreciate the interaction of tube
characteristics with modulator design. An optimum selection of a micro
wave transmitter should include the modulator requirements as a prime
consideration, and optimum modulator design is only achieved when
the modulator designer has a thorough knowledge of the characteristics
and peculiarities of the modulator load. In summary, the characteristics
of a number of important modulator types are compared in Table 3-2.

3-7 COMPARISONS OF COST
Comparisons of cost associated with various modulator types are

often of major interest to the radar designer, and are one parameter
associated with a radar transmitter that is difficult to accurately define.
This difficulty is complicated by the variation in overhead rates, employee
efficiency, and materials cost from manufacturer to manufacturer, and
from design concept to design concept. Cost also varies with the level
of performance required and with the environmental requirements.
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FIGURE 3-38 Engineering labor hours for transmitter design
and integration for ground-based radar operating over the
0-55"C temperature range.
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H owever , the est imation of lab or hours for var ious phases of modulator
design, fab ricati on, and checkout may be a useful piece of info rmat ion
for the engine er, and may se rve as the basis for more detailed es timates
to be ge nerated lat er in the design process. Estimates of lab or require
ments for design, fabrica tion, and checkout, for ground-based rad ar
tran smitters design ed to operate over the temperature ra nge from 0
to 55°C are presented in Figures 3-38 , 3-39, an d 3-40 . It should be
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FIGURE 3-39 Labor-hours for transmitter assembly
for g ro und -based radars operating over the 0-55°C
temperature range.
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emphasized that these are general, representative guidelines only, and
that stringent performance or environmental requirements will result
in increases, while lenient requirements may result in substantial de
creases. Of course, if similar designs can be adapted, there may be a
substantial reduction in the design labor requirements.
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4
PULSE
TRANSFORMER
DESIGN AND
FABRICATION

Pulse transformers find wide use in a number ofelectronic circuits.
In high-power transmitters they are often used to couple the output
of a line-type modulator to the load, and to a lesser extent high-power
transformers are utilized in hard-tube modulators. These high-power
pulse transformers are typically step-up transformers, which provide a
voltage and impedance transformation from their primary to the second
ary.

The design of pulse transformers for high-power modulators may
be approached in a number of different ways. However, all of the design
procedures and approaches are designed to produce a transformer that
satisfies a number of differing, and often contradictory, criteria [2,4
20,22-25]. These criteria include the following:

• Achieving specified rise time

• Providing adequate pulse flatness

• Providing desired fall time and tail-of-pulse response

• Establishing conditions for proper tube operation

• Providing voltage transformation
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• Holding temperature within reasonable limits

• Providing for a path of filament current for the tube

• Withstanding the required operating voltages

• Small size, weight, and cost

• Withstanding the required voltage stresses

The simultaneous optimization of all these differing requirements may
not be possible, and the skillful tradeoff among these parameters is an
important part of the design process.

4-1 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT AND
ANALYSIS OF BERAVIOR

Pulse transformers come in a wide variety of winding configura
tions, core materials, and turns ratios. A "complete" equivalent circuit
that is generally applicable is shown in Figure 4-1 [8,11,23]. As can

FIGURE 4-1 "Complete" equivalent circuit for a pulse transformer.

be seen, while the analysis of this circuit is not prohibitively complex,
the specific pulse transformer performance is highly dependent upon
a number of different ratios of the various equivalent circuit elements.
In many cases, a substantial simplification is made possible by assuming
that the turns ratio of the transformer is greater than 1: 3. For such a
condition, a considerably simplified equivalent circuit may be utilized,
as shown in Figure 4-2 [6,7], where, for simplicity, all circuit elements
have been transformed to the same side of the transformer, either the
primary or the secondary.

Analysis of this equivalent transformer may be simplified by dividing
the pulse into three distinct parts: the rise time, the top of the pulse,
and the fall time, or tail of the pulse. For the analysis of rise time, the
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magnetizing current may usually be neglected; the result is the simplified
equivalent circuit shown in Figure 4-3. It may normally be assumed
that a step voltage is impressed on the primary of the pulse transformer
that gives an output rise time related to the leakage inductance and
the stray capacitance of the transformer, the distributed capacity of the

L,

FIGURE 4-2 Simplified equivalent circuit for a
step-up transformer.

FIGURE 4-3 Simplified equivalent circuit for determining rise time
of a pulse transformer.

load, and the nature of the load, i.e., whether it is a resistance load or
a biased-diode load. Analysis of the circuit for the underdamped case
shows that the output voltage is given by

VgRt [ (a . )]Eo(t) = 1 - e- at - SIn wt+ cos wt
Rg + Rt w

Rg 1
where 2a=-+-

t, CRt

1 ( Rg
)b=- 1+-

LtC R1

the damping coefficient kI is given by
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and the frequency

w=y'b-a2

Figure 4-4 shows that a good compromise between fast rate of rise
and minimum overshoot is obtained by a choice of the damping coeffi-

2.52.01.5
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2rr

Time T

1.0

S 1.5

S
:J
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'"g
a 1.0>
D

~

§
S

0.5

2.0 r---.-------,--~-~~-.----~-~-~~-~-~

nGURE 4-4 Output voltage of transformer given by circuit of Figure
4-3 for a range of values of damping coefficient hi- See text for details
of axis labeling.

cient hI between 0.5 and 0.75. When operating into a biased-diode load
it is often desirable to choose

(4-1)

so that current flowing in the leakage inductance just before the biased
diode conducts is equal to the current through the load after it conducts.
If the conditions of Equation 4-1 are met with a hard-tube modulator
(where usually Rg ~ R l and CRg ~ L,jR l ) , hI will equal 0.5; for the
case of the line type modulator where Rg = Ri, hI will equal 0.71. Thus,
the usual design procedure is to design for hI between 0.5 and 0.75.
If hI is approximately equal to 0.5, then for a resistive load, the rise
time will be given by

I,. = 1.7Ry'Ll«(~d <:,)

II' 11)(' (o;HI is a biased diode (N, .. Nfl dmillg llle rtxr- rinu-). 1111' nse
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time for such a biased diode load is given by

tr= 1.3 VLI(Cd+ Cl )

Analysis of the performance on the top of the pulse assumes that
the voltage is approximately constant and the value of droop in tube
current is related to the magnetizing current in the self-inductance of
the transformer. For a biased-diode load, the decrease in device current
during the pulse is approximately equal to the magnetizing current,
i.e.,

1m = !1ld

where 1m = magnetizing current
!1ld = decrease in device current

while the droop in voltage for a linear resistance load is approximately

!1E i:
Eo 210

Analysis of performance for the tail of the pulse is somewhat more
complex. For proper operation of the transmitter, it is desired that the
voltage fall rapidly to zero, have no spurious oscillations, have a low
value of backswing, and never assume the same polarity as the initial
output voltage. Analysis of the tail-of-pulse performance is complicated
by the fact that both the magnetron and the transformer magnetic core
material exhibit distinctly nonlinear properties during this time. This
behavior may result in a distinctly underdamped condition for the pulse
transformer during recovery, possibly giving rise to oscillations on the
voltage pulse that can produce RF pulses other than and in addition
to the main transmitted pulse. Figure 4-5 shows a sketch of such a

Close echo
oscillation 12

(k2)~

-j,------++-r----\!J------------~'"'__i=:::;:~- Time

Backswing (k 4 ;;" 1)

Distant echo
oscillation 13

(k. < 1)

---- Rise time
E depends on k 1

Volt"!I"

FI G lJ ItE '1-5 Line-type modulator output waveform showing oscillations
lind ~"'ro r.·.·ruHNiIlKH. II Ii]
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voltage waveform, showing undesired oscillations both close to and dis
tant from the main pulse.

The nonlinear behavior of the magnetron has been discussed earlier;
the tube displays distinctly different properties depending upon the volt
age applied to the tube. The BH curve for core materials used in the
pulse transformer during the pulse, as shown in Figure 4-6, shows that

FIGURE 4-6 Pulse permeabil
ity of the output transformer
core throughout the output
pulse. [16]

- Rise
and
top of
pulse

Pulse

Bm - -+- - -----== - - "'""=-- - -

B

H

permeability J-Le at the end of the pulse may be distinctly different from
the permeability that occurs during the trailing edge of the pulse, desig
nated J-Ld.

Lee [16] has applied approximation techniques for analysis of this
particular condition, and utilizes the equivalent circuit shown in Figure
4-7 for the analysis. In this equivalent circuit, en is the total pulse-

L'n

L, R,

FIGURE 4-7 Equivalent circuit for line-type
modulator used for analysis of tail-of-pulse re
sponse. [16]
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forming network capacitance, 1;. is the sum of the leakage inductance
and the PFN inductance, Cd is the stray capacitance of the transformer
and load, Rm is the magnetron static resistance, and R; is the equivalent
resistance of the transformer. In addition, a factor J, the ratio of Ike to
p-a, is also defined, along with an equivalent load resistance during the
time interval close to the pulse, Rm . These parameters are then used
to calculate three normalized constants, which can be used to check
for the presence of close echoes (backswings across the axis close to
the pulse), or distant false echoes or axis recrossings. These parameters
are summarized in Table 4-1. The value of kl was chosen in an earlier

TABLE 4-1 KEY PARAMETERS IN TAIL-OF-PULSE ANALYSIS [16]

Condition for
Part of pulse Value of Impedance good
affected load resistance ratio defined* pulse shape

Front edge Rm I~ k1 = 0.5 for
k1 = 2Rm Cd minimum lr with

flat-top current
pulse

Close echo Ri=y'RmRe I~ k2 ~ value in Fig.
k2=2R

i Cd 4-8 for no close
echo

Backswing axis
Ri=y'RmRe ka = 2~i Jt ka > k4 by

close to pulse definition

Distant echo
Re __I Jft k4 ~ I for no

k4 - 2 Re c; distant echo

• Cd is the parallel combination of Ld and Cn , all referred to the same side of the transformer.

portion of the design procedure in order to achieve acceptable front
edge performance. In order to check for the presence of close echoes,
k2 and ka are calculated. A value of ka and the ratio /1 of the magnetizing
current to load current are entered into Figure 4-8, and the values of
k2 must be greater than the value obtained from Figure 4-8 for no
close echo to exist. Finally, ~ should be greater than or equal to 1
lor no distant echoes to be present. Those interested in details of the
dcriv.u ion arc referred to Lee 116] for a more complete discussion.
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FICURE 4-8 Graph for determining border line of close false echoes. [16]

4-2 WINDING CONFIGURATIONS

There are a number of possible transformer configurations, sev
('Jid 01' which are summarized in Figures 4-9 through 4-14, along with
tormulus fill' leakage inductance and stray capacitance for eaeh configura
I ion. 11 should be remembered that the leakage inductance and stray
capacitance may be referred to either the low-voltage or the high-voltage
side of the transformer. Values may be transformed to the other side
of the transformer by dividing all inductances and multiplying all capaci
I anccs by the square of the transformer turns ratio. All values in Figures

LV HV, HV2

Core

L1 = O.03~Nlle ( S, + ~d)

C = O.225klet (l_~ +.-!...-)
"d S, 3 3n 3n2

I. Traverse for all windings the same.
2. Layers HV , and HV 2 have same number of 1111nx.

FIGURE 4-9 Single-layer-primary, single-Iay(·,"-s(·..undary
transformer winding. It)1
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Input
To

HV ,

Heater
in

COl12
I

magnetron

Coi l 1

Ground

HV,

Heater
in

Core leg

L[= O.03~N;lc X 1/4 X (n~ I)" X (SI + 52 + ;d)
Cd=O.225klct(1I12;2114n2 + 7/12-1/5~n+ 1I4n2)

1. All traverse the same.
2. HV 1 and LV have same number of turns.
3. HV 2 and HV3 have same number of turns .
4. HV 1 and LV are two wires wound side by side.

FIGURE 4-10 Lord-type transformer winding. [6]

L[= O.03~N;lcC~ In51 + ;d)
Cd= o.225klct(! _...!.. +_1_)

51 3 3n 3n 2
Core

1. All traverse the same.
2. HVJ, LV, HV 2 have same number of turns.
3. HV 3 , HV. have same number of turns.

FIGURE 4-11 Interleaved-primary-single-secondary
transformer. [6]

4-9 through 4-14 are referred to the high-voltage winding. The defini
tions of the symbols in Figures 4-9 through 4-14 are

Cd = distributed capacity of high-voltage winding (pF)
I" = Icakag-c inductances referred to the high-voltage winding

(fAJ!)
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N, = total number of high-v oltage winding turns series-connected
~ = average mean length of turn (in)
t = wire traverse (in)
n = ratio of high-voltage winding turns to low-voltage winding

turns
S = insulation pad th ickness (in)
k = relative dielectric cons tan t of insulation
d= radial build of the copper ofa winding layer, when the wind-

in g layer carries pulse cur re nt (in)

A representative cro ss section of a pulse transformer with single-layer
primary and bifilar-wound sin gle seconda ry is given in Figure 4- 15,
which shows the principal portions of the transformer and the approp ri-

1. All traver se the same.
2. HV1• B V2 • HV3 • and B V. have same number of

turns.

L = O.032Nlt.,( s + S2 + ~d)
I t I 4 3

Cd= O.225kt., tC / 12 - 1I; ,II+ 113112 + I::)
C Oil:

FIGURE 4-12
transformer. [61

Isolated-two-layer-secondary

LV L = O.032Nlt.,(1I - 1)2(S+ S2+ ~d)
I t II I 4 3

Cor e
I . Traver se same for all windings .
2. HV" LV. and HV2 have sam e number of turns.
3. HV3• HV. , HVs. and BV6 have same number of

turns.

FIGURE 4-13 Interleaved-primary, double
la yer-secondary transformer. Ifi)
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Core leg Core leg

L = O.032N,2lc X 1.(5 + S + J..d)
I t 4" 2 3

c; = O.225klct( 1/3 - 2/~~+ 1/3n
2 + 1/3 - 2/~~+ 1/3n

2
)

1. All traverse the same.
2.5,=5 2 ,

3. HV, and HV2 have same number of turns.

FIGURE 4-14 Paralleled primary and secondary trans
former winding. [6]

rMargin

'*'''''''''''''''''''''''"'''"''''''''"''' 0 ut e r insu lat ion 0 r w ra p

Leads to magnetron cathode
and Ii lament

Primary lead to PFN

Coil

Core Core
joint

FIGURE 4-15 Cross-sectional view of a typical simple (single-layer primary,
single-layer, bifilar-wound secondary) high-voltage pulse transformer, showing
major features and nomenclature.
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ate terminology. A large portion of the art of pulse-transformer design
involves the choice of winding configuration, and dimensional ratios
that result in desired values of L1 and Cd [5-7,9-11,14,15,17-20,24,25].
The detailed design of a high-power pulse transformer, however, in
volves a number of different parameters, including heat transfer, and
physical winding configuration, all of which are treated in the following
sections.

4-3 PROPERTIES OF MAGNETIC CORE MATERIALS

Almost all high-power pulse transformers are wound on cores
or magnetic material. The most common configuration is the so-called
(: core, which is shown schematically in Figure 4-16. This core is made
or grain-oriented silicon steel strips (Silectron), a thickness of 2 mils
hl'ing a common value for use in high-power pulse transformers. Such
mau-rial is available commercially under a number of different names,
including Silectron, Hypersil, Magnesil, Microsil, and Supersil. A sum
uuuy table of dimensions of a number of typical pulse-transformer C
c on's is included in Table 4-2.

Till' pulse permeability of the transformer core is a function of pulse
Ic-nJ..:11I ;lIHI flux change in the core. A summary of pulse permeability
hou I Fl'lIoglio I't al. [6] is given in Figure 4-17, a manufacturer's typical
(LaLI are givcn in Figure 4-18 [2], and the core loss per pulse is summa
rll.ed in Figme 4-19.

There- are cases when optimum permeability may be obtained only
hy shimming the air gap in the core or by applying a resetting magneto
motive force (rnmf). This condition usually occurs only for those condi
tions for which the core is large or the required flux changes are large.
The introduction of an air gap reduces the residual induction of the
core, resulting in a larger I:i.B for a given value of pulse magnetizing
force 11m . If a resetting force is available, it may not be necessary to
gap the core. By applying resetting mmf, it is possible to bias the core
to adiieve a large value of I:i.B.

In order to obtain data such as are shown in Figures 4-17 and 4
IH, the number of volts per turn is calculated for a given value of I:i.B
hy the equation

6.45AS I:i.B
V/N= t»: 108

where V= peakvoltage at end of pulse (V)
N= number of turns
/1 = gross core area in 2 (D X E)
s= stacking Iactor (O.H!) lor 2-mil Silccuon)
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~_-r-c,D r St riP width

(a)

Seal

I f--j I
II II
II II
II II

Sim ple t ype:
single core,
single co il

Core t ype:
single co re,
doub le coi l

Shell t ype:
double core,
single coi l

Step 1

~Core cap

Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5

(b )

FIGURE 4-16 Cut C-core (a) nomenclature and (b) banding data. [2]

t = pulse length (s)
AB= induction change in gauss (G)

The pulse permeability is then calculated as

AB X [ X 2.54
J-te=

OA1r Nlm
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TABLE 4-2 REPRESENTATIVE SET OF 2-MIL C CORES [2]

Dimensions (in or in2)

Strip Window Window Core Core
width Build width length area length

Part no. D E F G DXE 2F+ 2G+ 2.9E

L-6 !1 ~ ~ Yii 0.125 2.98

L-8 % % % 1!!-J:6 0.141 4.21

L-9 Y2 % % 1!!-J:6 0.188 4.21

1,-I 3 % ~ Y2 lYs 0.156 3.98

1.-10 % % % B 16 0.234 4.22

1.-12 Y2 ?16 Y2 lYs 0.219 4.40

I.-II % % % 1!!-J:6 0.281 5.62

1,·7H % 316 316 2~ 0.234 6.03

1,1,1 Y2 Y2 Y2 1~6 0.250 5.58

I. 18 1/ ?16 % 1~6 0.219 15.64'2

I. I:. ~~ Y2 Y2 1~6 0.313 5.58

I. iii :1/, Y2 Y2 1~6 0.375 5.58"j

1.·,17 !1 Y2 1~6 0.500 5.58

1.-I!) Y2 % 1~6 0.500 5.83

1.-20 % % 1~6 0.625 6.19

1.-24 % % 2316 0.625 7.94

1.-25 Y8 1316 2Y2 0.875 9.41

1,-248 IYs % lYs 2Yii 0.844 10.18

1,-9H % 2 3 0.625 11.81

I.-54 2 % % 4 1.5 11.68

AL-I079 4 4 8Y2 16 16 60.60
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FIGURE 4-17 Pulse permeability vs, flux-density change
for 2-mil Silectron.
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FIGURE 4-18 Typical pulse magnetization curve for Silectron. [2]
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FIGURE 4-19 Pulsed core
losses for 2-mil Silectron [6]. To
obtain core loss in watts, multi
ply the number of joules per cu
bic inch per pulse by core vol
ume (in") by the number of
pulses per second.

Il,OIlOI
1000 10.000

Flux density change (GI

where /Le = effective pulse permeability in gauss per oersted (G/Oe)
1m = peak exciting current (A)

1= core length (in) (2F + 2G + 2.9£)

4-4 INSULATION

While dry types of solid insulation may be used below the 10
to 15-kV range, above that level vacuum-impregnated liquid-solid-com
posite insulation is used almost exclusively. The most common liquids
are the transformer oils and the silicone fluids, and commonly used
solids are kraft: paper, Mylar, and Teflon. Properties of commonly used
insulation arc summarized in Table 4-3. In some cases, the insulation
thickness and margins should be selected on the basis of physical strength
ral her than dielectric strength; Table 4-4 tabulates such thicknesses.
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TABLE 4-3 PROPERTIES OF COMMONLY USED INSULATION MATERIALS

Maximum working stress

Dielectric
Material constant Puncture

Kraft paper in oil 4.5 50 V rms/mil low-
frequency AC;

250-300 V/mil
pulsed for less
than 50 kVapplied;

200-225 V/mil over
50 kV pulsed

Mylar in oil 3.4 400 V/mil pulsed

Teflon in oil 2.3 300-500 V/mil
pulsed

Creep (along surface)

20-30 V/mil pulsed
less than 50 kV
and low-frequency
AC

10 V/mil over
50 kV pulsed

30 V/mil pulsed

30 V/mil pulsed

In no event should the insulation consist of less than two layers of
insulating material. The core tube is normally selected for strength and
layered with insulating material. Because of irregularities and sharp
edges, core tubes are often stressed at one-half to one-third the normal
insulation stress.

TABLE 4-4 MINIMUM LAYER INSULATIONS AND
MARGINS FOR PHYSICAL STRENGTH

Wire size Layer insulation (in) Margins (in)

11-14 0.010 7/32

15-18 0.007 13/64

19-22 0.005 3/16

23-26 0.004 11164

27-30 0.003 5/32

31-34 0.002 9/64

4-5 HEAT TRANSFER, COOLING,
AND THERMAL DESIGN

There are several methods ofcalculating the hot-spot temperature
in transformers [6,11]. Some rather exact methods are available, but
these are somewhat involved. If one desires only an approximate answer,
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some simplifying assumptions may often be made. In the following pro
cedure, simplifying assumptions have been made, and the hot-spot tem
peratures calculated will be conservative. If more exact values are
desired, the methods given in the references are appropriate.

Calculation of Temperature Rise

The first step in calculating the temperature rise in a transformer
is to make a careful sketch of the problem and label all pertinent tempera
ture rises, as shown in Figure 4-20. We now assume that the losses at
various places in the transformer have been calculated.

Con tai ne r
Wind ings

~

04

(I ,) ~

Coi l 03 Core

0 ;1 °5 °6
Oi l Coi l

A m b ie nt

FIGURE 4-20 Simplified schematic representation of
temperature drops in an enclosed transformer,

1. The drop from case to ambient 01 is calculated as follows. Calcu
late the outside-envelope area of the can. This is determined
by multiplying the string distance around the can by the can
height and adding the product to the cover area. The base
area is not included unless it is known to be in direct contact
with a suitable cold surface. The total heat produced inside
the can is divided by the envelope area to find a heat-flux den
sity. An equivalent temperature rise is then determined by a
combined ra diation and convection curve such as the one in
Figure 4-2 1.

2. O2 , the drop from case to oil, is calculated as follows . Calculate
the inside tank area that is contacted by the oil. Determine <,
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the heat-flux density He for this area by dividing the total num
ber of watts by this area. From a suitable curve such as Figure
4-22, determine ()2.

3. ()3, the drop from coil to oil, is calculated by using the same
methods as were used to find ()2. The area used is only the
vertical surface of the coil.

100

50

30

E
'"

20

'"oc
~

;
10"0

~

3
l"
'"Q. 5
E
'"f-

3

2

Range of values fall within these
lines, depending on size and shape

0.02 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.1

Surface heat flux density (W/in 2 1

FIGURE 4-21 Total heat transfer by both convection and radia
tion at atmospheric pressure.

4. ()4, the drop from core to oil, is computed by assuming the
heat leaves the edges of the core laminations and by using
the methods used to find ()2 and ()3.

5. ()5 and ()6 are conduction rises and are calculated by the equation

() = WrtA

where () = temperature difference (0C)
W= rate of heat flow (W/in2)

rc = thermal resistivity of insulation, (OC/in)/(W/in2)

A= length of heat-flow path (in)
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Theoretical values depending
011 size and shape

--l I I I I I I
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Heat flux density, H, (W/in 2 )

IiI<a lit E 1-:.!:.! Natural convection heat transfer in transformer
.. II,

I I is usually assumed that all heat flows outward In the coil.
Typical values for ri are:

Material

Kraft paper, oil-impregnated

Water

Air

Transformer oil (noncirculating)

Mica

Teflon

Nomex (nylon paper)

250

70

1710

245

110

170

160-230

The sum of all rises from any point in the coil to the ambient must
not exceed the allowable temperature rise forthe insulation system being
used. For kraft paper the maximum temperature is normally taken to
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be lO5°C for 10,000 h life or 130°C for 2000 h life; oil temperature
should be limited to lOO°C maximum.

In determining temperature rise, consideration should be given to
the expansion of oil with temperature. The coefficient of expansion for
oil is 0.073% °C-1; for a lOO°C rise, there will be over a 7% increase
in oil volume. For small units with moderate temperature rises, the ex
pansion may be accommodated by deformation of the can. Otherwise,
the can surfaces may be especially "dimpled" to permit expansion, gas
expansion space may be provided, or an expansion bellows may be incor
porated. Sometimes, glass balls or nylon chips (resin) may be added
to reduce oil volume; care should be taken that this filler material does
not adversely affect the heat-transfer or voltage-breakdown properties
of the unit.

Sources of Heat

There are several sources of heat in a pulse transformer, princi-
pally:

• Core losses

• Energy stored in stray capacitances

• Losses in conductors

Core losses are calculated by reference to Figure 4-19, and by multiply
ing the value obtained by the core volume and the PRF to obtain the
power dissipated in the core. It is normally assumed that the heat is
transferred to the oil only by the exposed core surface.

Energy stored in stray capacitances may contribute significantly to
transformer loss. Energy stored is given by the quantity

1
- CV2

2

which when multiplied by the PRF gives the total power. If the load is
resistive, much of this energy is dissipated in the load; however, if it
is a biased-diode load, this is not the case. In a line-type modulator,
the clip-diode circuit may absorb much of the energy in the stray capaci
tances. Each individual case must be considered separately, and between
10% and 90% of this stored energy may be dissipated in the transformer.

Conductor losses are of two types; those due to pulse currents, and
those due to filament current. Filament current calculations may use
dc resistance values for power-dissipation calculations. For pulse cur
rents, the situation is somewhat more complex.



Diameter

2 layers flllOOO ft
enamel Turn/in at 20°C Lb per

Size Area Bare- I layer or heavy (1 layer 100% 1000 ft,
(AWG) (emil) wire enamel polymer enamel) condo bare

10 10,380 0.1019 0.1039 0.1056 9 0.999 31.4
11 8,234 0.0907 0.0927 0.0943 10 1.260 24.9
12 6,530 0.0808 0.0827 0.0842 11 1.588 19.88
13 5,178 0.0720 0.0738 0.0753 12 2.003 15.68
14 4,107 0.0641 0.0659 0.0673 13.5 2.525 12.43

15 3,257 0.0571 0.0588 0.0602 15 3.184 9.86
16 2,583 0.0508 0.0525 0.0539 17 4.016 7.82
17 2,048 0.0453 0.0469 0.0482 19 5.064 6.20
18 1,624 0.0403 0.0418 0.0432 21 6.385 4.92
19 1,288 0.0359 0.0374 0.0387 24 8.051 3.90

20 1,022 0.0320 0.0334 0.0346 27 10.15 3.09
21 810 0.0285 0.0300 0.0310 30 12.80 2.45
22 624.4 0.0263 0.0267 0.0278 34 16.14 1.94
23 509.5 0.0226 0.0238 0.0249 39 20.36 1.54
24 404.0 0.0201 0.0213 0.0224 43 25.67 1.22

25 320.4 0.0179 0.0191 0.0201 48 32.37 0.970
26 254.1 0.0159 0.0170 0.0180 54 40.81 0.769
27 201.5 0.0142 0.0153 0.0161 60 51.47 0.610
28 159.8 0.0126 0.0136 0.0145 67 64.90 0.484
29 126.7 0.0113 0.0122 0.0130 75 81.83 0.384

30 100.5 0.0100 0.0109 0.0116 84 103.2 0.304
~ 31 79.70 0.0089 0.0100 0.0105 94 130.1 0.241
c:l':l 32 63.21 0.0080 0.0088 0.0095 104 164.1 0.1913I:TI

33 50.13 0.0071 0.0078 0.0085 117 206.9 0.1517
34 39.75 0.0063 0.0070 0.0075 131 260.9 0.1203
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The basic equations for determining the effective pulse resistance
of conductors are rather complex and are not particularly complete
[6,7,11,15]. In many cases, significant simplifying assumptions can be
made. For sinusoidal excitation,

7
. J7 __le_n..!o!gc-th_o_f_w_ir_e_Reff=2.4 X 10-7 vfX

bare-wire diameter

where f is the frequency in Hz. For pulses,

1 length of wire
Reff= 1.58 X 10-7 - X---"'----

.yT bare-wire diameter
(4-2)

where T is the pulse length in seconds [10]. These expressions assume
rhat skin effects are important. To check this assumption, assume that
skin effects are important and calculate the resistance. Then the dc resis
lance should be looked up and the larger of the two resistances should
II(' used.

'L'lu-rc- is a proximity effect that must also be considered [11,10]. If
(11111'111 flows only on one-half of the wire, these values of the resistance
Inust be ruulriplicd by 2. This is the case for the Lord-type transformer
willdillg lOnlignration, It should be noted that for many pulse transform
f'l S. lilt' fonducl or losses are normally dominated by filament current
In~~f·~.

4-6 BUSHINGS AND FABRICATION TECHNIQUES

Fabrication Constants

The winding traverse. is obtained by using the actual wire width,
obtained from wire tables such as Table 4-5, and multiplying by approxi
mately 1.15. Similarly, the radial build is obtained by multiplying the
insulation and wire build by 1.25. Specific values for these constants
m;IY vary with individual winding technique.

Bushings

Normally, the transformer is hermetically sealed in a container
and the leads are brought out through bushings. Some representative
high-voltage solder bushings are described in Tables 4-6 and 4-7. In
general, the flashover voltage for a bushing is given approximately by
17.5to.6:lkV, where t is the length of the surface creep path in inches;
in gClleral, the bushing should be worked at one-third to one-fourth
or this st ress [211. If high-altitude operation, or operation under condi
I ions or excessive dust or humidity, is contemplated, voltage ratings
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Lug th ickness0.020~

t 0.65 dia. , 'l 1/

~r O \~o""
I -l--l/l

A ±0.031 Glazed

B

Tol. ± 0.016

TABLE 4-6 SO ME LOWER-VO LTAGE INSU LAT ED BUSHINGS [3]

Average Approx,
Dimensions (in) Average coron a net

flashover sta r t we ig h t
A B (kV rms) (kV rms) (oz)

0 .460 0.094 6.6 6.5 Ys

0.580 0.094 8.1 6.6 Ys

0.460 0.2 19 6.6 6.5 Ys

0.814 0.188 11.4 6.7 1,4

Ave rage Approx.
Dimensions (in) Average corona net

flashover start weight
A B (kV rms) (kV rms) (oz)

0.375 dia. 0.458 0.03 1 6.6 4.0 1,4

0.063 dia. ± 0.005
0.562 0.03 1 8.4 4.9 1,4
0.625 0.094 9.5 5.4 1,4

0.656 0.03 1 10.1 5.6 1,4
0.74 1 0.406 11.4 6.1 1,4

0.375 0.758 0 .031 11.7 6.2 Y2

0.806 0.141 12.5 6.4 Y2
0.859 0.0 3 1 13.3 6.7 Y2
0.875 0.250 13.4 6.8 Y2

0.953 0.03 1 14.8 7.2 Y2
0.984 0.188 15.2 7.3 112
1.150 0.203 17.5 8.0 Y2

1.156 0.03 1 17.5 8.0 Y2
1.188 1.125 17.9 8.1 Y2

Tol. on A dimension is 1.250 0.03 1 18.8 8.3 112
2Y.%of A + B dimensions
but not lessth an ± 0.031 1.356 0.03 1 20.0 8.6 Y2

Tol. ± 0.016 1.656 0.125 23.6 9.5 %
1.688 0.3 12 23.9 9.6 %

1.957 0 .250 26.5 10.3 %
2.357 0.250 29.0 11.4 1

~ 2.656 0 .344 30.8 11.9 1Ys
Cl')
'1



0.094 dia. through hole
0.104 X 1/32 C' bore.

j"4-"rf'" TABLE 4-7 SOME LARGE HIGH-VOLTAGE CERAMIC BUSH-
3/8 INGS [1,3]

~A
Average Approx,

No. flash- net
of over weight

C flutes A B C (kV) (oz)
Glazed

U
2 2%2 V4 1V4 25 4

3 22%2 V4 1% 30 5

4 3%2 V4 2V4 35 61/4

Taper 5 32%2 V4 2% 40 71;2
1/2 D to
9/32 D 5 32%2 2% 40 8

10

101;2

16.8

16.8

36.9

36.9

1.250

1.250

Dirnen- Average Approx.
sions Average corona net
(in) flashover start weight
B (kV rms) (kV rms) (oz)

0.500 36.9 16.8 9

0.500 36.9 16.8 9112

Type

As shown on
drawing

With 0.091-in
dia. by 5.7-in
long OFHC
copper con
ductors

As shown on
drawing

With 0.091-in
dia. by 5-in
long OFHC
copper con
ductors

Tal. ± 0.031

0.406

0.375
Z~+-----.------t-=±0.016

3.094
± 0.062

~=--",r 1.375 "". G"[

0.250

8~tF~~~~~--1.750dia.

1+1fhf+-+-~~-+-I~ 1.500 dia.

1-+.+--+_-+----1+-1.844 dia.
+0.000

0.031

0.656 dia. (tvp.)

0.094 ± 0.005 dia. hole 0.469 dia. (tvp.)

0.104 i 0.005 dia. counter bore f+---J-+~f-+--0.875 dia.

0.094 deep (tvp.) \

1/4-28 NF thread (typ. )___
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should be reduced accordingly. For some applications, cathode bushings
of the microwave tube may be inserted into a special ceramic well, elimi
nating any exposed output bushings. In such cases, care must be used
to ensure that the cathode stem is adequately cooled.

Vacuum Impregnation

In order to achieve satisfactory operation at high voltages, the
transformer must be thoroughly dried, completely impregnated, and
hermetically sealed in a leakproof container. Considerable care is neces
sary in order to avoid air pockets, or voids, in the insulation system;
the presence of voids results in high electric fields and possible break
down and deterioration of the insulation system. Therefore, voids are
to be avoided if at all possible. A typical impregnation sequence is de
scribed in the following paragraphs.

Take the component to be impregnated and place it in an oven at
90°C for 4 h minimum. The component should be completely sealed
except for one small fill hole.

The oil should be heated under a vacuum for 3 h at 70°C to prepare
it. The hot component should then be pumped to less than 1 mmHg
for 2 h at 90°C and the oil then allowed to fill the container while
maintaining a vacuum of less than 40 mmHg vacuum; the component
should remain under a vacuum for 0.5 h. Then it should sit at atmos
pheric pressure for 0.5 h. Then the component should undergo four
cycles of 15 min at 40 mmHg and 15 min under normal atmospheric
pressure (or even positive pressure). During all of these procedures
the oil should be maintained at approximately 70°C.

While the component is still under oil and the temperature at 70°C,
the fill hole should be solder-sealed. The component should then be
removed from the oil and thoroughly cleaned (trichlorethylene is useful
here). Place the component in a refrigerator to reduce the temperature
to 4°C (or some other appropriate temperature) and then place it in
an oven at 90°C until thoroughly heated. The component should then
be checked to see if any leaks are apparent (powdered talc makes leaks
more evident); if no leaks are visible, the unit may be painted.

These procedures are not to be considered inviolate, and variations
from these procedures may be made with no dire consequences. This
procedure has been used successfully and is based on empirical data
from the power-transformer industry.

4-7 Pulse-Transformer Design Procedures

'I 'he design of pulse transformers for use in line-type or hard
tube modulators is r.uhcr complex, and no single design procedure is
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~

3 terminals on j .24 UNF thread11:16lJoltmc!e /5116

136 dia;, hole" f:l:l~~/21throug : I •5/Sdia.---j ,_,='L,

231". ~ I r-r A

C
Glazed

U
B

11-11~2dia.J
~1 15/14 dia.

I • 3 1/2 dia. .1

TABLE 4-7 Continued

Average
No. flash- Approx.
of over net

flutes A B C (kV) weight

2 2~6 1/2 P,4 26 100z

3 21J--16 1/2 1% 31 13 oz

4 3~6 Y2 2JA 36 1 lb

5 31J--16 Y2 2% 41 11;4 Ib

6 4~6 1 3JA 45 1Y2 Ib

8 5~6 lJA 4JA 50 21b
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applicable for all cases. Rather exhaustive studies of the problems in
volved are available [5-7,10,12,14-20,24,25], and the serious designer
should become thoroughly familiar with these works. For many ordinary
transformers (pulse length of 0.2 to 2 p,s, maximum output voltage
less than 25 kV, turns ratio = 5, PRF ::;; 5 kHz), a rather simple design
procedure will sometimes be adequate.

The design of a transformer involves the selection of suitable core,
number of turns, winding configuration, wire size, and insulation thick
ness. There are many sophisticated design procedures available, but
they are all merely ways to make a good first choice of core size and
number of turns. In our design procedure, we will assume the trans
former will be used in a line-type modulator, utilize a trial-and-error
method of core selection, and then calculate the number of turns re
quired to achieve a suitable value of exciting current at the end of the
pulse (10% is a reasonable value). A winding configuration is assumed,
and a coil is designed by using suitable values for creep and puncture
stress for the insulation used and a suitable wire size for the currents
involved. The dimensions of the coil are then adjusted to try to achieve
"optimum" values of leakage inductance and distributed capacity. The
coil is then checked to see that the tail-of-pulse behavior is satisfactory
.1IId that the hot-spot temperature is not excessive. If all of these criteria
;11'(' mel, the transformer design is then considered complete. The actual
Il'sl of any transformer design is how well it operates in the circuit for
which it is intended, and the actual operation of the transformer must
he considered an integral part of any design procedure.

First, select a core from a list of available 2-mil silicon steel cores
(llypersil, Selectron) [2]. Then assume an initial value of flux density
change (using Figure 4-23) and the corresponding permeability (Figures
'1-18 and 4-19). The number of turns, the flux density, and the exciting
current are related by the equation

V 6.45AS !:i.B

N t X 108

where V= peak voltage of end of pulse (V)
N = number of turns
A = gross core area (in")
S= stacking factor (0.89 for 2-mil Silectron)
t= pulse length (s)

!:i.B = induction change (G)

and

2.02 !:i.B l
1"'=---- (4-4)
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where fLe = effective pulse permeability
1m = peak exciting current (A)

l = core length (in)

The exciting current should never exceed 10% of the peak pulse current
at the end of the pulse.

12
0.002" silicon steel
(large core, t > 8")

10

8

?:
'in
c
(lJ

-0
(lJ
0>
C

'"s:
o
x
:J

u,

6

4

- Fenoglio et ai, [6J
'" Lee [17J

2

42

OL-_--L-_-L__L-_--'---_--"-__l....-_---'-_---.J

o

Pulse length (us)

FIGURE 4-23 Suggested initial flux change as a function
of pulse length.

The winding configuration most useful for our purposes might be
one shown in Figure 4-9 or 4-10. The initial choice of wire size is
usually made on the basis of the amount of window available for winding
by using a 90% space factor. Experience has shown that if the resulting
currr-n I density in the wire exceeds 1 A/1500 emil, the hot-spot tempera-
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ture may be excessive. The radial build of the finished coil may be
obtained by multiplying the sum of the insulation and wire thickness
in the radial direction by about 1.25. Paralleling smaller wire sizes should
not be overlooked as a favorable alternative to extremely large wire
sizes, and the wire sizes should be adjusted until all windings have the
same length. The initial choice of insulation thickness should be made
on the basis of the allowable stress in the dielectric. Suitable interlayer
insulation stresses under pulsed service are as follows [10]:

Puncture stress Creep stress Dielectric
Insulation (V/mil) (V/mil) constant

Kraft paper in oil 200-300 20-30 4.5

Mylar in oil 400 30 3.4

Tr-llon in oil 300-500 30 2.3

A reasonable stress for core tube insulation is 25 Vfmil.
'I 'he leakage inductance and distributed capacity of the coil should

HOW 1)(' calculated. For the Lord-type winding (Figure 4-10),

<l.032Ns2lc(n-l)2 ( +"J.d)1,/ = -- X 51 + 52 -3
4t n

, _, (1I12+1I4n2 7fI2-1I2n+1I4n2
)C« - O.225klct +-------

52 51

where Cd = distributed capacity of high-voltage winding (pF)
L1 = total leakage inductance referred to the high-voltage wind

ing (,..,H)
N, = total number of high-voltage winding turns in series con

nection
lc = average mean length of turn (in)
t = wire traverse (in)

n = ratio of high-voltage winding turns to low-voltage winding
turns

51,52 = insulation pad thickness (in) (see Figure 4-10)
d= radial build of the copper of a winding layer, when the

winding layer carries pulse current (in)
k= dielectric constant of coil insulation

The exact values ofleakage inductance and distributed capacity desired
are not obvious, hut if one specifies for a magnetron load that

I" I.:~ X 10-:1 V J., ((~d Cd
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where t; = rise time of transformer when source has zero rise time (J.Ls)
Cd = distributed capacity of the transformer (pF)
L, = leakage inductance of the transformer (J.LH)
C,= capacity of the load, including bushing and wiring capacity

(pF)

and that

Rp = 103 ~'Ic::+ct
where Rp = static resistance of the magnetron (k!1)

the simultaneous solution of these equations gives

lrL'=GX s;

lr X 106

C« = 1.3 X s, - C,

The dimensions of the coil should be adjusted within the limitations
of wire size, core size, and properties of the dielectric in an attempt
to achieve these values.

The tail-of-pulse response may be checked by the method of Lee
[16], which was outlined earlier. The only nonobvious parameters are
J.Le, J.Ld, and Re. R, is usually calculated from the values of core loss
(Figure 4-20), and J.Le and J.Ld may be obtained from Figures 4-18 and
4-19.

The temperature rise of the coil should now be checked to ensure
that it is not excessive, by using procedures described earlier in this
section. In making these calculations, one should remember that the
pulse current flows on the inner half of the wires and the secondary
wire connected to the magnetron cathode carries essentially all of the
magnetron current pulse [6]. The values of core loss under pulsed condi
tions may be found from Figure 4-19, or may be calculated as (2/3)Eolm

X duty cycle, in watts.
A final part of the design procedure must include actual operation

in the circuit to verify compliance with the design objectives. If any of
the objectives are not met, the transformer must be redesigned with
either a different core, a different number of turns, a different winding
configuration, or all three.
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5
PULSE-FORMING
NETWORKS

As was pointed out in Chapter 3, the line-type modulator uses
an energy-storage element that is similar to an open-circuited transmis
sion line. There are some applications where actual lengths of transmis
sion line are utilized for this element, but this normally is done only
for short pulse lengths because of the size and inconvenience of the
line length required for longer pulses. In addition, the use of an actual
transmission line has other disadvantages, namely its lack of flexibility
and inability to adjust for nonideal circuit elements.

In order to circumvent these disadvantages, lumped constant networks
are normally utilized rather than actual transmission lines. When line
type modulators were first developed, attempts were made to simulate
the transmission line by using the equivalent derived by Rayleigh; how
ever, no matter how many sections were used, overshoots and ringing
still existed at the front and leading edges of the output pulse. The
reason for these oscillations is Gibbs' phenomenon, associated with the
nonuniform convergence of a Fourier series near the discontinuity of
a rectangular output pulse. Guillemin realized this difficulty and derived
a set of networks that approximate a trapezoidal pulse with nonzero
rise and fall time [8]. A number of these networks are summarized in
Figure 5-1. One particularly convenient form of the pulse-forming net
work is the so-called Guillemin E-type network, which has equal-value
capacitors and a continuously wound tapped coil whose physical dimen
sions are chosen so as to provide the proper mutual coupling between
tapped sections. The total capacitance and inductance are given by the
equations
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T

en = 22
0

TZo
Ln=T

where T = output pulse width
Zo = characteristic impedance

(5-1)

(5-2)

(a)

O~f f f f i
0---1 1 1 1 T

(b)

~IIIIJ
(e)

FIGURE 5-1 Some possible, but not rarely used, forms of PFNs: (a) type A, (b)

type C, (c) type F.

The number of sections is chosen to provide the desired rise time.
The design equations for such a network are summarized in Figure 5-2.

5-1 PFN DESIGN

The design of an E-type voltage-fed Giullemin network [3,4,8]
is begun by specifying the number of sections in the network, the impe
dance of the network, and the pulse width of the network. The pulse
width and impedance level are usually specified in the general design
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Important relations are:

T=VLnCn

T
C; = 2Z

o

I 4
d 3

4,L= 1.1 to 1.2

where Cn = total network capacitance
Ln = total network inductance

T = pulse width at 50% points
Z; = characteristic impedance
n = number of sections

FIGURE 5-2 Guillemin E-type
pulse-forming network circuit dia
gram and critical design parame
ters.

L = inductance per section Ln/N
4, = inductance of section on closed end
C= capacitance per section Cs/n
I = length of coil in one section

d = coil diameter

of the modulator. The nu~ber of sections desired is less evident and
depends on many factors. For a more complete discussion, see Gillette
and Oshima [7].

When PFNs are used to pulse a magnetron through a pulse trans
former, the following guideline may be used:

Number of sections

1-3

2-5

3-8

Pulse length

Less than 0.5 fLS

0.5-2.5 fLS

2.5-5.0 fLs

These usually give reasonably good results and generally agree with
the results obtained by the methods in Gillette and Oshima [7].

lfit is necessary to achieve a specified rise time, the number of sections
IS given by

0.637 +0.13
i r

where 7 is the pulse width at the 70% level and lr the rise time from
10% to 90'1<). Now we may calculate en and Ln using Equations 5-1
and 5-~, and lise the desig-n equations given in Figure 5-2.
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5-2 COIL DESIGN

The PFN inductor design requires the calculation of a close
wound coil having a length/diameter ratio of 4/3 per section (for close
wound coils having more than one section) and a total inductance Ln.
The ratio of length to diameter for single-section coils is not critical.

The "current sheet" inductance of a solenoid is given in Langford
Smith [12] as

where Ln = inductance pH
a = radius of coil (in)
N = number of turns
l = length of coil (in)

K= Nagaoka's constant

or

Values or Nagaoka's constant are

(5-3)

Number of sections

2

3

4

5

Diameter/length

Any

0.375

0.25

0.137

0.15

Nagaoka's constant

As appropriate

0.86

0.91

0.925

0.94

A usual procedure would be to select a standard-size coil form and
then to calculate the length of the coil. Then the number of turns may
be calculated. By using a 90% winding-space factor, the allowable wire
size may now be calculated. The power dissipated in the wire should
now be checked (remember that the pulse current flows only on the
inner half of the wire). If the coil is space-wound, Equation 5-3 may
he somewhat in error and more exact expressions will be required [12];
however, this is usually not necessary.

Taps are placed at approximately the following places on the coil:
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Tap location
(% of total turns)

Number of sections 2 3 4 5

2 60 100

3 39 68 100

4 30 52 74 100

5 25 43 6\ 79 100

There should be provisions to adjust the position of each coil tap to
optimize pulse shape.

For extremely high voltage (pulse voltage greater than 10 kV), it
will be necessary to space-wind the coil. For extremely long-pulse coils,
bank winding may be convenient. In these cases, the methods g'iven in
"Colloquium on PFN's" [4] are appropriate.

There are, of course, a number of networks that have been designed
for specific applications to generate unusual waveshapes [3,19].

5-3 VOLTAGE-MULTIPLYING NETWORKS

There are a number of voltage-multiplying networks that can be
utilized to increase the output voltage from a discharge pulse generator
without the use of a pulse transformer. The simplest of these is the
Marx generator, shown in Figure 5-3, consisting of a number of capaci
tors charged in parallel but discharged in series.

r
DC voltage

input

I

fV\r-;:----../·V\/'v-~~-'VV\.r--.._- Output

FIGURE 5-3 Marx circuit for generation of high-voltage impulses.

More control over the pulse shape may be obtained by a so-called
Darlington line, shown as Figure 5-4, for which the various sections
satisfy the relationship that for an n-network system, the impedance of
the rth network is
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and the impedance of the nth network is

Rl
2,,=n

The voltage of the output pulse is n/2 times the network voltage. The
particular case where the Darlington line consists of two sections is
called a Blumlein network; it is shown as Figure 5-5.

PFN 1
Z,

PFN In - li
ZO_l

PFN n

Z

R,

FIGURE 5-4 Block diagram of a Darlington line.

R,

I
I
I
I
I
L J

PFN
r--------,

.---1~lfl515Oi~-1------i--_i_1-' :
I
I
I
I

FIGURE 5-5 Blumlein circuit.

5-4 PULSE CAPACITORS

The pulse capacitors in a Guillemin E-type PFN are all of equal
value; that value is en/no These capacitors must satisfy a number of
different criteria, including having low internal inductance and high sta
bility and being able to withstand high applied voltages and to function
reliably for extended periods of time at high recharge and discharge
rates.
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The design ofac and pulse capacitors involves many factors, a number
of which are not clearly understood, and few general statements can
be made [2,6,11,16,18]. There are many factors that affect the life of
a capacitor in pulse service. These include failure due to corona in the
capacitor structure, actual burning of the insulation, deterioration of
the insulation due to excessive heat, and failure due to harmful chemicals
attacking the dielectric. Obtaining specific information on any portion
of the capacitor design or construction process is relatively difficult,
and most successful designs are based on extrapolation from earlier
known cases.

It has been empirically observed that if the voltage across a single
capacitor section exceeds some critical value, it will be very difficult to
prevent damaging corona from occurring. For this reason, in a five
section, I-J-ts network described in Glasoe and Lebacqz [8], Sprague
used four series-connected sections worked at 2 kV peak charging voltage
per section. The paper dielectric in each section was stressed at about
210 V/mil. In a four-section, 1.8-J-ts network charging to 15.2 kVand
required to stand 30.4 kV peak charging for 24 h, each section consisted
of twelve series-connected capacitors, so that each section was worked
1250 V (2500 V for the 24-h test), with the dielectric (Samica, reconsti
tuted mica paper) worked at about 705 VImil and stressed at 1410 VI
mil for the 24-h test at twice working voltage [15]. Another paper capaci
tor had 14 series-connected sections for 13.2 kV peak charging voltage,
inserted tab construction, and an insulation of five layers of 0.5-mil
paper. This resulted in a voltage per section of950 V, with the insulation
stressed at 380 VImil. A design with 16 kV peak charging voltage had
three wound capacitors in series with two floating foils in each section.
Insulation was 12 layers of 0.5-mil paper for each section, resulting in
a stress per section of 1777 V, with the insulation stressed at 300 VI
mil [14]. AMP, Inc., has constructed a network having a peak charging
voltage of 10 kV in which each capacitor consists of two series-connected
Isomica capacitor sections, with a resulting stress of 5 kV per section
[1] .

A theoretical basis for the division of high-voltage ac and pulse capaci
tors into a number of series-connected sections may be found by consid
ering the ·behavior of laminar voids in the insulation. Consider the
situation shown in Figure 5-6, with a laminar void in the insulation
between two conductors, or capacitor plates. For electric fields perpen
dicular to the insulator surface, the stress in volts per mil in the gas consti
tuting the void is equal to the electric field in the insulator multiplied
by the dielectric constant of the solid material, assuming that the dielec
tric constant of the void is 1.0.

For example, if the stress in an insulator of dielectric constant 4.0
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is 50 VImil, the stress in the air between it and the nearby conductor
may be as high as 200 VImil. Since, in general, the gas is the material
with the lower breakdown voltage, it will break down at a total applied
voltage that the solid dielectric material can easily support.

The voltage across the combination of insulator and void at which
incipient breakdown will occur in the voids has been determined by

tg Conductor /

=f!I~I~11~\M~~~i!i~!=}]
Conductor

/

FIGURE 5-6 Idealized voids
in solid insulation between two
conductors. [17]

Olyphant [17]. For the case of Figure 5-6, assume that a voltage Vt is
applied between the electrodes and is given by the sum of the voltage
"~I across the gas and Vx across the solid,

or

Vt = Eglg+ Et

where Eg and E are the stresses in the gas and the solid and tg and t
are their respective thicknesses. Thus,

where k is the dielectric constant of the solid material.
If Eg is set equal to the breakdown strength of the gas, Vt becomes

the corona starting voltage, or the voltage at which breakdown first
occurs in the laminar void. This corona start voltage has been found
to be relatively independent of frequency over the range from 60 Hz
to above 1 MHz.

If the values of breakdown strength as a function of air gap at atmos
pheric pressure are substituted for Eg , a family of curves of corona start
ing- voltage is obtained. Such a family is shown in Figure 5-7. For any
value of tlk there is an air gap in which discharges will first occur, and
which will g"ive a minimum corona starting voltage. The minimum values
of corona starting- voltage obtained from Figure 5-7 are replotted as
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Figure 5-8. Also shown in Figure 5-8 is a plot of values estimated from
Figure 5-7 for the air gap spacing in which discharges will first occur.
These spacings are not particularly critical, since corona starting voltage
does not vary rapidly with changes in spacing near the minimum.

Approximations for both the minimum corona starting voltage in
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FIGURE 5-7 Calculated corona starting voltages in laminar voids at at
mospheric pressure as a function of the void spacing (air gap) for various
values of effective insulation thickness (t/k). [17]

laminar voids and the gap for rmmmum corona starting voltage are
given by the following fitted equations:

(
t)O.61 (kV rms)

CSV=O.56 k

19 = 1.25 (tfk)O.67 (mil)

Thus, one can see that for a minimum-volume capacitor, series connec
tions of individual capacitors are desirable, with voltage per section lim
ited to less than from 2 to 4 kV.

The physical design of pulse capacitors must be such that the self
inductance of the capacitors is minimized. In long-pulse units (where
lead inductance is not as important), inserted-tab construction is often
used if the resulting' hig-h-current densities do not cause excessive local
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heating. Generally a thin piece of some solderable material is inserted
into the capacitor to contact the aluminum capacitor foils. While there
is only a pressure contact and dissimilar metals are used, both nickel
and tin-plated copper have been successfully used as tabs in the capacitor
industry. For shorter-pulse-length units, the entire edge of each foil
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>
.Y. >

2 20 en
'" Uene E
0 :J

> 1.0 10 E
en c;
c .8 8 E'E
t; .6 6 2
co 4 0.c

~a
(;

4:u
.2 2

.1
.1 .2 .4 .6 .81.0 2 4 6 810 20 40 6080100

Effective insulation thickness tlk (mils)

FIGURE 5-8 Minimum corona starting voltage (CSV) as a function of
effective insulation thickness. Air-gap spacings for minimum corona starting
voltage are also shown. [171

must be contacted, and the result is either the extended-foil capacitor
or the wafer capacitor. The extended-foil capacitor merely extends the
foils beyond the edge of the capacitor insulation. The connection is
made to the aluminum foil after impregnation of the capacitor. A tin
lead-zinc solder and no flux is used to make the solder connection [14].
The solder is applied with a wiping motion of the iron, abrasion alone
being' used to clean the surface of the aluminum foil. The resulting
joint is not very pretty, but it seems to be adequate. Since such techniques
are quite expensive, they are usually reserved for exacting applications.

'1'here is no question that the presence of corona does deteriorate
the insulation in a capacitor. Also, for otherwise identical capacitors,
the one with less corona will usually have the longer life. The correlation
between corona levels and life expectancy among different capacitors,
even those using the same dielectric and impregnants, is rather poor,
and corona testinl-{ by itself is a poor way to predict capacitor life. For
a more extensive discussion of corona testing, see Birks and Schulman
I~I and Kreuger 1111.
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One dielectric that is quite resistant to corona effects is reconstituted
mica paper, which is available in several forms. One form that is particu
larly useful for low-volume pulse capacitors is Isomica, a stage-B resin
impregnated reconstituted mica paper. AMP, Inc., is using capacitors
of Isomica to replace its Amplifilm capacitors at high PRFs and high
temperatures, and Isomica capacitors are also manufactured by Sprague,
Tobe, and Custom. The Isomica is relatively cheap, the capacitors are
fairly easy to make, and the Isomica is very heat- and corona-resistant.

Capacitors made from Isomica are stacked-wafer capacitors. The ca
pacitors are stacked and placed in a press, and about 1000 Ib/in2 ofpressure
is applied and the temperature is raised to 300°C as rapidly as possible
while pressure is still maintained. The capacitor is baked for 20 h at
300°C and 1000 lbz'in", and is then cooled and removed from the press
and postbaked for 48 h at 150°C [10,21]. After baking, the capacitor
must be kept extremely dry, for it absorbs moisture readily. One easy
way to do this is to place the capacitor in a mason jar with a desiccant
during the postbake and put the lid on the jar while still hot.

The dielectric stress used by commercial companies is one 2-mil sheet
of Isomica for each 1000 V of peak charging voltage, with a maximum
of 5 to 8 kV per capacitor section. In capacitors constructed at Georgia
Tech, about half that stress has been used. The finished capacitors have
excellent resistance to heat, many having been operated at 175°C with
no ill effects. The capacitors should always be cased and the cases thor
oughly impregnated and sealed to prevent absorption ofmoisture. Suita
ble impregnants include silicone oil and transformer oil. If desired, wrap
and end-fill techniques may be used to exclude moisture.

Because of the difficulties of implementing large capacitances in a
stacked-capacitor configuration, and because oflimited demand, Isomica
has been largely replaced by Samica, which is an unimpregnated reconsti
tuted mica paper. Samica may be used to make wound capacitors by
conventional techniques; aluminum-foil electrodes and inserted-tab con
struction are often used. After winding, the capacitor is normally vacuum
dried and then impregnated. If the capacitor is to be sealed and liquid
impregnated, normally silicone or mineral oils will be used. If a dry
capacitor is desired, the capacitor may be impregnated with either a
liquid polyester or an epoxy compound and then cured under heat and
pressure to produce the finished capacitor. Typical capacitance stability
will be better than ±2% from -55 to + 105°C, with a dissipation factor
less than 0.005 at 25°C and less than 0.008 at +125°C.

5-5 TEMPERATURE-RISE CALCULATIONS

The (emperature rise of a pulse-forming network is related to
(he lotal ('I1("'~y per pulse' .uid III(' muulx-r of pulses per second passed
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through the pulse-forming network. Thus, a measure of the losses in
watts for a particular type of pulse-forming network is

where Cn = PFN capacitance
f=PRF

and

v= peak network voltage

and this fact has been used to provide guidelines for initial estimation
of case sizes by Graydon [9]. These procedures are summarized below,
and can serve as a first estimate for case size selection for both paper
and mica capacitors.

Graydon's procedures for case size (or area) selection involve calculat
ing a number of normalized parameters and entering a standard curve.
II' I he parameters

7 = PFN pulsewidth (s)
Z"= characteristic impedance of PFN (0)

and the maximum ambient temperature is known, the case selection
Illay he accomplished by the following steps:

I. Calculate Cn = 7/220.

2. Calculate (l/2)CnV2j

3. Calculate C1 equal to maximum ambient temperature less 20°C.

(
I \0.•

4. Calculate (4 = 31 'iCnV2f) (Figure 5-9 may be used).

5. Enter Figure 5-9 to determine the life factor F(H).

6. Calculate

KaF(H)
C. = 0.001 [(Y2)CnV2J]VVC;;

For «; use 0.035 for V below 15 kV, 0.025 above 20 kV, and
0.0275 above 25 kV.

7. Calculate Y= A(4/C. (see Table 5-1 for A).

~. Calculate X= BCI/C. (see Table 5-1 for B). Using the calcu
lated value of Y, enter Figure 5-10 and determine case area
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from the intersection of the calculated Y value and the line
corresponding to the calculated value of X.

9. Enter Figure 5-10 to determine case size.

This case area is a preliminary estimate, and more detailed calculations
are normally required to determine exact temperature rise. However,

F(HI vs. minimum expected life and 31 t ' c y 2fj O.4 vs.; t y 2f
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FIGURE 5-9 Guide curves for Figure 5-10. [9]

in a more detailed consideration, individual losses in the various compo
nents must be carefully calculated. The principal sources of loss in a
pulse-forming network are losses in the capacitor, losses in the coil,
and losses in the can itself due to currents induced by the PFN coil.
Except for the highest-powered networks, a calculation of losses in the
capacitor and in the coil will be sufficient.

Coil losses may be calculated by utilizing the effective wire resistance,
which was discussed earlier (Equation 4-2), and by assuming that current
flows in only the inner portion of the coil because of proximity effects.
The use of litz wire may be somewhat beneficial in reducing the magni
tude of these coil losses.

Calculation of the losses in the capacitors may proceed along several
distinct lines. The simplest and least accurate approach is to utilize a
gross dissipation factor between 0.005 and 0.01 and multiply (V2)CV2j
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TABLE 5-1 COEFFICIENTS OF c.IC. AND C,/C. [9]

Circulation
construction

Natural circulation,
internal coil,
no fins,
no forced air

Internal coil,
either fins or
forced air at 400 ft/min

Both fins and
forced air at 400 fr/min,
internal coil

Natural circulation,
external coil (capacitor section),
110 fins,
110 forced air

I'~ilher tins or
1(1I'("(~d air at 400 ft/rnin,
external coil (capacitor section)

c.IC.
coefficient

A

0.38

0.215

0.38

0 .215

C,/C.
coefficient

B

0.50

0.333

0.50

0.333

by the dissipation factor to obtain total capacitor losses. However, in
higher-power networks, the procedure advocated by Lerner [13] or by
Rambo and Gardenghi [20] will usually be required, involving calculation
of the Fourier components of the voltage waveforms applied to the
capacitor, and the determination of the heating associated with each
of these components.

Because of uncertainties in many aspects of PFN temperature-rise
calculations, capacitor-loss calculations should be carefully checked ex
perimentally to ensure their correctness. Fortunately, some types ofPFN
capacitors are used in sufficient quantities that extensive experience is
available, permitting quite accurate procedures for estimates of capacitor
losses to be developed. One such procedure has been developed by
Custom Electronics for use with its wrap-and-fill mica capacitors [5].
For these capacitors, the losses in the capacitor are given by

! 1'2(;/X DF
~ .J
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where V = peak network charging voltage
C= capacitance
f=PRF

and the dissipation factor (DF) is a function of pulse width, number
of PFN meshes, and PRF. One table for finding DF is T able 5-2.

Once these various PFN losses have been calculated, the temperature
ris e calcula tions outlined in Chapter 4 are completely applicable.

TARLE 5-2 DISSIPATION FAcrOR AS A FUNcrION OF PRF AND F, THE RATIO
OF NUMBER OF PFN SEcrIONS TO PULSE WIDTH, FOR WRAP-AND·FILL
RECONSTITUTED MICA CAPACITORS [5]

Dissipation factor (DF) for various values of F

I'RF 4.0 X 10· 6.0 X 10· 8.0 X 10· 12.0 X 10· 16.0 X 10·

r,oo 0.020 0.021 0.022 0.024 0.026

1000 0.021 0.022 0.023 0.025 0 .027

I~,OO 0.022 0.023 0.024 0.026 0.028

~(h)O (Ul23 0.024 0.025 0.027 0.029

~!r,OO (l.(l21 0.025 0.026 0.028 0.030

:{OOO O.02!l 0.026 0.027 0.029 0.031

:1 :100 (),026 0.027 0.029 0.030 0.032

·lOOO 0.027 0.028 0.029 0.031 0.033
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6
DESIGN OF
CHARGING
CHOKES

The reactor or charging choke utilized in a line-type modulator
has a number of unique requirements that must be satisfied:

• Providing a constant inductance with a large ac flux change in
the core and an appreciable dc flux

• Freedom from core saturation

• Ability to withstand high voltages

• Freedom from spurious oscillations or resonances

• Reasonable temperature rise

Because of these requirements, the design of charging reactors is some
what different from the design procedures used in other types of chokes
[2,3,4,5,6,7]. The voltages charging reactors are subject to are rather
large, and the reactor is usually specified so that its inductance must
remain constant within a few percent over a wide range of applied volt
ages and currents.

6-1 DESIGN PROCEDURE

The formula for the inductance of a reactor is given by Arnold
Engineering r11:
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L= 3.2N2AlO-s/ a+ Up,11 (6-1)

where L = inductance (H)
N = number of turns
a = length of effective air gap (in)
A = gross core area (in")

p,11 = incremental permeability of core material under conditions
of magnetization present in core

I = length of magnetic path of core (in)

One way to design a reactor whose inductance is approximately con
stant is to make a much greater than Up,I1. For grain-oriented silicon
steel (Silectron or Hypersil), this is satisfied if all is greater than 0.6%,
the maximum flux in the core is limited to 15 kilogauss (kG), and the
ac flux is greater than 100 G. The ac and de flux may be apportioned
as desired, so long as the total flux does not exceed 15 kG.

There are several ways to design reactors to meet our requirements.
All of these design methods are essentially ways to select the size of
t he core to be used and the initial flux density. One rather satisfactory
way to select cores and flux densities is to make a series of educated
)!;lIesses until one finds a suitable design. We shall begin our simplified
d, ·si)!;11 procedure by selecting a 4- or l2-mil grain-oriented steel core
I I I. The number of turns is determined by an assumed ac flux in the
lore; !) kG might be a good starting point [7].

4.93 X 106 EbbTr
N= (6-2)

AS IlB ac

where IlB ac = peak ac flux excursion in the core (G)
Ebb = dc supply voltage (V)

T; = time to charge network
A = gross core area (in")
S= stacking factor (0.9 for 4-mil Silectron)

Next select the total air gap a by the equation

3.2N2A x lO-s
a = [7] (6-3)

L

.md verify that all is greater than 0.6%. Next calculate the dc flux in
the core by the equation

0.16Nldc
Ildc = [7] (6-4)

a

where Ildc = de flux (G)
a = cllcctive air gap (in)
N = number of turns

Ilk direct current carried by choke (Ide = PR)<'(;u X 1.~IFb")
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and verify that AB ac + Bdc is less than 15 kG. On the basis of these
results, one may wish to revise the initial choice of ABac. An increase
in ABac will allow fewer turns, and a reduction in ABac will reduce the
maximum flux density. If the air gap is too small or the maximum flux
density is too high, it will be necessary to recalculate the reactor, using
either a different assumed flux or a different core.

While conventional E-I laminations may be used for core material,
C cores of 4-mil grain-oriented silicon steel are often used, because of
their high flux density and ease of assembly. A representative group
of 4-mil C-core dimensions is given in Table 6-1, where the same no
menclature is used as in Table 4-2.

TABLE 6-1 REPRESENTATIVE SET OF 4-mil C CORES

Strip
width

Core no. D (in)

H-1 !1

H-5

H-46 %

H-11

H-51 %
H-8

H-19 1Yg

H-25 1%

H-33 1%

H-34 2

AH1430 3

Window
Build width
E (in) F(in)

l'4 !1

J-:1 !1

~6 Ys

%2 Ys
% %

1!1 !1

% %

1~6 1~6

Core
Window Core length
length area 2F+ 2C+ 2.9E
C (in) DX E (in'') (in)

1Yg 0.125 3.98

1!1 0.250 4.73

1~6 0.23 5.28

1~6 0.28 5.19

P~6 0.28 6.46

1~6 0.50 5.58

2~6 0.84 8.30

2!1 1.29 9.59

3 1.75 10.90

3 2.00 10.90

16!1 9;75 53.43

Oil-impregnated kraft paper is usually chosen as the insulation for
charging reactors. Reasonable voltage stresses are as follows:

Insulation service

Winding core insulation

Interlayer and wrapping insulation

Creep stress

Working stress

25 V/mil

50 V/mil

25 V/mil
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All layer insulation should be at least two layers thick. The overall length
of the coil should be K6 in less than the available window. The number
of turns per layer may now be calculated by assuming a 90% space
factor in winding.

The thickness of interlayer insulation is sometimes determined by
the mechanical strength necessary to support the wire.

Wire size (AWG)

30 and smaller

26-29

23-25

18-22

Minimum layer
insulation (in)

0.002

0.003

0.004

0.005

The total build of the coil may be obtained by multiplying the sum
of the thicknesses of insulating material and wire in the radial direction
by a factor of 1.25.

Using this design procedure, we may calculate our coil and check
its IiI. The number of volts per turn should then be checked, and for
Forrnvar wire should never exceed 300; this limit is almost never ex
cceded in charging-reactor design. However, when the switch closes,
I lu-re are impulsive voltage distributions produced in the end windings
of the reactor. The impulsive strength of film wire insulation is in excess
or 8000 V (10 to 20 kV). For dc power-supply voltages above 4 kV, it
is recommended that a shield be used over the outer winding and con
nected to the thyratron terminal of the reactor, or that the final layers
be space-wound, allowing approximately 200 V peak charging voltage
per mil of spacing between the wires.

6-2 CALCULATION OF LOSSES

Losses in the reactor now need to be computed to determine
I he Q of the reactor and the temperature rise of the coil. There are
I hrcc sources of energy loss we need to consider. The first is the copper
loss. Calculation of the equivalent resistance of the wire and the conse
qucut cuergy loss is covered in Chapter 4. The core loss must then
be calculated. Even though there is dc flux present, the core loss may
srill 1)(' loruid Irom the ac component of flux as if there were no de
1I1lx. as loug' as there is no saturation of the core 151. The values or
cOJ'(' loss lIIay be obtained from the mauularturcr's data III. and some
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are given in th e fo llowing se ction . The ga p loss, due to fr inging flux
at the gaps entering the core laminations, is given by the equation

[5 ,8,9] (6-5)

where Wg = gap loss in watts
k= co ns tan t (for silicon steel, 3.22 x 10-3)

D = core strip width (in)
a = total length of air gaps (in)

If = . (H z)
2 x time to charge ne twork

6.Bac = peak value of ac flux in core (kG)
Ie = co re lamination thickness (mil)

T hese three losses are th en lumped together and equa ted to an equiva
lent resistance by the equati on

(6-6)

where WI= to tal losses in reactor (W)
1= rms curren t in reactor (A)

R e q = equivalen t resistance

and the Q of the reactor is

Q= wL
R e q

where Q= Q of charging reactor

7T"
w=-- -------

tim e to charge netwo rk

(6- 7)

A minimum Q of 10 is co nsidere d acce p table.
T he heat rise of th e reactor sh o uld now be checked to see if it is

suitable for th e in sulati on system being considered; the procedures out
lin ed in Section 4-4 should be used . T he re is yet another possibl e so urce
of heat to be co nsidered: th e energy stored in the electric field between
th e windings. In the event th at di scharge of the switch occ urs at the
peak of th e cha rging waveform, thi s energy is discharged through the
switch and does not contribute to heatin g of the reactor. If a charging
diode is used and the triggerin g of the switch delayed, th e choke may
" ring," di ssipating some or all of the ene rgy in the core of the reactor.
Thus, the amoun t of heating depends up on the interpulse period, the
core material, and th e ca pacita nces involved .
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While any reactor that fits all the above specifications is suitable,
the smallest design is usually one of which the coil fills the window
completely, of which the total flux is somewhere near the maximum,
and which operates close to the maximum temperature. If anyone of
these criteria is not met, a smaller reactor will generally result if the
reactor is redesigned.

6-3 CORE MATERIALS

A number of suitable core materials exist that may be used for
charging reactors. Conventional punched laminations of cold rolled steel
may be used, and in such a case, the maximum flux should be limited
to no more than 11 kG. I have found it most useful to use C or E
cores of 4- or 12-mil Silectron for these applications, because of their
ease of assembly, rather than to seek the lowest cost; in such a case, a
Rmax of 15 kG may be used. Figure 6-1 is a chart of core loss for 4-

100 ,----------,---------,------,....-----,-------,

Core loss guarantee
10.0 W/lb max.

at 400 Hz. 15 kG

100101.00.1.01

0.1 L--L..__-oL.----.L_L-_-oL.---L-oL.- L- J- -.J

.001

101--------+-------+-

Core loss (W/lb)

IIIGURE 6-1 Core loss vs. ac flux excursion for 4-mil Silectron. [I]

mil Silcctron that may be used for heat and Q calculations, as long as
saturation is avoided.

6-4 RINGING IN CHARGING REACTORS

The presence of stray capacity associated with the charg-ing choke
gives rise to oscillations of the form shown in Figure 6-2. In addition,
the stceply blling- vol1ag-c caused by the switching ofthc hydrogen thyra-
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tron may excite resonances within the transformer or reactor itself, pro
ducing extremely high voltages and leading to breakdown of the reactor
in extreme cases, or reduction in useful life in less extreme instances.
In most cases, satisfactory operation may be obtained by space winding

la)

(b)

FIGURE 6-2 Charging voltage waveforms
(a) on PFN and (b) at charging-choke terminal
showing ringing due to stray capacity.

of the coil connected to the hydrogen thyratron, and winding all of
the coil as a single winding on one leg of the core. However, in some
cases, damping of the coil by a parallel RC circuit may be required,
and in extreme cases, the techniques outlined in Scoles [II] for bisection
and damping of the choke may be required. It may be desirable to
return the stored energ-y to the power supply in order to improve effi
ciency ,md reduce healing' 0(" the reactor.
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6-5 DE-QING VOLTAGE REGULATORS

A particular d irect method of regulati on of the pulse voltage is
accomplished by de-Qing of the reactor, as show n in Figure 6-3
[10 ,12,13]. When a de-Qing regul ator is employed, an auxiliary winding
is wound on the charg ing reactor, the pulse-forming netw ork voltage

Charging
reacto r

DC

FIGURE 6-3 Basic de-Qjng regulator ci rcuit using auxiliary
winding on charging choke.

(a)

Regulat ion SC R
/ conducts

(ll)

)o'H;URE (i-4 Waveforms of the charging
......ke vo lluK(' in a de-Qing regulator (a) with
.UI "('I(ulution und (b) with substantial regula
tiuli.
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sensed, and the auxiliary winding energized at an appropriate time to
damp the resonant charging circuit (hence the name de-Qing) and termi
nate the charging process, thus regulating the PFN voltage. Changing
waveforms both without and with the de-Qj.ng regulation action are
given in Figure 6-4.

There are a number of variations on the de-Qj.ng circuit, as shown
in Figures 6-5 and 6-6, including one to return the energy stored in
the inductor to the power supply, in order to maximize efficiency. A
relatively complete treatment of the design of such a de-Qj.ng regulator
is contained in Pickard [10], Voak [13], and Slampyak [12]. A closely

Charging
reactor

DC---.......--~ 00'0 r----.......-~-- ... To
PFN

Control
signal

FIGURE 6-5 De-Qj.ng with a series tube and resistor di
rectly across the reactor.

Charging
reactor To

DC--------,. r----i~---.PFN

FIGURE 6-6 De-Qj.ng with provisions for return of en
ergy to power supply.
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related technique involves the use of a series tube for cutoff of charging
current, as shown in Figure 6-7. It should be noted that no shunt or
clipping diode is required when a de-Qjng network is used, since exces
sive voltages will not appear on the pulse-forming network in the event
of load arcing or other malfunctions.

DC
voltage

in
(4,:1 kV!

5.5-7 kV regulated

"HaHn: 6-7 Charging regulator using series cutoff tube. [10]
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7
SWITCHES

A common feature of all of the modulators discussed is some
means for controlling the transfer of stored energy to the load. A number
of devices have been utilized for this purpose, including hydrogen thyra
trons, vacuum tubes, silicon controlled rectifiers, reverse-switching recti
fiers, saturating magnetic devices, and spark gaps. The characteristics
of each of these devices are discussed in some detail in this section.

7-1 HYDROGEN THYRATRONS [7,8,10]

In its basic form, the thyratron is a gas-filled tube contammg
three electrodes: a cathode, an anode, and a grid. For most modulator
applications, the thyratron is filled with hydrogen or deuterium gas in
order to prolong cathode life.

The advantages of hydrogen thyratrons for pulse-modulator applica
tions are that they are small and light, require a low-voltage trigger,
and have a short deionization time. In practice, their principal disadvan
tage is that they are a switch that only closes but does not interrupt
the flow of current. Such a device is well suited for use in a line-type
modulator. Practical hydrogen thyratrons also include a reservoir for
replenishment of hydrogen consumed or absorbed within the tube struc
ture.

The thyratron is normally nonconducting with the anode positive
with respect to the cathode. A zero or negative voltage exists between
the grid and the cathode. Once the grid is driven positive, it initiates
gaseous breakdown between the grid, cathode, and anode, and the result
ing plasma can handle extremely high peak currents with a relatively
low anode-t.o-cathodc vol tag-e.
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Proper operation of the tube requires a relatively low-impedance
source for the grid-trigger voltage, and a drive circuit whose operation
is not adversely affected by large voltages fed back into the output,
since at the instant of thyratron firing, the grid may be pulled positive
almost to the full anode voltage. Without suitable isolation, such as
LC despiking networks, this large spike may cause damage to the driver
components. Often, negative bias on the grid is desirable in order to
promote deionization or rapid recovery of the thyratron and to permit
a rapid reapplication of the anode voltage.

Recovery of the hydrogen thyratron may also be enhanced by small
negative voltages applied to the anode of the tube immediately after
conduction; in order to accomplish this, PFNs are often intentionally
slightly mismatched to the load in order to reflect a negative voltage
at the anode of the thyratron. However, excessive negative voltages
on the anode can permanently damage the tube, and for that reason a
clipping diode is often included across the hydrogen thyratron in order
to remove large inverse voltages in the event of a load malfunction.

Hydrogen thyratrons may be operated either in series or in parallel,
but particular care must be taken to ensure adequate division of voltage
or current. For operation in parallel, it is often desirable to incorporate
a current-sharing reactor in the anode circuit, as shown in Figure 7-1;
and for operation in series, equalization networks should be incorporated

To PFN

Cu rrent -shari ng
reactor

FIGURE 7-1 Use of a current
sharing reactor to ensure cur
rent division during parallel op
eration of thyratrons.

to ensure voltage sharing among the various tubes, as shown in Figure
7-2. For series operation, provisions should be incorporated to ensure
that the tubes begin to conduct simultaneously.

Hydrogen thyratrons are made with glass, ceramic, or metal enve
lopes, either in a triode or in a tetrode configuration, and can operate <,
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with either the gri d or cathode at ground poten tia l. Important parameters
of a hyd rogen th yra tron include th e follow ing:

• Power o ut put Po

• Peak fo rwa rd anode voltage epy

• Peak anode curren t ib

• Ave rage anode curre n t h

• RMS plate curren t Ip

• Pla te breakdown factor Pb = epyib X PRF

Other impor tant parameters include reservoir and heater voltages and
curre n t, ca thode and heater warm-up tim e, and grid-drive impedance

FIGURE 7-2 Arrangement of
a circuit for series operation of
thyratrons.

r- - --
Stray ...L
capacity T

I
----L

T rigger
inp ut - - >--- -+-

R

R

and voltage. T he characte ristics of a number of representative hydrogen
th yratrons are sum marized in T able 7-1.

The principal disadvantages of the hydrogen thyratron are th e jitter
between the application ofa trigger pulse and the initiation ofbreakdown
in the tube , whi ch can amount to severa l nanoseconds on a pulse-to
pulse basis , and the possibility th at th e delay will drift tenths of micro
seconds. The o ther principal disadvantage is that hydrogen thyratrons
are no t well -suited for generating extremely shor t, very fast rise-time
pulses ; th e ('\lITCHt r ise through many hydrogen th yratrons is limited
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TABLE 7-1 HYDROGEN THYRATRONS FOR PULSE-MODULATOR SERVICE

Peak anode Peak anode
voltage current Pb factor

Type Construction (kV) (A) (X 109)

3C45 Triode, glass 3 35 0.30

4C35 Triode, glass 8 90 2.5

5C22 Triode, glass 16 325 3.2

CX119lD Tetrode 35 500 8.0

CX1193D Four-gap 140 6000 120

HY-2 Ceramic triode 8 100 2.7

HY-I0 Ceramic triode 20 500 10

HY-5 Ceramic triode 40 5000 160

HY 320 2 Ceramic, grounded-grid 35 120,000

8479 Ceramic triode 50 5000 400

to the 5- to l Ovns range, although tetrode thyratrons are reported to
reduce this value somewhat.

7-2 VACUUM TUBES [6,10]

Grid-controlled vacuum tubes have the particular advantage that
the grid controls the current through the tube, and therefore they are
well suited for utilization in hard-tube modulators. As indicated earlier,
hard-tube switches for modulators may be of either the triode, the tet
rode, or the pentode configuration, and either thoriated-tungsten cath
odes or oxide cathodes may be utilized. In triodes, either conventional
wire grids or shielded-grid construction may be utilized.

An oxide cathode consists of a base metal, usually nickel, coated with
an oxide layer, which is a combination of barium and strontium oxides.
The mixture is typically 60% barium compounds and 40% strontium
compounds, which are applied to the cathode in the form of carbonates.
During' processing of the tube, the cathodes are elevated to a relatively
high temperature, reducing the carbonates to oxides and "activating"
the cathode. A typical oxide cathode will operate around 10000K and
is capable of emitting approximately 200 to 300 mA/cm2 under CW
conditions, but may be able to carry as much as 20 A/cm 2 under pulse
coudit ions.

The lilc- orall oxide-cathode lube is normally limited by evaporal ion
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of the cathode material. This evaporation may be minimized by avoiding
overheating of the cathode, and may be the significant factor limiting
the life of a tube in the field. In order to improve tube life, so-called
dispenser cathodes have been developed, consisting of a nickel matrix im
pregnated with suitable oxides; continued evaporation of these oxides
at the surface results in movement of oxides from the inner portion
of the nickel matrix to the surface, continually replenishing the surface
oxide layer and substantially prolonging the life of the tube.

Oxide cathodes are susceptible to damage associated with bombard
ment of the surface by ions normally present in an evacuated tube under
conditions of high applied plate voltages. This characteristic often limits
the use of oxide-cathode tubes for high-power modulator applications.

A thoriated-tungsten filament is a tungsten wire coated with a thin
layer of thorium. This is typically achieved by adding approximately
1.5% of thoria (thorium oxide) to the tungsten during fabrication of
the wire. During processing of the cathode under vacuum, the metallic
thorium is reduced and brought to the surface of the filament wire,
providing a substantial emitting capability. Typically thorium cathodes
operate at temperatures of approximately 19oo oK, and while they have
a lower emissivity per watt of heating power than oxide cathodes, they
are highly resistant to ion bombardment and are thus often utilized in
high-power switch tubes.

Oxide cathodes have been utilized in switch tubes with plate voltage
ratings up to 75 kV, and for microsecond pulse widths. They offer the
significant advantages of smaller size, lower heater power, and better
mechanical strength. However, thoriated-tungsten cathodes are widely
utilized at higher voltage levels or for the longer-pulse applications.

Grids for pulse-modulator tubes typically consist of meshes or helices
wound on vertical stays, as shown in Figure 7-3. The grids are invariably
made of tungsten or molybdenum and are coated with platinum or gold
in order to reduce secondary emission.

In order to reduce grid current requirements, the shielded-grid con
struction has been developed, utilizing long strip cathodes set in a focus
ing groove, as shown in Figure 7-4. The grids consist of large-diameter
rods parallel to the emitting strips, spaced on either side of and away
from the cathode emitting area so that they are not in the path of the
main electron beam. This approach can result in a considerable reduction
in grid-drive requirements.

In conventional tetrodes, control-grid dissipation is not often a prob
lem, since grid current requirements are relatively low. In such applica
t ions, screen-grid dissipation is often the limiting factor, and is subject
t () a number of the limitations similar to those which apply to the control
grid ora rriodc-,
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In tubes with thoriated-tungsten cathodes, the maximum pulse width
is often not limited by the emitter itself, but by the control-grid tempera
ture. In such a case, operation at a pulse length shorter than normal
test conditions may permit increased peak-grid dissipation. Of course,
average grid dissipation cannot be exceeded. It should be noted that

(a)

Insulator
Cathode
assembly

(b)

FIGURE 7-3 Cutaway views of switch tubes using (a) oxide cathodes and (b) thoriated
tungsten cathodes. [6]

only conduction current in the various tube electrons contributes to
electrode dissipation; therefore, capacitive charging currents for the tube
input capacitance do not result in any control-grid dissipation.

It should be carefully noted, however, that the currents required for
charg-ing and discharging any capacitances, including stray capacitance,
associated with the anode of the tube do directly contribute to anode
dissip.u ion. For a number of high-capacitance loads, and for floating
d('ck modulators, (he capacitive charging current may in bet exceed
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the resistive component of load current. It should be noted that the
average plate dissipation depends only on

Pd = epip + O.5Cout(E~b - e~) X PRF

and is not affected by the rise time of the pulse. Of course, the peak
anode dissipation and peak-current requirements associated with the
tube are critically dependent upon the rise time and the output capacity.

Heater

Emitter coating

~
Typical cathode

-f-7"I--- Shield grid

)-=--f--7f--Control grid

Cathode

One inch

FIGURE 7-4 Cross section of a beamed-grid, or shielded
grid, switch tube. [6]

Typically, ionization of the air outside the tube limits the maximum
useful plate voltage, and overvoltage will initiate arcing over the tube
envelope with a danger of puncturing the glass or ceramic enclosure.
For economy of space, as well as to simplify cleanliness problems, it is
typical to utilize oil or enclosed gas insulation when operating above
the 50-kV level. In addition, for operation of tubes at voltage levels
above 10 kV, the use of corona rings can often improve the ratings of
the tubes and reduce arc-over problems. It has been demonstrated that
a blower moving air over the tube envelope seems to help reduce ion
concentrations, thereby substantially improving high-voltage stability.

Most thoriated-tungsten cathodes are composed of wires, and if they
are heated by alternating current, an alternating magnetic field is pro
duced in the vicinity of those wires. This magnetic field may in turn
modulate electrons in the vicinity of the cathode, necessitating dc cath-
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ode heating if extremely flat -top pulses are required. When dc cathode
heating is utilized and long tube life is de sired, it may be necessary to
re verse the polarity of the heater terminals every thousand hours or
so .

In order to increase the ratings of vacuum-tube switches, tubes ma y
be operated either in par allel or in seri es, or both, but it is necessary
to derate the tubes and in so me cases incorporate equalization pro visions
to ensure adequate voltage and current sharing. Typically, when tubes
are uti lized in parallel, maximum cathod e-current and grid-d issipa tion
ratings should be reduced by 5 to 10% .

In addition, tubes in parallel ma y find it possible to osci llat e in a
push-pull mode at some relatively high frequency. Usually, appropriate
noninductive resistors in the grid and plate leads suffice to prevent such
os cillations.

100 kV de

A
~

\ (~\

, I 1 ---
I 1I
I

, I

I 1

I I
I I
I I

Jl I I
I
I
I

50 kV de I
J--

Jl B n
FIGURE 7-5 Use of an electrostatic shield in operating switch
tu bes ill series so tu be A does not "see" more than halfthe applied
voltage, [ti l
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When tubes are utilized in series, the main problem is to see that
the plate voltage ratings are not exceeded. This involves the simulta
neous turn-on of the tubes, and derating of plate voltage by 80 to 85%
of maximum ratings will substantially improve tube life. In addition,
grid and plate current should be lowered by approximately 10% to
account for variations in individual tubes. Exact values for derating
should be worked out in each individual case, depending on the particu
lar circuits used and the tolerances allowed for circuit elements and
voltage regulation.

When tubes are operated in series, control of electric-field gradients
at tubes operating at elevated potentials may necessitate the use of an
electrostatic shield, as shown in Figure 7-5. Care must be taken to keep
the lead inductance associated with tubes operated in series to a mini
mum. If this is not done, large transient voltages may be produced
due to lead inductances, generating excessive voltages with consequent
damage to modulator components.

Table 7-2 lists a number of representative hard-tube types, while
Figure 7-6 is a plot of plate voltage as a function of plate current with
various tube capabilities indicated on the chart. Superimposed on this
chart are lines of constant switching power that show the range of current
and voltage possible for each device by utilization of an appropriate
output transformer.

A word of caution should be mentioned at this point. When utilizing

TABLE 7-2 VACUUM TUBES FOR PULSE-MODULATOR SERVICE

Peak voltage Peak current Average power
Type Construction (kV) (A) (W)

4PR60 Tetrode, glass 20 18 60

4PR250C Tetrode, glass 50 4 250

4PRlOOOA Tetrode, glass 30 8 1000

C1149/1 Tetrode, glass 20 18 60

ML-5682 Triode 35 360 120,000

ML-7249 Tetrode 125 2 500

ML-LPT-18 Triode 200 225 30,000

ML-8317 Triode 50 550 60,000

ML-8549 Triode 65 1200 500,000

ML-8495 Triode 160 22 2500
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particular curves fro m a specific manufactu rer , the user sho uld determ ine
in adva nce whether the cu rves are typical curves or gua ra n teed curves .
There have been cases where design ers have been misled by ass uming
that published curves were guaranteed whe n they were but re presentative
data.

7-4 SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS [5,15,20,21]

The hydrogen th yratron is a qu ite sa tisfac to ry switch, but it suffers
fro m a number of th e disad vantages of thermionic tubes, particularl y
that of rel at ively sho rt life . With the adven t ofse mico nductor technology,
numerous attem pts ha ve been mad e to provide a sati sfactory so lid-s ta te
switching device in order to replace the hydrogen th yratron. T he first
of these devices to achieve any degree of success was the silicon controlled
rectifier, called the SCR, or, more correc tly and less commonly, the reverse
blocking triode thyristor.

The silicon con tro lled rectifier is a four-layer NPNP devi ce, with co n
nections calle d the anode, cathode, and gate , as shown in Figure 7-7.

Cath ode Gat e

N

p

(a)

(b) .

FIGURE 7-7 (a) Semiconductor regions in an SCR, and (b) a cross-sec
tional view of a packaged SCR. [231

For zero gate-to-cathode voltage, the SCR appears to be essentially an
open circuit in either direction, a t lea st below its forward breakover
voltage. If th e anode is biased positively with respect to th e cathode
and the ga te current and voltage increased, a point will be reached at
which avalanche breakdown of the SCR will be initiated . In thi s respe ct ,
the SCR apJ>eal'.~ murh like a sol id-stat e equivalen t to the thyratron.
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TABLE 7-3 CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME INVERTER SCRs SUITABLE FOR MODULATOR USE

SCR type C124 C141 C159 C358 C384 C444 C712 C457
--

Peak voltage range (V) 50-600 50-400 500-1200 500-1200 100-800 100-700 1500-2000 500-1400

It rms maximum forward conduc-
tion, sinusoidal, 1200 Hz (A) 8 26 110 225 500 1000 1500 1800

Its m , maximum l-cycle surge (A) 90 200 1600 1600 3500 12,000 20,000 18,700

Rej .c thermal impedance june-
tion-to-case (OC/W) 1.8 1.7 0.3 0.135 0.095 0.04 0.023 0.023

Typical turn-on time (J-I-s) ...... 3.1 5 5 2 2

Turnoff time tqwith 120 V/J-I-s re-
applied (J-I-s) 20 10 30 30 10-20 10-20 50 40

Rate of rise of current dildt
(A/J-I-s) 100 400 500 500 800 800 800 500

Maximum rate of rise of voltage
dVldt (V/J-I-s) ...... 200 200 200 200 200 500 400

N
N
~
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When SCRs are operated in pulse-modulator service, it is often discov
ered that failure of the device occurs at much lower than rated currents.
The reason for this is that the initial rate of rise of pulse current is an
important parameter of a modulator SCR, and one that was not originally
recognized as a limitation [23]. Turn-on of the SCR begins at the gate
of the SCR and propagates across the junction; under these conditions,
the entire current may be passed through a relatively small fraction of
the junction area, resulting in unacceptably high current densities and
consequent device failure. The slow turn-on gives rise to extremely high
dissipation during the switching interval, as shown in Figure 7-8. In

10

Anode
/ current

Instantaneous
power
dissipation

1.0

Anode-to-cathode

/voltage

aL ..l-_----=====::t::::~L
0.1

E
:J
E
x
E 50

Time (115)

FIGURE 7-8 Dissipation in a pulsed SCR. during
turn-on, illustrating heating due to excessive rate of rise
of current. [23]

extreme cases, this will cause actual melting of the junction, but even
if this does not occur, it will significantly reduce life.

A few SCRs, such as the Motorola MCR 729 series [19] have been
specifically rated for pulse-modulator service. This series has peak volt
ages less than 1 kV and turn-on times of 0.2 to 0.4 ILS. GE makes a
linc of inverter SCRs at higher power levels that are suitable for modula
tor servige but have turn-on times of several microseconds. Summary
data for several such devices is presented in Table 7-3.

Limitations on the peak voltage in SCRs have been circumvented
hy series connection of SCRs with appropriate voltage-sharing elements
connected in parallel. The problems associated with the limitations in
current-handling capacity are solvable in a less straightforward manner.
It is possible to operate a number of switches in parallel in order to
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share the load; this may be efficiently accomplished by utilizing multiple
primary pulse transformers, with a separate pulse-forming network and
SCR switch for each primary winding. The other approach is to utilize
a saturable magnetic device in series with the SCR, thus permitting
the SCR to completely turn on before large peak currents are carried
by the device (see Section 7-5 for design data on such a reactor). Multiple
windings in parallel may be placed on this saturable reactor to help
ensure current sharing and simultaneous turn-on of all the SCRs. Effi
cient turn-on of the SCR is enhanced by considerably overdriving the
gate; care must be taken to keep the dissipation within safe limits.

As with any semiconductor device, considerable care must be taken
in order to keep temperature rise within acceptable limits; care is needed
in selection of both peak and rms currents and appropriate heat sinks
and mounting. The limiting factor on many SCRs is due to junction
heating, which is in turn a function of the level of current, duty cycle,
and pulse spacing. The GE SCR manual [11] gives the following relation
ship for calculating the temperature rise of the junction over the ambient:

[
tpRO (1 - tp) ]'0 - Tr = Po ---:;:- + -r- Zo(r + tp) - Zo(r) + Zo(tp)

where '0= SCR junction temperature
T; = reference temperature
tp= pulse duration
r = interpulse period

Po = peak power dissipated in SCR, given as product of peak
current and SCR voltage drop

Ro = steady-state thermal impedance
Zo(t) = transient thermal impedance for time l

In general, the maximum value of '0 is obtained from the SCR data
sheet, Tr, tp, and r are determined by the application, and Po is calculated
limn the peak current and the device voltage drop, which is also obtained
from the SCR data sheet. Ro is the device thermal resistance if T; is
taken as the heat-sink temperature, and Zo is determined from a thermal
impedance curve, which is part of the SCR data sheet; one such curve
is reproduced in Figure 7-9.

In addition, SCRs evidence a recovery-time problem, and once switch
ing is initiated, considerable time must be allowed in order to sweep
carriers from the junction and to permit the SCR to revert to a noncon
ducting state before voltage is reapplied to the device; if this precaution
is Bot taken, the SCR may conduct continuously. Reapplication of anode
voltage must be accomplished with some caution; exceeding the dv/dt
rating of' the device may result in spontaneous turn-on of the SCR.
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I Stud Imountedl
on 4" X 4" X 1/16"
painted -copper fin ~
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FIGURE 7-9 Thermal impedance of an SCR as a function of time [11]. Curve defines
temperature rise of junction above case temperature for single-load pulse of duration
t. Peak allowable dissipation in thyristor, for time t, starting from case temperature,
equals 100°C (max. Tc) minus case temperature divided by transient thermal impedance:

100°C - Tc
Ppeak = R. (t)

8 J - C

7-4 THE REVERSE-SWITCHING RECTIFIER [2,12]

In order to circumvent some of the turn-on difficulties associated
with an SCR in pulse-modulator service, a different class of solid-state
device, called the reverse-switching rectifier (RSR), or the reverse-blocking diode
thyristor(RBDT), has been developed. The RBDT is a two-terminal, four
layer PNPN semiconductor switching device designed especially for
short, high-energy pulse-generator service. The turn-on mechanism of
the RBDT is fundamentally different from that of the SCR, conduction
being initiated by a high rate of rise of anode voltage rather than by a
trigger applied to a gate. Since conduction is simultaneously initiated
over the entire junction area, the RBDT can tolerate a much higher
rate of rise of current than can the SCR.

The static V-I characteristics of the RBDT are shown in Figure
7-10, the device essentially being nonconducting until a certain critical
voltage is reached; once this voltage has been achieved, the device rapidly
breaks down, and a large current may then flow with a very small forward
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drop. The device remains in a conducting condition as long as the current
through the device exceeds the holding current.

While it is possible to break down an RBDT in the static mode, RBDTs
are invariably operated at less than (typically two-thirds of) the blocking
voltage, and breakdown is initiated by application of a rapidly rising

Voltage

Trigger
voltage

Forward
bias

region

-------+---=======-... Current

Reverse
bias

region

FIGURE 7-10 V-I characteris
tics of a reverse-blocking diode
thyristor (RBDT). [2]

voltage pulse to the anode. This trigger-voltage pulse should exceed
the normal blocking voltage by at least 50%, and should have a dv/dt
of 15 kV/p,s or greater (25 kV/p,s is recommended for many applica
1ions). A high rate of rise of trigger voltage is desirable to ensure reliable
Iriggering, to minimize turn-on time, to maximize safe di/dt through
the RBDT, and to minimize losses and heating in the device.

.l 'he RBDT may be utilized in a pulse modulator as shown in Figure
7-11. An initial rapidly rising trigger-voltage pulse is applied across
RBIYI't, initiating breakdown, which in turn breaks down RBDT2, dis
charg'ing the PFN into the load. Provisions are incorporated for resonant
recharging of the pulse-forming network.

The characteristics of two available RBDTs are summarized in Table
7-4; critical parameters include the peak forward blocking voltage, which
Gill he 600, 800, or 1000 V, depending on RBDT type. Pulse-trigger
vollage is the OFF-state threshold voltage where turn-on begins when
;1 :>000 V/p,s trigger pulse is applied. The maximum rate of rise of
(1111'('111 di/tl: rallges Ii-OIII 2000 to 4000 A/p,s for peak-current ratings
1'1'011I HOO 10 2!"iOO A. The turnoff 1ime 1,/ is for a reapplication at the
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Pulse
forming
network

+ DC supply

Input

__t_ra-,nsforrm_er_ _.�r-----+

Pulse
triqqer II RBDT-2 IIC~~d

Output
transformer

FIGURE 7-11 Modulator circuit using RBDTs. [2]

rate of 20 V/u», and values of 50 to 100 f.LS are typical at junction
temperatures of 25°C.

RBDTs have been used individually, in parallel, and in series in several
pulse-modulator configurations. At the present time, Westinghouse is
the principal source for RBDTs.

TABLE 7-4 CHARACTERISTICS OF T40R AND T62R RBDTs

Typical values

Symbol T40R T62R

Repetitive peak forward block-
ing voltage VDRM 1000 V 1000 V

Pulse-trigger voltage v. 1200 V 1050 V

Rate of rise of current at 1200
A peak di/dt 2000 AIMs 3000 AIMs

Dynamic forward voltage drop
at 4 MS Vtmldyn) 20 V 8V

Trigger response time ton 100 ns

Turnoff time at 20 V IMs tq 50 fLs 100 fLs

Peak forward pulse current ltm 1200 A 2500 A
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7-5 SATURATING MAGNETIC
SWITCHES [3,4,13,14,16,17]

An inductor may be made to exhibit a relatively high impedance
in an unsaturated condition and a relatively low impedance in a saturated
condition, and this property may be utilized in order to switch relatively
high power. In actual practice, such inductors are somewhat more com
plex than might be evident at first glance. Utilization of a de-bias winding
is usually necessary in order to ensure proper core resetting; and in
order to provide for a high ratio ofunsaturated to saturated permeability,
g-apless cores such as toroids must be utilized, resulting in a rather
complex winding.

In order to examine the operation of such a device it is convenient
I () refer to a BH curve for the core involved, such as the one shown
in Figure 7-12. It is assumed that a bias winding is provided on the
inductor, as shown in Figure 7-13, and the core is initially biased at
point A. If a positive voltage is applied across the inductor, the operating
point moves to point B, where the core material has a high degree of

8
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I'HaJln: 7-12 BII curve for Deltamax, a 50% nickel-steel
1l:1'lIin-tlri(~nh,d alloy, is shown, illustrating switching action
ill II slIlurlllinll: inductor, [II
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permeability; at this point the current flowing through the inductor is
given by the equation

1= I m + If,

where 1m is the magnetizing current and If, is the bias current referred
to the switching winding. The magnetizing current is

u.:
'<:»

where He = the magnetizing force corresponding to point B
l = length of the magnetic circuit

N = number of turns on the switching winding

Since both 1m and If, may be made relatively small, the switching winding
may be considered to be in a relatively high-impedance condition. Once
the operating point moves along the BH curve to point C, the permeabil
ity of the core drops to a low value, l-« increases rapidly, the core becomes
saturated, and the switching winding may be represented by a relatively
low impedance. After the external voltage is removed, the operating
point moves back toward points D and E under the influence of the
resetting current, preparing the inductor for the application of the next
voltage.

In the saturation region, the inductor appears to have a very low
value inductance, given by the expression

A
t., = f-ts N2T

where f-ts = relative permeability
N = number of turns
L, = saturated inductance (u.H)
A = effective cross-sectional area
l = length of magnetic path

and since the permeability is very small in this region, the net inductance
will be quite low. In the unsaturated region, however, the same expres-

I-
N

Main
winding

I L,-
Bias

rwinding 1
Nb Eb e-

I
I b

FIGURE 7-13 Winding nomenclature and equivalent circuit for saturable reactor.
[4J
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sion applies, but in this case permeabilities on the order of 100,000
will be encountered, thus resulting in a very high inductance and a
correspondingly low value of current.

Design of a device of this type involves a tradeoff between the satu
rated and the unsaturated inductance, and holding core and conductor
losses to reasonable levels. An initial estimate of core size may be ob
rained by observing that the volt-time product A is given by

11.= 2B sNA

where B s is the saturation flux density. Rearranging the last two equations
(0 form the equation

(7-2)
J.Ls 11.2

Volume = Al=-4m t.,

!4ives the core volume in terms of design parameters. The actual dimen
sions of the toroid are then chosen so as to minimize copper losses.

In order to achieve satisfactory operation, 50% grain-oriented nickel
iron is usually selected for the core material. This material is commer
.ially known by a number of names such as Deltamax, Square Orthonol,
( )r( honik, Hypernik V, and 49 Square Mu. Saturation flux densities for
(his alloy are affected by temperature and by tape thickness, but a reason
;,1111' design value is somewhere between 8 and 14 kG. Values of saturated
pe-rmeability are somewhat variable, but a typical relative permeability
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of approximately 2.3 usually gives satisfactory results. An effective value
of coercive force for resetting purposes is somewhat greater than the
half-width of the dc or low-frequency loops on the BH curve; a value
of approximately 28 ampere-turns/m is a reasonable design value.

Core loss is a function of the switching time, material, and tempera
ture. A representative graph of core loss as a function of switching time
is given in Figure 7-14; the values here are, in fact, the half-cycle losses,
and to compute the total core loss, one needs to take the half-cycle
core loss for the switching time and add to it the half-cycle core loss
for the resetting time.

Winding and eddy-current losses may be important, and in order
to minimize these losses, cores should be ordered with nonconducting
casings. Typical winding configurations are single-layer windings that
completely fill the core, and a representative configuration is shown in
Figure 7-15. It may be that in order to conveniently fill the core utilizing
this procedure, several wires must be used in parallel for each winding.

FIGURE 7-15 Winding configuration for a
saturable reactor. [4]

N turns
this side

Since conductor losses may be appreciable, the use of litz wire may
be of some benefit in order to reduce conductor losses, particularly
for the shorter pulses. Table 7-5 gives a representative set of properties
of Deltamax core material, while Table 7-6 lists key dimensions of a
set of representative available Deltamax toroids.
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TABLE 7-5 PROPERTIES OF DELTAMAX CORE MATERIAL

Property

Specific gravity

Electrical resistivity

Temperature for heat treatment

Magnetic properties

Value

8.25

45 }J-!Vcm

1075°C

DC 60

AC frequency (Hz)

100 400

Initial permeability }J-i at 20 G

Maximum permeability }J-m (G/Oe)

Maximum differential
permeability t:I.}J-max (G/Oe)

Residual induction Br (G)

Peak flux density Bp (G)

Br/Bp

Coercive force He (Oe)

............ . .............. 400-1700

70,000-250,000 40,000-100,000

............ . 100,000-400,000 ........ 55,000-250,000

12,500-15,000 12,500-15,000 ........ 12,500-15,000

13,500-15,500 13,500-15,500 ........ 13,500-15,500

............ . 0.92 minimum ........ 0.92 minimum

0.04-0.16 0.20-0.40 ........ 0.35-0.60

TABLE 7-6 DIMENSIONS OF SELECTED DELTAMAX CORES

Actual core Cased core dimen-
Net core area dimensions (in) sions (nylon case)

Core 0.001" tape Mean path
designation (em") length (em) ID OD HT ID OD HT

T9776 0.057 5.486 0.625 0.750 0.188 0.530 0.845 0.283

T4168 0.076 8.977 1.000 1.250 0.125 0.900 1.36 0.22

T6804 0.151 7.980 0.875 1.125 0.250 0.780 1.22 0.345

T 5958 0.171 6.483 0.625 1.000 0.188 0.530 1.095 0.283

T8485 0.227 6.982 0.750 1.000 0.375 0.645 1.120 0.490

T7665 0.302 7.980 0.750 1.250 0.250 0.655 1.345 0.345

T7116 0.454 13.964 1.500 2.000 0.375 1.405 2.095 0.470

T4178 0.605 17.954 2.000 2.500 0.500 1.840 2.645 0.620

T9338 0.756 12.468 1.250 1.875 0.500 1.155 1.970 0.595

T 5737 4.535 30.921 3.250 4.500 1.500 3.805 4.665 1.655

T9260 9.675 39.898 4.000 6.000 2.000 3.790 6.210 2.200

N
~
~
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7-6 SPARK GAPS [9,18]

In its simplest form, a spark gap consists of electrodes separated
by a gas, which can be hydrogen, nitrogen, air, or SF6 . Initiation of
breakdown of the gap can be effected by subjecting the spark gap to
overvoltage, ultraviolet radiation, laser illumination, or ionizing radia
tion.

Spark gaps have been utilized primarily for switches in discharge mod
ulators, and they are still utilized for extremely high-voltage, high-power
applications at relatively low PRFs; however, the primary application
of spark gaps appears to be for high-energy crowbar diverting circuits
in modulators.

The simplest form of a spark gap consists of two electrodes, and
such a device will trigger if the applied voltage exceeds some certain
critical value; in practice, this is a relatively inconvenient configuration,
and multigap arrays are utilized, with breakdown initiated by the applica
tion of a trigger voltage to one of the interior elements, which then
initiates breakdown of the entire device. A schematic representation
of such a device is shown in Figure 7-16. The energy sources shown
are to ensure that sufficient energy is available in order to sustain the
breakdown across the entire array. Such multiple-gap devices can be
Iabricated by using a number of spheres, but a more practical approach
is to utilize crossed rods or cylinders with their axes at right angles to
each other.

Commercial triggered spark gaps are made that contain two primary
electrodes and a third trigger electrode, hermetically sealed in a pressur
ized envelope. Representative of this type of spark gap are those made
by EG&G, Inc., which consist of a heavy-wall ceramic cylinder body,
brazed on each end to convex metal electrodes. The electrodes are
identical except that one has an open area to accommodate the trigger
electrode wire and insulating bushing. The trigger probe is always lo
cated in the center of the adjacent electrode and facing the opposite
electrode. For that reason the three elements in a triggered spark gap
arc referred to as the tn:gger, the adjacent electrode, and the opposite electrode.

Triggered spark gaps typically have peak current carrying-capacity
of tens of thousands of amperes, ionization-delay times of a few nano
seconds, relatively low inductance, and a life of thousands to millions of
shots, depending upon the application. Table 7-7 gives the principal
characteristics of some of the triggered gaps manufactured by EG&G,
Inc. Typical current and voltage waveforms for operation of a spark
gap arc given in Figure 7-17, showing the initiation of breakdown, the
conduction region, and the recovery portion. If the minimum trigger
vollage required to initiate a complete breakdown is plotted against
muiu-c-lr-rt rodc- vollage (eleclrode-Io-electrode, or 1':-1':, voltage). a curve
Iypical or alliriggl'l'ed sp.uk g:'1lS, shown in Figlll"e 7-IH, is gl'II(T;lled.
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This curve defines a region on the left where firing does not occur,
called the cutoff region; a central region, called the normal operating region;
and a region to the right of the point marked "static breakdown voltage"
where the gap self-fires from overvoltage on the two main electrodes.
Triggered spark gaps should always be operated above the minimum

HT busbar

~II
Trigger
signal

FIGURE 7-16 Triggered multiple gap.
[17]

trigger voltage and well above the cutoff voltage portions of the curve
to avoid the possibility of random misfire. Similarly they should be oper
ated well below the static breakdown point to avoid the chance of prefire.

The important parts of the transfer characteristic curve include the
following:

• Minimum trigger voltage Vt(min): the minimum open-circuit trig
goer voltage for reliable triggering. Spark gaps should be oper
all'd we-ll above- i lu- minimum trigger voltage, if possible.
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• Cutoff vo ltage (E-E)co: the main-electrode voltage marked by
a su dden rise in minimum tr igger vol tage as the electrode-to
electro de voltage is reduced. O pera ting near cu to ff should al
ways be avoided, particularl y near th e knee of th e tran sfer char
acterist ic curve .

Trigger brea kdown
- 5- 10 kV

• Minimum operating voltage (E- E)min: the minimum main-elec
trode volta ge fo r reliable opera tion . This is equa l to approxi
mately J-'3 th e maximum operating voltage.

• Maximum operating voltage (E-E)max: typica lly 80% of self
breakd own voltage (SBV) . T his is chosen to prevent ran dom
prefires .

• Stati c breakdown voltage SBV: the point where the gap will
self-fire with no tr igger voltage applied. Pressure fill and elec
trode spacing det ermine thi s point.

• Range: the sp read be twee n minimum and maximum ope ra ting
volt ages. The norm al gap opera ting ra nge typ ically has a 3: I
ra tio of maximum to minimum ope ra ting voltage. Fo r the most

Vr
trigger
volt age

E-E
vo ltage

ib
discharg e
current

FI GURE 7-17 Wav eforms during swit ching of a triggered gap. [9]
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reliable operation with minimum delay time and jitter, triggered
spark gaps should usually be operated at the high end of the
range, between 60 and 80% of SBV.

It is also possible to make a triggered vacuum gap, and such devices
have been used for switching applications requiring a wide range of
operating voltages. These switches are used primarily in high-energy
crowbar systems and are capable of a range of maximum to minimum
operating voltage of 100 to 1, and a maximum rating on the order of
100 kV. Typical trigger-circuit requirements for such a gap include a

Adjacent
electrode

A\ A

a
Opposite
electrode

Mode A

(a)

region

SBVE~E (maxi

Norma l
operating

region

Operating
range

I
I
I
I.

I
I
1

I
I
1

~ .-...:- - __-1_ --_
1

I Self-breakdown

:.
E~E(col E~E(minl

Cutoff
region

E·E ~ Electrode-to-electrode voltage

(b)

I<'IGlJIU~ 7-18 (a) Schematic representation of a triggered gap, and (b) V-I character
iNtit- for a triggered gnp. [91.
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12-kV minimum open-circuit pulse voltage and a loaded current pulse
in excess of 40 A.
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8
SPECIFICATION
OF
TRANSMITTERS

The specifications for a high-power transmitter evolve from a
set of system requirements. On the basis of these requirements, the
necessary transmitter characteristics are determined, and these in turn
determine the requirements for the RF tube and associated modulator.
The RF tube and modulator requirements are not independent but inter
act and determine the requirements for the individual modulator compo
nents. A block diagram of this process is shown in Figure 8-1. The
process may be an iterative one, selection of a tube or modulator impact
ing the overall system requirements, which in turn determine tube and
modulator specifications.

Some of the types of overall system requirements that may arise in
clude:

• Peak power

• Operating frequency range

• Bandwidth

• Pulse width

• PRF

• Gain

• Siahility

• MTI (Doppler) performance

• Reliability

• Prime power

• Size and weight

• Cost

• Environment
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and there certainly can be additional ones, depending upon the applica
tion.

The system requirements then give rise to requirements for the radar
transmitter, which may include features such as:

• Operating frequency

• Bandwidth

• Pulse shape: width, rise, fall,
flatness

• PRF

• Gain

• Stability

System
requirements

Transmitter
requ irements

RF tube
requirements

Modulator
requ irements

• Noise performance

• Size and weight

• Cost

• Reliability

• Out-of-band emISSIOns

• Trigger and interface re
quirements

f.+--- Environment

Power
supply

Charging
choke

Switch Controls PFN
tube

Shunt
diode

Pulse Overloads
transformer and

safeties

III<:lIItE H-I A hlock diagram HI' ()II(' approach to the prHCI'SS HI' sl'tlillJ.(

.114' 1'4"4Iuit'c"rUCOII'N m-:soc,iu(c·d with n ruda r transmitter.
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These factors then enter into the specifications for the transmitter tube
itself, which emphasizes features such as:

• Peak power

• Efficiency

• Operating-point voltage and
current

• Filament requirements
(surge currents included):
filament-heater schedule

• Electromagnetic-compatibil
ity requirements

• Magnetic shielding

• X-ray leakage

• Rise time

• Pushing

• Pulling

• Gain

• Phase and amplitude stability

• Shock and vibration resis
tance

• Cooling requirements (liquid
and air)

• Arc-protection requirements

• Modulator protection re-
quired

• Bandwidth

• Duty cycle

• Average power

• Additional electrode or ion
pump voltage required

• Bandwidth

• Electrode capacitance

• Waveguide and electrode
pressurization

• Flanges and connectors

• Size and weight

• Voltage- or current-source
requirements

• Spurious emissions

Also arising from the general specifications are a number of requirements
related to thermal performance, insulation, mechanical features, and
the operating environment. Important considerations include:

• Operating ambient (maxi
mum and minimum tem
peratures)

• Nonoperating ambient (max
imum and minimum)

• Altitude (under operating
..lid 1I0Ilo!H..... 'illg COII(Ii

'iolls)

• Life expectancy under worst
case conditions

• Maximum hot-spot tempera
ture

• Maximum skin temperature

• Major liquid insulation (min
eral oil, askarel, silicone oil,
Fc-7 I), gas, other)
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• Maximum humidity (is there
condensation?)

• Rainfall

• Filling-liquid flash point

• Cooling

Self-cooled?

Liquid-cooled? Natural or
forced oil circulation?
Amount and temperature?

Forced-air cooling?

• Shock specification

• Vibration specification

• Sealing and leak test
requirements

• Operating position (inclina
tion) and oscillating period
for mechanical testing

• Finish specification

• Lifting rings (size and
location)

• Include block drawing with
maximum dimensions that
indicates provisions for
waveguide, electrical con
nections, controls, coding,
attachment points

• RF interference and leakage

• Presence of salt spray

• Terminal strength

At this point, one can proceed to name the requirements for the
individual component parts of the modulator: for a line-type modulator
these requirements would cover the power supply, the charging choke,
the switch, and the pulse-forming network, as well as the control and
monitoring requirements, the safety and overload requirements, the
shunt-diode requirements, and finally the pulse-transformer require
ments. Similar requirements could be generated for other types ofmodu
lators, including hard-tube and magnetic modulators.

Power-supply considerations may include:

• Voltage

• Ripple

• Average current

• Peak current

• RMS current

• Prime power

• Size and weight

• Efficiency

• Overload circuits: type and speed of action

• Stored energy

• Altitude and environmental specifications
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The charg ing-choke, or reactor, requircnu -iu S r-mphasize features
such as:

• Configurat ion

• Inductan ce

• Linearity

• DC voltage

• Possible peak voltage

• Speed of overload action

• Peak cur re n t

• Average curre n t

• RMS curren t

• All environmental and 1I1t ' -

cha n ical specifications

• PFN capacitance

• Cha rging tim e

• Stray capacities

• Efficiency

The switch for discharging the PFN requires determinati on of factors
such as:

• Peak voltage

• Peak curre n t

• Average curre n t

• RMS current

• Grid-drive requirements

• Heater requirements

• Reservoir voltage and curren t

• Auxiliary-electrode voltage requirements

while the PFN itself requires a knowledge of:

• Number of se ctions

· en

• l / d for coil

• All environmental require
ments

• Rise time

• Fall time

• Ripple

• Mismatch

• 20
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The shunt, or clipping, diode requires that factors such as the following
be determined:

• Inverse voltage

• Peak current

• Average current

• Series impedance required

• Discharge characteristics

Particularly important are the pulse-transformer characteristics, In

cluding:

• Load type

• Static and dynamic load char
acteristics

• Total stray capacitance

• Filament requirements

• Pulse voltage and current

• Type of source

• Impedance

• Required rise and fall time
connected to load

• Winding configuration

• Resetting currents

• Trigger windings

• Pulse length and PRF

• 10% to 90% rise, maximum
and minimum

• Allowable droop and ripple

• Tail-of-pulse requirements:
backswing, overshoot

• Special bushings or cathode
wells

• Turns ratio

The controls and the provisions for monitoring operation of the trans
mitter must also be set forth. These may include:

• OFF-STANDBY-RADIATE

• HV RAISE-LOWER

• FREQUENCY TUNE

• HVDe

• SHUNT DIODE I

• TUBE I

• Power-supply current
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• Current pulse

• Detected RF

• Radiate and filament time monitors

The proper operation of the transmitter must include a discussion
of the safety and overload requirements, which might include:

• PS current

• Tube current

• Temperature

• Coolant flow

• Shunt-diode current

• Tube arcing

• Reflected power

• Waveguide arc

• Solenoid current

The final portion of the modulator specification should include a
thorough presentation of the testing requirements that will be used to
verify compliance with the various specifications discussed above, and
a specification of the condition and place for final acceptance.

The level of specification that is required for a particular modulator
or transmitter should be adequate for the intended purpose, but should
not be carried to a level that places the designer in a contradictory
position (where requirements are such that they may not be simulta
neously satisfied). The specification should not overly restrict design
choices, but should permit the freedom to utilize the designer's particular
resources and capabilities in order to generate an optimum design.

If it is the intention to subcontract the entire transmitter to a transmit
ter manufacturer, one might, for example, only specify to the modulator
requirements level; however, if it is intended to design the modulator
in-house, and to manufacture components at one's own assembly facility,
one might in that case want to proceed down to the lowest level of
specification to help ensure a satisfactory design.



9
SAMPLE
DESIGNS

In this chapter, sample designs for a number of different modula
tor types are presented. In Section 9-1 the component design of a line
type modulator with a hydrogen thyratron switch will be carried out,
while in Section 9-2, the design of an SCR-magnetic modulator will
be treated in some detail. In Section 9-3, a hard-tube modulator design
for a low-powered EIO, which requires unusual flatness and freedom
from ringing in order to minimize FM on the pulse, will be described,
along with a floating-deck cathode modulator, while in Section 9-4 sev
eral approaches to grid-pulsing a TWT will be described. Finally, in
Section 9-5 a design for a large, high-power, floating-deck modulator
is discussed.

9-1 LINE-TYPE MODULATOR COMPONENT DESIGN

For this representative design a magnetron is selected with an
operating point of 20 kV and 22 A and a stray capacitance of 20 pF.
The maximum allowable rate of rise of voltage will be 225 kV/p,s. Heater
(filament) requirements are 12 V at 1.3 A.

General Modulator Characteristics

II is axsunu-d a line-type modulator is specified, using pulse-trans
former coupling' to I he load, and that a hydrogen thyratron is used as
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a switch tube. It will be designed for a 0.2S-JLs pulse width and a PRF
of 4000 pulse/so The static operating impedance is then

20kV =910n
22 A

Assume a pulse-forming network (PFN) impedance Zo of SO n; then
the turns ratio of a transformer to match the load impedance Zl is

n=(~:Y/2

=Cs
loOY/2=4.26:1

It may be desirable to mismatch the PFN by approximately S% in some
cases, but that will not be done in this example. This is most common
for the high PRFs to promote thyratron deionization. The peak thyratron
anode current is then approximately

ib=/opXM
=22 A X 4.26 = 93.7 A

and the peak anode voltage is given by

2Vo p
ep y = - 

n

= 2 X 20 kV = 9.37 kV
4.26

From the discussion under Recharge Interval in Section 3-2, the required
dc supply voltage is then given (assuming a Q of 10 or greater) by

ep y
Eb b = -

1.9

= 9.37 kV = 4.94 kV =S kV
1.9

Switch-Tube Selection

It has already been shown that

ep y =9.37 kV
ib = 93.7 A

PRF = 4000 pulse/s
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Then, from Section 7-1, the Pb factor is

P» = epyib X PRF = 3.5 X 109 WIs

A suitable tube might be a ceramic hydrogen thyratron such as the
EG&G, Inc., HY-9 (7782), which has a rating of

epy = 16 kV
ib = 350 A

Pb = 4 X 109

PFN Characteristics

From the specifications already given,

T = 0.25 /hS
Z;> 50 n

Then the total network capacitance is given by Equation 5-1:

T 0.25 X 10-6

C =-= =2500 pF
n 2Zo 100

and the total network inductance by Equation 5-2

(0.25 X 10-6 ) X 50
Ln= T Zo/2 = 2 = 6.25 /hH

Additional design considerations will follow in later sections.

Charging-Choke Parameters

Assume that a charging diode will be used and that it is desired
to charge to full voltage in 90% of the interpulse period. Assume 100
pF of stray capacity in all of the anode-connected components; thus,
for a resonant period TT = 225 /hS and total capacity Ctot = 2600 pF,
the value of inductance required from Section 3-2 is

T2
L= __T_

7T2 Ctot

(2.25 X 10-4)2

7T2 (2.6 X 10-9)

=2.0H

1.97 H

Pulse-Transformer Configuration

There are Iour transformer configurations that are commonly con
sidcrcd for applicatiolls ill this power range. These are as follows:
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• The single-Iayer-primary, single-Iayer-secondary using a low-ca
pacity filament transformer

• The single-layer primary, double-wound- (bifilar-wound-) sec
ondary supplying voltage to a filament transformer at magne
tron-cathode potential

• A single-Iayer-primary, single-Iayer-, bifilar-wound-secondary,
the bifilar secondary directly supplying the magnetron filament

• The Lord-type winding, which has windings on both legs of
the core, with parallel-connected primaries, partially interleaved
primary and secondary windings, and series-connected second
ary windings

The first two configurations are used only for high-filament-current
applications; this is not the case for the present application. The third
configuration has considerable advantages because of its ease of manu
facture, but obtaining desired values of leakage inductance and stray
capacitance often dictates the use of the Lord winding. A final choice
will be made during the detailed component design.

The detailed design of a pulse transformer can proceed along a num
ber of lines; each of these procedures attempts to arrive at optimum
values for exciting current, leakage inductance, and stray capacitance
in the final design.

Early design criteria (such as those described in the Rad. Lab. series,
Vol. 5), attempted to keep exciting current to a reasonable value (say
10%) and match the "impedance" (ratio of leakage inductance to stray
capacitance) to both the magnetron and PFN while minimizing the energy
stored in the transformer. Such a design procedure results in a design
having minimum rise time.

In recent years, it has become more widely recognized that the rate
of rise of voltage (or rise time) should fall within a certain range, and
that too fast a rise time will result in tube moding and improper opera
tion.

Thus, improved design criteria for pulse transformers are

• Limiting transformer exciting current to a reasonable value (usu
ally 10%)

• Matching the impedance of the transformer to that of the tube

• Achieving the specified rise time

Unfortunately, this approach often results in considerable energy stored
in the transformer, with possible heating problems; these will be treated
in the detailed design procedure.
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This then completes the discussion of the preliminary design of the
modulator; of course, the dc power supply, the overload circuits, the
thyratron driver, and other components must be designed and the charg
ing and shunt diodes selected, but these are relatively straightforward
tasks. A few words of caution are indicated:

• Overloads: The ratings of components such as the power supply,
the charging diode, and the shunt diode, and the response time
of the overload protection circuits, are closely interrelated. Be
sure the overload circuits react rapidly and that components
are conservatively rated.

• Thyratron driver: The drive requirements on manufacturer's
data sheets are minimum values. Provide a safety margin. Be
sure that the drive-circuit impedance remains low under all load
conditions; be sure to provide negative thyratron grid bias where
necessary.

The remaining sections deal with the detailed design of the principal
modulator components: the charging choke, the pulse-forming network,
and the pulse transformer.

Charging-Choke Design

The basic design requirement is to have a reactor that has the
required value of inductance, has a reasonably high Q (low losses), and
will withstand the required voltages. An iterative procedure will be used;
i.e., a core will be selected and a trial design made. Usually, some aspect
of the trial design will be unsatisfactory and so adjustments will be made
and the process repeated until a satisfactory design is achieved.

The basic steps in the design procedure are as follows:

• Select a core.

• Assume an initial flux density.

• Calculate the number of turns in the coil.

• Select an air gap.

• Check the ratio of air gap to core length.

• Design the coil.

• Check the Qof the design.

• Cakul.u« Ihl' te-mpe-rature rise of the coil.
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If good engineering practice is violated during the design procedure,
an earlier design choice (such as core selection or flux density) must
be modified and the intermediate steps repeated.

Magnetic core material of 4% silicon steel in 4-mil strips formed
into a cut C core will be used. Because of the high operating voltage
involved, oil-impregnated kraft paper will be utilized for insulation, and
the finished choke will be hermetically sealed in an oil-filled container.
A cross-sectional view of the type of construction normally used for
charging chokes is shown in Figure 9-1, along with names of the principal
parts of the choke.

High-voltage
lead

Layer
insulation

Coil
assembly

Core

FIGURE 9-1 Cross-sectional view of a charging choke, showing major features
and nomenclature.

A large number of standard cores are available, but the choice can
often be limited by the available window (the opening in the middle
of the core) space for the coil. The insulation from the first winding
to the core must withstand 5 kV; at 25 V/mil this will require 0.2 in.
The outer wrap must stand 10 kV; at 50 V/mil- this will also require
0.2 in of insulation. Thus, 0.4 in of insulation is required, without any
allowance for windings. Since several thousand turns may be required,
window heights less than % to I in will not normally be considered.
Also, a relatively long window is desirable in order to efficiently package
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the windings, because of the coil margins required to keep creep stress
at a reasonable value.

After an examination of catalogs of standard magnetic cores, a tenta
tive selection of H-25 is made (this core has a 1~6 X 2~-in window).
As an initial guess, assume a maximum ac flux of 7 kilogauss (kG);
then the number of turns is given by Equation 6-2,

N = ..:4.:..:.9:...::3:....--.:XI:...:O=-6..=E~dc~T:....:.T

AS se;
Using a stacking factor S of 0.9 and a value of A of 1.29 in2 , one obtains

4.93 X 106 X 5000 X 225 X 10-6

N= 1.29 X 0.9 X 7000

= 682 turns

Then the air gap is given by Equation 6-3,

3.2 X N2 X A X 10-8

a=
L

or, for a 2-H inductance,

3.2 X 6822 X 1.29 X 10-8

a=
2

= 0.0096 in

The length of the magnetic core for the H-25 core is given by

l= 2F+ 2C+ 2.9£

then from Table 6-1

l= 2(0.938) + 2(2.5) + 2.9(0.938) = 9.596 in

The ratio of air gap to core length is given by

!!:. = 0.0096 = 0.1 %
l 9.596

Since this value is smaller than the smallest allowable value (0.6%),
increase the turns by V6 """ 2.5; the resulting values will be

N = 1705 turns
e: = 2800 G

a= 0.06 in

Note that the particular value of a is usually adjusted to obtain the
desired value of L during assembly. The value of Ide is given by
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Ide = PRF en (1.9 Ede )

= (4000)(2.5 x 10-9)( 1.9 x 5000)
=95 rnA

and from Equation 6-3

NIdeBde=0.16--
a

0.095
= 0.16 x 1705 x 0.06

=432 G

Since Bde + Bae is considerably less than 15 kG, the core will definitely
not saturate.

The next major step is to design the coil; assume the use of #30
wire with heavy Polythermaleze insulation (diameter = 0.0116 in). The
available window is 2.5 in; subtracting 0.1 in for mechanical spacing
leaves 2.4 in for the coil. Margins for 10 kV voltage at 25 V/mil are
0.4 in at each end, leaving 1.6 in for winding. Assuming a 0.9 space
factor for windings, this allows

1.6
0.0116 X 0.9 = 124 turns/layer

Then the required number of layers is

1705
124 = 14 layers

The maximum voltage across each insulating layer is given by the voltage
at the end of the coil winding and is equal to twice the voltage developed
across each coil winding. The voltage per coil layer is

5000
2 X M = 714 V/layer

The required interlayer insulation is stressed at 50 to 100 V/mil, and
14 mils is required if a stress of 50 V/mil is selected.

The radial build of the coil can now be summarized as

Core insulation

14 layers of 0.014-in paper and 0.0116 in wire

Outer wrap

X I.~ huild 1:1<101' ().~1I() ill

0.2 III

0.358

0.2

O.75H ill
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which will fit in the window avai lable. I t sho uld be emphasized tha t
the last (outer) wind ing sho uld be space-wound to accom mo date the
impulsive vo ltage stress tha t occurs upon thyra tron switching.

T he next ste p is to check the Qof the cho ke. The core loss componen t
is, from the manufac ture r's data sheet in Figure 6-1 for 2.8 kG and 4
kH z PRF

3 w/n, X 3.08 lb = 9W

T he copper losses are next calc ulat ed by first det ermining the mean
tu rn length to be approxima te ly 11 in, or the total wire len gth to be
1563 ft. From wire tables, th e res u lting resistance of th e #30 wire
is 156 n. For an rms curren t of 0.1 A, the resu lting power loss is
1.56 W .

The fringing loss is give n by Eq uation 6-5, with

k = 3.22 X 10-3

D = 1.38 in
a = 0.06 in
f = 2222, corresponding to a cha rgin g period of 225 fLS

IVg = 3.22 X 10-3 X 1.38 X 0.06 X 2222 X (2.8)2 X 2 = 9.3 W

Then, the to ta l power is 19.86 W , and for the rm s curre nt of 0.1 A,
from Equatio n 6-6

R.,q= 1986 n
or fro m Eq ua tio n 6-7,

Q
- - (27T)(2000)(2) _ 13
- wL/Re q - 1976 -

an acceptable value.
The remainder of th e design procedure involves th e calc ula tion of

th e ho t-spo t temperature. T he total losses in th e co re are 18.3 W. This
heat is co nd uc te d to th e oil th rough the edges of th e core laminations,
whic h are no t covered by th e coil. T his area is calculated by sub tracting
the coi l length from I (length of th e magn eti c circu it) and multipl ying
th e res ulting figure by twice the core buildup; i.e .,

(9.6 - 2.4) X 2 X 0.93 8 = 13.51 in2

The resulting power density is 0.74 W/in2 , and according to Figure
4-22, th e rise of core over oil is 18°C .

The copper losses were earlier calculated to be 1.56 W; this is distrib
uted o ver an area given by th e prod uct of the mean length of turn
and th e windi ng- tra verse. The res u lting area is

I I X r.n 17.(iO ill 2
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and the heat flux is 0.09 W/in2. This flows through V2 in of insulation.
The resulting temperature rise is

(250)(0.09)(0.5) = 11.25°C

The total power dissipated by the choke is 19.86 W; assume the choke
is to be enclosed in a 3- x 3- x 4.5-in can. The internal area of the
can is then

2 X 32 + 4 X 3 X 4.5 = 72 in2

and the resulting heat flux is

19.86 28 . 2
7"2=0. W/m

From Figure 4-22, using the upper side of the empirical curves, it can
be seen that the drop from case to oil is approximately 6°C.

Assume the can is mounted on the 3- x 3-in base; then the area
available for transfer of heat to the air is 63 in 2 (72 - 9), and the heat
flux is

19.86 32 . 2
~=o. W/m

As seen in Figure 4-21, the rise from case to ambient is approximately
42°C.

The hot-spot temperature will thus occur at the core surface; summing
the drops from core to ambient, one obtains,

Core to oil

Oil to case

Case to ambient

Drop from core to ambient

l'8°C

6°C

42°C

66°C

Thus, the design can operate in a 39°C ambient without exceeding
a calculated hot-spot temperature of 105°C. If operation at higher tem
peratures is desired, fins or forced-air cooling might be used, or a design
with a lower flux density might be attempted. It should be noted that
these calculations are somewhat conservative, since heat loss through
the base is ignored; this extra caution is used to provide a greater margin
of safety in the final design.

The remaining steps in the design procedure involve high-voltage
hushing selection, and detailed design of the core mounting fixture and
the case. Since these procedures are relatively straightforward and will
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differ greatly depending upon the application, they will not be treated
in detail here.

A charging choke was built in accordance with this design with 0.030
in Teflon spacers in each core gap. Initial measured inductance was
1.98 H at 1000 Hz, but when all was assembled and finally banded, a
value of 1.85 H was measured. The choke resonated with its own capacity
with approximately a 100-fLs period; measured capacity from case to
coil was 66 pF. The charging time of the network remained essentially
unchanged for variations in voltage and average current from maximum
values down to essentially zero current. The measured charging period
to back-biasing of the charging diode was approximately 245 fLS, slightly
longer than the design value, but still acceptable, and charging efficiency
was greater than 95%.

Pulse-Forming Network Design

There are two basic aspects of PFN design: capacitor design and
coil design. The design assumes an E-type network with equal-value
capacitors; these capacitors may be either fabricated or purchased. A
constant-diameter tapped coil will be used; since the coil is usually tuned
(i.e., tap positions are adjusted) to optimize the waveform, and since
the coils are relatively easy to make, coils are normally fabricated in
house.

The network values are

en = 2500 pF
t; = 6.25 fLH

To follow the discussion in Chapter 5, a three-section network is initially
assumed.

For the three-section network, the ratio of coil diameter to length
is 0.25, and Nagaoka's constant is .91. If a 0.5-in diameter form is chosen,
then the length will be 2 in. The required number of turns is given
by Equation 5-3:

N= ((10)(6.25)(2))1/2 = 24 turn
(0.52)(0.91) s

The resulting coil can be close-wound with # 13 wire, or space-wound
with a smaller-diameter wire. The use of space winding on a threaded
form is probably more satisfactory, because of the ease of adjusting
the taps. Suitable initial taps are at 9, 16, and 24 turns.

The network will contain three equal-value capacitors, each approxi
mately 830 pF; either paper or reconstituted-mica paper can be used.
Often the capacitors are purchased from outside sources, but they can
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also be fabricated; ifit is desired to fabricate the capacitors, the following
observations may be useful. If paper is used, one might select for each
capacitor five series-connected sections with 14 to 20 layers of 0.5-mil
paper for insulation for each section. If reconstituted mica is selected,
one might use two series-connected sections with 5 to 10 sheets of
2-mil mica between foils. As with all other high-power components,
the temperature rise of the resulting design must be checked.

Later in the design procedure, the initial choice of a three-section
network will be found unsuitable, since this results in too rapid a rise
time. Thus, a two-section network will be used in the final design. The
total inductance will remain at 6.25 p.H, but a ratio of diameter to length
of 0.375 or a Nagaoka's constant of .86 will be required, and this will
be realized as 45 turns of #28 wire space-wound on a 0.375-in diameter
coil 1 in long. The total network capacitance will still be 2500 pF, but
it will now consist of two 1250-pF capacitors; all other earlier comments
on capacitor design will still apply to this two-section network.

Pulse-Transformer Design

The approach to be followed in pulse-transformer design has
been briefly discussed in Chapter 4, and it is worth repeating that consid
erable emphasis will be placed on achieving a specified value of rise
time, not on minimizing the rise time. The basic procedure to be followed
IS:

• Select a core.

• Calculate the number of turns, assuming an initial flux density.

• Check the exciting current.

• Design the coil.

• Calculate L1 and Cd.

• Check the temperature rise of the design.

II' any of these steps produces results that fall outside the expected
range, one of the earlier assumptions must be modified and the process
repeated.

The initial choice of winding configuration will be the single-layer
primary, single-layer, bifilar-wound secondary (two identical single lay
c-rs, one on top of the other, separated by minimum insulation, constitute
I he secondary) with an oil-paper insulation system. Figure 9-2 shows
a cross-sectional view of such a pulse transformer, with the principal
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components identified. Longer pulse lengths or faster rise times might
require selecting some other configuration, such as the Lord winding.

Again, the initial choice of a core is somewhat arbitrary, but certain
cores can be rejected on the ground that the available window will be
too small. After an examination of a list of standard cores, an L-19

Bifilar wound
secondary

Low-voltage
primary lead --.:::::~~~~~~~~~t~:=-- Primary-secondary

insulation

Primary lead to PFN

Coil

Core Core
joint

FIGURE 9-2 Cross-sectional view of a typical simple (single-layer-primary, single
layer-, bifilar-wound-secondary) high-voltage pulse transformer, showing major fea
tures and nomenclature.

core is selected for an initial trial. A 4-kG initial choice of flux-density
change is assumed (see Figure 4-23); then, from Equation 4-3,

6.45AS !!..B
V/N=----

t X 108

6.45 X 0.5 X 0.89 X 4000
= 0.25 X 102 = 459 V/tum

For 20 kV voltage this requires

20,000
459 = 44 turns

N/Le

2.02 !!..B I
Im = - - - -

Then the exciting current is given by Equation 4-4 (l = 5.83 in):

2.02 X 4000 X 5.83
44 X 440 = 2.43A
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where IJ-e is obtained from Figure 4-17. The desired value of 1m is 2.2
A, so increase the number of turns to

)2.43
44 2.2 = 46 turns

The next step is to begin design of the coil. The window length is
1\!1'6 in, less Yr6 in for mechanical fit; thus 1.5 in is the coil length.
Allowing 0.1 in at the low-voltage end for support and 0.6 in at the
high-voltage end for creep stress (30 V/mil) leaves 0.8 in for winding
46 turns. This would require #28 wire, but even if a 100% space factor
could be used, this wire size would have a current density much larger
than would be acceptable.

Thus, one might be led to select a core with a longer window. Consider
an L-24 core. For an initial choice of flux change of 4 kG, the turns
required will be

V

N

6.45 X 0.625 X 0.89 X 4000 7
0.25 X 102 = 5 4 V /turn

For 20 kV voltage,

20,000
N= 574 = 35 turns

The magnetizing current (l= 7.96 in) is given by

2.02 X 4000 X 7.96
1m = 35 X 400 = 4.59A

Since this exciting current is too large, the turns should then be increased
to

)4.59
35 2.2 = 51 turns

Allowing Yr6 in for mechanical tolerance leaves 2.25 in of coil length.
Allowing 0.1 in for low-end margins and 0.6 in at the high end permits
a 0.0273-in diameter wire (use #22, with a diameter of 0.0267 in, assum
ing a space factor of 0.9. This gives 2A/(l000 emil), a value somewhat
high, but one that will yield an acceptable temperature rise in later
calculations.

The primary winding should be the same length as the secondary.
The required 12 turns will have the correct traverse if three # 19 wires
are used in parallel for the conductor.
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The detailed build calculations for the core are as follows:

Core insulation 0.200 in

Primary (#19 wire, three in parallel)

Insulation pad (15 kV at 300 V/mil)

Secondary 1 (#22 wire)

Insulation

Secondary 2 (#22 wire)

Outer wrap

0.038

0.050

0.027

0.004

0.027

0.070

0.416 in

x 1.25 build factor = 0.52 in

which should fit the window with room to spare. Actually, it might be
more desirable to take more care in winding to be able to fit #21 wire
into the available window, to reduce current density in the wire even
further, but this will not be necessary.

The next step requires calculation of the distributed capacity and
leakage inductance of the coil, which are in turn related to the rise
time and the tube impedance. The desired rise time of the entire modula
tor is approximately

20kV
225 kV/IJ-s = 0.09 IJ-S

The rise time of the three-section PFN itself is approximately 0.04 IJ-S,
and so the pulse transformer rise time will be given by

(0.092 - 0.042)1 / 2 = 0.08 IJ-S

Assume 2 pF of stray capacitance for bushings and 2 pF for leads; when
combined with the load stray capacitance, this results in a total

C[= 24 pF

The desired value of leakage inductance is from Equation 4-5

0.08 X 10-6

----X 910= 56IJ-H
1.3

and from Equation 4-6, the distributed capacitance

t; 0.08 X 10-6

Cd = -- - C[ = - 24 X 10-12 = 44 pF
1.3Rp 1.3 X 910
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In order to calc ula te values of L[ and Cd for the transformer, a few
parameters need to be calculat ed (see Figure 4-9) .

N, = 5 1 turns
51= 0 .05 0 X 1.25 = 0.0625 in

~ 0 .0359 + 0 .0263
z.a> 2 = 0.05

t =2.24 - 0 .1 - 0 .6 = 1.6 in
k = 4.5 (oil-pa per insul at ion)
Ie= 2( 1.0 + 0.625 + 7T X 0.26) = 4.9 in
n =4.26

In calc ula ting Ie it is ass umed the mean length of tu rn goes th ro ugh
the middle of the 0.050-in insula tion pa d; thus Ie is the sum of the
core cross-sec tio n perimeter an d the circumfe rence of a circle havin g
a radius equal to the di stan ce fro m the mean turn to the surface of
the core.

Then , fro m Figure 4-9,

0.225 X4.5 X4.9 X1.6
Cd(pF) = 0 .062 5

X(.!. - 2 +__1_) .
3 3(4 .26) 3(4.26)2 = 24.8 pF

0 .032 X 5 12 X 4 .9 ( 0 .03)
L[(pH) = 1.6 0.0625 + -3- = 18.5 JLH

T hese values are not even close to the de·sired values; i.e ., the rise time
will be mu ch too fast; o ne approach to use in this case is to reduce
the numbe r of PFN sections in order to incr ease PFN rise time, thus
permitting a fas ter transform er rise time.

If a two-sect ion network is ass ume d, its rise tim e will be abo ut 0.0625
JLs, and the desired tran sformer rise time will be

(0.09 2 - 0.06252) 1/ 2 = 0.06 JLs

The desired value of leakage inductance becomes

0.06 X 10-6

t, = X 910 = 42 pH
1.3

and th at of di stributed capacity becomes

0.06 X 10-6

Ct = - 24 X 10-12 = 26 .7 pF
' ( 1.3 X 910
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The capacitance, then, is slightly too small, but still within tolerances
(10 %). The desired inductance is somewhat larger than achieved; this
adjustment is best accommodated by adding a small external inductor
of value

(42 - 18.5) = 1.3 H
(4.26)2 ,..,

in the pulse-transformer primary circuit.
If, on the other hand, the value of Lz for the transformer is larger

than desired, one of the winding configurations should be selected to
have a portion of the secondary interleaved with the primary. If the
capacitance needs to be reduced, the primary-secondary spacing can
be increased or a different insulating material (such as Teflon) used.

With the use ofa two-section network along with the 1.3-,..,H additional
inductance in the primary circuit (placed in series with thyratron anode),
the electrical parameters will be considered satisfactory.

The remaining calculations involve the thermal performance of the
transformer. Sources of heat include the following:

• Energy stored in the core

• Energy stored in the stray capacitance

• Energy stored in the leakage inductance

• Power dissipated by pulse currents

• Power dissipated by filament current

Experience has shown that the third and fourth items are usually rather
small compared with other contributions. If a shunt diode and resistor
are used, most of the energy in the stray capacitance and that stored
in the core will be dissipated in the shunt diode and resistor.

The power in the distributed capacitance is given by

1 1"2 CdV
2 X PRF ="2 (24.8 X 10-12)(2 X 104)2(4000) = 19.9 W

thus showing the desirability of using a shunt diode. In our design,
the use of a shunt diode and resistor will be assumed; the shunt will
absorb approximately 75-90% of this power (an empirical factor), leav
ing about 4 W converted to heat within the transformer from this source.

The power stored in the core due to magnetizing current is given
by (2/3)Eolm X duty cycle (W), or

~ (2 X 104)( 2.2)(0 .00 1) = 29 W
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The power dissipated by the filament current is obtained by calculating
the wire length as

51 X 4.9 X 2 = 500 in = 41. 7 ft

and the wire resistance as 0.53 n, for a dissipated power of 0.9 W.
The maximum temperature rise will occur at the core surface; the

core dissipates 33 W. The area of the exposed edges of the core available
for heat transfer (not covered by the coil) is approximately 7.14 in 2

(calculated as the core length of 7.96 in less the coil coverage of 2.25
in multiplied by the core edge thickness of 0.625 in, multiplied by 2).
The resulting heat flux is 4.6 W/in2 , which from the upper bound of
the empirical data from Figure 4-22 should produce a temperature rise
from core to oil of about 40°C.

The total power dissipated in the case is approximately 34 W. Assume
that a 4- x 4- x 5-in can is used, corresponding to a total area of 116
in 2 , or a heat flux of 0.3 Wlin2; thus, an 8°C rise will occur from case
to oil.

The area available for heat transfer to the air is approximately 100
in 2 (assuming a 4- x 4-in base); the corresponding heat flux is approxi
mately 0.34 Wlin2 • Thus, the case-to-ambient rise is approximately 25°C
(see Figure 4-21).

The temperature rise from ambient to core is approximately 73°C,
permitting operation to an ambient temperature of approximately 32°C.

The remaining tasks involve the design of the mechanical mounting
and the selection of bushings; as before, this is strongly application
dependent and will not be treated in detail here. The final design step
is actual operation of the transformer, with particular attention to the
tail-of-pulse performance. A transformer was fabricated in accordance
with this design and operated on both resistive and magnetron loads.
On a 7208B magnetron load, the rise time from 10% to 90% of full
output voltage was slightly less than 100 ns, and the backswing voltage
was approximately 5 kV; there was no recrossing of the axis either close
to or distant from the output pulse.

9-2 SCR-MAGNETIC MODULATOR

There are a number of different forms of magnetic modulators
that may be utilized in order to achieve different design objectives. In
order to present the principles of the design of a saturating reactor
for use in a magnetic modulator, the relatively straightforward configura
tion shown in Figure 9-3 has been selected for analysis. This modulator
was designed to pulse a resistive load; it also incorporates multiple wind
ings on the reactor L2 and saturating transformer T 1 to ensure current
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sharing among the multiple SCRs used to handle the required current.
The specific modulator design is adapted from Coate and Swain [I].
In this configuration, the switching of the charging SCR initiates charging
of the low-voltage storage capacitor from the dc supply. Once the storage
capacitor has been completely charged, the switching SCRs are triggered,

Charge
SCR

320 Vdc Charging
voltage

regulator

C,

Switching
SCRs

To 70·n
load

FIGURE 9-3 Simplified schematic diagram of SCR-magnetic modulator used in tlw
design example.

applying the storage-capacitor voltage across the primary of saturating
transformer T 1, charging the pulse-forming network through the s.uu
rated inductance of L2 and L3 . Once the pulse-forming network has
been completely charged, T 1 saturates, discharging the PFN into III('

load. Inductor L3 is biased to saturation to provide a low-indurtaur:r
charging path around the load. Auxiliary windings on L2, T 1, and [':1

are utilized in order to provide suitable magnetic bias for the cores.
The design of an SCR-magnetic modulator can be carried out in a

number of different ways. The particular design procedures may 1)('
dependent upon the specific modulator configuration considered, iurlurl
ing the number of compressive stages employed. Because of' ('(Tl;,in
inaccuracies and approximations in the equations employed in the (ksign
of SCR-magnetic modulators, along with the variability of the magnl'l i(
core materials, analytical design approaches are used primarily as l4uide
lines, and the actual design is refined on the basis of experience ohl;,iued
by operating these initial designs in test circuits. For this reason, Ihe
design of'SeR-magnetic modulators is often quite expensive, aud uxu.rlly
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j us tified only where th e manufacture of a lar ge number of items perm its
the distribution of the initial development cos ts over a large production
run.

One representati ve design procedure may be broken down into a
number of separate steps, similar to the following:

• Define load paramet ers: voltage, cur ren t, RRV, pulse width, duty
cycle, str ay capacity.

• Sel ect de supp ly voltage.

• Make a trial PFN design .

• Estimate the transfer efficiency .

• Make an initial selection of turns for T 1.

• Determine the valu e of C1.

• Sel ect a charging interval.

• Calculate the valu e of L1 •

• Desi gn charging cho ke L1.

• Select a hold-off interval based on SCR turn-on characteristics.

• Select the charge -trans fer interval from C1 to en.
• Det ermine the saturated inductan ce of L2 •

• Compute the volume of L2 and selec t the core .

• Determine the number of turns and the winding configurati on
for L2 •

• Select the saturated inductance for T 1.

• Compute the volume and select th e core for T 1 •

• Compute the number of turns and th e trial winding configura 
tions for T 1•

• Calculate the winding and core losses for L2 and T 1 , and re com-
pute th e design if necessary.

• Make a trial design for L3 .

• Calculate the core resetting.

• Do the thermal design .

• Opcr.uc the trial design in a representative circuit.
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• Refine or modify the design as indicated on the basis of operat
ing performance.

It is desired to produce a 9.1-kV pulse across a 70-0 resistive load;
a pulse length of 1.5 J.Ls is desired, and a dc supply voltage of 320 V
is specified.

The PFN will have a 70-0 impedance and a 1.5-J.Ls length; thus from
Equation 5-1

T 1.5 X 10-6

C =-= = 1O-8F

n 220 2 X 70

The modulator efficiency is estimated at 70%; i.e., approximately 85%
of the voltage across C1 will be transferred to Cn through T 1. The turns
ratio is thus

Eo
n=----=----

Edc X 0.85

9.1 X 103

(320)(0.85) = 33

where the common factor of 2, which would appear in both numerator
and denominator, has been omitted. Then C1 may be calculated as

by conservation of the stored energy of the two capacitors, assuming
that all charge is transferred from C1 to Cn.

Next, the charging interval for C1 may be established, and the design
of charging choke L 1 proceeds as in Chapter 6 .

The next step involves the design of switching inductor L 2 • The peak
charging voltage on C1 is 1.9 X 320, or 608 V. An SCR with a 5-J.Ls
turn-on time is selected, giving a required volt-time integral product
of

11.=(5 X 10-6)(608) = 3.04 X 10-3 V . S

It is desired that Ls for L2 be an appreciable portion of the inductance
controlling the transfer of charge from C1 to Cn. The network inductance
Ln is 210 J.LH (from Equation 5-2), and if one selects the saturated
inductance of L3 to be around 10% of this value to minimize the voltage
developed across the load during charging, say 30 J.LH, the total induc
tance on the secondary of T 1 will be 210 + 30 or 240 J.LH. Transforming
this to the primary of T 1, an equivalent L of 0.24 J.LH is obtained. Thus,
the combination of 0.24 J.LH and the saturated inductance of L2 should
resonate with the series combination of Ct and Cn (referred to the pri-
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mary of T 1) . If a 5-JLs charge-transfer interval IS selected, then from
Equation 3-2

5 JLs = 7T v(O.24 X 10 6 + Ls)(5 X 10 6)

or

L,;= 0.3 JLH

for Lz. Thus, the design parameters for L2 are

A= 3 X 10-3 V . S

L,;= 0.3 JLH

From Equation 7-2, with

B, = 1.0 tesla (T)
JLs = 2.9 X 10-6 Him

the core volume is

(2.9 X 10-6)(3 X 10-3) 2
Al= = 2.18 X 10-5 m"

(4)(12)(0.3 X 10-6)

After examination of available cores it is decided to use two 4178 Delta
max cores side by side; together these have A = 1.21 X 10-4 m2 and
1= 1.8 X 10-1 m and are in nonmetallic cases. Then by rearranging
Equation 7-1, the required turns can be found:

[IT". I (1.8 X 10 1)(0.3 X 10 6)
N="VA;' ="V (1.21 X 10-4)(2.9 X 10-6) = 12 turns

At this point the validity of the design may be checked by using the
biased inductor to discharge a charged capacitor and measuring the
voltage hold-off and discharge characteristics. It will be determined that
a reduction in turns to 10 gives the following values:

A= 3.3 X 10-3 V . S

L,;= 0.32 JLH

When the inductor was fabricated, solid copper wire was used, al
though litz wire might have reduced losses somewhat. It is not surprising
that turns should be removed, since only the iron area was used in
the above calculation. If the net case area had been used instead, the
turns would have been more nearly correct. It also might appear that
a B, or 1.0 T may be a little small, and experience has shown that a
value or 1.4 T may be more appropriate for some situations.

The design ofT, now begins with the specification of a 5-JLs transfer
period of charge Irorn C 1 to en and a 0.5-JLs guard interval to accommo-
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date changes in material properties with temperature. If all circuit values
are referred to the secondary ofT, and it is remembered that the voltage
across T l will be sinusoidal, with an average value one-half the peak
voltage, then

Then a value of Ls is chosen that is small compared to Lr" say 30 ILH.
Then core volume

Al= (2.9 X 10-6)(5.5 X 10-2
)2= 7.3 X 10-5 m"

(4)(12)(30 X 10-6)

A type 50261 core with a volume of 6.91 X 10-5 m3 and a length of
0.23 m was selected. The turns were

V (0.23)(30 X 10 6)
N= = t rn(3.02 X 10-4)(2.9 X 10-6) 88 u s

Actual measurements resulted in a reduction to 66 turns, at which point
T 1 exhibited A = 6 X 10-2 V . sand L; = 32 ILH.

The shunt inductor should support the output pulse with a little to
spare; thus it is designed for 2 ILS and 10 kV, or A = 2 X 10-2 V . s.
Then if one assumes t, = 30 ILH,

(2.9 X 10-6)(2 X 10-2)2
Al> -96X 10-6 3- (4)(1)(30 X 10-6) -. m

A 4180 core was selected with a volume of 1.32 X 10-5 m" and a length
of 0.219 m. The turns are then

V (0.219)(30 X 10 6) 3
N=(6.05 X 10-5)(2.9 X 10-6) = 19 turns

The test operation had the result that 118 turns were used, which re
sulted in A = 2.04 X 10-2 V . sand L« = 29.3 ILH.

The bias supply was selected as 3 Volts 1 A, and a series choke of
value 50 mH was used to isolate the supply and to supply constant
bias current. The bias windings of L2, T 1, and L3 were connected in
series, 21 turns on L2 , 8 on T1, and 10 on L3 .

The final steps include thermal design by procedures outlined before,
and actual operation in the circuit. In actual operation, the saturation
time of L2 was approximately 5.2 ILs, the transfer interval from C1 to
en was 5.2 ILS, and the modulator produced a 9.1 kV pulse 1.6 ILS long
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across the 70-0 resistive load. The overall modulator efficiency was
69.7%.

9-3 HARD-TUBE MODULATORS

Hard-tube modulators have a number of desirable characteristics,
including the ability to operate at high pulse-repetition rates, to generate
closely spaced pulse bursts, and to carefully control the shape of the
output pulse generated. The design of a conventional hard-tube modula
tor involves the selection of a suitable switch tube, determination of
the coupling capacitor to provide the desired pulse droop, and the selec
tion of suitable recharge and isolating elements. A reasonable design
for a conventional hard-tube modulator is set forth in Volume 5 of
the Rad. Lab. series. Two less conventional designs are discussed in
this section; one is a hard tube modulator for a millimeter-wave EIO,
while the other is a switch driver for a high-power floating-deck modula
tor.

EIOs typically exhibit a large frequency change for a relatively small
change in cathode voltage (see Section 2-2); thus, an extremely flat
top on the cathode voltage pulse is required if frequency changes during
I he pulse are to be minimized. This requirement led to the selection
of' a hard-tube modulator, operated in the unsaturated region, with a
capability for an extremely precise control of the drive pulse applied
to the switch tube.

The modulator can be conveniently divided into three sections: a
pulse shaper, a driver, and an output stage. The output stage, which
is shown in Figure 9-4, consists of a Y690 switch tube operating in
the unsaturated mode. The output stage is driven by the driver, consist
ing of a bifilar-wound inverting transformer driven from the plates of
three 5687 tubes. The grids of the 5687 tubes are driven through a
bifilar-wound inverting transformer by a power FET, which in turn is
driven by the pulse shaper.

The pulse shaper is shown in Figure 9-5 in simplified form. An input
trigger generates a basic pulse which is longer than the desired transmit
ter pulse and which is used to drive a tapped delay line. The output
of each delay-line tap is buffered and goes to a NAND gate and through
an inverter to an adjacent NAND gate.

A drawing of a single combination of these gates is given in Figure
9-6, showing the NAND of the delayed and undelayed waveforms causing
the output to go low for a time interval equal to the delay-line spacing.
'I 'his action causes current to flow through transformer T 1 to transistor
Q.l, and directly through transistor Q2. The ratio of these currents is
adjusled by the potentiometers, and the difference in the two curr'cnts
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either charges or discharges capacitor C 1 during the appropriate interval.
In this manner the pulse shaper can generate an output pulse whose
shape is adjustable in increments equal to the spacing of the delay
line taps. The voltage on C1 is buffered by the emitter follower Qs
and sent to the FETs of the output stage. A voltage that is the average
of the peak current through the EIO is fed back to the emitter power

Pulse
from
emitter
follower

3 ea
5687 in
parallel

.. I.._--- Driver ----->-f+- Output ~

m~ m~

FIGURE 9-4 Simplified schematic diagram of the driver and output stage of the
hard-tube modulator used to pulse a millimeter-wave EIO.

supply of Qs in order to stabilize the peak EIO current. In the particular
version that was constructed, the spacing of the delay-line taps was 10
ns, and so each adjustment potentiometer controlled a 10-ns section
of the driver pulse. In order to terminate the pulse, the outputs of
the delay lines were multiplexed and a selected tap was monitored; when
the signal reached this preselected tap, the MOD PULSE OFF signal was
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generated, discharging the capacitor C1 and terminating the driver pulse.
Selection of the tap to be multiplexed permitted ready adjustment of
the output pulse width.

A relatively low-value resistor for the plate load for the Y690 triode
switch tube was chosen in order to properly discharge the stray capacity

CD
CD 0

'"'"
From delay

;g

0a
line taps >

r0 0 I
® U

-Time

(a) (b)

FIGURE 9-6 Simplified circuit diagram and waveforms for one section of pulse
shaping logic used to generate the incrementally adjustable drive pulse. (a) Simplified
diagram of pulse logic used in pulse shaper; (b) idealized waveforms at points in
(a), above.

associated with the EIO to achieve the desired rapid fall time. Unfortu
nately, this resulted in a reduction in modulator efficiency, but for this
application pulse fidelity and pulse-shape control were more important
than efficiency. Capacitive coupling to the cathode was utilized, and a
bifilar-wound choke provided heater current for the EIO from a de fila
ment supply floating at the -10-kV bias level.

By using this design approach, it was possible to generate a voltage
waveform to pulse an EIO with a high degree of flatness; Figure 9
7(a) shows the voltage waveform on the cathode of an EIO operating
at 140 GHz. The extreme flatness achieved is shown in Figure 9-7(b),
an expanded view of the same waveform, illustrating that a voltage flat
ness of less than 50 V was achievable by this method.

The second hard-tube modulator example is the grid driver for a
floating-deck hard-tube modulator for a system that generates 25-A,
50-kV pulses that must be instantaneously variable in width from 1 to
100 p,s at pulse rates up to 200,000 pulse/s [6]. In order to satisfy
these requirements, a high-power floating-deck modulator was fabri
cated; ;1 simplified block diagram of such a system is given in Figure
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FIGURE 9-5 Simplified schematic diagram of pulse-shaper circuit used with EIO modulator.
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9-8, and one for the grid-drive circuit is given in Figure 9-9. In Figure
9-10 are shown the idealized waveforms for plate voltage, plate current,
grid voltage, and grid current for the switch tubes. Note the initial spike
in the waveform used to provide the plate current to discharge the stray
capacitance of the circuit. In addition, it is also desirable to be able to

E
u
;;-
o
o
o

200 ns/cm

(a)

E
u;;-
o
o
o

50 ns/cm

(bl

FIGURE 9-7 Modulator output waveforms at
cathode of EIO for hard-tube modulator, showing
the flat top of the output pulse. (a) Cathode voltage
pulse; (b) expanded cathode voltage pulse showing
flatness of pulse top.

\
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'ramp" the top of the drive pulse in order to compensate for droop
.n the energy-storage capacitor bank.

A schematic diagram of a suitable grid-drive circuit is given in Figure
:)-11, and waveforms in this circuit are shown in Figure 9-12. The timing
of the output pulse is controlled by transformer-coupling ON and OFF

:riggers across the high-voltage interface. Tube Vi acts as a cathode

56-kV
power
supply

+

Energy
storage
capacitor
bank

Switch tube grid
driver and bias

\...A!A.J \...A!A.J High-voltage
- - - - - - isolation
rr.Y'> rY"N'"\ transformer

ON trigger >-----------'

FIGURE 9-8 Floating-deck modulator block diagram (filament and power isolation
omitted for simplicity). [6]

ollower to establish a reference voltage across capacitor Cl. V2 acts
IS a constant-current source providing approximately 10 rnA of current.
rube Va is initially biased slightly positive with its plate near the reference
ootential across the tube. Once the ON trigger is received, the ON blocking
xscillator generates a pulse equal in width to the spike required at the
rutput; the pulse is fed to both the grid of the tube V5 and the spike
implifier. The plate ofV, pulls the grid ofV, negative, charging capacitor
:::2 and cutting off tube Vs. The time constant R2C2 is selected so that
(s will remain cut off for a time greater than the width of the longest
lesired output. The output of the spike amplifier is transformer-coupled
hrough T', and CR2 to the plate of Vs, forming the spike portion of
he output signal. After the spike has been removed, the plate voltage
)f Vs is clamped to the reference potential across Cl. Once the OFF

rigger is applied, the OFF blocking oscillator pulses the grid of tube
(s and V4 positive, reducing the output voltage to zero. The voltage
It the plate 01" rul«: V« is huffered by the 7403 cathode followers to
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Ampl itron

Boot-strap circui t supp lies
and tr iggers mu st be low
capaci tance iso lated from
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Refer ence
deck

AC power
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ON t rigger

OF F trigger
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300 V
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bia s
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~i~-'-
1600 V

100 V
I---+~'\ /"\/\ ,.---4 - ---1 + bias
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Boot-strapped
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grid -d river c irc uit

FIGURE 9-9 Block diagram of grid-drive circuit used in Figure 9-8 (heaters and
supplies are omitted). [6]
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FIGURE 9-10 Switch tube waveforms for the circuit shown in
Figure 9-8. [6]
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drive the final switch-tube grid. The tube V4 is required to discharge
the input capacitance of the switch-tube grids in order to achieve fast
fall time. Ramping of the output is accomplished by feeding a portion
of the output of the ramp generator to the grid of tube V1, thus ramping
the clamp level across C1. The operation of the ramp generator is syn-

ON trigger

OF F trigger

V3 grid

Cutoff
-- - --20

V 3 plate
(output)

FIGURE 9-12 Waveforms of modulator shown in Figure
9-11. [6]

chronized by the ON and OFF triggers, which are transformer-coupled
across the high-voltage interface.

9-4 GRID-PULSE MODULATORS
In a grid-pulse modulator, a constant dc voltage is applied from

the anode to the cathode of the tube, the grid is biased negative with
respect to the cathode during the OFF condition, and the grid is pulsed
positive with respect to the cathode in order to turn on the RF tube,
In this section, possible designs for several TWT modulators grid-pulsed
for low power (l to 10 kW) will be discussed.

There are a number of different approaches that may be utilized in
order 10 provide the de cathode power supply for the tube. Conventional
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Details of grid-drive circuit used to generate waveforms shown in Figure 9-10 (heaters and heater supplies are
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rectifying or voltage-multiplying circuits may be utilized in order to pro
vide this de voltage, but in many cases the amount of ripple or the
regulation of the supply is not adequate. If an inverter-type power supply
is utilized, a high switching frequency may be selected, permitting low
ripple while using filter components small in size and weight. it is also
possible to incorporate feedback within such a switching regulator in
order to improve circuit regulation. However, a more straightforward
approach to achieve low ripple and good regulation is to incorporate
regulator circuitry between the rectifier output and the tube. Series vac
uum-tube regulators are almost universally employed for such an applica
tion.

A simplified schematic diagram of a straightforward series regulator
is given in Figure 9-13. The key to operation of this circuit is the utiliza
tion of the high-voltage corona-discharge-voltage reference tube, which
can provide up to tens of thousands of volts reference voltage with
relatively low currents. This circuit arrangement works well for applica
tions where extreme regulation is not required.

0.051l F

300 kn
11kV ----"v·V\~---<.........---<'\J\/

6.3 Vac

+ '-f---.......--_----.......-----... To overload
Sense

From
13 kV

DC
power supply

1 Mn

M42C10

Coratron
regulator
(10 kV)

20Mn

'--+-_--<>--- To TWT

body

0.11l F
low
inductance

470,11

'---------t~ />10 Mn

To
-----'-----------------/\J\,f\r---------+- TWT

cathode

FIGURE 9-n Simple TWT power-supply regulator for an application where extreme
reKulation is not required,
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For applications where more exacting regulation requirements exist,
additional loop gain must be provided in the regulation loop [5]. Figure
9-14 shows the simplified schematic diagram for such a TWT dc power
supply regulator, which provides a high degree of regulation coupled
with relatively small size achieved by the use of a miniature series regula
tor tube. The instantaneous load current is provided by the storage

11 kV de
from full-wave

3 ¢ recti fier

+145 V

r------'....."""'----A, f', "~Cl + 260 V
unregu lated

zener

This point monitors
current through the TWT

Error
amplifier

+50 V
reference
voltage

Load
Compensated

divider
string

resistors and
shunt

capacitors

FIGURE 9-14 Diagram for TWT cathode-voltage regulator for a -8.3-kV supply. [5]

capacitor C1 . In order to achieve good regulation, a compensated divider
string samples the tube voltage, compares it with a reference, and drives
the series regulator tube in order to keep the output voltage constant.
Any arcs through the tube are sensed as an increase in voltage across
R1 , which initiates a cutoff of the series regulator tube for approximately
70 ms.

A key to the small size of the overall power supply is the use of the
miniature triode tube. This tube is encapsulated as shown in Figure
9-15 in order to ensure connection reliability. An extremely thin layer
of efficient dielectric separates the base of the heat sink, an aluminum
block, from the chassis.
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The low-frequency open-loop gain of the regulator is approximately
113 dB, and attenuation in the feedback string is approximately 44 dB,
the resultant loop gain being approximately 69 dB. The frequency for
a O-dB loop gain has been measured as 144 kHz. For operation at 15
rnA, 8300 V, line regulation was measured to be 0.025%, ripple and
noise totaled 3 V peak-to-peak, and regulation over the temperature
range was 0.288%.
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.IU;VRE 9-15 Triode potted assembly used in regulator of Figure 9-14. [5]

The pulsing of the grid may be approached in several ways, including
utilizing' a small floating deck for the grid driver, utilizing a pulse genera
tor that floats at cathode potential, and generating an appropriate pulse
al ground potential and transformer-coupling it to the grid. Under no
circumstances should direct capacitive coupling of the pulse to the grid
1)(' utilized, since an arc within the TWT would then result in excessive
grid-to-cathode voltages and the discharge of the stored energy in the
«oupliug capacitor through the grid, with its subsequent destruction.

Fig-mc 9-16 is a simplified schematic diagram of a grid-modulator
pull-up and pull-down circuit designed to provide an extremely flat pulse
to the TWT grid; a flatness of 2 V was typically achieved, and rise
;111<1 (;\11 times on the order of 15 to 20 ns were observed for the RF
out pUI pulse I~ I. The entire modulator floats at gTid potential, and trig-
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ger pulses are coupled across the high-voltage interface through trans
former T 1 [4]. A similar configuration is shown in Figure 9-17; this
resulted in a rise time of the detected RF signal of less than 5 ns. A
small line-type modulator that floats at cathode potential may be used
to pulse the grid, as shown in Figure 9-18.
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C6 Rg +
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To grid
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1.7 /.IF 2 M"

L.
25 mH

FIGURE 9-16 Simplified schematic of solid-state TWT grid pulser. [2]

An approach that results in reduced circuit complexity at high voltage
involves transformer coupling of the pulse directly to the grid of the
TWT, as shown in Figure 9-19. A high-voltage, high-power vacuum
tube blocking oscillator was utilized to generate the pulse at ground
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1"1 G URE 9-17 Simplified schematic diagram of another
solid-state TWT grid pulse. [4]

pot ential, The selection of thi s approach was at least partially influen ced
by the availability ora l-kV supply near ground potential and th e utiliza
1ion or ML-7209 tubes in other portions of the system. A view of the
plat e voll a ~c or the blocking osc illator is shown in Figure 9-20. and a
vir-w or the detectcd RF output pul se for this modulator is shown in
Figllre ! )-~ I.
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FIGURE 9-18 Simplified schematic diagram of a PFN discharge TWT grid pulser.
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11~31T ~ ~IIL::::~:
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FIGURE 9-19 Blocking-oscillator TWT grid pulser.

9-5 FLOATING-DECK MODULATOR

Floating-deck modulators are typically utilized in high-power lin
ear-beam tubes and often require extremely large voltage swings with
relatively low beam-intercept current. Because such high-power tubes are
not commonly encountered, few design examples of large, high-power
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FIGURE 9-20 Blocking-oscil
lator plate voltage for circuit of
Figure 9-19.

FIGURE 9-21 Detected RF
output of a TWT grid-pulsed by
the circuit of Figure 9-19.

floating-deck modulators are encounted in the literature. An article by
Glen Grotz, which was originally presented at the Ninth Modulator Sym
posium, is probably the best summary of techniques and performance
associated with large, high-power floating-deck modulators, and this de
sign example is based on the reprint of his article in Cathode Press [3].

The specific application was to pulse a large klystron, which was to
be the transmitter for a radar to study the characteristics of reentry
vehicles. Such a modulator, while not required to switch an appreciable
portion of the beam current, nevertheless needs to have a high current
capability in order to charge and discharge the stray capacitance rapidly
to achieve good pulse shape. The modulator must be insulated for the
lull klystron beam potential, and all control and adjustment functions
must bridge this high-voltage barrier. As is the case with any hig-h-volt-
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age, high-power application, the possibility of arcing or breakdown in
either the switch tube or the klystron itself must be accommodated to
prevent damage to the switch tubes, the klystron, or associated circuitry.

The floating-deck modulator accommodated both a single-pulse and
a pulse-burst mode, and the individual pulses could be either relatively
long or short. The klystron operated at 180 kV of beam voltage and
220 A of beam current when the modulating anode was driven to ground
potential. The modulating-anode current was typically less than 1 A,
but requirements for charging and discharging the stray capacitance
can result in considerably higher peak-current requirements for the mod
ulator.

A simplified schematic diagram of the modulator klystron and the
power supply is shown in Figure 9-22. Switching of the modulating
anode is accomplished by a pair of ML-LPT-17 switch tubes, rated at
200 kV and 200 A peak current. Light beams are utilized to conduct
the start pulses to the floating modulator deck, which floats at -195
kV de.

During the flat top of the pulse, where no charge or discharge current
is required, the drive requirements of the switch tubes are reduced to
a level commensurate with the continuous conduction currents, in order
to reduce grid dissipation in the switch tubes. At the end of the flat
top of the pulse, a light-beam stop pulse turns off the drive, clamping
the modulating anode back to the cathode. Once the deck has been
returned to the cathode for at least 2 us, the drive to the second tube
is removed, and a bias power supply prevents conduction of the klystron
during the interpulse period.

In order to ensure a constant voltage on the klystron during the
transmitted pulse, elements Cs, Rs, Cs, R7 , L t , Rs, and R9 were included
in order to provide appropriate damping and a voltage source impedance
which is constant over a wide range of frequencies.

A simplified schematic diagram of the driver stage is shown in Figure
9-23. The starting light beam is generated by a neon lamp and conducted
through a Lucite rod to the photomultiplier tube, which generates the
start pulse for the switch tube. This is then amplified and transformer
coupled to the ML-7003 driver tube, which in turn is coupled to the
grid of the LPT-17. A few features of this driver are worthy of note,
including first, the incorporation of the circuit that centers about the
motor-driven delay line DLl, which determines the width of the initial
grid-drive spike. Control for the motor drives that determine both the
width and the amplitude of this initial spike is accomplished by utilizing
a long Lucite rod to actuate microswitches, which in turn control the
rotation of the motor. The second interesting feature associated with
this driver cinuit is the inductor Zt incorporated in the grid circuit of
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the LPT-17. This is a biased saturable inductor, arranged so that normal
pulses are transmitted through with little attenuation but large voltage
spikes produced by arcing within the LPT-17 cause the inductor to come
out of the saturated region, presenting a high impedance and protecting
the diodes associated with the driver tube. Figure 9-24 shows a view
of the driver output waveforms generated by this circuit. It should be

4

3
~unloaded waveform

....."I \

J \ Loaded waveform
2 t

kV
, \, \

\

\
,----------------0

-i 1 IlS I· Klystron beam -I-1 pulse width

FIGURE 9-24 Driver output waveform produced by the circuit of Figure 9-23. [3]

noted that extremely low impedances are utilized in the klystron drive
circuit, in order to prevent loss of control of the tube current by the
grid circuit due to secondary grid emission in the event of modulator
malfunction.

The modulator is contained in an oil-filled steel tank, the oil providing
both a cooling and an insulating function. Most of the electronic equip
ment is contained within two large corona shields, which are supported
on insulating legs and whose sides are perforated in order to permit
the passage of cooling oil. The oil is continuously pumped through a
heat exchanger, filtered externally, and returned to the tank through
the cooling jackets for the anodes of the switch tubes. AC power for
each of the floating decks is provided by an electrostatically shielded
isolation transformer, insulated by oil-impregnated kraft paper sur
rounding the electrostatic shield. Critical voltages are controlled by mo
tors, which are in turn controlled by the push-rod arrangements
described earlier. Critical voltages are monitored by meters, which are
visible through conducting glass panels provided for electrostatic shield
mg.

An integral part of the design ofa high-power modulator is the consid
eration of conditions that may occur in the event that one of the high-
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voltage devices should arc. An acceptable design must establish two
conditions: first, all components must be protected so that an occasional
arc will not destroy the component in which the arc occurs; and second,
an arc in one component must not result in the overvolting and failure
of another component. In order to ensure the second condition, the
distributed inductance and stray capacitance of all components must
be damped so as to preclude an oscillatory condition in the event an
arc occurs at any point in the circuit.

The modulator equivalent circuit shown in Figure 9-25 can be used

Upper switch chassis
stage C

Lower switch tube
(ML-LPT-171 and
HVPS

Lower switch chassis
stage C

Mod anode stage
capacitance and

-=- lead inductance

'-----~+-~Upper switch tube
ML-LPT-17

1-+--------. Klystron

900 pF

1-----1~-----
I
I

"-+---'-'-~+-fl-+---1_ 1III +
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1---- ---1 ~- ----
I
I
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r-- --1 ~--l
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FIGURE 9-25 Floating-deck modulator equivalent circuit used for analysis of damp
ing during faults and crowbar firing. [3]

to analyze the effects of various transients that occur because of arcs
at various points in the circuit; appropriate damping resistances are
incorporated to ensure that oscillatory discharges do not take place.
As an example, if an arc should occur in the upper switch tube, the
discharge of the upper-chassis stray capacitance through the upper switch
tube will cause a polarity reversal on the upper chassis. Such a reversal
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will result in an overvoltage condition on the lower switch-tube anode
unless the circuit is critically damped so that such a voltage rev ersal
does not take place. Therefore, a resistor was placed in the anode of
the upper switch tube to critically damp the distributed inductance and
stray capacitance of the circuit. In a similar manner, combinations of
arcs were analyzed and appropriate resistances incorporated to ensure
that oscillatory discharge conditions did not exist.

Prevention of damage to either switch tubes or the klystron is accom
plished by means of a spark-gap crowbar circuit, which senses the peak
current drawn from energy-storage capacitor C4 and disch arges the
power supply in the event of excessive current associated with an arc
in any portion of the floating-deck modulator. The discharge characteris
tics of all of the capacitances in the various portions of the circuit must
be such that the allowable energy per pulse dissipated in either the
klystron or the switch tubes is not exceeded. A somewhat arbitrary limit
of 30 J per arc for the klystron was established, and calculations of
the various energy-storage elements indicated that a maximum of 24 J
per arc would be dissipated. Primary contributors are the energy stored
in stray capacitance C2 , damping capacitors C3 and C4 , and the dis charge
of the 12.5-JA-F energy-storage capacitor C5 through the klystron in the
event of an arc from the cathode to the modulating anode to the tube
body.

In a similar manner, switch-tube dissipation can be calculated and
will be substantially less than for the klystron, since peak currents in
the switch tube are significantly reduced by the series damping resistors
in the anode of each switch tube.

Several of these modulators have been. built and delivered, and two
were operated for nearly three years, accumulating a total of over 3000
high-voltage hours without an y switch-tube failures occurring except
for initial failures during shakedown. One tube failed as a result of crow
bar logic-circuit failure, while another failed because of an anode ceramic
puncture. The ceramic thickness was increased and no further punctures
occurred.
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APPENDIX

A
PULSE
MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES

In order to evaluate the performance of high-power-pulse radar
transmitters, specialized measurement techniques are required. These
measurements fall into two categories: measurement of the voltages
and currents associated with the pulse modulator, and measurement
of the transmitted-pulse power, frequency, and spectrum.

High-voltage probes and dividers are required to reduce modulator
pulse and charging-waveform voltages to safe levels that can be viewed
on an oscilloscope. High-voltage pulse measurements can also be made
with peak-reading voltmeters. The measurement of pulse currents in
magnetrons and thyratrons requires specially constructed pulse-viewing
resistors and transformers. The high voltages and currents encountered
in pulse modulators can cause problems with capacitive and inductive
pickup, as well as differences in ground potential, or ground loops,
which result in undesired signals in the pulse-viewing system. The trans
mitted RF pulse can also produce unwanted electromagnetic interference
in oscilloscopes and peak-reading voltmeters.

Knowledge of the transmitted-pulse peak power, center frequency,
and power spectrum is needed to achieve optimum system performance.
Thermistors, bolometers, calorimeters, and diode detectors are used
in measuring average RF power. Peak-power meters using diode detec
tors or integrating bolometers are also commercially available. The pulse
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spectrum can be measured with commercially available spectrum analyz
ers up to 40 GHz. As with high-voltage viewing, care must be exercised
to reduce the peak and average microwave power to safe levels.

A-l VOLTAGE AND CURRENT MEASUREMENTS
Oscilloscopes

Modulator pulse and charging waveforms, as well as the detected
RF pulse, are viewed on cathode ray oscilloscopes. The principal consid
eration in the selection of an oscilloscope for pulse viewing is the oscillo
scope bandwidth. The bandwidth of the oscilloscope determines the
fastest pulse rise time that can be viewed without distortion. For a pulse
with an exponential rise time, the rise time t; as measured from the
10% to the 90% amplitude point is related to the oscilloscope bandwidth
by the equation

2.2
r :

where f is the oscilloscope bandwidth. The rise time as viewed on the
oscilloscope screen can be determined by the equation

t~(vieWed) = t~(pU1Se) + t~(scope)

where fr(pulse) is the actual pulse rise time. Real-time measurements with
oscilloscopes can be made at frequencies up to 500 MHz. Sampling
oscilloscopes are available with bandwidths up to 18 GHz (for example,
the Hewlett-Packard Model 1811A, which uses a remote feed through
sampling head Model 14300, thus eliminating the need for high-fre
quency interconnecting cables).

Radar transmitters often produce RF pulses of less than 1 1-LS in width
at a repetition rate in the kilohertz range, which may produce a very
dim oscilloscope trace when viewed in real time. Oscilloscopes with
variable-persistence storage CRTs permit easy viewing oflow-repetition
rate pulses. The Tektronix Model 7834 storage oscilloscope has a stored
writing speed of 2.5 cm/ns, enabling one to capture a single-shot rise
time of 1.4 ns, 3.5 cm high. Digital-storage oscilloscopes may also be
useful in such measurement situations.

High-Voltage Dividers [5]

High-voltage dividers are required to reduce modulator voltages
to levels compatible with the input range of the oscilloscope. In general,
the input impedance of a voltage divider must be so high that it produces
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negligible effects on the circuit being measured. The divider must have
a uniform transient response over a wide band of frequencies so that
it produces negligible distortion of the measured waveforms. In the
usual case where a coaxial cable is used to connect the output of a
divider to the input of an oscilloscope, the output impedance of the
divider should be matched to the characteristic impedance of the cable
to avoid unwanted reflections. Electrical characteristics of the divider
should not vary with voltage, temperature, and time. The divider should
be capable of precise calibration by standard laboratory techniques.

High-impedance voltage dividers are constructed of noninductive re
sistors and high-frequency, low-dissipation-factor capacitors. There are
three types of voltage dividers: the parallel RC divider, the resistive
divider, and the capacitance divider. The circuit for a parallel RC divider
is shown in Figure A-I. The general solution for the response of this
circuit to an applied step voltage V is found to be

V2 = R2 + ( C1 _ R2 ) e-t/R'C'

V R1 + R2 C1 + C2 R1 + R2

R1R2where R t = ---
R1 + R2

and C I = C1 + C2

If R1 C1 = R2C2 , then

and

giving a perfect voltage divider whose ratio is the same for all values
of t, i.e., whose response is the same at all frequencies.

1
-=-v

FIGURE A-I Parallel RC com
pensated voltage-divider circuit.
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If R1Cl is less than R2C2 , then V2 builds up exponentially, with a
time constant equal to R'C I, as shown in Figure A-2, and if R, Cl is
greater than R2C2 , then V2 decreases exponentially. The stray capacity
of the cable and the scope and the scope-input resistance can be allowed
for in the design and calibration of the divider. Because of the conflict

Undercompensated

- - - - - - - -=--~---------

Tim e ------.-

Overcompensated

- - - - - -=-----------
FIGURE A-2 RC divider re
sponse curves for step input
voltage showing overcompen
sated and undercompensated
conditions.

between dissipation ratings and high-frequency characteristics in Rl, RC
voltage dividers generally have much higher pulse ratings than their
dc or rms rating. Tektronix high-voltage probes P-60 13 and P-60 15
are basically RC dividers with additional compensation networks, as
shown in Figure A-3, where the various circuit elements affect different
areas of the pulse. The characteristics of the P-6015 probe are given
in Table A-I.

The resistance divider is a special case of the RC divider in which
two noninductive resistors are connected in series to form a voltage
divider where the stray capacities are given by Cl and C2 . If these capaci
ties are kept small, this divider will have good pulse response. Excellent
high-fiTI(lIl'IICY response can be obtained if the divider is made low
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TABLE A-I TEKTRONIX P-60I5 PROBE CHARACTERISTICS

Attenuation ratio

Bandpass (complete assembly)

Rise time (complete assembly)

Temperature range

Cable center-conductor resistance

Input resistance

Input capacitance

Maximum input voltage (dc or rms)

Maximum input voltage (pulse)

1000: 1 (variable by about 9%)

DC to 50 MHz (flat within 2%)

Approximately 4 ns

10 to 55°C

50 fl/ft

100 Mfl (±3%)

Approximately 3 pF

20 kV (for frequencies above 100 kHz)

40 kV peak (maximum duty factor
10%; maximum pulse duration 0.1 s)

enough in resistance that the value of Rz is less than or equal to the
cable characteristic impedance. It is desirable that the cable be properly
matched to avoid reflections. If Rz equals the cable characteristic im
pedance, Zo, the cable is properly matched to the circuit and no reflections
occur. For the case where Rz is less than Zo, there are two methods of
termination: (l) a shunt resistor of value Ro= Zo, and (2) a series resistor
of value Rm = Zo - Rz, as shown in Figure A-4.

The voltage-division ratio is given by the equations

Vs RzRo
V R1Rz+ RzRo+ RoR1

«II' the shunt resistor and

«II' the series resistor. The low impedance of this type of voltage divider
llIay cause excessive loading of the pulse generator and is, in general,
100 low for observing dc or charging waveforms.

The capacity divider was the first to be commonly used in pulse work
because of the availabilityof high-voltage vacuum capacitors. The capac
ity divider has a high input impedance, but the low-frequency response
is very poor because of the leakage of the low-voltage capacitor, making
the divider inadequate for viewing charging waveforms. Since the capac
ity divider is reactive, it tends to form a resonant circuit with the indue
t.uuc of the connecting leads and may produce high-frequency
osrillat ions on the leading edge of the voltage pulse, limiting the high-
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frequency response of the divider. Shunt termination of the connecting
cable cannot be used with the capacity divider, because this produces
an unbalanced RC divider, which will differentiate the pulse. The series
termination of R; =Zo works well if the reactance of C2 is small compared
with R, at the cable ringing frequency. To avoid accidental pickup of

v,

1---........------,-. To scope

R,

(a)

v,

1-------.,.- To scope

(b)

FIGURE A-4 (a) Shunt and (b) series terminations for resistive voltage dividers.

undesired signals, the voltage point between R1 and R2 or C1 and C2

must be well shielded. The choice of the divider ratio must often be a
compromise between the need for a low-impedance output and the need
for a large output signal level to avoid sensitivity to stray pickup.

Peak-Reading Voltmeters [15]

Peak-reading voltmeters measure pulse voltages by rectifying the
pulse signal and reading the resulting dc current or voltage. Figure
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A-5 shows three basic types of peak-reading voltmeters: the peak-above
average type, the peak-to-peak type, and the peak-above-zero type.

The peak-above-average voltmeter consists of a capacitive divider in
which the signal across the low-voltage capacitor is rectified and then
read by a sensitive dc voltmeter. The input of the capacity voltmeter
must be well shielded to avoid stray pickup. Sensitive dc voltmeters
are also prone to RF pickup. In order to find the pulse voltage with
respect to ground, the dc voltage level must be accounted for. If the

~c,

C2

~c,

D,

D,

(a)

(b)

(e)

J!IC:lJlU: A-5 Various types of peak-reading voltmeters: (a) peak
1IIwv"-lIV('\'III(', (I,) peak-to-peak, (c) peak-ahov..-r... ro.
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dc level can be measured or calculated, then it can simply be added
to the peak-above-average reading. If the dc level is trivial, it can be
ignored, as would be the case for a low-duty-cycle pulse waveform.
Since there is no dc voltage across an inductor, the output of a pulse
transformer will have a zero average level. The average voltage of the
output terminal of a charging choke will be close to the dc supply level.

The peak-to-peak voltmeter is a variation of the peak-above-average
voltmeter but has limited usefulness in pulse-modulator circuits, since
the peak-to-peak voltage is of little interest, except for unidirectional
pulses where one is at ground. The peak-above-zero voltmeter is best
for modulator work, since it reads the true peak voltage; however, it
is more difficult to construct since it requires a high-voltage rectifier,
capacitor, and resistor. Because of the long recovery time of high-voltage
silicon diodes, the rectifier must be a high-voltage vacuum diode. For
negative voltages, an isolated filament transformer is required, which
adds to the input capacity. The peak-above-zero voltmeter can be directly
calibrated on high-voltage dc and has no sensitive circuits that can be
affected by RF pickup. The peak-above-average and peak-to-peak
voltmeters can be calibrated by the peak on a sine wave.

In all types of peak-reading voltmeters, errors will unavoidably be
introduced in the measurement of peak voltages at very low duty cycle
because of the droop of Ca between pulses . The meter will read the
average of the ripple across Ca rather than the peak voltage. The resulting
error is:

1

2RlCa X PRF

This linear approximation of the exponential decay across Ca is correct
to less than 1%if the time constant RlCa is 50 times the longest interpulse
period.

Pulse-Current Measurement [15]

The pulse currents in thyratrons and magnetrons can be viewed
by inserting a small resistor in the ground return of the pulse current
and observing the voltage across the resistor, as shown in Figure A-6 ,
where the small value of resistance is achieved by connecting several
resistors in parallel.

Thyratrons and magnetrons have pulse currents from less than 10
A to several hundred amperes which can rise to full value in less than
10 ns. For such high rates of rise of current, small inductances can
produce large voltages across the viewing resistor. A carbon resistor 1
in long has enough self-inductance to produce a di/dt voltage comparable
to its I R drop. In order to reduce inductive effects to 1%, the self-
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inductance L; of the viewing resistor must be

where R is the resistance of the viewing resistor in ohms and t; is the
pulse rise time. Ordinary wire has an inductance greater than 0.5 ,..,H/ft;
thus, special care must be exercised to reduce the inductance of

Thyratron or magnetron

f-_------ To scope

FIGURE A-6 Current-viewing resistor consisting of a number of composition
resistors in parallel. Often the resistors are arranged in a coaxial configuration.

the viewing resistor. The most common .solution is to provide a large
number of current paths that have as large a diameter and as short a
length as practical. Coaxial construction of the ground return can cancel
out much of the inductance. Low-inductance viewing resistors can also
be constructed by folding a thin Nichrome sheet back on itself to cancel
the inductance.

Since the resistance of the viewing resistor is generally very low, the
viewing cable can be matched with either a series or a shunt termination.
If the internal impedance of the pulse generator is low, a series matching
resistor should not be used, since the sudden increase in voltage across
the viewing resistor that occurs when the initial wave front returns from
the open end of the cable at the oscilloscope can effect an appreciable
change in load current; therefore, best results can be obtained with a
shunt termination at the oscilloscope.

When the pulse current is viewed in the ground lead of a magnetron,
the output flange of the magnetron must be insulated from the wave
guide. This can be done by using a choke Hange, nylon screws, and a
thin Mylar sheet between the Ilanucs. For short pulses, the inductance
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of the waveguide to ground may be high enough that the magnetron
can be connected directly to the waveguide without causing severe distor
tion of the current pulse.

The average current in a pulse circuit can be measured by connecting
a conventional current meter in parallel with a large capacitance that
bypasses the pulse current. A resistor should be connected in parallel
with the meter to ground to provide a dc return in case of meter burnout.
A resistance or an inductance or both can be placed in series with the
meter to protect the meter against surge current.

Another method of viewing pulse currents is with a pulse-current
transformer. The secondary of the transformer is closely wound around
a high-permeability core. The one-turn primary is the wire that carries
the pulse current and passes through the center hole of the core. The
primary must be adequately insulated to withstand the pulse voltage.
The pulse-current transformer may be placed anywhere in the pulse
circuit. Figure A-7 shows the equivalent circuit of such a current-viewing
transformer.

Magnetic
core

(a)

c,

Shield

c'T__.• ------..---t

Ib)

FIGURE A-7 (a) Pulse-viewing current transformer and (b) equivalent
circuit.
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The loosely coupled primary and tightly coupled secondary give the
current transformer an accurate current transformation, although not
necessarily an accurate voltage transformation , For a high-u core and
a low value of the output load Rt , very little magnetizing current is
required, and the secondary current develops a voltage output across
the load that is an accurate representation of the primary current, al
though the voltage ratio is not accurate, because of the loose coupling.
The leakage inductance of the secondary is minimized by the tight cou
pling of the secondary to the core, giving the pulse transformer good
high-frequency response. Loose coupling of the primary produces a high
leakage inductance that presents a high reactance to the pulse circuit.
The cable connecting the transformer to the oscilloscope can be termi
nated at either end, as in the pulse-viewing resistor. The low-frequency
response of the current transformer is improved by making the magnetiz
ing inductance large by using a larger core with a high J.L. The high
frequency response is improved by minimizing the effect of the leakage
inductance and distributed capacity in the secondary. To avoid stray
pickup caused by capacitive coupling between the secondary and the
primary, the secondary is usually completely enclosed by a shield, with
a gap to prevent a shorted-turn effect. The shield conducts the capacitive
currents directly to ground. Double shielding of the transformer and
cable may be required to avoid ground-loop problems. Although it is
usually not a problem, the transformer can saturate with very large
amplitude or long-duration pulses. If the average dc current flowing
through the transformer primary is large, the transformer may tend
toward saturation over many pulses. This problem can be avoided by
resetting the core with a bias current through the secondary. The Tektro
nix Model CT-5 current transformer has a bandwidth of 0.5 Hz to 20
MHz and maximum current ratings of 50 kA and 700 A. The transformer
rise time is 17.5 ns.

Stray Pickup [5,15]

There are three types of stray pickup associated with high-voltage
modulators: capacitive, inductive, and RF pickup. Undesired voltages
can be coupled into the measuring circuit through stray capacitances.
For example, 1 pF of stray capacitance to a thyratron anode falling
from 20 kV to ground in 50 ns will couple 20 V into a 50-0 circuit.
Capacitive pickup can be avoided by using coaxial cable. In severe cases,
a double outer shield may be required along with shielding of the source
end,

Inductive pickup is caused by a time-varying magnetic field. The volt
age induced between the signal and return leads depends on the net
flux 1)('1 W('('II I he III and its rat r: of chang'e; 1hus inductive pickup can
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be eliminated by having the signal and return leads equidistant from
the source of the magnetic field. The outer shield of the coaxial cable
averages the field over its diameter, making its induced field equal to
that of the center conductor. Since the magnetic field falls off inversely
with the distance from its source, the average of these fields over the
outer diameter of the coaxial cable may not be equal to that of the
field at the center conductor if the cable is close to the source of
the magnetic field, so that the cancellation of the induced voltage will
be incomplete.

RF pickup can be a problem with high-powered microwave transmit
ters. The leakage RF energy may be rectified in sensitive instruments,
primarily in oscilloscopes and sensitive voltmeters. The problem can
be solved by removing the instrument as far as possible from the RF
source or by using shielding. RF on signal cables can be eliminated
by using low-pass filters. In high-power modulators, different ground
points can have pulse differences in potential caused by the large currents
flowing through the finite resistance and inductance of the ground path.
Capacitive and inductive pickup can also produce differences in ground
potential. For an oscilloscope with different ground points, such as a
safety ground and a trigger ground return, the different ground poten
tials will result in ground loops that can cause stray pickup. Two tests
can be made to determine if circulating ground current is causing stray
pickup. If the coaxial cable is disconnected from the input of the oscillo
scope and only the ground is connected, then the residual signal on
the oscilloscope will be preamp pickup. If the coaxial cable is reconnected
to the scope and the source end disconnected from the measurement
point and connected to a shielded termination with the outer conductor
touched to the ground at the measurement point, cable pickup will be
observed.

Circulating ground current can be eliminated by using pulse baluns,
as illustrated in Figure A-B. The balun has the effect of introducing

Coax I I
I

II
~~

Core

(a)

,------.- To scope

(b)

FIGURE A-8 Pulse balun used to reduce effects of circulating' ground currents on
waveform measurements: (a) balun construction; (b) ground-loop voltage.
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an inductance in the ground loop which impedes the flow of circulating
ground currents. Since the ground resistance is generally very low and
the pulse differences in potential occur at high frequencies only, a small
amount ofinductance is required to eliminate circulating ground current.
The pulse balun consists of a coaxial cable wound about a magnetic
core. Usually only a few turns are required. The balun can be considered
a bifilar choke that presents a high impedance to common mode voltages
but a low impedance to differential mode signals between the center
and outer conductors, which cause equal currents to flow in opposite
directions, resulting in no net flux in the balun.

A-2 AVERAGE-POWER MEASUREMENT [2,4,7,9,12,14]

A knowledge of average RF power is often important in character
izing CW transmitter and low-power CW drives; in addition, average
power measurements may sometimes be used to infer peak power, as
will be discussed in Section A-3. There are five types of average-power
sensors: bolometers, thermistors, thermocouples, calorimeters, and
diode detectors, thermistors being the most commonly used.

Bolometers and Thermistors

Bolometers and thermistors are power sensors that operate by
changing their resistance with temperature when RF power is dissipated
as heat in the sensor. The bolometer is a thin piece of wire that has a
positive temperature coefficient of resistance. The thermistor is a semi
conductor device that has a negative temperature coefficient. Bolometers
are very susceptible to burnout, since they are operated with a dc bias
to balance the Wheatstone bridge that measures the resistance of the
bolometer. The high operating power is near the burnout point, making
them easily destroyed.

Thermistors are generally favored over bolometers for average-power
measurement. The thermistor is a small bead of metallic oxides, typically
0.4 mm in diameter with 0.03-mm wire leads. A graph of resistance
versus power for a typical thermistor is shown in Figure A-g. The lines
are nonlinear and vary greatly from one device to the next. Power mea
surement based on the shape of these curves would be very difficult.
Instead, a method is used to maintain a constant resistance in the therm
istor by maintaining constant power dissipation with a de or low-fre
quency bias current. As the RF power increases, the bias power is de
creased by the proper amount required to maintain a constant resistance.
The amount of bias power decreased is equal to the RF power and is
displayed Oil a meter.
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FIGURE A-9 Resistance as a function of power for a
typical thermistor. [7]

Thermistors are mounted in waveguide or coaxial structures, and
are designed to be well-matched to the waveguide or coaxial transmission
line. Modern thermistor mounts have an additional thermistor with
matched temperature characteristics to compensate for changes in am
bient temperatures.

Figure A-IO shows the simplified diagram of an HP 478 coaxial
thermistor mount. This mount contains four thermistors, each biased
to a resistance of 100 n. To the RF power the Rd thermistors appear

RF power

Thermal conducting block
1------,

I I
I
I
I
I
I

Compensation
bridge bias

RF bridge
bias

FIGURE A-IO Circuit for a coaxial thermistor mount
showing thermistors used for thermal compensation. [7]
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in parallel through the coupling capacitor C, and the bypass capacitor
Cb . Thus, the thermistor pair provides a 50-0. termination. To the bias
power, the thermistors appear in series (giving 200 0.).

Figure A-II shows a waveguide thermistor mount. The detecting
thermistor Rd is mounted on a glass epoxy bar so that it is thermally
isolated from the waveguide. Electrical contact to the thermistor is made
by a thin gold plating on the epoxy. A block of polystyrene foam is
inserted in the waveguide to protect the thermistor from air currents,
which might change its temperature, and to keep out foreign material.
Waveguide thermistors are available to 95 GHz.

Waveguide RF shield-----r- ----,

R0 detection
thermistor

RF
bridge

:/~mt-+--. Compensation
bridge

Rc compensation
thermistor

-=- Ground
I
I
I
I_____e-

J

(a)

Rc
compensating
thermistor
(underneath)

Ro
detection thermistor
suspended between
post and bar

(b)

FIGURE A-ll (a) Circuit and (b) disassembled view of a
waveguide thermistor mount. [71
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Thermocouples

Thermocouples generate a voltage due to a temperature gradie-nt
along the thermocouple. This voltage can be produced in two ways.
One is the Thomson emf, where a voltage is produced between the hoi

and cold ends of a metal rod by the diffusion of electrons freed by
thermal agitation. The other phenomenon is the Peltier emf, where a
voltage is produced across the junction of two different metals when
the junction is exposed to heat. Thermocouples use both the Thomson
emf and the Peltier emf to produce a net thermoelectric voltage.

Modern thermocouples use thin-film and semiconductor technologies.
A thin-film resistor of tantalum nitride converts the RF energy to heat.
The thermocouple consists of a layer of N-type silicon, and the thin
film resistor (see Figure A-12). As with the coaxial thermistor mount,

FIGURE A-12 Circuit diagram
of a thermocouple power-mea
suring circuit. [71

RF input

Thin-film
resistor

Hot

Cold

Cold

n-Type
silicon

Thin-film
resistor

To dC voltmeter

the two thin-film resistors form a 50-D. termination to RF frequencies
through the coupling and bypass capacitors. For dc voltage the two
thermocouples are in series and their voltages add. The dc voltage is
measured and is proportional to the microwave power at a sensitivity
of about 100 p.vImW. Thermocouples' average power is limited to 300
mW.

The thermocouple chip is attached to a transmission line deposited
on a sapphire substrate, as shown in Figure A-13. The thin-film resistors
in this structure form a very low-reflection termination.

Diode Detectors

Diodes can convert high-frequency energy to dc by their rectifica
tion properties. An ideal diode obeys the diode equation

i = 1,(1'''v I)
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where i is the diode current, V is the voltage across the diode, Is is
the saturation current, and a = q/nkT, where k is Boltzmann's constant,
T is the absolute temperature, q is the charge of an electron, and n is
an empirical constant. The value of a is typically 40 v-to Expanding

Bypass
capacitor

Thermocouple
chip

Housing

FIGURE A-I3 Thermocouple assembly for measure
ment of power. [7]

the diode equation to a power series gives:

i= I (av+ (aV)2 + ... )
s 2!

For small signals, only the first two terms are significant, and the second
order term provides signal rectification which results in signal detection;
such a diode is said to be operating in the square-law region.

Figure A-14 shows a simplified diagram of a source and a diode detec
tor. Maximum power is transferred when the parallel combination of
the diode resistance Rd and the matching resistance Rm equals the source
resistance Rs . Rd is a strong function of temperature. Rd is made larger
than R, to reduce the temperature dependence of the reflection coeffi
cient. However, a large value of Rd results in decreased sensitivity. A
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good compromIse for Rd is 2.5 kf], This requires Is to be about 10
/-LA.

Is for an ordinary silicon pn junction diode is quite large. The low
value of Is is achieved in Schottky diodes, which have the desired low
barrier potential. Originally, these were point-contact diodes, which are

(a)

v

30 mV

-10

-15

FIGURE A·14 (a) Diode detec
tor equivalent circuit and (b)
V-I curve. [7]

Square law V vs I curve

(b)

mechanically very fragile. Also, they were easily burned out because
of their small junction area, which results in very high current densities.
Now, however, Schottky diodes can be built with photometallurgical
techniques to be much more suitable for power measurements, and
they can give good performance to 18 GHz. These diodes can measure
power from -20 dBm (10 /-LW) to -70 dBm (100 pW), making them
about 3000 times more efficient than thermocouple power sensors. At
-70 dBm the diode detector output is about 50 nY, requiring highly
sensitive metering circuitry.
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Calorimeters

Calorimeters are capable of directly measuring high power levels.
Calorimeters generally consist of a water load where the microwave
power is absorbed in a matched-impedance section of transmission line
or a waveguide filled with a stream of water. The temperature rise of
the water is measured by calibrating thermocouples or thermistors, and
it is then related to the microwave power level.

A-3 PULSE-POWER MEASUREMENTS [6,7,10]

Units and Definitions

At frequencies from about 30 MHz through the optical spectrum,
the direct measurement of power is much more accurate and easier
than the measurement ofvoltage, and at frequencies above 1 GHz, power
becomes the fundamental unit of measurement. One reason for this is
that the voltage and current vary with position along a transmission
line but the power remains constant. Also, in waveguides the voltages
and currents are difficult to define and are dependent on the waveguide
geometry.

The watt is the fundamental unit of power. One watt is one joule
per second, or the rate ofenergy transfer. In many cases, one is interested
in measuring the ratio of two powers, or relative powers. Relative power
is a unitless quantity and is expressed in decibels (dB). The power ratio
in decibels is defined as follows:

P
P(dB) = 10 log -

Pr ef

where Pr ef is the reference power. The advantage of using decibels is
that the gain of several cascaded devices can be found by simply adding
the gain in decibels of all the individual devices. It should be noted
that attenuation is expressed as a negative number of decibels.

Absolute power is popularly expressed in dBm, where Pr ef = 1 mW:

P
P(dBm) = 10 log-

ImW

For example, 13 dBm is 20 mW. A positive value of dBm means"decibels
above one milliwatt," and a negative value of dBm means "decibels
below one milliwatt."

All power-measurement devices measure power by averaging the in
stantaneous microwave power p( t) over some period of time T. Mathe
matically this is expressed as follows:
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P> .!.JTP(t) dt
T 0

The term average power means that the power is to be averaged over
many periods of the lowest frequency involved. For a CW signal, the
lowest frequency and the highest frequency are the same; thus the aver
age power is equal to the instantaneous power. The lowest frequency
of a pulse-modulated signal is the PRF; thus the integration period
T = n/PRF, where n is a large number. Typically, integration times
from a few hundredths of a second to several seconds are required.

For pulse power Pp , the instantaneous power is averaged over the
pulse width T. For a trapezoidal pulse, the pulse width is taken at the
50% amplitude points. The relationship between pulse power and aver
age power is given by

PavgPp = - ---''-'-''--

duty cycle

where duty cycle = T X PRF

It should be noted that the value for T for a nonrectangular or nontrape
zoidal pulse is measured at some point other than the 50% point. This
value of T is referred to as the equivalent rectangular pulse width.

Envelope power is measured by making T less than 111m, where 1m
equals the highest modulation-frequency component. The envelope
power is what is detected by a square-law detector. The peak envelope
power is the maximum value of the envelope power. For a rectangular
pulse, the pulse power and peak envelope power are the same, and
both may be referred to as peak power.

For a CW signal, the average, instantaneous, and peak powers are
identical; thus, CW signals are usually used in calibrating power meters.

Peak-Power Measurement

If the pulse to be measured is trapezoidal, the average power
may be measured and the peak power calculated if the pulse width and
duty cycle are known; the relationships discussed in the preceding para
graphs are used.

The calculation of peak power from a measurement of average power
suffers from the disadvantage that nontrapezoidal waveforms cannot
be easily measured. One approach to the problem of measuring such
nonrectangular waveforms is the notch wattmeter, shown in block dia
gTam form in Figure A-15. In this concept, a low-duty-cycle RF pulse
is measured by pulsing oll' a reference CW power source during the
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Sync

Directional
coupler

1+----- Sync
in

RF
out

FIGURE A-I5 Simplified block diagram of a notch wattmeter. The RF signal genera
tor is "notched" off during the time the signal to be measured is present.

interval in which the pulse source being measured is turned on. By
adjustment of the notching signal to the same PRF, amplitude, and
duration as the pulse under measurement, it is relatively easy to make
the reference CW signal power equal to the peak power being measured.

Another approach to peak-power measurements involves the use of
a calibrated crystal detector, as shown in Figure A-16. The reference-

Signal to be measured

Directional
coupler

RF
switch

RF
out

Crystal
detector

Calibrated
signal

generator

Oscilloscope

FIGURE A-16 Block diagram of equipment for measurement of
peak power using a calibrated-crystal detector.
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signal generator is modulated with some known waveform, such as a
square wave, and its detected output adjusted to be equal to that pro
duced by the signal to be measured. Then the peak power of the square
wave signal is determined by conventional techniques; the square wave
power is equal to the peak power being measured.

Another method of measuring the peak envelope power by using" a
diode peak detector is shown in Figure A-17. A portion of the RF pulse

output
oscope

"- r>. Power
I--

10 dB
I-- 50 n

/ t divider attenuator termination

-

Diode peak
detector Chopper

.....
84 Video

~
to oscill

::::::

DC
power
supply

;> DC

<:> meter
<

- '-

RF input
50 MHz
-2 GHz

FIGURE A-I7 Simplified block diagram of a diode peak detector for mea
surement of peak RF power. [71

is fed to a diode peak detector, which develops a dc voltage proportional
to the peak voltage of the RF pulse. This voltage is compared to a
reference voltage, which is displayed on a meter calibrated in power
units. The dc and the pulse envelope are alternately displayed to an
oscilloscope by a switch. The dc voltage is adjusted until it is coincident
with the envelope peak viewed on the oscilloscope; the equivalent peak
envelope power is related to this dc voltage. Of course, sample-and
hold ("boxcar") techniques could also be used to measure this peak
detected voltage.

The calibration service currently available at the National Bureau of
Standards for calihratioll of peak RF pulse power meters makes use of
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the sampling-comparison method shown in Figure A-18. This technique
uses a specially constructed diode switch to extract a sample ofRF power
from the pulse to be measured, and also from a CW signal of known
value. The CW signal is adjusted to obtain identical readings of the
pulse and CW samples on the oscilloscope, and the CW level is then

Monitor

CW
source

CW power
meter

Power to be
measured

Scope

FIGURE A-IS Sampling-comparison method of measuring peak power used by the
National Bureau of Standards. SPOT = single-pole, double-throw.

equal to the peak pulse power to be measured at the input of the coaxial
switch.

The pulse power as defined in the first part of Section A-3 can be
measured directly by the technique of bolometer integration and differ
entiation. The bolometer's long thermal time constant integrates the
RF power and then cools off (see Figure A-19). If this signal is differenti
ated, the original envelope shape is obtained, enabling the detection
of peak envelope power. The pulse widths capable of being integrated
range from about 0.25 p,s to 10 p,s, with maximum peak power of about
300 mW. A simplified block diagram of such a peak-power measurement
system is given in Figure A-20. Of course, the bolometers used with
such a system must be carefully calibrated if accurate absolute-power
measurements are to be performed. Calibrated mounts are available
1<>1' the radar hands L through x.
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FIGURE A-19 Use of bolome
ter integration and differentia
tion for measurement of pulse
power. (a) microwave pulse; (b)
signal at bolometer; (c) bolome
ter signal after differentiation.
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FIGURE A-20 Siml)lifiNI block diagram of a peak-power meter using a bolometer
illl('Krllli(lI)-dilf('r1'lllilllioll IlU'IIHUrI'nwIlt system.
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A-4 SPECTRAL ANALYSIS [1,3,8,11,13]

A considerable amount of information concerning the characteris
tics of a transmitted RF pulse is included in its frequency spectrum.
The frequency spectrum of a pulsed RF signal consists of a central
line at the carrier frequency surrounded by a number of discrete lines
spaced at the pulse-repetition frequency. The amplitude of these lines
is determined by the characteristics of the RF transmitted pulse. Figure
A-21 shows the spectrum of a rectangular transmitted pulse, with a

=1i PRF

-4
T

1
T

2
T

3
T

4
T

FIGURE A-21 Spectrum of a rectangular-envelope RF pulse of width T

and a fixed PRF. [8]

central line whose amplitude is given by the peak transmitted power
times the duty cycle, or the average power, surrounded by lines spaced
at the PRF and modulated by a (sin x)/x envelope. Figure A-22 illustrates
the effects of changes in pulse width and pulse-repetition frequency,
changes in pulse width affecting the shape of the envelope and the posi
tion of the nulls of the envelope, while changes in PRF affect only the
spacings of the individual frequency lines.

Deviations from ideal behavior result in modification of the spectrum
of the pulse, which is a sensitive measure of these deviations. Figure
A-23 illustrates the effects offrequency modulation and amplitude modu
lation on the spectrum of an RF pulse. It should be noted that combined
FM and AM on the pulse, as shown in Figure A-23, is usually representa
tive of magnetron pulse spectra, because of the coupling between fre
quency and amplitude associated with pushing phenomena in
magnetrons.

IL however, there arc FM or AM modulations on a pulse-to-pulse
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basis, the individual spectral lines will be broadened; this effect is particu
larly important in pulse-Doppler or MTI systems, as was shown in the
example given in Chapter I.

The measurement or the spectral characteristics of an RF pulse may
be accomplished by a number of different means, depending on the
type of information to be extracted. The information concerning the

III'
, II,

Jl'---------In'---------IrL
(a) Narrow pulse width causes wide spectrum

lobes; high PRF results in low spectral line
density.

Jl~_rL
(c) PRF lower than (a) results in higher spectral

density. Lobe width is same as (a] since
pulse widths are identical.

(b) Wider pulse than (a) causes narrower
lobes, but line density remains constant
since PR F is unchanged.

..""". ,'I, .,,11",.
'11111111 11111111'

Jl'---__Il
(d! Spectral density and PRF unchanged from

(c) but lobe widths are reduced by wider
pulse.

FIGURE A-22 Effects of pulse width and PRF on pulse spectra. [8]

envelope of the spectrum can be readily extracted by the use of spectrum
analyzer techniques, but examination of the broadening of the individual
spectral lines presents a much more difficult measurement problem.

A simplified block diagram of the basic elements that constitute a
spectrum analyzer is given in Figure A-24. A sawtooth generator gener
ates both a frequency control for the local oscillator and a drive for
the horizontal deflection on a CRT. The local oscillator output is mixed
with the incoming RF signal. The resulting signal is amplified in an IF
amplifier, detected, .uu l displayed Oil the vertical axis or the scree-n.
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The response of the IF amplifier may be either linear, square-law, or
logarithmic in order to achieve the desired vertical display; and the
amount of frequency scanning (dispersion), the rate at which the fre
quency is scanned, and the bandwidth of the IF amplifier (resolution)
are normally selectable to achieve the desired characteristics.
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Spectrum of rectangular pulse without
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tude slope.

More severe case of FM and AM occurring
during pulse.
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FIGURE A-23 Some pulse spectra. [81
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If individua l spectral lines are to be resolved, th e IF bandwid th n
must be l ess than the spacing between spectral lin es; th at is,

B< PRF

and preferab ly

B <0.3 X PR F

In order to avo id errors, the scan widt h and scan tim e mus t sa tisfy
th e followin g relations hip:

Scan width
Scan time < B2 [8]

where scan wid th is in hertz per division, scan time is In seconds per
division, and B is in hertz.

RF signa l

IF
amplifier

Local osc illato r

Detec to r

FIGURE A-24 Simplified block diagram of a spectrum analyzer.

If the IF bandwidth cannot meet this requirement and cannot achieve
reasonable sca n tim es and sens itivity, the individual spectral lines cannot
be resolved . This is not necessarily an undesirable situa tion, since cons id
erable informa tion ca n be obtained from the envelope of th e spectrum,
which is ob ta ined by utilizing an IF ban dwidth that encompasses a num
ber of the spectral lines of the pulse spectru m. It should be emphas ized
that such a display is not a true fre que ncy display, but it does combine
both tim e and frequency. The lines that are displayed under this condi
tion are not th e true frequency compo nent lines, but represent the energy
that en ters the IF bandpass at each tran smitted pulse. A certain indicati on
that thi s condition exists is that the amplitude of these displayed lin es
and the number of lin es displayed cha nge as the IF bandwidth is var ied.

In Ihe eve ll t tluu opcr.u ion ill rhis so-called envelope mode is desire d,
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for good spectral resolution, a reasonable rule of thumb for the selection
of IF bandwidth is that

0.2
B<-

Teff

and for resolution of lobe minima, it is recommended that

0.3
B<

T

It is suggested that bandwidth in the range

PRF> B> 0.3 PRF

be avoided, and that the scan time satisfy the following relationship:

. . 10
Scan tune (sz'div) :;::: PRF (Hz)

which will ensure that at least 100 lines are visible on any display.
Another important factor to consider in spectral analysis of low-duty

cycle pulses is the so-called desensitization of the spectrum analyzer.
The maximum signal that can be accommodated by a spectrum analyzer
is limited by the capability of the mixer or spectrum analyzer front end,
typically on the order of -10 dBm. There is a pulse desensitization
factor a given by

a p = 20 log Teff Bk

where k""" 1.5 [8]

The equivalent noise "floor" of the spectrum analyzer is related to the
selected IF bandwidth. Thus, the maximum dynamic range of the signal
that can be accommodated by the spectrum analyzer is given by the
maximum input power in dBm, less the desensitization factor in decibels,
less the equivalent noise level for the selected bandwidth (typically on
the order of -100 dBm). For short pulses, low duty cycles, and the
resultant large IF bandwidths, this pulse desensitization may severely
limit the ability to examine low-level frequency side lobes associated
with a particular spectrum, and may represent a limiting factor in the
use of conventional spectral analysis techniques.

The other type of measurement condition that is of interest to the
transmitter engineer is an examination of the broadening ofeach individ
ual spectral line associated with pulse-to-pulse frequency and amplitude
instabilities. The particular requirements of large dynamic range, a high
order of frequency stability, and an ability to measure with a high degree
of resolution require special techniques to perform such measurements.
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The spectrum of a signal is broadened by the presence of AM or
FM modulation of the signal. Effects of FM noise are often displayed
as a plot of frequency deviation as a function of modulation rate, with
the frequency deviation expressed in either peak or rms hertz for a
given measurement bandwidth. Effects of AM noise are usually displayed
as the single side-band-to-carrier power ratio in dB measured in a speci
fied bandwidth as a function of the frequency separation from the carrier.
For small FM modulation indices, these measures of AM and FM noise
are related by

Ps = (2 f m)2
Pc t1f

where Ps = total noise power in a specified bandwidth centered fm Hz
from the carrier

Pc = carrier-signal power
fm = modulation rate or separation from carrier (Hz)
t1f= rms frequency deviation (Hz) in specified bandwidth

The particular techniques utilized for accurate measurement of these
noise levels depend upon whether the noise to be measured lies between
the central line and the first spectral line, between higher-order spectral
lines, or at a distance from the pulse center frequency.

A simplified block diagram of a test setup for measuring spectral
power between the first two spectral lines is given in Figure A-25. A
sample of the RF drive and a sample of the tube output pulse are com
pared in a phase-sensitive mixer, after introduction of a delay and gating
of the drive signal to compensate for the characteristics of the tube.
The output of the phase-sensitive mixer is then sent through a low
pass filter and amplifier before being sent to a wave analyzer for spectral
analysis. This approach is utilized in order to employ available equip
ment, specifically wave analyzers having the required dynamic range
in excess of 100 dB, and measurement bandwidths of a few hertz.

In the event that noise measurements beyond the frequency region
between the center frequency and the first spectral line are required,
one of the inputs to the phase-sensitive mixer is offset in frequency,
as shown in Figure A-26. This approach has a lower sensitivity due to
the introduction of additional frequency-noise components in the refer
ence channel.

A critical component in this measurement approach is the phase-sensi
tive mixer, and considerable care must be utilized in order to avoid
nonlinear operation and generation of spurious intermodulation prod
ucts 13, 11,131. With care, it has been possible to reduce spurious compo
ncnrs (0 levels below 100 dB relative to the carrier component. In most
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FIGURE A-25 Block diagram of measurement equipment for measurement of spectral components close to
the carrier frequency. [13]
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FIGURE A-26 Block diagram of measurement of intraspectral components removed from the carrier fre
quency. [13]
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cases, the dynamic range is limited by the characteristics of the analyzer
used rather than by the mixer intermodulation products.

For measurement of the spectrum far from the carrier, it is possible
to utilize a bandpass filter at the carrier frequency, in order to permit
conventional spectrum analyzers to be utilized for analysis of these noise
components without undue limitations in system measurement sensitivity
due to their limited dynamic range.

For measurements where a spectrum analyzer or wave analyzer of

Tube
under
test

Phase
sensitive
detector

AM

PMExt
Ext. ------+----0
mod.

Trigger -----------l'i

To
1----- spectrum

analyzer

FIGURE A-27 Block diagram of intraspectral-noise measurement equipment using
a slImplilll{ filter, [Ill
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the requircd dyu.uni« lallge is not available, sampling filters may be
utilized in orde-r 10 ledll«' I he dynamic-range requirements of the spec
trum analyzer II I I. A simplified block diagram of such a system is shown
in Figure A-'!.7. l ryn.unic ranges in the region of 125 dB relative to
the carrier in the range from 200 Hz to 10 kHz from the carrier have
been realized hy usiuj; a wave analyzer with approximately 80 dB of
dynamic range. The lise olthe sampling filter imposes a (sin x)xweighting
function upon the noise spectrum, which must be corrected for when
such measurement sale interpreted.
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APPENDIX

B
COMMONLY USED
UNITS AND
CONVERSIONS
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International (51) Other commonly
Term Symbol units used units Conversions

Magn eti c flux 4> Web er (Wb) Lines (maxwells) 1 Wb = 108 lines

Magnetic flux density B T esla (T, or Wb/m2) Gauss (G); 1 G = 6.45 lines/in-
linea/in? = 10- 4 T

Magnetic field stre ngth 11 Amperes per met er (Az'm) Oersted (O e); 1 O e = 2.02 ampere- turns/ in
ampere-turns/in =79.6 Aim

Length Meters (m) Inches (in) 1 rn = 39 .37 in

Area Square meters (rn '') Square inches (in") 1 in 2 = 6.4 5 X 10- 4 m2

Voltage V Volts (V)

Current I Amperes (A)

Permeability p. Henrys per meter (H/m)
(p.o = 471' X 10-7 H/m)



INDEX

Agilit y, frequency, 9
(Seealso Magn etrons, frequency-agile)

AM (amplitude modulatio n) noi se, 325
Amplifiers;

crossed-field (seeCrossed-field amp lifiers)
ex te nded -interaction . Yl
MOPAsystem , 13
transistor RF, 75
T wystron (see Twys tron amplifiers)

Aver age-power measurement, 308 - 314
using bolometers , 308
using calor imete rs. 314
using diode detectors . 311- 313
using thermistors , 308 - 310
using thermocouples. 31 1

Baluns, pulse, 307 - 308
Blind speeds , II
Blum lein netw ork, 184
Bolometers, 308, 318, 3 19
Bushings, 164-171

high-voltage , 168 -1 70
lower- voltage insulated, 166 - 167

C core , 154
C-core d imensions:

4-mil,1 99
2-mil ,156

Calorimete rs, 3 14
Capaci tors, pulse, 184 -1 89

des ign of, 185
ph ysical, 187, 188

di ssipation factor, 193, 194
series-connected sectio n s, 185
stre ss in insul ation , 185, 189
voids , bre akdown of, 185

Charging chokes, 197 - 206
ac flux, 198
air gap, 198
cores, 199
de flux, 198
de-Qingof, 204 - 206
design exampl e of, 25 1- 257

cross-sectional view, 252
de sign proced ure lo r, 197 - 200
efficiency of, 114

Cha rging chokes (Cont .):
ind uctance, 198
insu lation , 199
losses, calculation of, 200 - 202

core, 202
gap,201

maximum flux, 198
Q of, 114, 201
requirement s of, 243
ringing in , 202 - 203
saturatio n, 199
turns, number o f, 198
(Seealso Line -type modu lators)

Cha rging e flicie ncy, 114
Clipping diode (seeShunt diode)
Contro ls an d monitor ing, 244-245
Core loss;

charging choke, 202
mag net ic switch , 228
pu lse transformer, 158, 175

Corn er-cutte r circuit, 123
Corona sta rting voltages, 186. 187
Corona test ing, 188
Crossed-field amplifiers (CFA), 37 -54

Am plitron,37
backward -wave, 37, 38, 40
bandwidt h, 41
biased-diode character istic of, 43
cathode injection, 41
circular-fo r mat, 37 - 39
cold-catho de operation , 44
commercially available, 55
dc ope ration , 45
Dem atron, 37
distributed-em ission, 37
electrode, 45, 46
forward-wave, 37. 38, 40, 52
injected-beam, 37
linear-fo rmat , 37,38
modulator interac tion . 45
mo nitor ing , 52 , 132, 135
no ise perfor mance, 48. 53
nonrcemrant, 37
phase character istics of, 48 - 51
reentra nt, 37
RF leaka ge, 52
self-p ulsing, 45

333
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Crossed-field amplifiers (CFA) (Cont.i:
sensitivity to: current, 43, 50

frequency, 43, 50
voltage, 42, 51

5FD-257,45-47
sole, 37
upper-mode boundary, 42
waveguide resonances, 52

Crossed-field devices (see Crossed-field amplifiers;
Magnetrons)

Crowbar circuit, 63, 102 -103
Current density in wire, 173 -174
Current transformer, pulse-viewing, 305
Current-viewing resistor, 304

Darlington line, 183-184
Dc power supplies:

for grid-pulse modulators, 280, 281
overloads, 129 - 131
representative schematic diagram of, 129, 130
series regulator, 130, 131

Deltamax, 226
core losses for, 228-229
core sizes of, 231
properties of, 230
(Seealso Magnetic switches; 5CR-magnetic

modulators)
De-Qing voltage regulators, 204 - 206
Despiking network, 122
Detectors, diode, 311-313, 316-317
Diode line, 95

Expansion, oil, 163
Extended-interaction amplifier, 71
Extended-interaction klystrons, 71
Extended-interaction oscillator (ElO), 71, 74, 75,

270,273

Floating-deck modulators, 89-92, 285 -292
FM (frequency modulation) noise, 325
4PR 1000A tetrode switch tube, characteristics of,

98
Frequency agility, 9

(See also Magnetrons, frequency-agile)
Frequency response, Doppler, 10-11
Frequency-scanning radar, 8-9

Grid-pulse modulators, 279-285
blocking-oscillator grid pulser, 285
dc power supplies, 280, 281
solid-state grid pulser, 283 -285

Guard interval, 128
Gyrotrons, 76 -79

Hard-tube modulators, 88 -1 09
configurations of, 89-92
coupling circuits, 109
design examples of, 270 - 279
driver, 251

grid,278
EIO,270
monitoring, 134
output waveforms, 103 - 109

fall time of, 105 - 109
rapid, use of tail biter for, 109

rise time of, 104
top-of-pulse, 105

High-voltage dividers, 296 - 301
Hydrogen thyratrons, 209 -212

description 01',209
important parameters of, 211
limitations of, 211
parallel operation of, 210
representative types of, 212
series operation, 211

1MPATTdiodes, 75-76
Impregnation, vacuum, 171
Insulation, 158-159

stress in: for charging chokes, 199
under pulsed service, 159, 174

thermal resistivity of, 162
thickness of, for mechanical strength, 159
vacuum impregnation, 171

International (51) units, 332
Isomica, 189

Klystrons, 54 - 64
bandwidth, 60
commercially available types of, 61
control electrode characteristics of, 59
control-focus electrode, 58
cutaway view of, 56
electron gun, 57 -60
equivalent circuit, 60
extended-interaction, 71
focusing, 60
modulating anode, 58
noise performance, 60, 62
phase modulation, 63
protection for, 63
shadow grid, 58
spurious outputs, 63
terminal characteristics 01',60

Line-type modulators, 109-124,247 -264
characteristics of, general, 247
charging-choke I)aramclers. 249



Line-type modulator" (C/I/lI.I:
currents, 114
discharge interval, I 1,1, I I,.
droop, 119
monitoring, I~:I

operation of, III - 11!1
pulse-transformer ('ollliRlllal ions. ~'19 - 251

(Seealso Pulse t ransforuu-rs)
pulse-transformer d('siKII,~r)H -·~{j4

(Seealso Pulse t ransformers)

recharge interval. I 12 - II:I
resonant charging, II:J
rise time of, 119
shunt diode, III
simplified schematic representation of, III
subresonant chargillg, 11:1- 114
variable pulse-width, 119
voltage regulation, 116 -117
(Seealso Pulse-forming networks)

Linear-beam tubes:
monitoring, 132 -133
(Seealso Klystrons; Traveling-wave tubes;

Twystron amplifiers)

Linear FM (frequency modulation) pulse com
pression, 6 - 8

Lord-type transformer winding, 151

Magnetic switches, 226 - 231
core dimensions 01',231
core material, 226
core volume, 228
losses, 228
magnetizing current, 227
operation of, 226
saturated inductance, 227
winding configuration, 229
(Seealso SCR-magnetic modulators)

Magnetrons, 22-37
hack heating, 26
cavity-type, 22
coaxial,26

inverted,27
commercially available types of, 28
CW, 33, 34
electronic tuning, 26
equivalent circuit, 24
frequency-agile, 26 -35

comparison 01',34-35
dielectric tuned, 31
local oscillator, 33
tuning rates of, 30

Hartree voltage, 23
missing pulses, 24, 25
moding,24,120-124
monitoring, I ;~~
muhip.umr-t um-d, ~fi

INDEX

Magnetrons (Cont.):

piezoelectric tuned, 28
pulling figure, 24
pushing figure, 24
rate of rise of voltage, 24
reciprocation-tuned. 28-32

EM,39
HI-Fl,29
motor-driven, 30

V-I relationships, 23
Marx generator, 183
Master-oscillator-power-amplifier (MOPA) sys-

tem,I3
Matched filtering, 4-5
Microwave tubes (see Tubes, microwave)
Moding, 24, 120 -124
Modulators:

characteristics of, general, 87 -88
comparison of, 137
costof,138-140
floating-deck, 89-92, 285-292
grid-pulse (seeGrid-pulse modulators)
hard-tube (see Hard-tube modulators)
line-type (see Line-type modulators)
SCR-magnetic (see SCR-magnetic modulators)
stability factors, 136

Monitoring operations, 244 -245
MTI (moving target indication) radar systems,

9-17
coherent-an-receive system, 14
improvement factor, 13

calculation of, 16
master-oscillator - power-amplifier system,

13
performance limitations, 15

Nagaoka's constant, 182
Notch wattmeter, 316

Oscillator, extended-interaction, 71, 74, 75, 270,
273

Oscilloscopes, 296
Overloads and protective circuits, 130-135

microwave tube protection, 131-133
modulator monitoring, 133 -135
transmitter-performance monitoring, 135

PAVE PAWS radar system, 75
Peak-power measurement, 315-319

bolometer, 318, 319
integration and differentiation of, 318

calculation from average, 315
calibrated crystal detector, ~ I(i
diod,' delCl'lor, :Jiii -:1 17
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Peak -power measurement (Com .):

notch wattmeter, 3 16
sampling-c omparison method for , 3 18

Pedestal technique for magnetron o pera tion,
122 -1 23

Pickup , stray, 306-308
Power-combining techniques , 75
Probe , high-voltage, 299
Protective circu its (see Overloads and protective

circuits)
Pulse balu ns, 30 7 - 308
Pulse-bender arrangement, 123
Pulse capacitors (see Capacito rs, pul se)
Pulse compression , 6 - 8
Pulse-eurrent measurement , 303 -306
Pulse-Doppler systems, 17- 18
Pulse-forming ne tworks (PFN), 109 -11 9, 179-

194
capacita nce of, 110
capacito r losses , 192
case size estimation, 190 - 193
coil design , 182 - 183
design ex ample 0 1', 257 - 258
de sign pa ramete rs, 110, 181
Guillem in E-type, 110, 179-1 81
impedance level, 115
inductance, 110
inductor tap loca tions, 183
number of sections, 181
r ise time o f, 181
spec ifications of, 243
tem pe rat ure rise of, 189 - 194

Pulse-po we r measurements:
ca lculat ion of peak power (see Peak-po wer mea

surement)
units and defin ition s 0 1', 314 - 3 15

Pulse transforme rs, 143 - I 75
bushin gs (see Bushings)
co p pe r losses, 163, 164
core losses, 158, 175
Core resetting, 154
cross-sec tional view, 259
design example of, 258 - 264
design procedures for , 171 -1 75
dist ributed cap acity, 175
distributed parameters: calculation o f, 150 -152

chok e of, 146
droop, 147
eq uivalent circuit: com ple te, 144

simplified, I45
fa brication constants, 164
flu x change, 154, 173
leakage ind uctance, 175
losses , st ra y capacitance, 163
proximity effect , 164
pulse permeability, 155 , 157
I'uls" re sponse , 1-15, 116

Pulse transfo rm ers (Com .) :
req uire ments of, 143
r ise time of: biased-d iode load , 147

resistive load , 146
specifica tion of, 244
tail-o f-pulse response, 147 - 150
vacuum impregnation, 17 1
volts-pe r-tu rn , 154
wind ing configurations, 150 -153
wire resistance , effective, 164

Qof cha rging choke, 114, 20 I

Rad ar :
freq uency-scanning, 8 - 9
MT I (see MTI radar systems)
pu lse-Doppler , 17- 18
range eq uation, 3
range resolution , 3
tr acking, 8

Rad ar equ ation, 3
Rate of r ise o f voltage (RRV ), 24, 120
RBDT (seeReverse-blocking d iode th yr isto r )
Regul ation:

charging reg ulator, 206
dc power supply, 129 , 280,281
de-Qi ng , 205
of hard-tube modulator, 101, 102
of line -type modulato r, I 16,11 7

Resonant cha rging, 113 - 114
Reverse-block ing diode th yri stor (RBDT), 223 -

225
cha rac te r ist ics of, 225
description of, 223
dildt, 224
dv /dt, 224
modulator circuit using , 225
trigge ring , 224
V-I characte ris tics of, 224

Reverse-blocking triode thyr istor (see Silicon con
trolled rectifie r)

Reverse-switch ing rec tifier (RSR) (see Reverse
bloc king diode thyristo r)

Samica, 189
Sampling -compariso n measu rement, 3 18
Sampling filter for spectral me asurements, 328
Sat urating magnetic switches (see Magnetic

switche s)
Sat ur at ion, charging cho ke, 199
SCR (see Silicon controlled rectifiers)
SCR-magnetic modul ators, 125 - 129,261 - 270

auxili ary ..irc uits, 129
c ha r~t.' transfe r interval. 126 ·- 127
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SCR-magndirlllodlll,llfll"lU:",,' )

cornpressioui.uiov, I~!q

core biasing, I~~)
design cakul.n 1011,1111, '.!lJ.', ~~Il'1

discharge inu-rv.il, I;!'/

guard interval, I ~8
monitoring', I :~·l

operation of, I~rl I ~li
simplified scht'l1Ii11 it dlillJ.1 ;1111 01. I ~..U·,

Self-breakdown \'nll;'I-\"ISII V), :!:I"
Shunt diode, II·l

specification !ClI·, :.!,H
Side lobes, r'lni(", 7 8

Silectron, 154

core losses, I "H. 17'" ~II~

core sizes, 151i. J !)!)
magnetization curve, ] t:l7

Silicon controlled rectifier (SCR), 219-223
characteristics of, 221
description of, 219
dildt, 221
dissipation in, 220
dv/dt, 221. 222
junction temperature. 221-222
recovery-time problem in, 222
series operation. 220
thermal impedance of, 222, 223
(See also SCR-magnetic modulators)

Solid-state grid pulser, 283 -285
Solid-state transmitters, 75 ~ 76

Spark gaps, 232-237
characteristics of, 234

V-I,236
cutoff region, 233
description of, 232
self-breakdown voltage (SB V), 2'1"
triggering, 232 -236

Specifications for high-power transurim-rs, ~:I~I

245
Spectral analysis, 320 -329

measurement of spectral and intraspectral com
ponents, 326, 327

sampling filter, 328
Spectrum, pulse, 5, 320-322
Stray pickup, 306-308
Subresonant charging, 113-114
Switch tubes:

arcing, 102
cathodes, 212-213
constant-current operation, 97
crowbar circuit, 102 - 103
grid-drive saturation, 102
parallel operation, 216 - 217
pcntodcs, 212
pl.ucdissip.uion ill, ~I·I---~I!l

l"C'pr<'sclilal ivr l)'iN'S of',~! 17
salillilll'd 0PI'I;(I iOll, ~'fl, qq

Switch tubes (Coni.):

sensitivity 01',99
series operation, 216
shielded grid, 213
specification of, 97
tetrodes, 212

(See also Tetrodes)
triodes, 213

(See also Triodes)
unsaturated operation, 99
voltage and current ratings, 218
voltage breakdown, 215
(See also Hard-tube mod ulators)

Switches, 209 - 23 7
magnetic (see Magnetic switches)
specification of, 243
(See also Hydrogen thyratrons: Reverse

blocking diode thyristor; Silicon coni rolled
rectifiers; Spark gaps; Switch tubes)

Temperature-rise calculations, IIiO-- J Ii'l
ofPFN,189-194

Tetrodes, 212, 213
characteristics of, 92 - !)'I
plate current ill, ~):\

plate cutoff curves, ~I·l

screen-grid rlJaraI'IITi.'i1 i('s 1II, ~n
screen-grid cmissiun, ~):\

St.'llsilivil r' 10 ,'ill 1'1'1)' \'oll;I~I' 1 1I,IIl~t", 1111
sial i('-c!lill'allc'II-.lu I III \'C\, If.!

'I'11I"llIli,I,,,,, :\118 :\111
Thf'I'1II0('Ullph-",:\ II
l'hYI'OIl1 IlIIS (\/',' IlrdlllHt'll 111\'1illlllll1d

Tby 1i."iI4II'S ( ,\1'1' RI'\'C'I'U' hllH kUI)J, dilillf' 111\' 11'~11 II )

lr.u king IIuLl! ')''111'111.\, H

TI';tllsisl4l1 RI' (radioIIC(I'IC'Ill'}') illIIl'lliil'l's, ~/r,

.lr.msuussiou lin«, disdlarj.!;c 01, I ()~J, II n, II r,
'Irausmiru-rx:

comparison of: bandwidth versus power output,
80

efficiency versus bandwidth, 80
tabular, 81

factors in selection and design, ] - 2
performance monitoring, 135
power-supply considerations, 242
safety and overload requirements, 245
specification process, 240
tube specification, 241

Traveling-wave tubes (TWT), 64 -71
arcing. 67
commercially available types of, 68
coupled-cavity, 61, 65
depressed collector, 66
description of, 64
l'f1icil'ncy of, lili
IO('lIsillg,li,1 (iIi
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Traveling -wave tu bes (T WT) (ConI .) :
gridded,'67
interaction circuits, 65
longitudinal sec tion, 64
protection for, 69
range of power, 70
sensi tivity to elect rode voltages, 69, 71
750H cha rac ter istics of, 69
velocity synch ron ization . 66

T riodes, 212, 213
cha racter istics of, 92
cons tan r-vg rid -d r ive voltage curve , 95
plate current in, 92
plate cuto ff cu rves, 94
regul at ion o f, 10 I
sensitivity to su pply voltage charges,

101
shie lde d grid tubes, 95
static-ch aracteristic curves , 94

T ubes , microwave:
protect ion for, 13 1- 133
sales of, 82 -83

T ubes, microwave (ConI .):

status of, unce rtain, 84
(Seealsospecific lube»

Tw ystron amp lifiers:
bandwidth. 69, 72
characteristics of, 73
sensitivities for, 70

Units of measurement, 3 14 - 3 15, 332

Vacu um impregnat ion , 17 1
Vacuum tubes, 212 -2 19

(Seealso Switch tubes)
Volta ge div iders, 296 - 30 1
Voltm eters, peak-reading, 30 1- 303

Wire:
copper, table of, 165
cu rrent de nsity in , 173 - I 74




